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This method cramps expansion, and becomes more
expensive with each mistake and with each change of
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Or are you going to buy all the components mounted
on small panels which by means of an easy method of
assembly can be built easily and rapidly to form the
larger panel of the complete set ?
By this method costs are low and wastage is elimina-
ted. If the set has annoying limitations, rebuild it
to suit your amended requirements, whether they
be calculated to affect range, selectivity, purity,
or a combination of any of these features.
This is the Polar Blok method.
Your set never becomes obsolete. Wire-
less developments are followed step by
step with ease and certainty. Its appear-
ance is unexcelled. In performance
it is reliable, robust and extremely
pleasing.
Polar Blok has withstood the
severe test of Polar Explora-
tion and emerged with flying
colours on a recent Polar
Expedition. It is used
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sible. It carries the
Polar Guarantee.
You cannot do
better than use
it yourself.
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THE SUPER -HETERODYNE z". 4.
?. Its origin, development and some 4.

recent improvements.

4.. By Edwin H. ARMSTRONG. al.
We have much pleasure in giving from
the pen of the well-known inventor
himself an account of his work.

ICN

Major E. H. Armstrong. 4"5":""4":.4.4.4.4.4.4.4"."4.444.4.4.":.4.4::"

THE
purpose of this paper is to

describe the development of
the super -heterodyne re-

ceiver from a wartime invention,
primarily intended for the exceed-
ingly important radio telegraphic
direction -finding  service in the
Signal Corps of the American Ex-
peditionary Force, into a type of
household broadcasting receiver
which, with our present vision,
appears likely to become standard.

The invention of the super-
heterodyne dates back to the early
part of 1918. The full technical
details of this system were -made
public in the autumn of 1919. Since
that time it has been widely used
in experimental work and is respon-
sible for many of the recent accom-
plishments in long-distance recep.
tion from broadcasting stations.
While the superiority of its per-
formance over all other forms of
receivers was unquestioned, very.
many difficulties rendered it un-
suitable for use by the general
public and confined it to the hands
of engineers and skilled amateurs.
Years of concentrated effort from
many different sources have pro-

duced improvements in vacuum
tubes, in transformer construction,
and in the circuits of the super-
heterodyne itself, with the result
that at the beginning of the present
month there has been made avail-
able for the general public a super-
heterodyne receiver which meets
the requirements of household use.

A Problem.
It is a peculiar circumstance that

this invention was a direct out-
growth to meet a very important
problem confronting the American
Expeditionary Force. This pro-
blem was the reception of extremely
weak spark signals of frequencies
varying from about 500,000 cycles
to 3,000,000 cycles, with an absolute
minimum of adjustments to enable
rapid change of wavelength. The
technical difficulties of this problem
are now so well known that it is
not necessary to consider them.
Round in England and Latour in
France, by some of the Most
brilliant technical radio work of
the war, succeeded in producing
radio frequency amplifiers covering
the band from 500,000 to r,000,000
cycles and though covering a much

Mr. Harry Houck.
more limited band, amplifiers
operating on 2,000,000 cycles had
been constructed. These results
had been accomplished by the use
of vacuum tubes and transformers
of a minimum capacity. As this
apparatus was used in the highly
important intelligence services, all
information was carefully guarded.
When the United States entered the
war, the facts that it was necessary
to produce sensitive receivers for
short wavelengths and that valve
capacity would prove the bar to a
straightforward solution of the pro-
blem were not known in that
country. As a result, no attention
was paid to the capacity in the
type of valve which was adopted,
and while the valve met the
requirements of the lower fre-
quencies admirably, it was im-
possible to. use it effectively for the
frequencies of importance in the
direction -finding service.

The Solution.
During the early part of 1918,

through the courtesy and energy
of General Ferrie and his staff, the
American Expeditionary Force was
supplied with apparatus of French

This interesting 10 -valve supersonic heterodyne receiver was designed by Mr. Kennet Alfora.
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manufacture. It was quite ap-
parent, however, that this source
of supply could not be a permanent
one, and a solution of the`2problem
became essential. During the
early part of 1917, I had made a
careful study of the heterodyne
phenomena and their effect on the
efficiency of amplification. With
this work freshly in mind, the idea
occurred to me to solve the problem
by selecting some frequency which
could be handled by the valves
available, building an effective
amplifier for that frequency, and
then transforming the incoming
high -frequency to this readily
arhplifiahle. value -by/some convert-
ing.means which had no low limit ;
preferably the heterodyne and
rectification. The principles and
advantages of this method were
explained . in a paper presented
before this Institute (1) and are
now so well known that' no further
explanation is required here.

Experimental Work.
After much experimental work,

an eight -valve set was constructed
consiSting of a rectifier valve, a
separate heterodyne oscillator,
three intermediate frequency ampli-
fiers a second rectifier or detector
and two audio -frequency stages.
The intermediate frequency stages
were coupled by tuned air -core
transform ars set for a frequency of
about r o a,000 cycles, with an
adjustment for controlling the re-
generation. The amplification of
voltage measured at the input of
the second detector with the
amplifier just below the oscillating
point, was about equivalent to a
radio frequency amplification of
500. It gave satisfactory results
except that the inclusion of a re-
action control on the inter-
mediate frequency amplifier made
skilled handling necessary, as the
adjustment of the frequency of the

) This amplification is based on the ratio of the
voltage applied to the second detector to the
voltage at the frame terminals. The intermediate
wequency amplification is unknown.

December, 1924

The Western Electric Co.'s 7 -valve super -heterodyne
set uses Weco valves.

oscillator changed the plate current
of the detector valve and this, in
turn, varied the resistance which
that valve introduced into the
amplifier system and upset the
reaction adjustment.

Performance.
The Armistice ended develop-

ment at this point, but in the
autumn of 1919, for the purpose of
determining the results obtain-
able by pushing the super-
heterodyne method of reception to
the limit, a resistance -coupled inter-
mediate frequency amplifier con-
sisting of five high (amplification
factor) valves was constructed.
The voltage amplification of these

3 STAGES OF AMPL/F/GAT/ON.

five stages was probably between
5,00o- and io,000-fold. While
greater amplification could have
been obtained, the sensitiveness of a
set composed of a two -valve fre-
quency converter, a five -valve inter-
mediate frequency amplifier, a de-
tector, and one stage of audio, was
such that on a three-foot (one -
metre) frame, the sole criterion of
reception was simply whether the
signal was stronger than the atmo-
spheric disturbances.

Sensitivity.
The sensitiveness of the super-

heterodyne was demonstrated
during the winter of 1919-1920,
when the spark signals from

Fig. 1.-The simplified circuit of an eight -valve super -heterodyne set
constructed by the author.
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amateur stations on the West coast
and telephone signals from de-
stroyers in Southern waters were
received in the vicinity of New
York on a three-foot (one -metre)
frame. Probably the most striking
demonstration of the capabilities of
the method occurred in December,
1920, when Paul F. Godley, at
Ardrossan, Scotland, received the
signals of a large number of
amateur stations located in the

dyne offered the ideal solution.
This solution lay in the construction
of an intermediate frequency
amplifier which would amplify a
given frequency and a band 5,000
cycles above and below it and
which would cut off sharply on
either side of this desired band.
The adjustments necessary to
accomplish this could all be made
by skilled men, and the only opera-
tions left for the user would be the

C2

E1111- 132

L6

Fig .2.-Houck's arrangement whereby one valve functions as the
first rectifier and the self -heterodyne oscillator.

United -States, many of them being
spark stations. The super -hetero-
dyne used by Godley consisted of a
regenerative valve for the rectifier,
a separate oscillator, four stages of
resistance -coupled intermediate fre-
quency amplification, a second
rectifier, and two stages of L. F.
While it is difficult to state de-
finitely the actual voltage amplifica-
tion obtained, it appears to have
been between 3,000- and 5,000 -
fold.

Simple Tuning.
With the coming of the broad-

casting art, and with the great
increase in the number of stations
and the consequent interference,
the super -heterodyne began to take
on a new importance-an import-
ance which was based not on its
superior sensitiveness nor on its
selectivity, but on the great pro-
mise which the method offered in
simplicity of operation. It was,
and still is, the standard practice to
furnish the public with receivers
equipped with a variety of tuning
adjustments for the purpose of
amplifying the desired band of
radio frequencies arid excluding all
others. As a matter of fact, many
more adjustments than are on
receivers should be used-more
than could be placed in the hands
of the average user. It would
obviously be of the greatest import-
anc,e if in some way these tuning
adjustments could be made in the
laboratory by skilled engineers and
sealed, leaving some relatively
simple adjustment for the hands of
the operator. The super-hetero-

two adjustments necessary to
change the incoming frequency
down to the band of the amplifier-
adjustments which are not depen-
dent on each other, which are of
extreme simplicity, and which can
be made equally well by the novice
or the engineer. To determine
just what could be accomplished
along these lines, the writer, work
ing in conjunction with Mr. Harry
Houck, constructed during the
spring of 1922 a set designed for
the maximum usable sensitiveness
and selectivity.

Arrangement Used.
The arrangement used consisted

of one radio frequency stage (non -
tuned transformer) a rectifier valve,
and oscillator valve (used as a separ-
ate heterodyne), a three - stage
iron - core transformer - coupled
intermediate frequency amplifier
designed to cover a band of 20,000

to 30,o00 cycles, a second detector
valve, and two -stages of audio
frequency amplification. UV -2o r
valves were used. To prevent the
intermediate frequency amplifier
from oscillating, each stage was
shielded separately. The use of a
radio frequency stage ahead of the
first detector possesses a number
of advantages, but the chief one is
in eliminating the reaction between
the frame circuit and the oscilla.
tor circuit.

Coupling Effects.
Experience with the original type

had shown that when an oscillator
of ordinary power was used, it
was necessary to couple it rather
closely with the frame circuit
in order to insure a sufficiently
strong .heterodyne current. This
close coupling affected the tuning
of both circuits, an adjustment of
one changing the setting of the
other. To avoid this trouble and
to produce a system wherein a
station could always be tuned in on
exactly the same settings, a single
stage of radio frequency amplifica-
tion (non -tuned transformer) was.
used, and the oscillator was coupled
to this transformer. This arrange-
ment eliminated the reaction, re-
duced the radiation to a minimum
and, in addition, removed the
damping of the first rectifier iron -
the loop circuit and improved itE
selectivity.

High Selectivity.
The results obtained with this

set were about as expected. On a
three-foot (one metre) frame, the
factor determining the reception of
a station was solely whether the
signal strength was above the level
of the atmospherics. The selec-
tivity was such that stations which
had never been heard before on
account of blanketing by local
stations, were received without a
trace of interference. While the

Fig. 3.-The radio -frequency amplifiers here act in a dual capacity.
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-performance of the' set  was much
superior to any other receiver, it
was apparent that the cost of con-
struction and, maintenance was
prohibitive. The  single item of a
ten -ampere filament current will
give some idea of the size of the
storage battery and auxiliary
apparatus required.

With the coming of the low lila- .
ment consumptiOn, or dry, battery
type of valve, the possibilities of
producing a  super -heterodyne for
household use were tremendously
*improved. A. set was remodelled
for the r valve,- and its
sensitiveness was brought to abOut
the same value as. obtained With
the bright -emitter valves. This
was a long step forward, but still
the cost was prohibitive. '

. Eliminating Valves. -

It has been apparent ever since
the question of the application of
the super -heterodyne to, broad-
casting had been considered; that
there were too many valves per-
forming a single function which
were qUite capable of performing a'
double one. The most outstanding
case is that of the separate hetero-:
dyne oscillator. In view of our
knowledge of the self -heterodyne,
it appears quite obvious to perforth
the first rectification by means of a
self -heterodyne oscillator and there-
by save a valve. As a matter of
fact-, this was one of- the very 'first
things tried in France, but, except'
for very short wavelengths, it was
never very successful when a high
intermediate 'frequency was neces-
sary. The reason was this : If a
single tuned oscillating circuit was
used, the mis-tuning to produce the
proper beat caused a loss of signal
strength which offset the gain of a
valve. If two -tuned circuits were
used on the oscillator, one tuned to
the signalling frequency and the
other arranged to oscillate at the
heterodyne frequency, then on
account of the relatively small
percentage difference in frequency
a change in the tuning of one circuit
changed the tuning of -the other.
The solution of this problem was
made by Houck, who proposed an'
arrangement so simple and so"
effective that it completely solved
the problem. Houck proposed to
connect two tuned circuits to the
oscillator, a simple circuit tuned to
the frequency of the incoming signal
and a regenerative circuit adjusted
to oscillate at such a frequency that
the second harmonic of this fre-
quency beating with the incoming
frequency prodUced the desired in-
termediate frequency.-- The general.
arrangement is illustrated by
Fig. 2.

circuit Diagram.
In the diagrammatic illustration,

circuit is tuned to the incoming
signal, circuit L 3C 2 is tuned -to one=
half the incoming frequency plus or
minus one-half the intermediate fret
quency, and the circuits L,C3 and
L6C4 are both tuned to the inter-
mediate freqUency. The operation
of the system is in line with ordinary
self -heterodyne action. By reason
of the asymmetrical action of the
valve, there are created in the
circuits a variety ...of harmonics.
The second harmonic combines to
produce beats with the incoming
signals of the desired intermediate
frequency, the valve rectifies them
to produce the, desired intermediate,
frequency and, through 5C, and
L6C4, the new frequency is supplied
to the amplifier. On account of the
fabt that circuits L2C , and L3C2 are
tuned to frequencies differing by ap-
proximately loo per cent., a change

rectified by the second valve, pro-
ducing a current of the inter -
Mediate frequency which is applied
to the grid of the first valve, ampli-
fied therein, and passed on to
the second stage of the inter-
mediate amplifier. A more practical
method of carrying out this idea is
illustrated in Fig. 4. In this
arrangement, a secondary of the
first intermediate frequency trans-
former is connected to the grid of the
first valve and in parallel with the
frame circuit. Otherwise, the ar-
rangements of Figs. 3 and 4 are iden-
tical. The parallel type of circuit
arrangement eliminates a variety of
reactions which would give rise to
oscillations of various frequencies
and in addition, prevents the recep=
tion of long wave signals by the
intermediate frequency amplifier.
When this development had been,
completed, improvements in the
design of the intermediate frequency

An interesting supersonic heterodyne receiver.

in the tuning of one has no appreci-
able effect on the tuning of the other.
This arrangement solved the oscil-
lator problem and, in addition,
practically eliminated radiation.

The -next step in the reduction of
the number of valves was to make
the radio frequency amplifier per-
form the function of amplifying
intermediate frequency as well.
This can be done with none of the
difficulties inherent in 'audio fre-
quency amplification, as the very
small amplitudes of voltage handled
by the first valve preclude the
possibility of the grid becoming
positive with respect to the fila-
ment. The general arrangement of
circuits for carrying this out is
illustrated by Fig. 3. In this
arrangement the signals received
by the frame are amplified at radio
frequency by the first valve and
applied to the grid of a second
harmonic oscillator by means of an
untuned radio frequency trans-
former. The Combined signalling
and heterodyning currents -are- then
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transformers made it possible to
obtain with two stages all the
amplification which could be used.

Overloading.
On account of the high amplifica-

tion, signals from local stations
overload the second rectifier and
introduce distortion. Control of
the amount of intermediate fre-
quency amplification is essential.
While there are numerous methods
equally effective, the simplest one
appears to be the control by means
of the filament temperature of the
second intermediate frequency
amplifier.

The features just described were
all incorporated in the receiver.
The set measured r8 in. by ro in.
by to in. (45.6 by 25.4 by 25.4 cm.)
and was completely self-contained-
the batteries, frame aerial,. Qind
speaker mechanism being enclosed
in the box: The results were highly
satisfactory, and loud -speaker
signals (at night) in the -vicinity-of
New York were obtained from
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stations in Chicago and Atlanta.
It demonstrated that not only
could a household receiver of the
super -heterodyne type be built, but
that the first practical solution of
the portable set was at hand.

A CominerCial, Form

In this form, the capabilities of
the set were brought to the atten-
tiofi of the Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Company and
the Radio Corporation of America
a little over a year ago. Its possi-
bilities were instantly visualised by
Mr. David Sarnoff, who imme-
diately took steps to concentrate
the resources of the research
laboratories of the Radio Corpora-
tion of America, the Westinghouse
Electric' and Manufacturing Com-
pany, and the General Electric
Company on this new development.

L

C

and ease of operation of the set may
be gathered from an incident during
the Transatlantic broadcasting tests
of November and December, 1923.

2 LO Received
On December t, two ladies, neither
having any technical radio know-
ledge, received loud -speaker signals
from station 2LO, London, Eng-
land. This was accomplished at
Merrimac, Massachusetts, and pro-
bably constitutes a record for the
first reception from Europe with a
portable receiver. With the same
set and a three-foot (one metre)
frame, loud -speaker signals from
broadcast stations on the Pacific
Coast were received in the vicinity
of New York on an average of
three or four times a week. The
factor determining reception was
simply whether the signal strength

.
To 2' STAGE

Fig. 4.-A more practical arrangement of Fig. 5.
From that point on it passed into a
new phase-that of placing an
invention in a commercial form.

The Final Set
In the limited time available, this

was a most extraordinarily difficult
proposition, and credit for its
accomplishment is due to the un-
tiring efforts on the part of the
engineers of the above organisa-
tions. Many improvements and
some radically new ideas of designs
have been introduced, but it is the
privilege of those responsible for
them to present these. In the
final development, an additional
stage of audio frequency amplifica-
tion was added in order to insure
operation within steel buildings,
particularly those within the city
limits where signals are relatively
very weak compared to suburban
locations. This makes a six -valve
set, but six valves can be readily
operated on dry batteries and the
increase in sensitiveness is well
worth the extra valve.

Some idea of the sensitiveness
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was above the level of the atmo-
spheric disturbances.

The type of super -heterodyne
described is now available to the
public in the two forms. Each of
these sets incorporates the arrange-
ments herein described. Their
sensitiveness is such that, with a
two -foot (61 -cm.) frame and an un-
shielded location, the atmospheric
disturbances are the criterion of
reception. Here we reach a mile-
stone in the development of broad-
cast receivers, for no increase in the
distance of reception can now be
obtained -by increase in the sensi-
tiveness of the receiver. Unless the
power of transmitting stations is
increased we are about at the limit
of the distance which can be
covered. Future improvement of
this receiver will lie along the line
of selectivity and simplifying the
construction.

The above article is reproduced from the
Proceedings of the Institute of Radio
Engineers, Vol. 12., No. 4. October 1121.
In considering the theoretical diagram
given, it should be understood that these
are shown in the conventional American
fashion.

Interference Abroad. I

To the Editor of MODERN WIRELESS.
Sig,-You may be interested

in the following notes re atmo-
spheric interference abroad.- As
is only to be expected, atmospherics
abroad are vastly different from
those at home. Doubtless the
great ionisation of the atmosphere
in the tropics is in no small measure
responsible. The disturbances are
at times of a degree undreamt of
by the majority of listeners -in.
As a case in point, I had once to
communicate with a certain coast
station in the Dutch East Indies.
The coast operator was using a
multi -valve receiver. I was at the
time only seven miles distant from
him, and was endeavouring to get
a code message through. Although
I was using a Marconi i K.W.
transmitter, on full power, he was
utterly unable to read me ! Those
of your readers who live near the
coast will know that a Marconi
transmitter can make itself heard
under most conditions. Con-
sidering that my aerial was 23o
feet long, and 6o feet above the
wireless room, it says something
for the power of those " X's."
I had eventually to close down
altogether, as lightning was con-
tinually striking the aerial. Such
conditions are quite common in
the tropics.

On the other hand, excellent
ranges are sometimes obtained.
It is no uncommon thing for a
ship's crystal receiver to pick up
FL time signals at over 3,000
miles. As regards interference on
long waves, tropical conditions vary
considerably. Sometimes inter-
ference is more marked on long
waves, sometimes it is less. No
hard and fast rule can be laid
down. It is probably on account
of atmospherics that there is so
little broadcasting outside of
Europe and U.S.A.

Hoping these few remarks may,
is some degree, illustrate conditions
abroad,-Yours truly,

J. ROBINSON.
P.S.-I am a regular reader of

your excellent journal, from which
I receive much information useful
to me. I wish you every success.
S.S. Arabestan,

Colombo.

"EARLY WIRELESS HISTORY."
In this article, which appeared

in October MODERN WiagLr-s-5,
Mr. }links has asked TB to point
out that he is not an M.I.E.E.,
but a member of the Junior
Institute of Engineers.
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With coils in position the set presents a handsome
appearance.

Introductory
IN the last issue of MODERN

WIRELESS I went into the
whole theory of the T.A.T.

principle as a solution of the multi-
stage high -frequency system.

For the benefit of new readers it
may be as well to summarise the
various points in the article. It
was explained that the great
trouble in multi -stage high -fre-
quency amplifiers was the fact that
one or more of the valves contained
both a tuned grid and a tuned anode
circuit, and that under these con-
ditions self -oscillation of that valve
was extremely likely, owing chiefly
to capacity coupling, not only in-
side the valve itself but due to the
capacity effect between condensers,
leads, coils, etc. Intervalve trans-
formers do not overcome this
trouble even when the secondaries
of the transformers are tuned,
because a transformer, especially if
the coupling is tight, acts in very
much the same way as a tuned
anode circuit when the secondary
winding is tuned, and the tendency
to oscillate increases as the coup-
ling is tightened. This coupling
between the primary and secondary
of the high -frequency transformer
helps considerably towards sta-
bility, but on the other hand, if this
coupling is too loose, there will be
an excessive loss in signal strength,
owing to a falling off of the energy
transfer from primary to secondary.

Perfect Stability
I obtained perfectly stable high -

frequency amplification covering a
multitude of stages by a method
which, simple as it may seem, has

nevertheless never been proposed
before. It consists in separating
tuned circuits by an aperiodic circuit
so that grid and anode circuits of the
same valve are not both tuned. I
can tune, for example, the grid
circuit of the first valve, making
the anode circuit of the first valve
aperiodic, a resistance or choke
coil forming the high -frequency
part of the anode circuit of the
valve. The high -frequency poten-
tials across this choke coil or
resistance are then communicated
to a second valve in the anode
circuit of which is a tuned anode
circuit ; the next valve acts as a
detector, or if it acts as a high -
frequency amplifier, then the anode
circuit of this third valve will have
a choke coil or a resistance. The
next valve, if a further stage of
H.F. amplification is desired, would
have a tuned circuit.

E
7_7

Designed by

JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART,

F.Inst.P., A.M.I.F.E.

By doing this we have the T.A.T.
system, the letters indicating tuned,
aperiodic, tuned, this implying, of
course, that the tuned and aperi-
odic circuits alternate so that in
the case of no single valve are both
the grid circuit and the anode
circuit tuned ; one or other is
tuned, but both of them are never
tuned at the same time to the
incoming signal.

A 3 -Valve Arrangement
Fig. i shows the T.A.T. principle

applied to a three -valve set using
two stages of high -frequency am-
plification and reaction, but no
low -frequency amplification. It
will be seen that the first valve V1
acts as a high -frequency amplifier,
the coupling being provided by'the
choke coil Z, which, for wavelengths
over i,000 metres, e.g., when re-
ceiving 5XX the high power
station, may be replaced by a resis-
tance R. of, say, roo,000 °Lois
resistance. The high -frequency po-
tentials established across the choke

I

L2

B 2_

.1M

T

Fig. 1.-A three -valve T.A.T. circuit with two H.F. stages.
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Receiver.

Z or the resistance R5, as the case
may he, are communicated to the
grid of the second Valve V, which
is the second high -frequency am-
plifier. In the anode circuit of this
amplifier we have the circuit L, C,
tuned to the incoming signal, and
the potentials across this circuit
are now communicated to the grid
of the valve V,, which acts as a
detector. In the anode circuit of
this valve we have, not only the
telephones T, but also the reaction
coil L, which is coupled to the
aerial inductance L,, thereby in-
troducing a reaction effect, not only
into the aerial circuit but also into
the tuned circuit L, C,.

The 4 -Valve Circuit
The four -valve T.A.T. receiver

which I have designed and des-
cribed in what follows, works on a
similar circuit, the general scheme
being similar to that of Fig.
which shows the use of a variable
choke coil L,. It will be s:en that
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From the photograph the disposition
is clearly seen.

Fig. 2 is, in general, similar to Fig.
r, but that a stage of low -frequency
amplification is added so that a
loud -speaker may be used.

Choke Coil Sizes
It will be noted in Fig. z that the

choke coil L, is shown variable ;
obviously a different size choke coil
will be required for a different
range of wavelengths. For exam-
ple, whereas for short waves a
small choke coil will be found quite
satisfactory, for receiving long
wave stations a much larger choke
coil will be necessary.

Another factor which enters into
the question is that there is always
a rough adjustment where the best
transfer of energy will be obtained.
To speak about an aperiodic choke
coil is, of course, not altogether
accurate, because there is always a
Certain amount of " tuning " in a

Fig. 2.-The general

Cs

aI

0
c.a.

theoretical circuit of the recM,sterk_

of the components

choke coil, but nevertheless, in the
apparatus about to be described,
and in the system generally, a very
fair approximation to aperiodicity
is obtainable with the result that
great stability is obtained com-
bined with ease of adjustment.

The Aperiodic Stage
I explained in the original article

that the aperiodic stage of high-
freqUency amplification does not
give as good signal strength as the
tuned stage, although I would like
to qualify this statement in regard
tp the longer wavelengths. On
5XX I find that a resistance sub-
stituted in place of L3, thus pro-
ducing the circuit shown in Fig. 3,

- Will give nearly as good results as
. if a choke coil of 300 turns is em-
ployed. In this case there is no
question that the two valves are
giving a full measure of high-fre-
quency amplification, and this
combined with perfect stability.

It was made perfectly clear in
the original article that the T.A.T.
system is not merely adding one
method of high -frequency ampli-
fication after a different method.
Others, of course, have combined
different methods, but the method
of sandwiching described in the
article for stabilising multi -stage
H.F. receivers is as novel as it is
effective.

It will be clear to those who read
the original article -that the peculiar
advantages of- the T.A.T. system
become more arid more pronounced
as additional stages of high -fre-
quency amplification are used. I
am only proposing in this article
to describe a four -valve receiver
using two stages of H.F., a detector
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viE
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B

Fig. 3.-On the higher waves the choke coil may be replaced
by a resistance.

valve and one L.F. valve. This
forms an excellent combination for
working a loud -speaker, and if . the
receiver is suitably placed, ,several,
or all, the main B.B.C. stations;
as well as many foreign stations,
should be heard on a loud -speaker.
For a Continental or an experi-
menter in a foreign country de-
siring to receive 5XX, the set
should prove ideal. Our very
many readers on the Continent an.1
in Denmark, Norway and Sweden
will probably take even more in-
terest in the set than British ex-
perimenters, whether they propose
to receive 5XX or the 30o to 500
metre stations, because in their
case range is a vital matter and two
stages of H.F. amplification are
really necessary for good working.

In order to test the set effectively
at a suitable distance from 2L0,

I took the set to Bedford, which is
approximately 5o miles from Lon-
don; in order principally to test, the
signal.Stren-gth- from 21-0 on small
an l average aerials. Even though

.only . one' stage of low -frequency
amplification is. used (two L.F.
stages are used on most loud-
speaker. sets) it was mere chilWs
play to receive 2L0 on almost any
kind of an aerial at this distance,
an anode voltage of 78 volts being
employed.

Two Controls
It will be seen that there are only

two controls, the condensers C, and
C and, of course, the reaction.
The variable choke L was not in
the least critical. As a matter of
fact, I made this choke of resis-
tance wire, namely 40 gauge silk -
covered Eureka, wound on a tub-:
mounted under the panel. This

Fig. 4.-Shows

T
V

Cs

H.T.+1
0

H.T402,

Ht+ 3

H.T.-

L.T.+
-L_

L.T.-

8.9.
---

C. grbo
the practical circuit used in the receiver

described.
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particular choke, to save time, was
the same one used by Mr. G. P.
Kendall in his Radio Press En-
velope No. 3, which describes a
very effective set in which, as many
of our readers know, the coupling
between the first and second valve
is entirely by means of a choke
coil, no tuned anode circuit being
employed in the set. The tapped
choke coil Method of coupling used
in Mr. Kendall's set, and also used
commercially by, I believe, Burn-
depts Limited, in some :of their
receivers, has many points in its
favour in connection with sim-
plicity of operation, and when used
in combination with tuned circuits,
as in the T.A.T. receiver, not only
is excellent amplification given
by the high -frequency valves, but
perfect stability is obtained, al-
though; as I have indicated above
and in my preceding article, the
simplicity of choke coupling is
accompanied_ by some small loss
as compared to an efficient tuned
anode -circuit.

The secret of Success
In an ordinarY single H.F. valve

receiver the use of a choke coupling
is usually a compromise, but in
the T.A.T. circuits it is the secret
of the success of the whole receiver.
In all cases I prefer to follow a choke
coupling by a tuned anode coupling,
so that when using a T.N.T. receiver
it is desirable to use either two,
four, six or eight stages of high -
frequency amplification, rather
than three, five or seven.

The choke, or resistance, is used
to connect togethertuned circuits,
so that obviously it is desirable to
end`up with a tuned circuit or, put
another way, it is desirable to get
the maximum number of tuned
circuits with the minimum number
of aperiodic circuits, and this occurs
with an even number of high -
frequency amplifying valves.

CONSTRUCTIONAL
DETAILS.

Components Required .

In constructing this receiver
care should be taken as to the
quality of the components
employed, for one faulty riece of
apparatus may easily result in
poor reception with the finished
receiver, even though everything
else were functioning correct% y.
In the following list..:01,4--;.4 com-
ponents req2_dr,ed-fer building the
set, inanufacturers' names have
-tan included so that the reader
may have no difficulty in copying
the receiver in every detail should
he so desire.
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The wiring is clearly seen here.

MODERN WIRELESS
Ebonite panel, i8 in. by 14 in.

by 3-16 in. (Radion A., American
Hard Rubber Co.).

Cabinet of suitable size for above
panel.

2 -coil holder. (Beard and Fitch.)
0.0005 IX variable condenser

with vernier. (" Utility," Wil-
kins and Wright)
0.0003 µIs variable condenser with
vernier. (" Utility," Wilkins and
Wright.)

L.F.. inter -valve transformer.
(Radio Instruments, Ltd.)

4 valve holders. Electrical
type C.)

4 filament rheostats. (Wates Bros.,
" Microstats.")

o . o Dot µF fixed condenser.
(Dubilier.)

2 0.0003 pH fixed condensers.
(Dubilier.)

I o.00i AF fixed condenser.
(Dubilier.)

0.002 µF fixed condenser.
( Dubilier.)

2 2-megohm gridleaks with clips.
(Dubilier.)

i ioo,000 ohm resistance. (Dubilier.)
2 fixed coil sockets. (Bare -Jones

and Co., Ltd.)
single pole, double throw, knife
switch for panel mounting.

Lnickel-plated switcharm, io nickel -
plated contact studs and 2 switch
stops. (K. Raymond.)
tapped reactance coil. (Burne-
Jones and Co., Ltd.)

17 W.O. type terminals. (K.
Raymond.)

Short length of rubber tubing.
Quantity of square section tinned

copper for wiring.
Short length of rubber -covered

flexible wire.
About 2 'dozen 6 B.A. screws and

nuts.
packet of Radio Press panel

transfers.
Panel Drilling

A number of ' firms now sell
ebonite of guaranteed quality, and
though it may be possible to pur
chase -cheaper ebonite which is not
guarant3ed, this proceeding is not
advised, for the troubles arising
from the use of cheap semi -conduct 
ing ebonite are numerous and not
always easily traced.

Having purchased, then, a piece
of guaranteed ebonite of the correct
size, drilling may be commenced.
The drilling diagram is given is
Fig. 5, and with its aid all the
necessary holes may be drilled save
for a few whose positions should
be found when all the components
are to hand.

Mounting the Components
This is easily accomplished with

the aid of the photographs and tha
drilling and wiring diagrams, to
which reference should be made.

The following components are
not mounted until wiring is in
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progress, for reasons which will
shortly become obvious :=

The five fixed condensers.
The .gridleak shown in the centre

of the panel.
The ioo,000 ohin resistance,
Six B.A. screws  are used for

fixing the valve holders in position,
and also- for securing the two grid -
leak. clips -marked X in- the wiring
diagram, Fig. 6. Another- clip,
it will be seen, is secured to a
filament -terminal of Nr,.

The same size screws hold in

leads, adequate support being ob-
tained in this manner. The grid -
leak .clip Y is soldered to the wire
which goes to the grid socket of
'V, and thence to the condenser Ca.

A novel method of mounting the
ioo,000 ohm anode resistance -h-is
been adopted. Two pieces of stiff
wire have been adapted for the
purpose, the ends being bent into
Small circles into which the ends of
the resistance fit. These wires are
shown in -dotted lines, being under-
neath the resistance.
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enable the reader to construct the
coil himself should he so wish. A
piece of ebonite tube is required,
21 in. in diameter and ins.
long, and also r .oz. of No. 4o
resistance wire, single silk -covered.
The wiring is commenced in,
from one end of the tube, and 50.
turns wound on. At this point
a tapping is taken, after which to
turns are wound and another
tapping made. After this 6o turns
more are wound, a tapping being
taken at every to turns. We have

2,1
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Fig. 5.-Front

position the reactance coil - the
method being seen in the photo-
graphs.

Wiring Up
The complete wiring diagram

is given in Fig. 6, which should
enable the whole of the wiring to
be carried out without any difficulty
whatever. Reference to back -of -
panel photographs will be found
helpful, and is a guide to spacing
the various connections.

Comments upon the method of
securing the fixed condensers, grid -
leaks and anode resistance may
be welcome. The condensers are
merely soldered to their respective

of panel drilling diagram. Blue

The Reactance Coil
The construction of this coil will

prOve difficult for most readers, and
it is consequently advised that the
coil be purchased ready made
from the manufacturer mentioned
in the component list. The firm
primarily intended the coil for
constructors of Mr. G. P. Kendall's
" Simplicity " 3 -valve receiver, in
which a similar tapped reactance
coil is employed, and this fact
should be mentioned when ordering.

Coil Construction
The following directions will

Print No. 79A.

now wound on 12o +urns and
taken 8 tappings (excluding the end
of the wire). 3o turns are now
wound, this completing the coil.
We now have eight tappings and
the two ends of the coil, constituting
to points to which connections
must be made from the contact
studs.

Care should be exercised when
soldering the tappings of the re..
actance coil to their. respective
studs, both to prevent breaking
the wire (which is easily possible
owing to its -very fine gauge) and '
to ensure that the connections are
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made correctly. Upon consulting
Fig. 6 it will be seen that 5o turns
are included between stud r and
stud 2, and 3o turns between stud 9
and stud To. Ten turns are included
between each pair of consecutive
studs from stud 2 to stud 9.

It is not essential to cover the
tappings with rubber tubing as in
the present case, but by so doing, the
risk of short-circuiting is eliminated.

Two flexible rubber - covered
leads will be seen in Fig. 6, soldered
to the leads from Al and E ; these
pass through holes in the panel,
and are connected on the other side
to the fixed aerial coil socket as
in Fig. 5. Other leads (stiff wire)
may be seen passing through the
panel at L4 and L,, and these
are also connected on the other side
of the panel to fixed coil sockets.

The wiring of the receiver is
completed upon connecting the
two terminals marked reaction in
Fig. 5 to the terminals on :the
moving coil socket by means of
flexible leads.

The Cabinet

As will be gathered from the
photographs, an ordinary square box
has been used in the present

MODERN WIRELESS

A helpful plan view of the wiring.
instance. Since the cabinet does
not affect the working of the
receiver, the constructor may please
himself as to the type of cabinet
chosen.

Results obtained with the Set
The four -valve T.A.T. receiver,

as stated above, Was tested at Bed-
ford, the various results being

(continued on page 834)
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Fig, 6.-Wiring is a simple matter using this diagram. Blue print No. 79B.
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IHAVE seen it stated by
authorities for whom I have
the utmost respect, es-

pecially as I am myself one of them,
that there is no component in a
wireless set over which the pur-
chaser is more likely to be done to
a turn than the simple, harmless -
looking variable condenser. Even
the fixed variety can administer a
shrewd bite to the  unwary buyer,
for the gentle Hun has put upon the
market a brand of grid condenser
 upon which he himself marks in
large figures .0003 whereas its
actual capacity may be anything
you like or even nothing at all.
However it is not of the fixed con-
denser that I would speak to you
just now. I want to give you
careful and detailed instructions
for purchasing variable condensers,
so that when next you visit a
wireless shop you may foil any base
deceiver behind the counter who
tries to palm off a priceless dud
upon you as the finest thing of its
kind ever turned out. Let me say
at once that you must fling aside
all base notions of economy. Few
variable condensers at ninepence
apiece are really good articles.
And even for double that sum I
once bought one whose fixed plates
could be moved in all directions,
whilst the moving plates remained
firmly fixed. This strikes me as a
most ingenious and novel arrange-
ment, but I must say that it
worked very inefficiently. I men-
tion .this little incident just to
show you what can happen if you
are not thoroughly on your guard.

Why Condenser ?
Before I give you full instructions

for sallying forth to purchase your
component I think that I had
better answer the question with
which I am sure you are bursting.
You want to know why it is called
a condenser. Attend carefully and
I will tell you. Many years ago
there lived at Leyden an old
scientist whose name is a household

word, though for the moment it
escapes me. Being something of :a
jester in his lighter moments he
one day took an empty jam pot
from the store cupboard and
covered both sides of it with tin
foil. Inside it he placed a rod
with a brass ball at its upper end.
The next morning, during his
lecture, he had his eye upon a

' student whorii for: want of a better
name I will call Heinrich Sauer-
kraut. This lad, though not really
a bad fellow, had the reprehensible
habit of ragging his professors, and
most particularly the Professor of
electricity. The latter watched his
antics for some time without ap-
pearing to notice that anything was
happening and then said sweetly,
" I will now show you another
little experiment. Heinrich Sauer-
kraut, will you kindly hand me
that jam pot." Not knowing that
the aforesaid pot had spent some
time in contact with the business

FN.
mum

. jgolilm
ends of a Wimshurst machine, or
whatever they had of the kind
in those days, young Sauerkraut
obeyed with alacrity. He placed
his right hand upon the brass ball
and his left upon the outer tin foil.
The Professor continued to smile
whilst the student, after a leap into
the air, sat down violently upon the
floor and expressed himself in fluent
and forcible Dutch. Whcn he had

recovered iris composure he shouted
to the class," Don't you ever touch
one of those -things. They are full
Of condensed electricity." That is
hOw the condenser ..got its name,
thOugh between you and me and
the bedpost it does not do much
in, the way of Condensing. For
this reason I strongly advise the
novice not to say to the man behind
the counter, " Are you quite sure
that this condenser condenses prop-
erly ? " To dO so. is: to betray a
lamentable ignorance of modern
electrical theory.

The Outfit
Before setting out for the wireless

shop you must first of all assemble
the outfit which it is necessary to
take with you in order to make
quite sure that your purchase is
up to snuff. For this you will need
a high-tension battery, a pair of
telephones, a milliammeter, a
megger, a micrometer, and a life
preserver. The last is to be used
only if the salesman shows signs of
losing his patience and begins to
turn nasty. The best way of con-
veying these things with you is to
obtain a soap box from the grocer
and a pair of ex -perambulator
wheels from the rag and bone shop.
With the aid of the box, the runnells
(as John Henry would call them)
and a little ingenuity, you can make
a neat and handy cart which will
be invaluable to you not only when
purchasing condensers, 'but also
when going in search of other corn-
ponents of 'various kinds. When
the ordinary man, unprovided with
testing gear, enters a wireless shop,
the salesmen are frequently quite
off -hand with him ; but I make
bold to say that when you go in
with your outfit you will attract
immediate attention. This is as
it should be. There is nothing like
making a good impression from the
first, as the schoolboy remarked
when he took at one bite a generous
half of -the apple held cut to him by
a trusting friend.
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Creating Atmosphere
Success is largely a manner of

letting people in the shop see right
away that you are somebody. An
excellent way of doing this is to
advance to  -the most intelligent -
looking -salesman and say to him :
" Good-mcrning. I want a con-
denser. By the way, I am Smith."
",Oh, 'yes, certainly, sir," he will
reply, certainly, Mr. Sinith."
lete man will endeavour to look as
though -.you -had said Marconi, but
this will be rather a failure on his
part. " I see," you proceed, " that
you do not know my- name. I
presume that you don't read the
wireless papers." The man will
then assure you that your name is
thoroughly familiar to him and that
everyone, of course, knows the
story of your achievements. It is
probably just as well that they do
not . . . but we will not become
personal. You will now find that
even though there are twenty other
people in the shop clamouring for
attention, the whole staff is engaged
in looking after your needs. If you
listen carefully you will hear the
other customers whispering to one
another in an awed kind of way,
" I say, that's Smith." So far so
good. In explaining how to create
atmosphere I have really given
away the secret of the famous
Smelman Course which teaches you
in six postal lessons how to develop
your personality.

Getting On With It

But you must not stop here. It
is essential that even greater
diffidence shall be shown you.
Throw out a few airy sentences such
as : " As I was saying to my friend
Hercy Parris . . . " ; or " When
I was showing Bendall how to wind
coils . . . " This sort of thing
goes splendidly. When the first
variable condenser is shown to you
give it one scathing look and place
it as far away as possible on the
counter. " My good man " you

say, " you surely don't think that
I would ever dream of buying a
thing of that kind. It is quite all .
right, of course, for beginners, but
I am afraid that it would hardly
suit me." Things will now begin
to get busy. The manager will
appear from his office at the back,
and, brushing aside the concourse
of salesmen, will assure you with a
low bow that it gives him the
greatest possible pleasure to serve
personally such a distinguished
expert as yourself.

Testing
When he has produced something

which looks rather less vile than
those which he has previously shown
you, you say : " Ah yes,. now this
looks something like the kind of
thing .1 want. I will- just test it
out." Be very careful over this.
First of all twiddle out the moving
plates and place your thumb nail
under the top one. Give it a good
tweak. It will probably bend up-
wards at right angles. Do not
apologise. Just lay it on the
counter with a sad little shake of
the head and say : " Dear me, dear
me, rather weak in the plates, I
fear." If you had not impressed
upon everyone that you were
Smith (a name which they have
never heard, though they all think
that they ought to have heard it),
the father and mother of a row
would now ensue ; hut, as it is, you
are warmly thanked for pointing
out the shortcomings of a defective
component. Another condenser is.
produced. You don the telephones,
wire up the high-tension battery
and proceed to twiddle the knob,
saying meanwhile : " Tut; tut.
Just what I thought." Again you,
return the condenser as quite use-
less. Perspiring freely at every
pore, the manager dashes off to
the stock -room, whence he returns
laden with condensers of the most
expensive kind. For your megger
you have two sets of leads. The
first contains one wire which, though
it looks all right, is really shorted
to the other You twiddle the
handle. The pointer remains at
zero. You explain that a shorted
condenser can hardly be expected
to produce the best results. Another
is offered you. You substitute the
other set of leads, obtaining an
infinity reading. " That," you say,
" is rather better." Further tests
of all kinds follow, after which you
inquire the price of the selected
article. In a loud voice the
manager reads the price off the
ticket and then whispers that as you
are Smith he will give you a fat
discount. You simply say haughtily
that you came to buy one con -
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denser and not to purchase the
shop. Then repacking your barrow
you move off, leaving consternation
in _your wake.

A Pleasant Afternoon
You next visit in turn a number

of wireless shops, playing much the
same game in each. The crowd of
admirers which you found in the
first shop will probably follow you
round, and if you are in luck some
of them will precede you, spreading
the news of your imminent arrival.
You will thus find the way already
prepared for you and the subse-
quent proceedings will be easy. By
the end of the afternoon you will
have reduced every shop in the
neighbourhood to a metaphorical
pulp, and you will also have spotted
the one condenser that you really
want to have. To obtain this at
a reasonable price is a perfectly
simple matter. Apply all your
tests several times and finish up
by saying that though the plates
are buckled, the insulation is hope-
less and the spacing between plates
is all anyhow, you can of course
put it right in a few hours in your
own workshop. Though you do
not care as a rule about buying
an imperfect article, you are willing
to purchase this condenser even in
its present ghastly state provided
that the price is reasonable. If
you have made yourself sufficiently
objectionable they will probably
give it you, but anyhow it will be
yours for a trifling sum. Before
you go home -you- will almost
certainly be buttonholed. by the
reporter of the local paper, who
will demand an interview. Give it
him. Express your opinions freely
upon the quality of components,
the future of wireless, the broadcast
programmes aiid the Postmaster -
General. Reporters are always
thirsting for copy and there is no
reason why this one should not
get it if he wants it. '

THE LISTENER -IN.
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Fig. 1.-Outwardly the set resemble,
three -valve set.

AQUESTION often put to me
and extremely difficult to
answer is : " Which is the

best three -valve circuit to make
up ? " It seems a simple kind of
question-one to which any ex-
perienced man ought to be able
to reply-but actually no satis-
factory direct reply can be given.
So much depends upon the tastes,
circumstances, and limitations of
the would-be builder. Does he
desire to stretch out into the great
distances, being content with only
moderate signals in the telephones ?
Is he prepared to sacrifice some-
thing in range to obtain volume
from a near -by station ? Is his
problem one of interference, and
will he be thankful to sacrifice
some strength in order to eliminate
signals from near -by shipping ? Is
simplicity of handling one of the
vital requirements ? These are but
a few of the questions which must
be put before any answer can be
given.

Reinartz Tuners
I have lost count of the number

of receivers I have designed in the
last two or three years, but one
which has always interested me,
and which, strangely enough, has
not achieved the popularity its
merits deserve, is the Reinartz.
John L. Reinartz, the young
American originator of this circuit,
is one of the most prolific producers
of tuner designs in the United
States. In the spring number of
MODERN WIRELESS (March, 1924)
I wrote a fairly comprehensive
article giving many modifications
of the original Reinartz circuit,
and also published a complete
design for a three -valve Reinartz
receiver, consisting of a detector
followed by two stages of note -

a conventional

magnification. In this receiver,
as in all other Reinartz designs
previously published, it was neces-
sary to wind a special coil, and
this, of course, has limited the wave-
length range. I have been experi-
menting lately to find a suitable
way in which to use standard
plug-in coils in the Reinartz, and
I am pleased to say that the design
in the present article has proved
thoroughly satisfactory for all the
wavelength ranges in which tele-
phony and broadcasting are com-
prised. The two great virtues of
the Reinartz circuit, high selectivity
and simplicity of reaction, are both
present in full force in this receiver.
Indeed, reaction control is particu-
larly easy here owing to an arrange-
ment which I shall describe later.
Whilst not quite as sensitive for
distance as the best circuits con-
taining one stage of high frequency
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magnification, it is yet quite sensi-
tive enough on a good outside
aerial to hear all the broadcasting
stations when conditions are favour-
able. When tested recently on
two different aerials, it succeeded
in giving Aberdeen on the loud-
speaker at what may be termed
" small room strength " quite easily.

Theoretical Circuit
The theoretical circuit which is

given in Fig. 5 differs only slightly
from that of the last design
published, in that a radio frequency
choke coil is included between the
plate of the detector valve and
the primary of the low frequency
transformer. This choke is not
always necessary, and often, particu-
larly with the latest type of inter -
valve transformers with very low
self -capacity, it can be dispensed
with. I have included it because
I think its presence will ensure
that practically every make of

Fig. 2.-Compact construction is a salient feature.
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loW frequency transformer will
give good results, and I advise its
Mansion in all cases.

Semi-Aperiodic Aerials
All Reinartz receivers have a

semi-aperiodic aerial system, the
aerial coil being both conductively
and inductively connected to the
grid coil as shown. In the original
Reinartz receiver the aerial coil
was tapped in single turns and the
grid coil in two or three places.
The plate coil was also tapped.
Later it was found that if the grid
coil was suitably wound with thick
wire it was possible to dispense
with the plate coil ; this I have
confirmed myself. The presence of
a plate coil, however, makes re-
action control easier, and, when
used as I am about to show, gives
a simplification of reaction control
which is most desirable.

The aerial coil and the grid coil

MODERN WIRELESS

Fig. 3.-Separate high tension terminals are provided
for each valve.

in the present receiver are two
plug-in coils in a three.:eoil holder,
the third socket of this holder
being used ,for the reaction coil.
It will be seen that connections
are made between the aerial and
grid coils, and in practice they are
kept closely coupled. all the time.
The plate coil, which is in the
furthermost moving socket, has
its position determined by some
preliminary experiments,' and once
the best position for the particular
valve and the wavelength range
has been found, it is left §o adjusted
and reaction control carried out
entirely on the reaction condenser.

Reaction Control
Reaction in the Reinartz receiver

is carried out by combination of
the electrostatic and electro.mag-

11

Fig. 4.-The panel viewed from another angle.

netic methods, and it is essential
that the high frequency, current
takes the path through the reaction
coil and reaction condenser rather
than through the self -capacity of
the transformer windings, or the
capacity of a shunt condenser.
This is why we must omit the usual
..00i condenser across the, primary
of the transformer,. and. to Make.
sure that the self -capacity Of the
transformer windings- is itself not
permitted to by-pass these high
frequency currents, a radio fre-
quency choke consisting of about
30o turns of No. 36 double silk
covered wire on a former about

in. diameter is used.
There are no special arrange -

m znts in the note -magnifying .
stages save that, as just mentioned,
it is essential to emit the usual
shunting condenser across the
primary of the first transformer.
A push-pull switch is incorporated
in the receiver so that the second
note -magnifying stage can be cut
out when reception in the tele-
phones only is desired. Filament
resistances can be fitted for either
bright or dull emitters. In the
present instrument special dull
emitter resistances have been
fitted, as it was desired to use this
particular instrument with dull
emitter valves only.

Components Required
The components in this receiver

should be of good quality; hut
apart from this they can be of any
of the numerous makes now avail-
able. As usual, I strongly recom-
mend the use of square law con-
densers for tuning.  In,the case of
the reaction condenser, however,
there is no special point in having
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this of the square law pattern,
seeing that it is not used for
tuning ; but, on the other hand, it is
quite as convenient to use the
square law type here, and so I
have fitted it. We need, then-

One ebonite panel 12 in. by
io in. by -A in. or 1 in. (Use one
of the guaranteed makes here. In
the instrument illustrated I have
used a Bowyer -Lowe panel.)

A suitable cabinet. (This can he
of the flat or the vertical type,
according to taste.)

Two variable condensers, one
at least square law. ( Jackson Pros.
were used here.)

Thirteen terminals.
One three -coil holder. ('Magnum.)
Two inter -valve transformers of

good make. (I have used one
Ferranti and one Igranic.)

One fixed condenser, .0003 mfd.
One variable grid leak, I-5

megohms. (Bretwood.)
Three filament resistances to

suit the valves it is desired to use.
(I have used Igranic dull emitter
resistances.)

One three-point push-pull switch.
(Lissen, Ltd.)

One wooden bobbin on which
the choke coil is wound. (I have
used an ordinary spool on which
wire had been wound. Any piece
of wood roughly an inch and a
half in diameter and about two '
inches long will do.)

Suitable valves.
Coils for wavelength range

desired. (See note at end of
article.)

Batteries and telephones.
The, panel should be laid out

carefully from the designs given,
and departure from the general
arrangement is not recommended,
as it is essential on this receiver
to avoid certain interaction effects
which"might not be quite so harm-
ful in others. Different makes of
transformer, condensers, etc., vary
slightly in the space they occupy,
and the parts should be laid out
f rst of all before drilling the panel
to see that all components fit into
the places given

The Choke Coil
The choke coil should be made

from No. 36 double silk (or double
cotton) covered wire (even
enamelled wire will do,. but the
double silk is best). This coil
is not critical in its dimensions,
and' can be made up of 300 turns
(approximating to a single layer,
but it does not matter if the turns
are slightly " scrambled ") on a
bobbin of about II in. diameter.
After the ends have been secured
the coil can be wound round with
empire tape or some such substance

to protect it from mechanical
injury. Ample length should be
left at each end for subsequent
connections. I should mention in
passing that where the wires go
from the coil to other portions of
the apparatus they are safeguarded
by being passed through lengths
of insulating tubing, otherwise
wiring is done with the ordinary
square section tinned wire. After
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three valves in circuit, and when
it is pulled out we have two.
When only two -valves are used the
third filament tesistance should
be turned to the off position.

Owing to lack of room it is not
found possible, to mount the three-
coil holder, on the panel itself. It
is therefore attached to the side
of the boX. Six -holes in the left
side of the panel (looking from the

O.P.

O.S.

Fig. 5.-The theoretical circuit.

the coil is wound it is a simple
matter to secure it to the panel
by two wood screws. -

The Push -Pull Switch

The push-pull switch has three
soldering lugs attached to it. An
examination of the switch will
show that one of these Jugs is
connected to a screw which makes
contact with the central rod. The
other two lugs are connected to

Fig. 6.---- How to join up
the sockets.

metal fingers. When the switch
is pushed inwards the centre spindle
makes contact through a grooved
ring with one of the blades, and
when the switch is pulled out the
other blade is substituted. Thus
the switch acts as a single pole
throw -over switch. The switching
arrangement adopted in this instru-
ment is to connect the plate of the
second valve either to the primary
of the intervalve transformer or to
the telephones. In this way, when
the switch is pushed in we have

0+,

top) are made for flexible leads
from the interior of the instrument.
These flexible leads are pushed
through the holes and left free
when the panel- is secured in place,
and are subsequently joined to the
three -coil holder by the special
securing screws.. Note particularly
that the exact order of connections
of the flexible leads to the coil
holder must be followed, the leads
going alternately to the top and
bottom of the plugs. The first
wire can go either to the top or
the bottom of the first plug so long
as the alternate order is followed.

New Wiring Method
This month we have introduced

for the first time a new method of
depicting the wires in our wiring
diagrams. In previous diagrams
the crossing of one wire over
another has been shown by a
small semi -circle, so that the reader
may know which wires cross over
and which are soldered. Whilst
this method is free from confusion
in one respect, it has the dis-
advantage that in sets where there
are many wires the constant
looping confuses the eye and gives
rather a false idea of the complica-
tion of the wiring. The new
method consists in showing the
wires between points as a straight
line just as they appear on the set,
the cross -over points not being
indicated by any semi -circles. So
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Fig. 7.-Drilling diagram of the top of the panel. Blueprint No. 75A.

that the reader may have no doubt
as to which points are soldered,
these connections (other than on
terminals where a soldered con-
nection is obvious) are shown by
small black squares. The wiring
diagram therefore is a more faith-
ful reproduction of the actual
wiring, and I think will be clearer.
We should greatly appreciate
readers' opinions on this matter-
whether they like the new or the
old method, and which of the two
they consider the clearer..

It will be noticed that in the
present instrument provision is
made, not only for grid bias, but
for separate high tension for each
valve. In this way it is possible
to use a power valve in the last
socket, a good arrangement when
signals from the local station are
very strong and the ordinary valves
cannot handle them. Until the
reader is used to manipulating this
receiver it is just as well to connect
the throb high tension positives
together and to short circuit the
grid bias terminals. \Then he has

become accustomed to the instru-
ment, he can, find the best high
tension voltage for each valve and
the best grid bias.

Testing the Receivn
As soon as the wiring is com-

pleted valves may be inserted and
the batteries connected for pre-
liminary test. The best results
with this receiver will be obtained
with the aerial coil best suited to
your own aerial, but as a pre-
liminary trial I would suggest a
25 coil (or its equivalent in other
methods of indication) in the aerial
socket, a 5o in the grid circuit
socket and a 5o or a 75 in the plate
socket. Before turning on the
current set the reaction coil at
right angles to the grid coil and the
reaction condenser at zero. The
aerial coil should be placed as
close as possible against the grid
coil. Now turn on the current and,
leaving the coils as stated, tune on
the aerial tuning condenser. You
will soon pick up your local station,
although you may easily miss it in
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rapidly turning the tuning dial.
As soon as you have found the
station, turn the reaction condenser
half way. round and see whether
the set oscillates. It will prObablv
not do so. Now very slowly
approach the plate_ coil to ,the grid
coil until, with the condenser still
at the half -way point, the set just
oscillates. Now leave the coil in
this position and turn the condenser
back towards zero until the set
ceases to oscillate. You will now
find that reaction control can be
carried out entirely by the reaction.
condenser, and you will obtain a
very smooth control without
" backlash.Y A further slight ad-
justment of the tuning condenser
will be needed. Considerable vari-
ations of the tuning condenser
will make it necessary to alter the
reaction setting, but it will be
found possible to obtain a good
measure of reaction over the whole
range of the tuning condenser
without any further alteration.

You will soon get used to
handling this receiver, and once
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Fig. 8.-Plan photograph of the wiring.

You have found the best position
for your coils in the three -coil
holder you need not touch this
again. On the longer wave broad-
casting stations try inserting a 75
for the grid coil.

Selectivity
If you have a set of special short

wave coils, one of which is smaller
than the 25, put the smallest coil
in the aerial socket and again try
some experiments. The smaller
the coil in the aerial socket the
greater will be the selectivity,
although a point will be reached
when you lose signal strength in
gaining this selectivity. In general,
I have found a 25 coil quite useful.
For longer' wavelength ranges it is
wise to have coils in which the grid
coil is twice the size of the aerial
coil, and the reaction coil about the
same size as (or One size larger than)
the grid coil. The size of the grid
coil can be found by referring to
the MODERN WIRELESS Coil Table,
using the same size as the table
gives for an abode coil. Thus
Radiola and Chelmsford will need
a No. 230.

0 FIXED

C2 0005 II F,

MOVING

Fig. 9.-Practical wiring diagram. Blueprint No. 75B.
Not3 the new method of showing wiring. Joins are indicated by small squares.

Where no square is shown, the wires cross without touching.
752
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`rest Report

During the very full test t gave
this instrument on completion it
was -found to give adequate loud-
speaker stiength for the average.
room on a very small indoor aerial
seven miles ftoni On a good
outdoor - ac rial Ab3rdeeri was re-
ceived, at small room. loud,speaker
strength, and three other stations
similarly, an the telephones all
the Britisli stations_ were_ heard,
with the exception of a few of the.
retS7-'.tations, which do not come
in well, althougli some cfAcultv.
was found in picking up' one or
two of the Main- stations. , The
fact that all stations, can be
received in' favourable - cireum-.
stances should not be taken to,
mean that .recPinmcnd the set
fox' long diStanee WOrle, but for
anybody *Who- desire's `a highly:
selective receiver to work' a loifd--
speaker - frmn a near -by: station the
present Reinartz system will be
found hard to beat.

Continental Stations
Of the Continental stations-Ecole

Superieure and several Germans
were heard at excellent telephone
strength, whilst Radiola was quite
satisfactory on a loud -speaker in a
small room. As an extra test the
instrument was lent to other
members of the Radio Press
Editorial Staff, and their reports
coincide with that just given.

Aerial Reaction
As this set is arranged to give

reaction on the aerial the usual
precautions must be taken to
prevent radiation. In practice this
is quite a safe receiver, as control
of the reaction is most gradual and
the set does not " flop" into
oscillation as do many sets in which
the ordinary magnetic reaction is
used.

American Broadcasting
Reports on this set will be, as

usual, welcomed, particularly from
those readers who use the set to
work a loud -speaker with an in-
door aerial. As we are now at the
time of the year when reception of
American broadcasting stations is
most favourable, I may say that
the present receiver is quite suit-
able for this work when conditions
are good, and, indeed; one member
of the staff picked up an American
broadcasting station on the first
night eche tried the instrument.
Critical adjustment is, of course,
needed, and for those who are
particularly cl.:sirous of picking up
American broadcasting I wou1,1
recommend a design- fisin one or
more stages of high frequency.

THE -GLASGOW STATION

The Engineer, Mr. H. M. Hill, at the Main Oscillator.
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QUERIES
Readers are reminded that the fee charged by- RADIO PRESS

LTD. for answering technical queries is 2s. 6d. per question.

As a highly technical staff is devoting its whole time to
replying to these queries it is impossible to answer any

query which is unaccompanied by a remittance.
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An efficient coil for short wave

IT is not an exceedingly difficult
matter, requiring any extra-
ordinary or unusual types of

apparatus, to receive successfully
the transmissions on the very
short waves which are becoming
increasingly. popular (particularly
since the remarkable feats of trans-
oceanic telephony on about too
metres have been made public).
The recent move on the part of
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eception on the

Ultra -Short Waves

the powerful
American
station KDK A
down to ap-
proximately 65
metres h a s
inspired many
in this countryto try t o
receive him on
the lower of
the two wave-
lengths on
which he is at
present work-
in g.

Tirs, efficiency
of transmitting

aerials is approximately propor-
tional to the square of the frequency.
With a wavelength only one -sixth
of the ordinary broadcast wave-
length, the efficiency of signal
energy transfer is very high,
so that the most rudimentary
aerial (or almost none at
all) suffices to pick hp as
much energy in proportion as a
high P.M.G. aerial on 36o metres.
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Those who were privileged ,:to
listen -in to the Poidhu station
recently, when transmitting to the

Elettra " and to the Antipodes,
will realise the tremendous force
with which a short wave station
of a dozen kilowatts power will
come in at some hundred miles -4
equivalent to 2L0 at a dozen
miles was the writer's own ex-
perience.

Conditions for Reception.
The conditions for successful

reception appear to be :-First
the use of a short single wire aerial,
preferably vertical, and very care-
fully isolated, with a short direct
lead-in. Second : the use of as
few valves as is practicable, two
for 'phone use, detector followed
by an efficieKt and silent stage of
low -frequency amplificat lo n.
Third : keeping all tuning and
distributed capacities as low as
possible. The last point is not
due to any vague mysterious " leak
age " of signal energy due to stray
capacities on the short waves, as is
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Fig. 1.-A powerful short wave circa t.
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By A. D. COWPER, M. Sc.,

Staff Editor. :0.
4.. :*4. The present trend in wireless development is
45 towards the use of very short waves, and ..
4. this article forms a basis for much inter- Cm

esting experimental work in this direction. 4'
ire°
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often and inaccurately stated, but
because the total available tuning
capacity is necessarily low, and
these stray capacities (often poor
high -loss condensers in effect) must
accordingly be kept down to a
reasonable proportion of this
limited maximum.

Tuning to Short Waves
On one -sixth of the ordinary

broadcast wavelength we need one -
sixth of the inductance and one -
sixth of the tuning capacity (for
the wavelength is proportional to
the square root of the product of
these, according to the familiar
formula), so that we may retain
the ratio of inductance to capacity
in the tuning circuit at about the
right order for a similar degree of
efficiency. So with an inductance
of the order of 20 microhenries, we
must combine a total tuning
capacity of not much more than
000t ( oo micro-rnicrofarads) .
This needs quite careful work in
the design of the tuning inductance.
The distributed capacity of the
No. 15 coil of a well-known type
of plug-in coil is near 2op.µF, and
its " natural " wavelength is given
as being close to 5o metres. Apart
from its very appreciable H.F.
resistance, it is evident that such
a type of closelY wound fine wire
coil is quite unsuitable for extremely
short wave work, even if cut down
to a small number of turns. The
self -capacity can actually be
brought lower by special types of
winding, but at the cost of heavy
dielectric losses and high H.F.
resistance -through the use of fine
wire.

Reduce H.F. Resistance
It is essential for success on

these very low waves to have the
H.F. resistance as low as possible,
not only to eliminate much of the
interfering mush and atmospherics
in reception, but in order that a
minimum amount of reaction will
suffice to bring the receiver into a
sensitive condition. Clumsy strong
reaction introduces so much trouble
through stray capacities and con-
tinual interference with tuning as

reaction -
coupling is
varied, that it
makes success-
ful reception
of distant
stationsalnaost
impracticable.

While very
little useful
data on thesubject is
available, such
as has been
published
shows that the
high -frequency
resistance of
wire increases with great rapidity
with increase of frequency below,
say, 200 metres, and on 5,000,000
cycles (6o metres wavelength) is
probably 5 to 7 (or more) times
the D.C. resistance even for the
larger gauges of wire. Accordingly,

AERIAL COIL
2'12 TURNS. 4-

N9I4 S f1.G ,D.CC.YY1RE
SHELLAC -VARNISHED

& BAKED. II TURNS.

0.

PRIMARY.

TO PLATE

A.T.C.
REACTION.
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Notice the similarity to transmitter
inductances.

it is necessary to break away from
the practice of using wire that is
easy to wind and cheap to buy and
gives results of a sort on the B.B.C.
waves, and to make the tuning
inductance of a type really designed
for short wave work. A lesson

MIDDLE
EARTH

TAP..

TERMINAL STRIP
EBONITE.

1"--514'
-0-

51/2

II SLOTS 14CENTRs
I
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I/2 L B.,N9I4 S.W.G.,
D.C.C. WIRE,

Fig. 2.- Details of a tuning inductance for 60 metres.
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can be learnt here from the trans-
mitting fraternity, who are forced
by the relentless logic of their
aerial ammeter to pay some heed
to the quantitative efficiency of
their tuning inductances. Their
large air -core coils of bare copper
strip or rod represent the ideal, to
which one must make some approxi-
mation here. Hence the design
indicated for the A.T.I. is that
of an air -core coil, well spaced, of,
say, No. 14 s.w.g.. wire. As we
are not dealing with high potentials
and can stand some . limited loss
with the help of moderate reaction,
we can use d.c.c. wire and a simple
wooden frame, leaving the trouble-
some job of stringing ebonite strips
bored with a row of holes on bare -
wire coils, as is customary, for
those who are interested in actual
transmission.

A.T.I. Design
The design for the A.T.I. is in-

dicated in the figures. Eleven turns
of No. 14 d.c.c. wire (which is stiff
enough fOr such a purpose and has
a fairly low resistance even on 6o
metres) are first wound on a handy
jam -pot, preferably with the assist-
ance of another person. The dia-
meter should be about 4 in. when
sprung off. For the frame, three
pieces of soft wood are cut, about
51 in. by 1 in. by .1 in., and notches
(deep enough to take the wire) arc
cut by a saw across the wider face,
rr in number, and spaced as nearly
as possible at 1 in. Two slips of
stout three-ply wood are then
required, 51 in. by 1 in., and a
strip of in. ebonite 51 in. by r a in.
The ebonite strip is drilled to take
two small screws for fixing on the
frame, and has three terminals, one
at each end and one if in. from one
of the latter, all arranged to one
side of .the strip. The frame -
pieces are arranged at rzo degrees
around the inductance, inside, and
the ply -wood and ebonite pieces
fixed on outside the wire by two
small brass wood -screws apiece at
the ends, the turns of the No. 14
wire being arranged in the grooves
in order. The ends of the latter
are secured under the end and the
intermediate terminal respectively.
The middle of the length of the
wire is then bared of insulation,
pulled out a little, and a third
terminal soldered on securely.
This provides the earth -tap,
mentioned later.

On account of the small
maximum capacity .permissible,
direct coupling to the aerial is
hardly practicable. Hence a fixed
semi-aperiodic primary coil is used
with a very small series condenser,
if on a long aerial. For this

purpose a coil of only three turns
of No. 14 d.c.c. wire is wound on
the projecting frame -ends of the
tuning inductance, , outside the
cover -strips. The aerial (outer) end
of this is secured to the vacant
terminal at the top, and the lower
end is bent round so as to clear the
turns of the tuning inductance by
a good margin, and is brought to
the central earth -tap point and

 soldered there. The small coil of
3 turns (actually more nearly 21)
is secured in place with insulating
tape at about r in. from the top
turn of the other coil, no particular
care being necessary here to space
the turns. The whole is varnished
with shellac (it will do no harm
here, with good air -spacing) and
thoroughly baked to exclude

alone was found by measurement
to be 4.8ppF, as compared with a
standard R, which gave 3.6 µµ F.
The greater power of the first valve
surely justified an increase in
tuning capacities of about rpµF I

Stray Capacities
Two panels with four -leg valve -

holder in place, grid condenser and
leak, showed capacities from the
grid connection to earth of 5 and
7.7ppF respectively. A lead of
about a foot of flex, fairly well
isolated, gave the surprising figure
of 5.5pµF, a thing seldom realised
amongst amateur constructors. As
the zero capacity of the low
minimum Pe to -Scott .000 p.F
tuning condenser (ebonite frame)
to be used was 6.6pp.F, the total

A view of the Nauen station. Time signals from this
station are regularly received in,the United Kingdom,
and on73metras experimental transmissions are being

carried out with both telephony and C.W.

moisture. Damp wood is almost
a conduQtor for high -frequency
work, so moisture should be avoided
even when the minimum of wood
is present.

Types of Valve
The tuning range depends on

the stray capacities. present. As
ordinary types of valves and
standard types of panel -mounting
were desired, the writer investi-
gated to what extent these give
an unwelcome load of stray capa-
cities. In order to take advantage
of the high. efficiency reached in a
detector -valve with an amplifica-
tion factor of .20, he desired to use
a D.E. 5B valve here, which is
scarcely what some authorities
would recommend for extremely
short wave work. The total grid
to earth capacity of this valve

casual capacities, apart from dig-
tributed capacity in the inductance,
were around 24pplz even if short
leads were practicable. With a
tuning condenser range of tooppF,
the wavelength range could not be
very great. With the experimenta
temporary bench hook-up, in-
volving a total of more than two
feet of leads to tuning and fine-
tuning condensers, the actual range
was found to be from around. 4o
to just below 8o metres, when
loaded to some extent by an
aerial.

Wavelength Range
Unloaded, it was possible

to go a little lower, and with a
000zµF tuning condenser and the
aerial load the highest point was
about 105 metres. These were
repeatedly checked against higher
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harmonics of a heterodyne wave -
meter, itself standardised against
a Townsend wave -meter and the
B.B.C. stations, of range 30o to
600 metres. The fourth, fifth and
sixth harmonics could be picked
up in succession by very careful
manipulation with the heterodyne
meter standing close to the - short
wave receiver ; up to the twelfth
harmonic could sometimes be
traced.

At first the aperiodic primary
was wound on the frame right over
the tuning inductance, but the
distributed capacity to earth of
this arrangement proved excessive.
The measured capacity between

a familiar type of transmitting
circuit, across grid and plate; with
a blocking condenser in the plate
lead. As shown recently by the
writer, this forms a handy, power-
ful circuit for use with frame
aerials, if this anode condenser is
made a small, low minimum vari-
able one and reaction effects are
controlled by it. A centre earth -
tap is needed in the tuning in-
ductance, and the grid condenser
and leak are arranged in the con-
ventional manner. Then no other
reaction coil is needed and casual
capacities a e kept at a minimum.

The Radio Choke
The radio choke needed in this

MODERN WIRELESS
hand -capacity effects are very
pronounced. So long as H.F. leads
are as short as possible and well
isolated no other special features
seemed called for in the arrange-
ment of the receiver. The reaction
condenser was conveniently a two
plate Baty condenser, as a very
low minimum is called for at times,
and a maximum approaching
0003µF. An extension handle was
fitted to this. A further control
over reaction is provided, with
D.E. valves, by the filament con-
trol.

High Amplification
As one had to rely largely on

L.F. amplification, a high degree

The great aerial system of the Ongar Station contrasts with the type of
that used for short wave transmission.

the coils arranged thus was actually
30µµF. The range, accordingly,
was limited and not as low as it
was desired to get. This was
subsequently changed as indicated,
the primary coil being arranged
x in. above and away from the
other, with favourable results.

In order to keep the effect of
casual capacities still lower and to
give an effective but finely con-
trollable reaction, the grid coil was
not put between grid and earth,
but arranged after the manner of

circuit must be a particularly good
one ; a layer wound solenoid which
operated well on 40o metres was
useless here. A very narrow slab
coil of, say, 30o turns of No. 32
enamel insulated wire, wound edge-
wise in saw slots in a small ply-
wood frame, sufficed admirably
and was easily made. The outside
diameter was about 3 in. with r in.
centre.

A two plate fine tuning condenser
and at least a 6 in. handle on each
condenser are quite necessary, as

of amplification with but few
valves (to avoid the usual " atmo-
spherics ") was sought with the
aid of the D.E. 5B valve (with -its
M of 2o) and a fairly high ratio
transformer, the Pye No. 1.
Small power amplification was used,
on occasion, for the last valve,
consisting of a high ratio U.S.
" Super " L.F. transformer and
D.E. 5 valve (of fairly high M),
each with its suitable grid bias
and favourable H.T. The resulting
L.F. amplification was terrific, and
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great care had to be taken as to
grid bias and arrangement of
primary leads to avoid whistling:
The effect of the high ratio valves
and efficient transformer coupled
amplification can be judged when
it is mentioned that a blizzer
wavemeter- a couple of feet away
from the set gave an overpowering
roar from the loud -speaker. At
first, although real atmospherics
were not very bad -in the receiver,
nothing could be done at all with_
three valves until filter circuits
were introduced -into both deteetor
and amplifier H.T. leads, consisting.
of audio -chokes (L.Y. transformer
secondaries) in series and 2µF
condensers across them, as other-
wise battery noises sounded like
a distant artillery barrage. Then,
although the real atmospherics
were very bad on the longer waves,
on the last occasion interfering
appreciably with local broadcast
reception, on 5o metres they were
no more than an occasional swish
or loud click, with the loose
coupling and low resistance tuned
circuits used here.

The results obtained in a neces-
sarily brief trial of the circuit
were very encouraging. With the

first arrangement of the primary
right over the grid inductance, a
numlier of successive harmonics of
different broadcasting stations were
picked - up, using a vertical aerial
of " Amplifytone Aerial " copper
ribbon of about 8 ft. effective
height above 'a corrugated iron
shed -roof. Also, after the B.B.C.
stations had closed down, another,
station, presumably of Continental
origin, was heard.

Results
- A test transmission from the

German Telefunken station came in
clearly and at good strength around
8o metres or- so, being readily tuned
in  on the loud -speaker on two
valves. (The receiver had riot
yet been calibrated.) Some extra -
short wave experimental trans-
missions have been recently
announced in the Press from this
station. Several amateur  Morse
transmissions came in; some at
loud -speaker strength on two valves.

When the modified arrangement,
giving a lower range of wave-
length, was tried on a succeeding
night under quite unfavourable
circumstances (very bad atmo-
spherics, a damp, muggy, windless
evening, and on a low horizontal

7o ft. test aerial, thoroughly
screened locally, in Essek) at lo
there appeared to be little going on,
but presently, on between 6o and
7o metres (about 15o degrees on
condenser), a powerful wave came
in (on the two valves), and by
extremely careful tuning and re-
action adjustment was recognised
as speech and music, which persisted
for a considerable time. The
strength was about on a par with
the irregular casual noises, so thait,
although the modulated wave was
readily found on the L.S. (new
pattern " Ultra ") on three valves
without headphones, the effect was
not intelligible or enjoyable.
On a more favourable night, un-
doubtedly KD KA would have been
more enjoyable. Using the vertical
8 ft. aerial without any series
condenser, some amateurs were
heard very low down on the wave-
length scale.

With the larger aerial more
noises came in, and care had to be
taken to set the series condenser
so that the natural wavelength of
the whole aerial and aperiodic coil
was less than that on which one
was receiving, as otherwise the set
mysteriously refused to oscillate.

Canadian trans -continental trains are now being equipped with wireless sets to
relieve the monotony of long and tediou.s journeys.
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Fig. 1. --The set presents an extremely handsome appearance.

READERS with some little
experience of wireless will
no doubt agree that, when

asked " What is the really ideal
receiving set ? " the reply must
be to the effect that it depends
upon the purpose for which the
set is required.

In some circumstances a good
crystal receiver may be ideal,
whilst, in others, the use of two
high -frequency valves and a
detector valve may be indicated.
The production of a good volume
of sound from a loud -speaker
may be the desire of one intending
constructor, and the reception of
distant stations in telephone
receivers the special object of
another.

Some enthusiasts may not object
to the tuning of their receiver
demanding a considerable amount
of " knob twiddling," whilst with
others simplicity of operation is a
sine qua non.

The Ideal Home Set
In the opinion of the writer, a

receiving set designed for the
purpose of providing entertainment
in the home should certainly
include the following features. It
should be easily operated, even
by unskilled members of the
owner's family ; capable of being
left in proper adjustment and of
being put into or out of use by
the movement of a simple
switch.

It should be capable of making
a loud -speaker reproduce an
adequate volume of sound from
the nearest broadcasting station,
and a reasonable volume from
two or more alternative stations.
In- order to accomplish this, a fair
degree of selectivity should be
provided for without complicating
the tuning arrangement.

Complicated switching should
be avoided, but it is certainly
considered desirable that provision
should be made for using one
valve only with telephone receivers,
which enables "-searching." to be
done with economy in current
consumption and without the
emission of sundry unpleasant
noises from the loud -speaker,
the change -over to " all valves
and loud -speaker " being made
when signals are satisfactory in
the telephones.

Lastly, it is considered that
the set should be suitable for
use with bright or dull -emitter
valves, compact and of pleasing
appearance. All these require-
ments have been kept in view in
the design and construction of
the three -valve receiving set
illustrated and described in .these
pages.

111..
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The Home
re

5:

Three -Valve
Receiver

By E. REDPATI-1, tie

General Description
The external appearance of the

completed set is shown in the
photographs, Figs. I and 3. There
are three valves-detector and
two low - frequency amplifying
valves-fitted inside the cabinet
and visible, when their filaments
are glowing, through the respective
circular valve windows of wire
gauze.

In order to provide for the
reception of all wavelengths, " plug-
in " inductance coils are employed -
in conjunction with a three -coil
holder, seen on the upper left-
hand side of the front panel in
the photograph.

Immediately below the three -
coil holder is the tuning con-
denser,. The operation of the set,
once the necessary external leads
are connected, consists in rotation
of this condenser dial and move -

Fig. 2.-A plan view of the wiring.
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In the following article Mr.

Redpath gives full construc-

tional details of a straight

three -valve receiver which,

by reason of its excellent

appearance and ease of

operation, will appeal par- ..0
ticularly to those who desire 0

.0 4,
0 to build the set for home use.
0
0

...

...5.

..
000.000<-0000.c.004.00
ment of the two outer coils by
means of the extension handles
on the coil holder. -

The- three terminals immediately
on the left of the coil holder. are
for aerial and earth connections,
and the four terminals on the
extreme right of the panel are for
the high tension, filament lighting
Lill grid -bias batteries.

Telephone Terminals
Of the four terminals at the foot

cf the panel the two on the left
are for telephone receiver, which
are in use with one valve only
when the lever of the centre
switch (between the pairs of
terminals) is over towards the
left. Moving the lever of this
switch to the right lights the
two low -frequency valves and
brings into operation the loud-
speaker connected to the remaining
pair of terminals at the fpot of
the panel, at the same time cutting
out entirely the telephone receivers.

Filament Control
Each valve is provided with

a separate filainent rheostat to
permit of individual adjustment

T

L

A2 C
L

II
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Fig. 3.-With coils removed, the terminal arrangements
are clearly seen.

of filament brilliancy, and the
filament current to -all three valves
is switched on or off by the small
nickel -plated switch in the lower
right-hand corner of the panel.

The Circuit Arrangement
Fig. 4 is a complete theoretical

. circuit diagram of the receiver.
Referring to the figure, the filament

'lighting . circuits, with three rheo-
stats R and switches S2 and Sa,
may easily be traced. S2 is the
small switch Which lights or
extinguishes all -three valves simul-
taneously, whilst S2, in reality
one arm of a double -pole change-
over switch, cuts off the filament
current from the two amplifying
valves when the telephones are
in use.

Tuning Circuits
With the aerial AE connected

to the terminal Ai,- the aerial
circuit includes the untuned induc-
tance coil L (the left-hand movable
coil) which is inductively coupled
to the fixed coil L1. In these

C3
C4 T3

,00, _Et,

UM' '00061,0

1 T2 T4

vvvvy

T R2
R

V

L.S.

HT.

E
Fig. 4. --The theoretical circuit. Note, Si and S, are

operated by the middle swatch in Fig. 3.

circumstances, the inductance 1,1
and variable condenser C1 form
a closed oscillatory or secondary
circuit. By connecting the lower
end of the coil L1 to earth and
providing an additional terminal
A 2. the aerial lead may be connec-
ted to the upper end of Li ; the
coil L may then be dispensed
with and the set becomes a single
circuit direct coupled receiver.

By using both coils, with a
fairly loose coupling between them,
the tuning will be found to be
selective whilst single -control of
tuning is retained. For instance,
at a distance of about 15 miles
from a broadcasting station (2 LO),
the vernier of the variable condenser
C1 will be found very useful for
fine adjustment of tuning.

Further, the coil L1 may be
much larger than when the aerial
is connected to terminal A,, with
consequent increase in the wave-
length range covered by a given
coil on the condenser C1.

The Oscillatory Circuit
The oscillatory circuit L1C1

is connected to the grid and
filament positive of the first valve,
the former connection being made

- via the usual grid condenser C,
and gridleak R2.

The anode or output circuit
of the - first valve includes the
reaction coil L2 (the right-hand
movable coil) which is inductively
coupled to the coil L, in the correct
sense so as to produce a reaction
or regenerative effect. L2 is also
connected to the change -over switch
S , by means of which the connection
to the positive terminal of the
H.T. battery is completed, either
through the telephone receiver
TEL (shunted by the fixed con -
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denser C.) or through the primary
T1 (shunted by fixed condenser
CO of the low -frequency iron core
transformer T1, T1.

Actually the switches S1 and
S, are mounted upon a common
insulating spindle and moved
together, so that when the tele-
phones are put in circuit the
filaments of the second and third
valve are extinguished, being re-
lighted when the switch S1 connects
to the primary of the iron -core
transformer.

The L.F. Circuit
The rectified pulses of current

in the anode circuit of the detector
valve, traversing ,the primary
winding of the transformer 171, T,
induce currents of higher voltage
in the secondary winding, one
side of which is connected to the
grid of the first amplifying valve,
and the other, via the grid biassing
battery, to the negative terminal
of the filament lighting battery.

The amplified currents in the
anode circuit of the first amplifying
valve are further increased in
potential and applied to the grid
and filament negative of the third
valve by means of the iron -
core transformer and in the
anode circuit of this latter valve
is connected the loud -speaker
shunted by the fixed condenser
C5. C. is a large capacity fixed
condenser, known as the reservoir
condenser, connected directly across
the H.T. terminals and therefore
across the high-tension battery.

Fig. 5.-The transformers are mounted in staggered
formation.

Components_ Required
The following is a list of com-

ponents required, and includes
(batteries, etc.), in addition to
the items indicated in the circuit
diagram, Fig. 4, the references .
of which are given to facilitate
identification. For the convenience
of readers, the make of components
used in the original set., is.
specified. Other good makes can
of course be substituted.

TELEPHONES

Fig..6.-Front of panel drilling diagram.

X62.

 Radion panel, 7 in. by 14 in.
by 3/i6 in. thick.

3 -coil holder. (Burne- Jones,
" Magnum.")

3 filament resistances, R, (Burn -
dept, " Dual.")

3 valve windows (Bowyer
Lowe).

variable condenser (o000gµF
with vernier). (Bowyer Lowe
" Square Law.")

 switch, S3, (Connecticut).
. a double -pole change -over switch

LOUDSPEAKER

Blueprint No. 77A.
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gor Service SCidf t7C/L601/

(REGISTERED TRADE MACK)

NEW MODELS
The model illustrated above is the GECOPHONE Single Valve Set which meets the demand for
an efficient popular -priced instrument. It is supplied either with D.E.R. Valve for use with an
accumulator or with D.E.3 Valve for use with dry battery. In the latter form it is particularly
u-eful to those living in the country or who do not wish to be bothered with the trouble
of accumu!ator charging. It covers the British Broadcasting wave -length band, whilst I lading
coils can be added for Chelmsford or higher wave -lengths. Its range for broadcasting is rated
at 80-100 miles. Operation is simplicity itself. Connections are made simply by pushing plugs
into sockets.

Cat. No. B.C. 3000, Set only with D.E.R. Valve £5 13 0

Cat. No. B.C. 3001, Ditto, but with all necessary batteries, headphones, etc. £10 0 0

Cat. No. B.C. 3050, Set only, with D.E.3 Valve £7 12 0

Cat. No. B.C. 3070, Ditto, but with all necessary batteries, headphones, etc. £10 5 0

Ask your dealer to demonstrate this model to you.

CECOPHONE Sets are sold by GECOPHONE SERVICE DEPOTS, Electrical Dealere,
Stores, etc.

Ask for price list (Ns. B.C. 3425).
Aluertisement of The General Electric Co.. Ltd. (Manufacturers and Wholesale only), Magnet House,

Kingsway, W .C.2.

r,421.1W

In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form encloserl. 763
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Tune the
Table -Talker with the
Matchedlne'lleaciphones

H, boy ! What fun you'd
get with the Table -
Talker, as well as your

" Matched Tone" Headphones.
Ask Father. Can you think of
a better gift for Christmas ?

Just real fun-fun for the Christmas
Vac.-fun all the year round. You
will hear every blessed word as plain
as though your own form -master
were speaking-and it's heaps more
interesting. You'd hear real musk
just as loud as you hear that girl
thumping on the piano next door-
but no false notes. Oh, no ! And
it's so pleasantly natural. Ask your
Dealer for Brandes.

Bran

All Brandes' products carry our official money -
tack guarantee, enabling you to return them
within ro days if dissatisfied. This practi-
cally constitutes a free trial.

The "Matched Tone" feature was embodied
as the distinctive characteristic of Brandes
Headphones in 1908, and means that both
your ears hear exactly the same sound at
the same instant-and you learn a new
beauty of tone. They are tested and re-
tested for just this one vital point, and in
addition their strength, long-

25/wearing comfort and reliable
efficiency make them undoubted-
ly superior.

The Table -Talker is a Brandes' quality pro-
duct at a moderate price. The non -resonant
specially constructed horn is matched to the
unit so that the air resistance produced will
exactly balance the mechanical power of the
diaphragm. This means beautiful sound -
balance and remarkable tone qualities. It is
twenty-one inches high and has a self-
adjusting diaphragm and is

2/"finished a shade of neutral
brown.

British Manufacture (B.B.C. Stamped)

e
`Jhe name

Result of
10 years
Experience

to know in Radio
764 In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed.
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Fig. 7.-With the aid of this diagram wiring is a simple matter. Blueprint No. 77B.

S1, S5 (Wilkins and Wright
" Utility ").

2 L.F. transformers, T1 T, T, T4
(U.S. Radio "'Super ").

arid condenser C2, (o.0003p,F)
and gridleak R2, 2 megohms
(Dubilier).

3 fixed condensers, C3,- C4, C5,
each o.00244.F (Dubilier).

NOTE.-With some loud-
speakers it may be found desirable
to increase the capacity of the
condenser C5, say, to ompooF.

3 valve holders (i.e. 12 sockets).
strip of ebonite, t in. by

71 in. by in. thick, and two
mecano strips (13 holes) to make
the valve shelf shown in Fig. 7.

I fixed condenser, C5, capacity
xµF. (T.C.C.)
it terminals.

Tinned copper wire, 16 S.W.G.,
for internal connections.

mahogany cabinet. (Baker
and Russell.)
TO TELEPHONE
TERH/NAL.

TO F/L.+ OF 2^ho
.. 3ePI/ALLES.

TO REACT/ON CO/L.

TO F/L.+ Of -
/17 VALVE.

Fig. 8.-The double -pole
switch connections.

Inductance Coils.
25 or 35 turn coil, L.
50 or 75 turn coil,
55 turn coil, L2.

3 valves, bright or dull emitters.
Any of the well-known makes of
valves may be used, but it should
be noted that the detector valve
should be a hard valve, suitable
for operating with a high-tension
voltage of from 6o to too volts.

x high-tension battery, 6o to
too volts.

I six - volt accumulator (for
bright emitter valves), or dry
battery to suit the particular
type of. dull -emitter valves used.

Grid battery suitable for anode
voltages. of 8o volts and over
(a 41- Volt dry - battery with
accessible inter -cell connections).

Preparing the Panel
The ebonite panel should be

carefully marked out in accordance
with the drilling plan, Fig. 6,
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or direct from the full-sized blue
print (No. 77A), which may be
obtained from Radio Press Sales
Department, price is. 6d., post
free. There are only two points
which may prove difficult,:namely,
the cutting of the r -inch diameter
holes for the valve windows and
filament switch and the slot for
the lever 'of the Utility switch.

By drilling a centre hole 3 /16
inch or Finch in diameter in
the centre 'ofeach r -inch
and the subsequent careful use
of an ordinary i-inch -re bit
on both sides of t panel, discs
of ebonite wi removed, leaving
clean ho . The slot for the
lever -o-f. the switch can be cut
13y --'drilling a series of

-'3 /16 -inch holes and filing,
or by the use of a fretsaw.

When the drilling of
the panel is completed,
all terminals, valve win-
dows, filament rheostats,
variable condenser and
switches may be fitted in
place and the panel itself
may be secured to the
false bottom of the cabinet,
as shown in Fig. Jo.

Now construct the
valve shelf and place it
in position according to
the measurements given in
Fig. ro, but at this
stage do not fit the
transformers,reservoir con-
denser or the three -coil
holder.

Connecting Up
The general arrange-

ment of all the com-
ponents at the. back of
the panel is illustrated
in the photographs, Figs.
a- and.5, and -although
it may look as if the
wiring would prove very
complicated; it is not so
in reality, and all that is
required is a little patience
and care in the use of the
soldering iron.

Deal with the filament lighting
circuit first. Solder one end of a
'length of the 16 gauge tinned
wire to the L.T. negative terminal,
secure it beneath the screw on
the third rheostat (adjacent to
the battery terminals)' and pass
on to the corresponding screw
on the second rheostat. A shorter
piece of wire can then be secured
beneath the screw of the first
rheostat and then soldered to the
first wire.

Connecting the Valve Panel
Next make loops in the end;

of two pieces of wire, and secure
o.1; 0 the first, ant the, other to

the third rheostat, and solder the
remaining end of each 'piece of
wire to the negative filament
socket of the first and third valve -
holders. The stiff wire will

' support the valve shelf fairly
rigidly, and the panel and shelf
together may be entirely removed
from the wooden baseboard and
laid race downward upon the
table or bench to facilitate the
work of connecting up.

Remaining Connections
The remaining connections are

to be made in accordance with
the wiring diagram (Fig. 7), a
full-sized blue print of which is
available. In order to overcome

transformers after the completely
wired panel with variable condenser
attached, valve shelf and' trans-
formerS are all secte.-Al in place
upon the wooden -'baseboard. The
remaining transformer connections
an:I the connections to`the reservoir
coi,-1,Pser do not present any
difficulty.

The grid condenser, with clip -in
gridleak, is soldered direct to the
grid socket of the first valve,
but if this method is found incon-
venient, a length of wire may he
soldered to the grid socket. and the
condenser and leak may be brought
up close to the variable condenser.

Testing and Operating the Set
When the set is wired up

Fig. 9.-This photograph shows how the grid condenser is supported.

any difficulty which may be
experienced in connecting up the
double -pole change -over switch, a
separate drawing of the back of
this switch, showing 'projecting
" tabs " and indicating the des-
tination of each wire, is given
in Fig. 8.

So far, of course, the two
transformers and, reservoir con-
densers are not in position. A
piece of the copper wire, about
8 inches in length, is to be soldered
to the grid socket of the second
and third valve, and to the anode
socket of the first and second
valve, and left projecting for
subsequent connection to the L.F.
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complete, make a preliminary test
as follows

Connect the six -volt accumu-
lator to the correct terminal,
place the film:Tient switch in the
" off " position and insert three
valves. Place the lever of the
change -over, switch to the right,
turn all three filament rheostats
back to zero, move the filament

switch to the " on " position
and light the filatrient Of each
valve in turn by means' of its own
rheostat. With all three valves
alight, move the change -over
switch to the left, which Should
extinguish the two  amplifying
valves. Moving the filament
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LISSENIUM
TYPES OF MAGNETIC
CONCENTRATION
With many types of coils the magnetic
field is mostly concentrated in the centre
of the coil, and the field does not extend
to any appreciable degree. The character-
istics of the magnetic field in such coils
is closely analogous to the ordinary solenoid
inductance.

MODERN WIRELESS
LISSENAGON TUNING CHART.
Note the Intermediate coils, 30, 40 and 60.

TABLE I.
Wavelength range when used as
Primary Coils with Standard
P.IVI.G. Aerial and '031 mfd.

condenser in parallel.

TABLE II.
Wavelength range when used as
Secondary Coils with '001 mfd.

condenser in parallel.

Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
No. of Wave- Wave- Wave- Wave- PRICE.
Coil, length. length. length. length.

25 185 350 100 325 4/10
30 235 443 130 425 4/10
35 285 530 16o 490 4/10
43 360 675 200 635 4/10
50 480 850 250 boo 5/-
60 500 950 295 900 5/4
75 600 3,300 360 1,Ioo 5/4

103 820 1,700 500 1,550 6/6
150 965 2,300 700 2,150 7/7
200 3,885 3,200 925 3,000 0/5
250 2,300 3,800 1,100 3,600 8 , 9
301 2, 00 4,600 1,400 4,300 9 i 2

In the case of LISSENAGON (pronounced LISSEN-AGON) coi_s, however, the magnetic field, in
addition to being very strong in the centre of the coil, is also distributed on each side of the coil
This accounts fir the remarkably strong magnetic linkage obtained with LISSENAGON coils
in reaction circuits, and ALSO FOR THE PECULIAR EFFICIENCY OF THE COILS WITH
FDDY CURRENT TUNING.

Price of
crystal),

receiver (includes
patent pending ..

No. 50 LISSENAGON coil
(covers 300 to 150 metres on
this receiver) ..

No. 60 LISSENAGON coil
(covers 350 to 400 metres on
this receiver) ..

No. 75 LISSENAGON coil
(covers 400 to 500 metres on
this receiver) ..

10/--

5/-

5/4

5/4
No. 250 LISSENAGON coil for

Chelmsford .. 8/9

IF YOU EVER WANT
COILS WHICH INTEN-
SIFY TIMING --USE
LISSENAGON COILS

SIGNALS ARE ALWAYS STRONGER -
when capacity is low and inductance is high. If, where, say, a No. 35 coil is
ordinarily used with added capacity to tune it to a given wavelength, a No. 60
coil can be used, AND WITHOUT ADDED CAPACITY, other things being
equal, it follows that signals would be stronger.

In the new LISSEN CRYSTAL SET a form of tuning has been introduced
which permits of a No. 60 LISSENAGON (pronounced LISSEN-AGON) coil
being used, and dispenses with the need of added capacity to tune it. A big
signal voltage is built up. But apart from its high inductance
efficiency, too, there are other considerations which place this receiver far
above all other crystal sets, NO MATTER WHAT THE PRICE.
THERE IS AN UNDISTURBED ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT, for instance. The
only moving part is the metal plate, and although this is entirely unconnected
with the electrical Circuit, its influence on the inductance is effectively applied
through the medium of the magnetic field created.
In conjunction with the principle of EDDY CURRENT TUNING employed
in this new LISSEN CRYSTAL SET, LISSENAGON COILS ARE PECULIARLY
EFFICIENT. No other coils give the same results.
By fitting the appropriate LISSENAGON (pronounced LISSEN-AGON) coil,
the LISSEN CRYSTAL SET can be used for any station within range. Two
coils would be needed for London and Chelmsford, for instance to change
ever from one station to the other, take one LISSENAGON coil out, and
ping the other one in.

long aerials it world be possible to use a coil one size less in each cas e
e.g., No. 40 instead of 50 ; 50 instead of 60 ; 6D instead of 75 ; 200 instead
of 250.

NOTE.-One LISSENAGON coil must be ordered with each set-the receiver
will not be sold without a LISSENAGON coil because the use of these co -;1q
ensures very high efficiency.

No paper-no cardboard no loose contacts-no loose wires-connections are
stamped -out strips-the whole receiver is an instrument throughout- robust --and THE
MOST EFFICIENT CRYSTAL SET MADE-WITH THE MOST EFFICIENT INDUCTANCE.

LISSEN LIMITED,
20-24, WOODGER ROAD, GOLDHAWK ROAD, SHEPHERD'S BUSH, LONDON, W.12:
TELEPHONES : River:4de 3380, 3381, 3382, 1072. TELEGRAMS : " Lissenium, London ,

In rePlying to Advertisers, filease use Order Form enclosed. 767
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Xt.eHEARTof
WIRELESS

As the human heart is to the human body,
as the lens is to the camera, and the engine
to the motor car, so is the valve to the
wireless set.
It is the main essential Get the
essentials right" is the common-sense
policy in wireless reception as in all else.
Common-sense is the attribute of the
majority, and perfect reception of broad-
casting the aim of every keenly interested
listener ; hence the general preference for

MARCONI -VALVE
THE(MADE AT

Sold by Wireless and Electrical
Dealers, Stores, etc.

Have you read the now famous wireless publi.
cation-The Book of M 0 V ? It is the most
authoritative work of its kind-and free. Get
a copy at once from your dealer, or cut out
and use the voucher below.

rm 111   
Messrs. The M..O.'VALVE Co.,Ltd.

Brook Green, Lokdon, W.6.

,Please send me; post free, a copy of
The Book of M 0 V.

Name

Address

M.W -Dec
mom.. 4,. moor> aer memo 411 MINIM =.

GET THE VALVE IN THE PURPLE BOX!

ANNOUNCE VENT OF THE N. 0. VALVE COMPANY, Limi L.,.

768 In replying to Advertisers, file. a'se use Order Form enclosed.
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switch to the " off " position
should extinguish one or all
valves,

Coils to Use
If this preliminary test is

satisfactory, connect up telephones,
lyucl - speaker and high-tension
battery. Also connect the earth
I -ad to terminal E and, to corn -
m -,nce, the aerial lead to terminal
A,. This, it will no doubt be
remembered, gives a direct coupled
single circuit receiver. Two coils
only are required, a No. 35 or a
No. 5o turn coil in the fixed
holder and a No. 5o (or possibly
a No. 75) coil in the reaction coil -
holder.

Switch over to " one -valve -and -
telephones " and, keeping the
ruction coil well away frcitn -the'
aerial coil, search for signals by
slowly rotating the variable con-
denser.

Reaction Effects
When signals are received,

moving the reaction coil nearer
t3 the aerial coil should strengthen
i Trials considerably, but care must.

be taken not to make the coupling
between the coils too tight . ore
distortion of the speech, music,
etc., will nc ur, whilst rill further

NOTE:- ALL WOOD FINISHED 3/1;
THIGH, UNLESS DINEIYS.VIVED OTHERWISE,

Fig. 10.-The position of the valve
shelf and dimensions of this and
the cabinet may be obtained from

these diagrams,

tightening of the coupling, i.e.,
increase of reaction effect, will
cause the set to generate oscil-
lations, and not only prevent
satisfactory reception, but most
certainly cause considerable inter-
ference with other receiving sets
in the vicinity. If the proper
reaction effect is not obtained
at the first attempt, reverse the
leads on the coil -holder.

The change -over from direct
to inductively -coupled tuning is
effected by transferring the aerial
lead from terminal A2 to terminal.
A1, inserting a No. 23 coil in the
left-hand movable holder, a No. 5o
or 75 turn coil in the fixed holder
and a 35 turn coil in the reaction
or right-hand holder.

It will now be found that
tuning with the variable condenser
is very much sharper, the reaction
effect is easier, and, provided
that the correct coupling between
the aerial and secondary coil is
obtained, signals from the local
broadcasting station will be at least
as strong as with the previous
arrangement.

The Coupling

Generally an angle of about
zi to 3o degrees between the

coils will be about right, and the
further the aerial coil is away
from the secondary the more
selective will the tuning become.
Therefore, when searching for a
more distant station, commence
by having the aerial coil fairly
close to the secondary coil and
bring up the reaction coil to the
safe limit. If the aerial coil
is now moved further away from
the secondary coil, the set may
break into oscillation and it may
be found necessary to reduce the
reaction coupling.

Test Report

Within a few hours, of experi-
menting with the set, very loud
signals from the local station, 15
miles distant, were obtained ;
reasonably loud music, etc., from
Newcastle, Glasgow, and Binning- -
ham, and moderate loud -speaker
signals only from Cardiff and
Aberdeen.

All these of course were audible
in the telephone receivers, using
only one valve. Unless they are, it
is of little avail to add " lour -
frequency amplifying valves and the
loud -speaker. The experiences of
readers who construct the set,
particularly with regard to the
slight departure from the ordinare
in the tuning arrangement,
be received with interest by the
writer.
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4
.0.. American Broadcasting Stations ..:..
..:. ...1.

... We give below a complete list of American Broadcasting Stations with a power of 250 watts or over, ":"
:" which has been corrected to September 2, 1924. :1,

.. :61

:' ':e 4. .5 .5 0 4. 0 .5 4. 0 0 -5 .5 4. 0 .5 0 ;..0 4. .5 -5 4. -5 .5r;. .5 4. 0 .5 4. 0 4. 4. 0 4. 0, 4. 4.0 0, 0.5 .5 0 ..5 0 .5 0.5 .5

Call
Let teas

Power
and Wave

Name Location Length
KDKA Westinghouse Electrfc & Mfg.

Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa. 1000-326
KDPM Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.

Co., Cleveland, Ohio 500-270
KFAE State College of Washington,

Pullman, Wash. 530 -330
KFAF Western Radio Corporation,

Denver, Colo. 500-273
KFCL Leslie E. Rice, Los Angeles

Union Stock Yards, Los
 Angeles, Calif. 500-236

KFGH Leland Stanford University (P
0.), Stanford Univ., Calif. 273-36o

KFGX First -PreSbyteriari Church, '

. Orange, Texas 500-250
KFGZ Emmanuel llaissionary-College, - .

Berrien Springs, Mich. 500-236
KFI Earle C. Anthony, Inc., Los

Angeles, Calif. 500-469
KFI X - Reorganised- Church- of Jesus

. Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Independence, Mo. 250-240

XFKB, Brinkley -Jones  Hospital As-
sociation, Milford, Kan. 50o-246 '

KFKX Westinghouse Electric & Mfg -

Co., Hastingi, eleb. 1000-255
XFNIX Carleton College, Northfield,

Minn 500-283
KFNF Henry Field Seed Co., Shenan-

doah, Iowa 500-266
KFOA Rhodes Dept. Store, Seattle,

KFPO . Colorado National Guard,
'Forty-fifth Division ' Tank

Denver, Colo. 500-231
KFPR Los

Co.,A.ngeles
County Forestry .

Department, Los Angeles,
- 500-231.

KFPT , Cape ,& Johnson, Salt Lake
City, Utah 5oc -263

KFQX Alfred' M. Hubbard, Seattle,
Wash. 250-233

KFQZ Taft Radio Co., Hollywood,
Calif: - 250-240

KFSG Echo Park Evangelistic As-
sociation, Los Angeles, '..alif. 500-273

EGO General Electric Co., Oakland;
Calif 1000-312

EGO Marion A. Milrony, Honolulu,
Hawaii 500 -36o

KGW Portland MJrning Oregonian,
Portland,- Ore. 500-492

KHJ Times M rror Co.,,Los Angeles,
Calif. 500-395

KJS Bible Institute of Los Angeles,
Los Angeles, Calif. 75o--360

KIS Warner "Bros. Radio Supplies
Co., Oakland, Calif. 250-36o

KLX 'Tribune Publishing Cd., Oak- - -
land, Calif. 250-509

KLZ Reynolds Radio Co., Denver,'
Colo.' 50o-283

ROB New Mexico College of Agri-
culture and Mechanic Arts,
State College, N.M. - 500-360

NOP Detroit Police Dept., Detroit,
Mich. 500-286

KPO Hale Bros., San Francisco, Cal 500-423
KQV Doubleday Hill Electric Co , .

-Pittsburgh, 'Pa. - 500-270
KSD Post Dispatch (Pulitzer Pub

- St. Louis, Mo. 500-546
KTW First Presbyterian Chu-rch, . -

- Seattle, Wash ' 750-360
' KWH Lcs Angeles Examiner, Los

Angeles, Calif. 250-,-360
KYW WeStinghonse Electric & Mfg;

Co., Chicago, .111. 1000-536,
WAAC Tulane University, New Or-

-leans, La. . 400-360
WAAM I. R. Nelson Co., Newark, N.J 250-263 .
WAAW ,Omaha train Exchange,

Omaha, Neb. 5oo 236

WABN Ott Radio, Inc., LaCrosse, Wis 500-244
WABX Henry B. Joy, Mount Clemens,

Mich. (near) 500-270
Purdue University, West

Lafayette, Ind. 250 -2f3 -

Call
Letters
W BA P

rower '

and Wave.
Name Location Length

Wortham-Carter Publishing
Co. (Star:Telegram), Fort
Worth, Texas 7

WBAV Erner & Hopkins Co.,-Colum- -

' bus; Ohio
WBAY The Western Electric Co., N.Y.
WBBG Irving Verrnilya, Mattapoisett;,

Mass.
WBBR Peoples ' Pulpit Association,

Rossville,. Ill Y 500-273
\\-BT Southern Radio Corp., Char-

lotte, N.C. ' 250-360
WBZ Westinghouse Electric & Mfg

Co., Springfield, ,M.Iss 1000--337
\VCAD St. Lawrence University, Can-

ton:N.Y. 250-28o
\VCAE Kaufman & Baer Co., Pitts- . .

burgh, Pa. 5'-462WCAJ Nebraska Wesleyan Uni-
. versity, University Place,

Neb. 5c0-283
WCAL St. Olaf College, Northfield,

Minn. - 500 -3( o
WCAP Chesapeake &- Potomac Tele-

phone Co., Washington, D.C. 500-469
WCAU Durham & Co., Philadelphia,

Pa. 250-286
\WAY Milwaukee Civic Broadcasting _ .

Station, Milwaukee, Wis ,
Hotel Antlers 250-266

WCBD Wilbur G. Voliva, Zion, Ill 500-345
WCBK E. Richard Hall, St. Peters-

' burg, Fa 5007-266
\VC3T Clark University, Worcester,

WCX TheIDM ''s;
250-238

Detroit Free Press, De-
troit, Mich. 500-517

WDAE Tampa Daily Times, Tampa,
. Fla. 250-360.

WI3AF Kansas City Star, Kansas City,
Mo. 500-411

WD AR Lit Bros., Philadelphia, Pa 500-395
WDBY North Shore CongregatiOnal

Church, Chicago, Ill. 500-258.
WE AF American Telephone & Tele- '

graph Co., New York N.Y. 0000-492
\VEAI Cornell University, Ithaca,

N.Y. 500-286
WE AO The Ohio State University

Columbus, O'aio 5oo -360
WEAY Will Horwitz, Jr:, Houston,

TWEBH

Edgeeras
500-360

ter 'Beach Hotel Co ,
Chicago, Ill. 1000-37o

WEBJ Third Ave. Ry. Co., New York,
' N,Y. 500-273

WFAA The Dallas News, The Dallas
Journal, Dallas, Texas

5°°-476WFAV University of Nebraska, Dept.
E. E., Lincoln, Neb. 250-275

\VFBH Concourse- Radio Corp., New
York, N.Y. 500-273

W'FI Strawbridge & Clothier, Phila-
delphia, Pa. 500-395

WGAZ The South Bend Tribune,
South Bend, Ind. 250-360

WGL. Thomas F. J. Howlette, Phila-
delphia, Pa. 500-360

aVGN... Drake Hotel-Whitestone Co ,
Chicago, III. 1000-370

WGR Federal Telephone Mfg. Co , '

Buffalo, N.Y. 750-319
WW1 . General Electric Co., Schenec-

tady, N.Y. ' t000 -38o
\VHAS Courier -Journal and Louisville _ '

' Tithe's, LouisVille, Ky. 500-400
WHAZ Rensselaer Polytechnic Insti, .

tute, Troy, N.Y. 500-380
WHI3 Sweeney School Co., Kansas

City, Mo. 500-411
WHN George Schubel, Loew's State

Theatre. Bldg., Neiv Y6rk,
N.Y. 500-360

WHO Bankers Life Co., Des Moines,
Iowa ., 500 -526

WIAK Journal -Stockman Co.; Omaha,
Neb. 250-278

WIP - - Githbel Briis., Philadelphia, Pa 500-509
NV JAG The Norfolk Daily News, Nor-

folk, Neb - 250-283

PowerCall and Wave
Location LengthNameLetters

WJAR The Outlet Co. (J. Samuels &
. - Bro.); Providence, R.I. ... 500-360

WJAS Pittsburgh Radio Supply Co.,
Pittsburgh, Pa. 250-286

WJAX Union Trust Co., Cleveland,
500-390

Mocia()%ioheart, Maoseheart,' Ill 500-278
WJY R. C. A., New York, N.Y 750-405
WJZ R. C. A., New York, N.Y 500-455
WKAR Michigan Agriculture. College, ,

East Lansing, Mich 500-280
WKBF Dutee W. Flint, Cranston, R.I. 5oo-z36
WLBL Wisconsi- Department of Mar-

kets, Stevens Point,, W13 500-7-273
WIS Sears, Roe'auck & Co., Chicago,'

Ill.
5WLW Crosley Radio Corp., Cin- 5:7143:53-

cinnati, Ohio '

WMAF Round Hills Radio Corp.,
Dartmouth, Mass. too -500-360

WMAK Lockport Board of Commerce,
Lockport, N.Y. 500-273

WMAQ Chicago Daily News, Chicago,
Ill.

WMAV Alabama Polytechnic Inst ,
Auburn. Ala. 500-290

WMC Commercial Memphis, Tenn. 500-500
WMI1 Ainsworth -Gates Radio Co ,

Cincinnati, Ohio 750-309
WNYC City of New York, New York,

N,Y. 1000,'--5 26
WOAI Southern Equipment Co., San

Antonio, Texas 5oo -335
WOAW Woodmen of the World,

Omaha, Neb. 500--5 26
WOAX Franklyn J. Wolff (1M anument

Pottery Co.), Trenton, N.J. 500-240
WOC The Palmer School of Chino-

praetice, Davenport, Iowa ,

WOI Iowa State College, Ames,
Iow.a 500-3 60

WOO John Wanamaker, Phila., Pa. 500-509
WOQ Western Radio Co., Kansas '

City, Mo - ' 500-360
WOR L, Bamberger & Co., Newark, .

N.J:
WOS Missouri State Marketing

Bureau, Jefferson City, Mo. 500-441
WPAB Pennsylvania State College,

State College, Pa.
500-2 83WQAA Horace A. Beale, Jr., Parkes -

burg, Pa 500-360
WQJ Calumet Rainbo Broadcasting

Co., Chicago, Ill. 50o-448
WRBC Immanuel Lutheran Church,

Valparaiso, had - 500-2 78
W RC Radio Corp. of America, Wash-

ington, D.0 500-469
WRL Union College, Schenectady,

N.Y. 500-360
WRM University of Illinois, Urbana, .

Ill, 500-360
Tarrytown Radio Research

Laboratory (Koenig Bros,).
Tarrytown, N.Y. 500-273

WSAC Clemson Agricultural College, '

Clemson College, S.C. ' 500-36o
WSAI United States Plain Cards

Co., Cincinnati, 0 io 500-3o9
WSAJ Grove City College, Grove

City, Pa. 250-360
WSAP Seventh Day Adventist

Church, New York N.Y. 25o-263
WSB Atlanta Journal, Atlanta, Ga. 500-429
WSY Alabama Power Co., Birming- '

500-360ham, Ala. -

WTAM Willard Storage Battery Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio - 1000-390

WTAS Chrneio
-

lesE.Erbstein, Elgin, Ill.

500-2 86WTAW Agricultural & Mechanical
College, College Station,
Texas 250-28o

WTAY Oak -Leaves Broadcasting
Station, Oak Park, Ill. 500-283

WWI Ford Motor Co., Dearborn,
Mich. 250-273

WWJ Detroit News (Evening News),
Detroit, Mich. 500-517
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Sterling Baby Loud Speaker
How quickly Christmas comes round. Well, there's
one thing about Christmas 1924 that is more easily
solved than ever before, and that is the question of
Presents. One would have to go a long way before
one found a better gift than the Sterling " Baby
Loud Speaker.

For fifty-five shillings the Sterling " Baby " Loud
Speaker brings years of constant entertainment and
is ever a reminder of the kindly spirit prompting
the gift.

Every Radioist knows that the "Baby" was the first
perfect junior loud speaker, remains the most per-
fect, and that if ever a better junior loud speaker is
produced, the Sterling Company will produce it.

There will be tens of thousands of people saying this
year : " Now we shall have a Merry Christmas."

The Sterling " Baby " Loud Speaker is supplied in J5/
Black, or Brown tinted finish ; 2,000 ohms resistance
Black and Gold floral design £2 : 17 : 6
Black matt finish, decorated in Oriental style 4 : 15 0

Give Radio Presents this Xmas.
A few suggestions :-Sterling Lightweight Headphones ; "Baby,- " Dinkie; Audivox and
" Primax Loud Speakers, and the " Amplivox '-a Loud Speaker and Amplifier combined.

Your Radio Dealer
Advt. of STERLING TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
210.212, Tottenham Court Read, London, W.1.

R
tINCO.

ONDO
REG, TRACE NH111

can supply
Manujecturers of Tclephones and Radio Apparatus, etc.

Works - - DAGENHAM, ESSEX

fke4G- \a-IKOIVOAW4.eid

In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed. 771
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The complete raceiver is of very handsome appearance.

THOSE readers who habitu-
ally use two or more
valves in. their receivers,

and who have not given much
thought to the modest one -valve
set, will have missed a great deal
of interesting work, and also,
incidentally, a lot of valuable
instruction. A single valve re-
ceiver, on a reasonably efficient
aerial, will give results which are,
in frequent cases, envied by users
of two or more valves, the reason
being that an experimenter who
mall means to get the best out
of his one -valuer gets right down
to it, and traces out all possible
causes of inefficiency in - his
apparatus, while his fellow worker
may be content to add another
valve. Many examples of ex-
cellent long-distance reception are
known in cages where one -valve
sets are in use, and when the experi-
menter is desirous of getting the
utmost out of every valve he uses,
he will do well to study thoroughly
the possibilities of the single -valve
set first before proceeding further.

The Circuit
The present receiver is modelled

on the lines of a modification of the
well-known Flewelling circuit, and
has given excellent results in at
least three cases well known to the
writer. This modification of the
circuit is very easy to handle,
and as a loosely coupled aerial
circuit is employed the circuit
is exceedingly selective. A be-
ginner even, therefore, may have

no qualms about making up this
set, as he will find both the con-
struction and operation quite
simple, and he will gain much
valuable knowledge which will be
of great benefit to him when
he decides to " graduate " to
more valves.

General Considerations
Owing to the proximity of my

station to 2L0, I am, naturally,
troubled by interference from that
station, and hence have to use
selective circuits in order to hear
any other transmissions. The set
in question was used first of all at
a friend's station further away from
the local station, a direct -coupled
aerial circuit being employed.
Severe interference was experi-
enced, however, as was expected,

EARTH
Fig. 1. --The circuit arrangement of the
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A

Long -Distances

Single -Valve

Receiver
BY

JOHN W. BARBER.

and it was therefore decided to in-
corporate a loosely coupled aerial
circuit in the present receiver, in
order to help others who are in a
similar position. At close range
it is always difficult to cumin.
ate the local station, in the
fullest sense of the word, and as
telephony occupies a wave -band
on either side of the true wave-
length, there will always be a
difficulty in getting rid of one station
and receiving another whose wave-
length is only slightly different
from that of the interfering station.
In the present receiver, however,
2L0 can he so reduced in strength
as to be practically inaudible,
while the other British stations,
with the exception of Cardll
and Manchester, whose wave-
lengths are too close to that of 2L0,
may be brought in without any
unpleasant :undercurrent of talk
and so on from London.

It is realised, however, that a
loosely coupled aerial circuit may
prove awkward to use, at first,
if the user has had no previous
experience of such a method of
coupling, and two terminals have
therefore been included A , and Es,
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A loosely coupled
Receiver which
employs a E.4

modification of E.

the well=known
Flewelling circUit.
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by means of which the direct
type of aerial coupling may be
employed. The user is thus able
to use the simpler coupling if he is
not much troubled by interference,
and it may prove useful when first
operating the receiver. Some slight
loss may be experienced when
using the loose coupling, but this
is compensated for by the added
selectivity obtained. When skill
has been attained, there will not
be much to choose between the
two forms of coupling, and to my
mind the loose coupled aerial

- circuit wins every time.
Some readers may feel a little

dubious about attempting this
receix er, on account of the circuit
having been dubbed a " super,"
but let me at once dispel any fears
on this account. This set is no more
difficult to handle than a " straight "
single valve circuit, and, as far as
I have been able to ascertain,
causes no interference by oscilla-
tion to other listeners, provided
that the coil L3 is kept at a
reasonable distance from L2, the
secondary circuit inductance.

Grid Leak
A variable grid leak seems abso-

lutely essential in this receiver, and
I have therefore included one which
is very satiwsfactory and quiet in
action. The condenser C., is not
at all critical, any value from

A,

LINK.

E

EARTH
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A plan photograph of the panel. Note that Myers
or four -pin valves may be used.

around .003 up to .or being quite
suitable.

A Point regarding Valves
I am a great believer in low -

capacity valves, and like to use
them in all possible cases, so this
receiver is provided with clips for
Myers valves, as it is intended for use
with this type of valve. There is
also included a low -capacity mount-
ing for an ordinary four -pin valve
in order that either type may be
used at will. Should readers desire,
they may omit the holder for the
type of valve they do not intend
to employ. The double socket
arrangement is very useful, how-
ever, as it permits four -pin .valves
to be compared with the low -
capacity type. For those who so
desire, clips for the Vz.i. or QX
valve may be substituted for the
Myers clips.

Components required
For the benefit of those who like

to know just what parts are used

A,

EARTH

A2

Fig. 2.-How the various aerial circuit
are obtained.

E

2

:©
---+= EARTH

arrangernefit4

C3

C4

in a set, the names of the mane.
facturers are given, but it must be
understood that there is no obliga-
tion for the parts used to be of the
make specified, it merely being
necessary to be sure that good
quality material is employed. As
regards values, those given should 
he adhered to, as I have tried
different capacities and so on, and
have decided upon those marked.
As I said previously, C, is not
critical, and constructors may use
just what capacity conlensets they
may have at hand.
z ebonite panel, io in. by 9 in.

by in. (Paragon?.
I 3 -way coil holder (Magnum,

Burne Jones and Co.).
 .00d5 ple square law condense/

(Bowyer -Lowe}.
I .0005 p.F square law condense/

( Jackson Bros.).
.0002 pF fixed condenser

(Dubilier).
I 0007 pF fixed -condenser

(McMichael).
I set of clips for Myers valves.
 valve holder (H.T.C. Type C).

µ17 condenser (T.C.C.).
 filament resistance (Shipton).
 variable grid leak (Bretwood),.
II nickel -plated terminals (Burne-

Jones and Co.).
Square section wire for wiring up.

The Panel
This is made from the ebonite

appearing at the head of the above
list, and is to be drilled in accord-
ance with the figure showing the
layout. Constructors should
alWays satisfy themselves that the
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ebonite they use is of good quality
and free from surface leakage,
the most satisfactory way being to
buy only branded ebbnite. Should
unguaranteed material be used,
however, the shiny surface should
be removed by rubbing both sides
with emery cloth after the holes
have been drilled. The black ap-
pearance may be restored to the
ebonite by means of a little oil
on a piece of clean rag. Do not
use too much, but make a little
go a long way, and rub with a
circular motion.

The holes for the terminals have
all been tapped to the correct size
(4 B.A.), but it is understood that
some may not possess the necessary
taps, in which case clearance holes
may be drilled, and the terminals
secured with nuts in the usual
manner.

Wiring .
The photographs of the underside

of the panel will reveal the

simplicity of the wiring, and the
actual connections can be clearly
seen in the wiring diagram. It
must be pointed out here that
Radio Press, Ltd., have developed
a new system of showing wiring
on practical diagrams. The older
method consisted of showing
" loops " where two wires crossed
but were not joined. The new
method, which saves much con-
fusion once the idea is fully grasped,
is simply that wires run from point
to point, as in the actual receiver,
joins being shown by a black
square. Thus, if two wires cross
but do not join, `there is no loop,
but there is no black square, so -it
will be perfectly clear which wires
join and which do not.

While on the subject of wiring,
I should like to draw readers'
attention to the terminals I have
used. The bottom of the shank
is drilled out, to take the end of a
piece of square section wire of the
size usually referred to as N. 16,

and thus the task of soldering
a piece of this wire to a terminal
shank, in the " end -on '-' fashion,
is considerably simplified, all that
is necessary being to insert the
wire, touch with flux, and apply
the iron in the usual manner.

Naturally, if the constructor
desires he may use No. 16 tinned
copper wire of round section,
many people, in fact, preferring this
to the square wire. In any .case,

 follow the usual practice of spacing
the wires as much as possible.

Valves

- Almost any good general purpose
valve will work well in this receiver,
provided the makers' instructions
regarding anode voltage and fila-
ment current are adhered to. I
have incorporated a bright emitter
rheostat in my receiver, but if
dull emitter valves are to be Used,
a suitable type of rheostat should
replace that used.

Fig. ?.-The 'panel layout. Blue Print No, 80A.
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Vkat' one man saw in a
blackened bulb

THE history of pro-
gress is tied up with
trivialities. Newton

made history under an
apple tree ; Watts saw
it in a tea kettle. Modern
" wireless came from
a blackened bulb. It
was an ordinary carbon
filament lamp. Every-
body knew that it
turned black as it grew
older. One man won-
dered why-and made
it his business to find
out. What he found
was the principle of the
thermionic valve. Dr.
Fleming was the man

An interesting study. of early
wireless history may be made
at the Science 1113seum, South
Kensington, London, where the
complete ser ie3 of Dr. Fleming' s
experimental valves can be seen.

and his experimental
valve was made in the
Ediswan Laboratories.
That was 30 years ago.
Since then many de-
velopments have taken
place in the evolution
of the valve. Ediswan
Valves retain the lead they
won in the early days of
wireless. They are wholly
reliable - experienced
workers and careful testin7
see to that.

Ediswan Valves will brirg the b:st
out of your Wireless set ----get some
on the way hvme and enjoy a better
pregraTame from to -night onwards.
Jill dealers sell them.
THE EDISON SWAM ELECTRIC CO. LTD
QUEEN VICTORIA ST.. LONDON. E.C. 4

WA '
VALVES

162-12

O

O
CDCDC,DgQ --.©1©QCDs'©glOgQ©;- Z.C,DCD

In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed. 27.1
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A new departure
in Wireless Components for

the home constructor.
Whether you are a beginner or a more advanced worker, it will pay you to study
the unique and original features embddied in

WIRELESS COMPONENTS.
If you have never built a set before-or if you contemplate building a new set-
the name "EFESCA " on the components will ensure success. One hole fixing is
a standard " EFESCA " refinement.
For the wireless enthusiast who perhaps has neither the skill nor tools, complete
home -constructor sets are available. Tnese are extremely simple to put together
and will be found particularly efficient in their working. All EFESCA " parts
and " EFESCAPHONE " sets are stocked by wirel.L>s dealers, ironmongers and
electricians.
Everyone interested in wireless should send a postcard for the " EFESCA Catalogue
- 522 --which contains hue lull range of "diESCA" Componenti and

" Receiving Sets.

The Components Illustrated are
EFESCA AERIAL TUNER.-Wavelength -range xso-r,600 metres
in conjunction with .00r condenser. A convenient form of self-con-
tained tapped coil, possessing minimum self -capacity, low resistance
and high inductance. Tappings arranged to obviate dead end effects.
ComMete, as illustration, 19/-.

(2) EFESCA ANTI-VAPACITY SWITCH (Patent applied for).-A double
pole, double throw switch, specially designed to minimise the capacity
which exists in most change -over switches. The contact brushes
are of phosphor bronze and present only their edges to each other
with a comparatively wide air gap-thus practically eliminating all

- capacity effects. The operating lever is at no time in electrical contact
with the carrying block which makes contact with the brushes.
Price 8/- each.

(3) EFESCA VARIABLE REACTION COIL.-For use in either Aerial or
Anode Circuits. Wound on ebonite former, totally enclosed, complete
as illustration, 17/6.

(4) EFESCA TAPPED HIGH -FREQUENCY REACTANCE, for one -stage
of high -frequency amplification. It is self -tuned and requires uo
condenser. Wavelength range, 150-z,600 metres. Complete, as
illustration, 21 /- each, or embodying grid -leak and condenser (.0003
mid.), 25 /- each.

(5) EFESCA VERNISTAT (Patent applied for). -Of unique construction
the Vernistat gives extremely delicate control and is smooth and
silent in operation and is specially suited to high -frequency and Detector
Valve:filament control. Resistance 5 ohms, 6/- each, complete, as
illustrated.

EFESCA HIGH -FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER.-Specially recom-
mended where more than one stage of high -frequency amplification
is required. Can be employed immediately preceding a reactance
coupling to form two high -frequency stages or any nuMber of separate
transformers may be used in combination. Can also be used as a
Tuned Anode Transformer by shunting the primary with a .0003 mfd.
variable Condenser in any number of stages. Wavelength range,
r50-2,600 metres, co replete as illustration, wound on ebonite former,
21 /-. Ditto, employing Grid Leak and (.003) Condenser, for use as
Transformer connected to Detector Valve, 23/-.

Here are two new lines of great interest.
The 9,UDAVOX "LOUD SPEAK ER. The principle employed enables speech
aad music to be reproduced with quite exceptional purity and maximum
volume: The " PURAV0X. " Standard Table Model is a full size Speaker at a
medium price. The " PCRA OX " Junior is suitable for smaller rooms.
2,00o ohms resistance, £4 10 0 each. J:7ni6rmodel £2 10 0 each.
The EFESCA GIANT H.T. BATTERY. These Batteriesemploy extra large cells
which give longer life and- greater freedom from bresiclown than the usual
standard type of battery. A unique feature is the r mfd. condenser -embodied
in these batteries which smooths out all crackling noises frequently associatek
with H.T.Eatteries. Sixt v volt with Tappings and sockets in 6 volt steps from 3o

. Volts and r pair of wander plugs, 23/-

FALK STADELMANN & Co. Ltd.,
Efesca Electrical Works, 83-7, Farringdon Rd.

London, E.C.1.
And at - Manchester and

G!asgow, Birmingham

Ti

December, -19'-4

776' In replyiug to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed.
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Operating Details
To use loose coupling, the aerial

is connected to terminal A for
parallel aerial tuning condenser,
the earth being joined to F, while
A, and E are linked together.
For series condenser the aerial is
joined to A1, earth to E, terminal
A being left free. In both these
cases the terminals A, and E ,at
the back of the receiver, are left
free, as they relate only to the
direct -coupled circuit. When it is
desired, for reasons of simplicity,
say, to use the direct -coupled
circuit, the aerial and earth leads
are joined to A2 and E2 respec-
tively, the terminals A, Al and E
being left free.

Tuning is carried out by simul-
taneous Variation of the tuning
condensers, the coil L2 being kept
fairly' well away from L.. The
aerial coil L1, for the most selective
reception, should not be kept too
close to the secondary coil L2,

MODERN WIRELESS

A view of the underside of the panel, showing how
the wiring is carried out.

Fig. 4.-The wiring diagram. Note that where two wires join a black square is placed,
no loop being shown where there is no join. Blue Print No. 80B.
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there being a best position for each
station.

Using Gambrell coils, an A is
required in the aerial circuit, a B
in the secondary, while another A
is suitable for reaction. The size
of this last-named coil may vary in
different cases: especially when the
direct -coupled circuit is used, owing
to aerial resistance. In the usual
numbered ranges of coils, a No. 50,
75 and 3o will be suitable for

rog and L, respectively.
Test Report

The set as described was given a
test on my aerial in S.E. London,
about six miles from 2L0. Very
little difficulty was experienced in
cutting that station out and re-
ceiving the others, all of which,
with the exception of Manchester
and Cardiff, were received at
good 'phone strength. Radio -Paris
and 5XX came in well, using
Nos. 15o, 200 and ioo in the
respective positions, aerial, second-
ary., reaction. L'Ecole Superieure
was also heard at good strength,
while Madrid was audible at about

Another view

two feet from the 'phones. Several
low -power amateur stations at long
distance were received well.

Given a reasonably good aerial,

December, 1(7)24

of the wiring.

this receiver will provide much
interesting work, and will give
excellent results with a little
patience and care in handling.

THE CHRISTMAS PROGRAMME FROM 2L0

MONDAY, 22nd December, 1924.-The opera, " Hansel and Gretel," conducted by Mr. Percy

Pitt, will be simultaneously broadcast to all stations.

TUESDAY, 23rd December, 1924.-In order to give the London staff a short rest, Bourne-
mouth, Cardiff, Birmingham and Manchester stations will each give simultaneous

broadcast turns of half -an -hour to the London area.

WEDNESDAY, 24th December, 1924.-John Coates (tenor) will give a recital of Christmas songs

from 8.4o to 9.2o p.m. At midnight 'carols and waits will be broadcast.

THURSDAY, 25th December, 1924.-Each station will broadcast its own programme, which

will consist of light seasonable. items, dance music, etc. Only one News Bulletin

will be issued-at to p.m.

SATURDAY, 27th December, 1924.-For the benefit of children a modified version of " Hansel

and Gretel " will be broadcast. The " Roosters " Concert Party will broadcast the

pantomime " Cinderella."

The Savoy Bands will play each evening until about midnight.
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Charge your own
ACCUMULATORS
at home-FREE

gemamsaimainer
Cut out the continual weekly expense
cf haling your acca nulators re -charged.
Eliminate the annoyance cf being hit
with accumulators run down just when
you want them most, and the trouble
of carrying them to the !nearest garage
for re -charging.
Do away with all this NOW by charging
your own accumulators at home, and absa-
lately without cost.
If you have a Direct Current supply of
electricity of any voltage in your house
either for lighting or heating purposes,
all you need to charge your own accumu-
lators at home is the

ULINKIN
. .PATENT No. 212391.

THE D.C. HOME CHARGER
which charges your batteries automati-
cally whenever you hae lights, radiators.
electric irons or vacuum cleaners In. use
in any part of your bowie, without con -
sliming any extra current, and therefore
free of Cast.

PRICE £2 . 2 : 0
CARR.
FREE.

FOR DD1ECT cttaltsett
II Its

An Electrical
Engineer says:
" Please forward an -
Other of your 'Ulinkin'
Chargers. The last one
I installed gives every
satisfaction. , It has
Practically paid for
itself already. A

splendid little instru-
ment."

AUTOMATIC IN ACTIO.I.
Requires no attention.COMPielti wills simple instritatons. Cannot go wroan.

Send 42/- for a ULINKIN To -day, or write for
illustrated booklet and fuller particulars.

Trade E.iquiries

The Gran -Goldman Service
(Dept. M.22), 71, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4

McCLELLAND
Variometer

Please order El
from your

local Wireless
Dealer. I

Ii

I

One of the Best
A WELL -MADE and most efficient

instrument. Wound on ebonite
and covering a wave -length range of
240-740 metres. Close coupling of
rotor and stator windings ensures
maximum results and exceptionally
fine tuning.

List No. RV61 '15,
with knob and dial,

each, 14/.

BROWN BROTHERS, LTD.
ALLIED COMPANIES:

Thomson & Brown Brothers
Ltd., Brown Brothers
(Ireland , Ltd., Great
Eastern Etreet, London,
E.C.2, 118, George Street,
Ed(nburgh, and Brainhes.

I I IN I M 3 3 GI II 3 3 3 33 SI 01 01

I
I

a
I

a
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II

Nal cm a a 6..

Pealikaoi atkma=

LOUD SPEAKER
enables you to spend a delightful evening in this
way, thanks to the excellent dance programmes now
being broadcasted. An efficient set, plus a C.A.V
LOUD SPEAKER, gives all the advantages of a

first-class orchestra at an infinitesimal cost,
120 ohms, £4 15s. 2.000 ohms, £5*. 4,000 ohms. gs 10n.

C.A.V Junior £2 15s. C.A.V Tom Tit 30s.

Write now for Illustrated Loud Speaker Folder from

Cumuli 2000
eCdoh"` Quw.lirandlerlie 34C9;1411; " Valletta, Him

ACTON VAL E. LONDON .W. 3.

In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed. 779
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IGRANIC
Low Frequency
Transformer

IGRANIC
Filament Rheostat

(3o ohms)

IGRANIC
RADIO COMPONENTS

include

Variometers
Vario-Couplers

Honeycomb Coils
Bi-plug Coil Holders
Tri-plug Coil Holders
Filament Rheostats

Battery Potentiometers
Intervalve Transformers

Vernier Friction Pencils, etc.

December, 1924

Two strong
links in a radio set
That old, saying " a chain is as strong as its
weakest link " affords an apt simile applied to
wireless. For an inferior component, though
serving a purpose in a radio set, weakens your
circuit and cannot produce the first-class results
you expect and assuredly get from quality com-
ponents such as bear the name IGRANIC.

The two Igranic Devices illustrated are but two
strong links with which you should build your
set. For when all Igranic parts are used in
correct circuit, then are you assured that perfect
team -work which results in perfect reception.

Igranic components are obtainable of all Reputable
Dealers.

Write for List Z 335.

(IGRANICELECTRIC

yMIT.W

149, Queen Victoria Street, London.
Works : Elstow Rd., BEDFORD.

GLASGOW : 5o, Wellington Street.
MANCHESTER: 30, Cross Street.
BIRMINGHAM: 73/4, Exchange Buildings.

BRADFORD: IS, WOOdtlieWTee.,"11.111

NEWCASTLE: 90, Pilgrim Street;
CARDIFF Western Mail Chamber=:

h tn.

7So In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed.
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Senatore G. Marconi on his yacht " Elettra."

Marconi's Wireless Beam
By Lt..Col. Chetwode Crawley, M.I.E.E

Deputy -Inspector of Wireless Telegraphy, G.P.O.

WE all know now that wireless
communication over long
distances does not neces-

sarily entail the use of high -power
and long waves ; but it was only
four years ago that Mr. Alexander -
son, one of the world's foremost
wireless engineers, stated in a paper
read before the American Institute
of Radio Engineers that " in radio
communication it has been observed
that the distance over which reliable
communication can be maintained
is about 500 times the length of the
ether wave used."

Shorter wavelength and greater
distance

Now, Marconi, using only 25 kilo-
watts and a wavelength of about
90 metres, has established reliable
communication, at any rate during
darkness, not only over about.
45,000 metres (about 28 miles), but
over 2,800 miles.

The range given by Alexanderson
must have seemed to many, even
four years ago, to,he absurdly small.

From his statement an ordinary
ship's installation could not then
be expected to give " reliable coin -

The ship type of Marconi
Beam Receiver.

781

munication " over more than about
200 miles, whereas such installa-
tions were commonly used for coin-
m anicating over far greater
distances by day, and sometimes
even up to ten times that distance
by night.

Now Alexanderson, of course,
knew all about these ranges, but was
careful in his statement to use the
expression " reliable communica-
tion," and it is just this expression
which has always been so trouble-
some to the wireless enthusiast.

The first long-range work
The first long-range wireless tele-

graph service was that established
by Marconi in 19oz between stations
is England and Newfoundland,
which were installed with quite
small power, in fact about the same
power as that proposed for the new

beam " stations for our imperial
ccmmunications. But this Trans-
atlantic working twenty-two years
ago could not by any legitimate
stretch of imagination be called
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reliable. It was very slow and
only possible at , all under good
atmospheric conditions ; in. fact,
it was distinctly unreliable, but it
was the brilliant opening of a com-
pletely new system of world com-
munication.

Reliability
Up till now nearly all improve-

ments at the transmitting stations
have involved the use of more and
more electrical power ; in fact, the
3o horse -power first used for Trans-
atlantic communication has now
been increased tenfold, and this
although the sensitivity of the
receiving instruments has been
enormously improved. The cry
has always been, " Give us more
powerful transmitting stations and
then we shall show you what, we
can do" ; and at the present
moment the Government are erect-
ing :at Rugby one of the most
powerful wireless stations in the
world.

This steady increase of power has
produced a very marked improve-
ment in the efficiency of communica-
tion, so that now Transatlantic
working is reasonably reliable and
the 'speed of signalling has been
increased about tenfold, which
makes the service comparable with
that given by cables. At the
moment, however, there are only
two stations in this country, and,
for . the matter of that, in the
Empire, capable of providing a
satisfactory long-range service-
the Post Office station near Oxford
and the Marconi Company's station
at Carnarvon. The 'Oxford station
carries out services with Canada,

Egypt, and
Caniarvon
America.

The Marconi Carnarvcin Station represents a: modern
long wave highrpovver station.

with ships ; and the Facilities in Other Countries
station works with

Th9 Parabolic Rotating Beam Transmitter at
Inchkeith Island.

.This state of affairs compares
most unfavourably with the
facilities for -long-range wireless
communication in the United States
of- America -and in France. The
United- States have, thirteen large
stations, and France has five, apart
front- - stations in their possessions
overseas- Five of the United States
stations are worked by private
enterprise and - conduct services
with -Eng/and, France, Germany,
Norway -and -Japan, the, eight other
stations being worked by the
Government for State purposes.
Two of the French stations are
worked by private enterprise and
conduct services with the United
States of America, Argentine, and.
Syria, the three others are worked
by the Government for State pur-
poses and commercial services to
French possessions abroad.

In Italy there are two large
stations which communicate with
her- Colonies and with the United
States, and in .Germany there are
three, which are used principally-
for communication With the United
States.
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A DELIGHT TO USE
SUCCESS Vernier The absolute and definite control which the SUCCESS Vernier Coil Holderer gives over coil coupling demonstrates the increased efficiency gained

when accurately tuned coils are accurately adjusted for any given wave -

Coil Holder length. It requires not more than five minutes of operation to discover
that this accuracy-so easily obtained-is a delightful enthusiasm
for which the SUCCESS Vernier Coil Holder is responsible.

It cannot be demonstrated quite so emphatically that
good components do give better reception than when
you have carried out one or two experiments with the
SUCCESS Vernier COil Holder. The ability to tune up
to the razor-sharp point requires a balance of coupling
and capacity.
Accuracy is sometimes obtained-by a fluke-but that
fine point seems just beyond the persuasion of skilful
tuning.
Incoiporate the SUCCESS Coil Holder-its rigidity, com-
bined with a quick and micrometer action, will persuade
the very utmost from your aerial tuning system. -

Price 5/6 (For Panel Mounting).

Successful reception of the short wax es rec wires the simplest of
arrangements-detector and one note magnifier-which Involves
one very important component-the low frequency transformer.
Choice of this instrument cannot be too deliberate. It need not be
mphasised how, in so critical a receiver as one designed for the

reception of KDKA on 68 metres, an ilI-designed L.F. Trans-
former can mar your reception beyond skilful tuning. Tested,.
under every conceivable condition, the SUPER -SUCCESS un7
conditionally gives you power amplification, and represents
a new experience with which youshould not delay your acquaintance.

PRICE 21/ -

As used in the T.A.T. Receiver described by M. JOHN
SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P., in the er rrent issue.

Experimenters working on the very short-wave Transatlantic transmissions are
recommended to use the SUCCESS Vernier Coil Holder. Its design-simplicity in
itself-reduces capacity effects to the irreducible minimnm : a very desirable feature
for the critical short wave receivers.

OTHER SUCCESS
RADIO COMPONENTS
SUCCESS TUNER
Covers all Ercathasting and Cc rrtincntal
Stations wit h cue initial e3pense. A eery
useful comr client for crystal users.

Pries 21 /-
SUCCESS ANODE CAPACITY REACTANCE
A highly successful method of High Frequency
Amplification combined with a vernier control
of reaction. Price 50/ -
SUCCESS ERTHAREL LEAD -/N SWITCH
Safeguards life and property from damage
by lightning. The switching arrangements
operate outside: control inside the house.

COMPONENTS
Obtainable from all dealers.

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS.
London : Beard & Fitch, Ltd., 34, Aylesbury Street, E.C.

Cable & Electrical Supplies Co., 234, Pentonvilie Road, N.
Manctester : Beard & Fitch, Ltd., r, Dean Street, Piccadilly.
Birmingham : Cooke & Whitfield Wireless, Ltd., 24, St. Paul's Square.
Bristol Fred. Burris &Sons, 7 )15, Radcliffe Street.

Wholesale Fittings Co., Ltd., 54, North Street, Stokes Cross.
WHOLESALE SELLING AGENTS.

Conradi & Braun, 52, Theobalds ROad, London, W.C.r.
Full list of wholesale distributors appears in the Manufacturers

Directory, November "Broadcaster and Wireless Retailer."

NEE1=1111^,k - eid errrsemeru of Messrs.card itc r, Ltd., London,

In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed.
Is
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Efficiency

"Cosmos" Universal
Two -Valve Set in

hardwood case,. suit-
able for receivingfrom

both British
and Continental

Stations"£17
with all accessories.

Cosmos" Universal Five -Valve Set,
in handsome cabinet, for "arm-

chair" listeners. Suitable for receiv-
ing from British and Continental

Stations at loud - speaker strength.

Mahogany ... £38 15s.
Oak (Jacobean) ... £36 15s.

Experience counts-

SEND SIX PENNY
STAMPS FOR A COPY
OF THE "COSMOS
CATALOGUE AND
H A N D.B 0 0 K
D.S. 7117/r.

A hundred pages of Radio
matter, chiefly concerning
"Cosmos" Sets, Farts
and " Radiobrix."

TWENTY-FIVE years' experience in the production
of Electrical Plant of every description, ranging
from - large Generators to delicate Measuring

Instruments, naturally finds some expression in the design,
workmanship and efficiency of the

" COSMOS ' UNIVERSAL RADIOPHONE.

Buy the set that embodies experience-it's as good as an
extra valve. Obtainable from all Wireless Dealers.

"Cosmos" Radiophones Speak for Themselves.

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES, Ltd.
(Proprietors : Metropolitan -Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.),
4, CENTRAL BUILDINGS, WESTMINSTER,

LONDON, S.W.1.
R

Z 71

USE " COSMOS " STRIP COILS-Minimum Resistance-Low H.F. Resistance-
Low Self-Capacity-Remarkably Efficient-Sound Construction.

784 In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed.
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Such then is the position at the
moment as regards facilities for
long-range wireless communication
with the principal countries in the
world, and the need for increasing
such facilities in the British Empire
is obvious, and was recognised as
long ago as 1913, when the Govern-:
ment signed an agreement with
the Marconi Company for the
erection of long-range stations
throughout the Enipire. This
scheme was abandoned owing to the

ment for transmitting wireless sig-
nals on short wavelengths in the
form of a beam, somewhat similar
to the searchlight's beam of light
waves, which of course consist also
of ether waves Init of far shorter
wavelengths than those used for
wireleSs signalling.

The Use of Short Waves
The lengths of the waves used by

Marconi for signalling over long
ranges were about roo metres

Will Beam
the Radio

[Photo Underwood & Underwood, N.Y.

wireless abolish tall tower3 like these of
Corporation of America at Long island?

war, and in 192o a new scheme was
adopted by the Government.

The Beam System
At this juncture Mr. Marconi

made known the results which he
had recently obtained with the
Beam system, and in July last the
Government entered into an agree-
ment with the Marconi Company
for the erection of a Beam station
for communication with a corre-
sponding station in Canada, with -
provision for its extension so as to
proVide similar communication with
corresponding stations 'in South
Africa, India and Australia..,

The Beam system is an arrange -

MODERN W IRELLSS

whereas those used by the latest
long-range stations are as great as
20,000 metres, and the power used
by Marconi was about zo kilowatts
compared with 500 to .i,000. leilo-
watts used by some of the present
large stations.

Short Wireless waves were used
by Hertz in his classical experi-
ments at the birth of wireless,
nearly forty years ago, and about
ten .years later were used as a beam
by Marconi -at his first demonstra-
tions in this country, after which
the rapid and spectacular progress
madewitli long -wave working
com pie t e 1 y ' oYtTshadowed those

early results, and diverted research
into channels which have given us
the long -wave high -power station
of to -day. Nothing further in fact
was done with short-wave beams
until 1916, when Marconi again
returned to his long -abandoned
investigations in connection with
certain war requirements.

Concentrating the Beam
In his present Beam system the

reflector used at the transmitting
and receiving stations consists of a
number of wires placed parallel to
the aerial and spaced around. it on
a parabolic curve of which the
aerial forms the focal line, and in
the Government -agreement it is
laid down that 'the power input
hould be at least zo kilowatts, and

that. :the. - emitted- -waves shall be
concentrated within 3o degrees.
The station for communication

--with Canada as to be able to ccnt-
municate- each way at a speed of
100 -words minute,' exclusive of
repetitions, during a daily average
of 18 hours.' Additional units are
to be similirly 'guaranteed. except
that the periods of working with
South Africa, India and Australia
are to be respectiVely 1 r, 12 and 7
hours. daily.

The speed of working contemp-
lated is thus much greater -than
would be.expected from high -power
stations, as high-speed signalling is
facilitated by. the use of low -power
and short waves. But the daily
average periods of working are
smaller than would be expected
from high -power stations, as the
intensity of signals on these short
waves varies inversely in proportion
to the mean altitude of the sun
when above the horizon ; in other
words, very great distances are not
obtained in daylight.

Beam Stations and High Power
Stations

From these considerations it will
be seen that beam stations working
between fixed points may be able
to exchange as many words in 24
hours as high -power stations, and
as the capital cost of the beam
station should be only about an
eighth of the large station, and the
running expenses also much less, it
is obvious that this new system of
communication has great possi-
bilities.

On the other hand, the fact that
the high -power stations can trans-
mit to any part of the wOrld:af any
tame during the 24 honis is'obviOns-
ly a point .01 great importance, so
much so indeed that the Govern-
ment are, 'as already .mentioned,
erecting such a station at Rugby in
addition to arranging . for the
erection of the Beam. sta Lions.

. _
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A complete receiver made up of the two -valve Neutrodyne set and the Amplifier
described in the present article.

A Two -Valve Power Amplifier
By TOHN UNDERDOWN.

Although primarily designed for use with the two -valve Neutrodyne receiver shown
above and described by Mr. Underdown in our last month's issue, this efficient
two -valve Unit may be used with many sets, both crystal and valve, where powerful
loud -speaking is required.

IN last month's article on " A
Double -circuit Neutrodyne Re-
ceiver," it was expressly stated

that the set therein described was
. eminently suited for long-distance
work rather than great volume on a
nearby. station; Listening on phones,
although 'fascinating to the wireless
enthusiast, is rather an unsociable
-affair ,restricting movement and con-
versation amongst the rest of the
family; and the two -valve unit about
to be described is primarily designed
so that ample loud -speaker strength
may be readily obtained, allowing all
to participate in the general enjoy-
ment of the excellent programmes now
transmitted from an ever-increasing
number of stations.

Cross -Connections
The unit is of the same dimensions

as the high frequenCy and detector
set, and is so arranged that when
standing side by side they are simply
connected together by straight -
through links eliminating many un-
necessary and unsightly wires strag-
gling about the table. Since it is
particularly convenient to be able to
obtain pleasant strength for the
average room or great volume for
dancing or large halls, a two-way
switch has been provided. This, by
throwing from one position to the
other; permits- the use of one- or two

note -magnifying valves without any
other alterations or attention what-
soever being necessary.

Applications
Although designed for the Double -

circuit Neutrodyne, it must not be
imagined that it is only suitable for
use with this receiver. With any
other set, crystal or Valve, it works
equally efficiently, and is particularly
adaptable for the -expednienter, as
with the majority of circuits the low -
frequency side is very much stan-
dardised.

Form of Coupling
The amplifier is transformer coupled

I.P.

INPUT

0.P.

T2

is.

since this method of coupling gives
the ma xi mum step-up of signal voltage
per -valve of any system of low -fre-
quency amplification, with no notice-
able signs of distortion with well -
designed modern transformers and
valves working under their correct
conditions. Although much has been
written against the use of low -
frequency iron -cored transformers,
with the well -designed instruments
now obtainable from a number of
manufacturers the purity of repro-
duction obtained is easily comparable
with that given by resistance coupling -
added to which fact two transformer,

av41.1,4:s.

OUTPUT

--Fig. 1:-The theoretical circuit.

+

; C. B.:
1
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CURTIS
CONSTANT - TUNED
H.F. AMPLIFIER

The Curtis "Constant -Tuned" High-Ffequency Amplifier is the only automatic
high -frequency amplifier which, when connected in circuit, guarantees high
efficiency for two stages of radio amplification on any wavelengths between 300
and 3,000 metres, and requires no additional controls, NOR MORE EFFORT,
SKILL OR PATIENCE IN TUNING, THAN IS REQUIRED FOR THE
OPERATION OF THE USUAL ORTHODOX SINGLE STAGE TUNED
ANODE CIRCUIT.

THE CURTIS CONSTANT -TUNED HIGH -FRE-
QUENCY AMPLIFIER CHANGES THE WHOLE
CHARACTER AND QUALITY OF WIRELESS
REPRODUCTION.

With its automatic simplicity, combined with in-
creased selectivity and power, is destinedto make,
two stages of high -frequency amplification a sine
qua non of every Wireless Receiver for the Ex-
perimenter and Home Constructor,orthe purchaser
who prefers to buy a professionally constructed
instrument.

For the greater convenience d the constructor, and so as to conform with
existing panel design, the Curtis Constant -Tuned High -Frequency Amplifier is
designed for use (and must be connected up in exactly the same way) as an
ordinary High -Frequency Transformer.

Type A 300 to too Metres. Price 15(- Postage 6d.Type B Boo to 3,000 Metres. Price 17/6
BUILDyour own automatically, tuned LING -DISTANCE RECEIVER.

Complete set of parts, including drilled and engraved Paragon
Panel and Polished Mahogany Cabinet, with suitable circuit diagrams. From
54 15s. Od.

mane
A Genuine

Long -Distance
Receiver of

Exclusive Merit.

Two Stages of
High - Frequency

Amplification.

Automatic
Tuning.

In the Duodyne III the fullest advantage has been taken of the extraordinary
virtues of the Curtis Constant -Tuned High -Frequency Amplifier. The first valve
functions through the Curtis High -Frequency Aanplifier, the second tinted anode,
and the last as a rectifier. Guaranteed perfect reCeption at full power and of
extraordinary purity from anywhere in the United Kingdom of any broadcasting
station from Aberdeen to Madrid. Used in conjunction with the CURTIS
EJECTOR will cut out local station at II miles (Relay Station 200 yards)
and tune in ANY British Station at will, Nice £10.
DUODYNE V combines the Daodyne IH with a two -stage power Amplifier.

Price 18 Guineas.

THE CURTIS
EJECTOR

While designed -for use with CURTIS
RADIO INSTRUMENTS and DUODYNE
-MODELS, will also function with equal
efficiency with any ,High -Frequency
Receiver with Sufficient reserve of recep-
tive power to operate with a wave -trap.. Price 35i-

CURTIS RADIO
INSTRUMENTS

EXCLUSIVE 112 DESIGN
and 112 lEe

QIUALIITYof REPRODUCTION

THE RADIONETTE
Two New Models.

PERFECT RECEPTION
AT

16D TO 20D MILES !

FIV111 the high-powered station. No
extra Coils required, The many
thousands of satisfied Radionette
users are a solid guarantee of uniform
RADIONETTE efficiency.

THE RADIONETTE DE LUXE
in handsome French Polished lidded
Oak Cabinet (200 to 1,850 metres).

Price 21j -

THE RADIONETTE JUNIOR E E
LUXE for local Broadcast. French
Polished lidded Oak Cabinet, All -
Ebonite Variemetcr toning.

Price 16j -

The luxuriously silent
functioning of the Curtis
Models is the exclusive
characteristic which
places the Rolls-Royce
car- somewhat above
ordinary comparison.

We would be happy to
advise clients as to the
model best suited to their
requirements and to
supervise the efficient
erection of the complete
installation in conjunc-
tion with their local
agent.

Prices range from
S25 to 200 Gas.

Catalogue of Curtis Radio
Instruments is free on
application when particu-
larly requested.

r. 1,1)% lanai

PARAGON CURTIS Products are always of uniform and depenciani,
quality. Ask your local agent for full particulars and illustrated Catalogues.

PETER CURTIS, LTD®
75, CAMDEN ROAD, N.W.

Telegrams: " Paraourtex." 'Phone: North
BIRMINGHAM: 76, Rowan Street. Central 7236.
MANCHESTER: 312, Deanagate. Central 5095.

In conjunction with

The PARAGON RUBBER MFG. CO., Ltd.
arclays E32

In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed. fly
-
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Signals unheard
with TEN other
headphones-
perfectly audible
with this super
head -set

5,000 OHMS
Folder on
Request

"Headphones that Amplify"

25/-

This is a notable result of tests carried
out on a one -valve reaction set with
no amplification.
American Stations WGY and KDKA,
also Canadian amateurs and most
European Stations, have been con-
sistently - received with a singular
absence of distortion.
BeclisteinS are almost the equivalent
of a valve amplifier when used in
conjunction with a crystal set, the
range of which is increased by roughly
ten miles.
With a ode -valve set, employing no

amplification, the range covers a
vastly increased radius over which
formerly no signals have been logged.
Get what you are missing-and
improve what you are getting in
wireless, by insisting on the " Head-
phones that Amplify." Bechsteins
are the last word in comfort, and every
pair is guaranteed. -

Further particulars are given in an
illustrated folder on request. If your
local dealer does not stock Bechstein
write direct giving his name arid
address to

O

stem
RADIO COMPANY
4, CANAL ROAD, BRADFORD, YORKS.

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS:-Liverpool: H. Knivetown, Norman Road, Runcorn.
Chesil. London : Penton Engineering Co., 15, Cromer Street, King's Cross,: W.C.1.
Manchester : Accelero Co. 7, Liverpool Road. Leeds : Radio Productions Ltd., 107,
Portland Crescent. Sheffield: Sheffield Wholesale Motor Supplies, 43, Carver, Street.
Glasgow: London Radio Stores, 11, Bath Street. Nottingham: Super Radio Co.,

32, Parliament Street.

7S$ In, replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed.
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coupled valves give equal volume to
that of three using the latter method.

The Circuit
No claim for originality is made

for the circuit. It is merely the
well-known one for the form of coup
ling adopted. A common high ten-
sion voltage is used on both valves,
and also a common grid biasing
voltage. This means that in
most cases two similar valves will
be required here, and the small
type of power valve such as the
B.T.H. B4 or similar type valves
by other makers are advised. First
and second stage low -frequency trans-
formers have been adopted, and in
practice a high order of amplification
is obtained without distortion. A
double -pole double -throw switch
permits of the use of one or two valves
without it being necessary to make
any external alteration to the am-
plifier connections. In the one -valve .
position the first valve only is used,
the second being completely out of
circuit. On throwing over to the
second switch position the other valve
is lit, and the loud -speaker transferred
from the anode circuit of the first
to that of the second valve.

Terminal Arrangements
Reference to the photographs and

drilling diagram will show that there
are four terminals at each side ofthe
panel. Two pairs of these are com-
mon terminals, arranged thus for
convenience in connecting to the com-
panion receiver previously mentioned,
so as to obviate duplicating battery
connections. The two pairs to the
rear of the sides of the panel are for the
]ow -tension supply.

Of these the ones in the corners are
common terminals to L.T. + and

Fig 2.-With the switch in this position one valve only is
in use.

H.T.-; whilst the other two are for
This is all made perfectly

clear by the diagrams.
On the left side of the panel the

other pair of terminals is for the
input from either a crystal or valve
detector. The remaining two on the
right hand side marked "Output " in
the drilling diagram serve for the
loud -speaker. At the back of the
panel there are three terminals, the
functions of which are, reading from

Fig. 3.-This photograph clearly shows the valve connections.

78`)

left to right, Grid Volts -I-, Grid
Volts -, -and H.T.

- Panel Layout
The two sets, of valve sockets are

near the back of the panel, and are
tapped into the panel, but reaee-s
can use nuts and washers hire without
any detrimental effects. Thefilamen t
rheostats are in front of the valve
sockets, and are of the bright emitter
type, although these can be easily
changed for dull emitter or dual
types if desired, as ample panel space
has been left with this object in view.

To the front centre of the panel is
situated the switch controlling the
number of valves used. When the
lever of this is pointing towards the
valves both are in circuit ; pointing
away the last valve is extinguished
and thrown out of circuit:

At the back of the panel the
two low -frequency transformers are
arranged one at either side of. the
switch and towards the front. That
to the right is a first stage instrument,
whilst the other is a special second
stage transformer, so placed as to
have its longitudinal axis at right
angles to the former to minimise
interaction effects if any.

Notes on Components required
In order to assist readers who wish

to exactly duplicate the amplifier,
the names of manufacturers are given
together with the components used.
Should changes be made only the best
material is really advisable and
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unnamed components should be
avoided.

Ebonite panel measuring 12 inches
by 9 inches by inch thick, either
with matt surface or guaranteed free
frcm surface leakage. (Paragon,
Peter Curtis, Ltd.).

Oak or mahogany tray to take the
above panel. That used was 5 inches
deep and of wood inch thick.

8 Valve sockets or two -valve
holders.

2 Filathent resistances (Igranic).
I 2 -pole 2 -way anticapacity switch

(Utility).
I -First stage L.F. transformer

(Eureka Concert Grand, Portable
Utilities.)

f-Second-stage L.F. transformer.
(Eureka Isle.. 2.).

r -2 'µF Mansbridge Condenser.
ri 4 B.A. W.B. type terminals.
8 6 B.A. 15. inch screws and nuts.
Quantity of 16 gauge tinned copper

wire.
Drilling the Panel

If the panel is guaranteed free from
surface leakage the .drilling may be
carried out without preliminary
matting of the panel with emery
paper and oil, after it has been set out
by reference to the drilling diagram.
Those who wish for the minimum

2:4"
LI+

0
L.T.- 0

0

:

Fig. 4.-A plan

amount of trouble can obtain a full-
size blue print, which may be placed
over the panel and the centres
obtained with a centre -punch. Fail-
ing this :the tern:plates Supplied "with
the resistances and switch should be

G.B.
24

/2"

3,'

view of the panel.

used, and one of the many drilling
templates for valves now on the mar-
ket, e.g., the Morris template. The
slot for the switch lever arm can
easily be made by:drilling five inch
holes, If inches apart, and cutting

*IP

Fig. 5. --This dri ling diagram should be used for marking the panel.

790
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LISSENIUM.
GIVE THE VALVE A FAIR CHANCE-

Your valve will detect with extraordinary power with LISSENSTAT control. Only by accurat=,
control of critical electron emission can success in distant telephony be achieved-and with no other
rheostat can the performance of the LISSENSTAT be duplicated. A separate LISSENSTAT for the
detector valve, one for each H.F. valve, and (desirable, but not quite so important) one for each L.F.
valve, too, and you will get sharper tuning than ever you have known before. By its structure and its
composition, LISSENSTAT control gives the valve a capacity to detect as no other rheostat can.

Made in three types.
LISSENSTAT MINOR (patents pending)

-is replacing thousands of discarded
and inefficient rheostats. Provides
LISSENSTAT control at a popular
price. LISSEN ONE -HOLE FIXING, 3/6OF COURSE ..

LISSENSTAT MAJOR (patents pending)
-gives the most acute tuning possible. 7/6LISSEN ONE -HOLE FIXING.. ..

LISSENSTAT UNIVERSAL (patents
pending)-with its protective device for
dull emitters. LISSEN ONE -HOLE 10/6FIXING, OF COURSE ..

LISSERIST ST
UNIVERSAL

RECEIVERS
FITTED
WITH

LISSENSTAT
CONTROL

ARE
EQUIPPED
FOR THE
FINEST

DETECTION
POSSIBLE.

THE APPROPRIATE LEAK VALUE®
Every different condition of reception may call for a different leak value-you can get it with

the LISSEN Variable Grid Leak (patents pending). Distant stations-near-by transmissions -strong
signals or weak reaction or not-- hard valves or soft-straight circuit or reflex-if you are using the
LISSEN Variable Grid Leak you are certain of getting the utmost sensitivity out of your tuning. Every
range of resistance value required of a leak is covered, with minute variation throughout.

LISSEN ONE -HOLE FIXING,
OF COURSE. 2/6

SMOOTH OUT YOUR LOUD -SPEAKER DISTORTION BY PUTTING
A LISSEN VARIABLE GRID LEAK ACROSS THE SECONDARY of
the last transformer or across the loud -speaker itself. First position is
better, last may be easier. The difference will be very noticeable.

PARTS THAT PULL TOGETHER When you know that every
strongly with each other, you know that you have a receiver

LISSEN VARIABLE
ANNODE RESISTANCE
20,000 to 250,000 ohms, same
outward appearance as the
LISSEN Variable Grid
Leak 2/6

vital part in your receiver is pulling
which is the best you can ever get.

BUILT WITH ALL LISSEN PARTS --there is one for every vital place,

LISSEN LIMITED
20-24, WOODGER RD., GOLDHAWK ROAD, SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON, W.12.
Telephones : Riverside 338o,.3381, 3382, 5072. Telegrams : " Lissenium London."

In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed. 791
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.No. 491. Tijalkite

I - Battery Charger.
200-240 _volts, 50-60
CycleS :(alternatingI
current) without acid :1
or oil.

£5 15s. Od.

A noiseless Battery Charger
without valves, vibrators or moving parts

YOUR wireless set will
give the best results
if you keep your bat-

tery fully charged-and the
life of the battery will be con-
siderably prolonged. If your
electric supply is alternating, the
Balkite Charger is the cheapest,
simplest, cleanest and most con -

venient method-you only plug
it into your electric light socket.

The Balkite Battery Charger is
entirely noiseless. It is based on a
new principle, the use of Balkite, a
rare metal which changes the ordinary
A.C. current used for lighting to the
D.C. current necessary for charging
accumulator batteries, without the use
of noisy vibrators, contact points,
fragile bulbs or valves.

This Charger has no moving parts,
and nothing to break, adjust or g2t
out of order. It cannot deteriorate
through use or disuse. It delivers a
taper charge, and cannot discharge,
short circuit, or damage the battery by
overcharging. It needs no attention
other than an occasional filling with
distilled .water. Its operation does not
create disturbances in your set or your
neighbours'. It is simple, efficient,
cannot fail to operate if properly con-
nected, and is practically indestructible
except through abuse.

It operates on a supply from 200-
240 volts, at a frequency of 50-60 cycles.
Several other voltages and frequencies
can be supplied to order. The charging
rate being 223 amps.; a 6 -volt 5c -
ampere accumulator will be completely
charged in 20 hours at a cost of less
than id. per hour.

Can be obtained through leading
Radio dealers everywhere, and at
Burndept Agents and Branches.

BURNDEPT LTD., Aldine House, Bedford St., Strand, London, W.C.2.
Telephone : Gerrard 9072. Telegrams : Burndept, Westrand, London.
CARDIFF : 67, Queen Street. NORTHAMPTON.:.so, The Drapery.

LEEDS : 12, Basinghall Street (near City Square).

LBURNDEPT
792 In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclostd.
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Fig. .-Notice that the transformers are
arranged at 90°.

away with a fret -saw a inch strip
between them. This may finally be
cleared smoothly by using a flat file.

Mounting the Components
Mounting the components is a

simple and straightforward procedure,
so that little need be said here. It
is easiest first to mount the valve
sockets and terminals ; next follow

the switch and the rheostats and
finally the transformers. These latter
are held by 6BA screws through the
panel and nuts. As the fixing holes
vary slightly it is advisable to mark
their positions with the transformers
in place.

The Wiring
Wiring is carried out with 16

MODERN WIRELESS
gauge tinned copper wire which was
obtained on a reel. To straighten
this out the best prOceedure to follow
is to secure one end to_ some fixture
run off two or three yards and stretch
until it is felt to give. It can then
be cut off in suitable lengths, giving a
perfectly straight and professional
appearance to the finished wiring.
Joints as far as possible should be
soldered. rather.. than . secured by
lock -nuts, and a few soldering hints
may not be amiss hefe: Before
solderihg file the tops of terminals
and valve leg shanks to give a per-
fectly bright surface. Give them the
merest touch of flux and then tin with
a really hot clean iron. An iron at
the right temperature- assures that
the tinning is quickly done before the
shanks become heated and tend to
become loose. As a precautionary
measure the nuts may be given a
half -turn when tinning is completed.
Now, referring to the photographs and
wiring diagram, proceed with the
remainder, keeping the leads short and
well spaced. So that no difficulty
should arise with the switch connec-
tions a close-up photograph of these
is given in Fig. 8, and the points to

hich individual wires are taken is
indicated. CompariSon of this with
the other photographs of the wiring

Fig. 7.-Back of panel wiring diagram. Where wires are joined is shown by the
black squares.
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will clearly show how the leads go.
The 2p,F reservoir condenser across -
the H.T: supply is not fixed to the
panel, but is securely held` by its:
soldered connections. - In the case of
connections to the transformers which
are not soldered, the terminals should
he firmly screwed up, as any noise
due to loose contacts is amplified to
the same degree as the received
signals.

Fixed Condensers
- From the circuit diagram it will be

seen that no condenser is placed across
the Input terminals. This is omitted
since in most sets there is already one
across the telephone terminals. If this
is omitted on the detector unit one of
.001 to .002 /LE may be connected
externally across the Input terminals.

Connections for a Crystal
Receiver

When a crystal receiver is used as,
the detector unit the connections are
as follows :-

The telephone terminals are taken
to Input terminals of the amPlifier,.
and the L.T. terminals on the left of
the panel are left free. H.T. and L.T.
connections are made to the appro-
priate terminals' to the right of the
panel ;  -H.T. and- L.T. -I- beingtaken ---to the corner one. Thones or

 loud -speaker are connected to the
Output terminals. Depending on the
type of valve and H.T. voltage used
a suitable grid battery should be ccn-
nected to the terminals marked
Grid Bias + and -, care being taken
to get the polarity right. If a low
value of H.T., usually under 6o volts
or so is used these terminals may

Fig. 9.-The

To UV Of
2Nd VALVE

TO z

ro PLATE OF 14.51. WILK':
AND OUTPUT

DU AR

Fig. 8.-A close-up view

that previously described. With other
valve sets than this no difficulty
should be experienced in connecting
up.

Power Amplification
When the word " power " is con -

connections to the first transformer are seen
to the

often be short-circuited and this
battery dispensed with. In many
cases, as is usual, the L.T. - terminal
may be connected to the earth ter-
minal of the crystal set with advan-
tage.

Valve Set Connections
With the Neutrodyne set pre-

viously described straight through
connections are made by cross -linking
as shown in the photographs of the
tivo units; whilst battery connec-
tions are made in similar manner to

left.
nected with that of " amplifier," the
uninitiated usually jump to the
conclusion that the amplifier is much
too complex for the ordinary man to
deal with. This is merely a popular
fallacy. Only suitable valves, H.T.,
and transformers are necessary, and
these with the modern valves are
neither complicated, difficult to use,
nor very expensive.

Valves and H.T. to Use
Where large voluble 8f sound is

desired the 'modern small power

/

70 PLATE OF
1S7 VALVE

TO OP OF 2/0,
L.F. TRANSFORMER

of the switch connections.

valves of the 6 volt. 25 ampere typz
will be found quite suitable with 6o
to coo plate volts and from 3 to 5
volts negative on the grid. Ordinary
general purpose valves may be used,
and in this case with a loci volts a
suitable grid bias value is of the order
of 3 volts.

Test Report
On an extremely poor temporary

aerial of flex, coo feet in length and
15 feet average height some 15 or so
miles S.E. of zLO, that station gave
excellent loud -speaker strength with
2 valves and crystal, being pleasantly
audible in the next room.

With the Neutrodyne set several of
the B.B.C. and Continental stations
gave uncomfortable volume on the
loud -speaker even with the poor
aerial which was available.

Blue Prints
For theloenefit of readers who wish

to have a minimum amount of trouble
in constructing the instrument, a full-
size blueprint of the panel No. 78A
and of the wiring No. 78 B is available,
price Is. 6d each post free from our
Sales Department. Panel .transfers
may also be obtained from the same
source, and give the set a very profes-
sional appearance, as well as avoiding
any chance of a wrong battery con-
nection burning out the valves
through leaving the terminals un-
marked. - To the begIthiter- their trd
is particularly advised.
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INDISPENSABLES
TO

MAXIMUM RADIO EFFICIENCY

UNIFORM
FINE GRAIN
DEAD MAIT

FINISH
GUARANTEED
NON-METALLIC

SURFACE
FREE OF LEAKAGE

fi x
8 x

lo} x
12 X
12 X
14 X
16 x
18 X

6 x A.. 2/6
Six

1
.. 5/3

to x .. 7/3
12 x .. 8/6
12 X A ..10/-
12 X A ..11/8
12 x A ..13/-

GOOD COMPONENTS DESERVE A GOOD PANL.L

PARAGON Radio
Post Office

Qualitypec
ifat. en

"Mad
Best EBONITE PANELS

Special panels for Receivers described in this or any previous issue of
"Modern Wireless "-CUT, EDGES SQUARED and GROUND,

id. per square inch. Post ,ge 6d.
STANDARD SIZES.
24 x to x _14/6 r8 x
24 X 12 X -1776 12 x
8 X 5/ x .-. 2/9 to xnix x .. 4/7 7 x

12 x 6 x A .. 4/6 10 X
22 X II X i -15/3 9 X
16 X 9 x .. 8/-- X
12 X II X A .. 8/3 121 X

6 x .. 6/9

8 x .. 6/9

51X .. 3/5
5/8

5 x .. 33
91 x .. 7/6

nrIIIMiN"
ITHE

ILLGRAVINq

TESTED
AND

RECOMMENDED
BY

"MODERN
WIRELESS"

PARAGON POLISHED
MAHOGANY EBONITE
Is NOT a composition, but GUARANTEED POST OFFICE QUALITY EBONITE,
and is of similar specification to the now universally used PARAGON EBONITE.

PANELS CUT TO SIZE, Squared, edges ground, Id. per square inch.

PANEL MARKING PROCESS

This name on every envelope is
your only guarantee against spilt --
ions imitations. Nu -graving is
guaranteed for an indefinite period

against chipping or cracking.

COMPLETE AS SHOWN, 6d.
SONSEN

LINCIIIP0a2 22200,021.
F2X3./3.4.11,02,,

@DV 0 Ug CM? 15W
0 0 .0. 0 0
5ru16717211ZWItt2
(WI/VICO@ MM. an!

3 0 00 10 01

(cm Drag
LE3 Mil MOD 11=1
0:13M12 1:112M2E1B
00,2 Ell2E0M:333:Ki al(2131
Pl;s0M5111EYOM42
allAIBOW WEID5111D.Sl

AR I CI MIE EP Ga. V,.

REDUCTION IN PRICE.
The following reduced prices for Nu -graving series operate from r5th Not. :

Series r, a and 8, 3d. each. Series 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, 2d. each.

CURTIS FILAMENT RHEOSTAT.
That better reception is obtained if filament control is perfect
can only be understood by fitting the CURTIS. o to 40 ohms;
quick and slow action; D.E. valves may be used in con-
junction with 6 -volt battery if your Rheostats are CURTIS.

Price 5/ -

PARAGON-CURTIS ONE
PIECE MICA CONDENSER

PAT. APPS FOR
PARAGON

UMW ONE PIECE ;VIP
MICA CONDR

Accurate and Uniform Capacity.
Technical and Constructional Authorities reiterate their
opinion that the successful home construction of receivers
implies the close adherence to the original specification.
The ordinary method of fixed condenser manufacture
prevents any guarantee of uniform capacity. The
method adopted, however, in the PARAGON-CURTIS
not only guarantees uniform capacity throughout pro-
duction, but guarantees also 5 per cent, accuracy.
It will be realised that in any published circuitous
specification of fixed condenseis of, a specific value --the
PARAGON-CURTIS you buy is uniform with its fellow
used in the original design.

An Important Consideration.
.0008 to .006 . .. 2/6
Complete with Grid leak Clips .. .. 2/9
Grid leak .. .. 1/6

,Home constructors who wish to build a successful
receiver should apply for our 16 pp, catalogue of
'Raw Materials and Accessories" free on request.

Paragon -Curtis Products are always of uniform and
dependable quality. Ask your local agent for full

particulars and illustrated catalogues.

PETER CURTIS, LTD.
75, CAMDEN ROAD, N.W.1.

Telegrams: " Paracurtcx." 'Phone : North 866.
BIRMINGHAM: 76, Newall Street.
MANCHESTER: 312, Deansgate,

In conjunction with

Central 7236.
Central 5095.

THE PARAGON RUBBER MFG. CO.,
LTD.

In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed
Barclays Ad. 3,8.
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figThey notice the improvement immediately
NOTICEABLE improvement from every
standpoint is the ifnmediate outcome of
fitting a Powquip Transformer. Every

word, every sound is clearer, truer and more
distinct. The volume of sound obtained is greater,
yet the tone is richer, softer. All distortion of sound,
all vibrating or internal noise is entirely absent.

TRANSFORMERS
THE " POWQUIP " is thoroughly tested,
thoroughly finished, thoroughly reliable. It
works in conjunction with the ordinary
standard valves. The increasing demand
for the Powquip Transformer, which this
year is alieady 30o per cent. greater than
that of last year, shows the confidence that
Wireless Enthusiasts generally place in
its abilities. The 12 months' guarantee
which is attached to every " Powquip "
proves that we ourselves are confident that
we are giving full value for money.

\
;

140

Stocked by all recognised Wireless Dealers

Open Type 14/6 Shrouded Type 18/.

7.h e

FPOWER Epui EN
COMPANY LIMITED 

Kingsbury Works, The Hyde, Hendon, N.W.9.

796
In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed.
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How the Advent
of Radio and
Broadcasting

has Changed our
Christmas

By D. J. S. HARTT, B.Sc.

AT Christmas time the natural
human instinct for enjoV-
rnent and freedom from the

worry and strain of everyday life
asserts itself, Remembering the,
origin of this time-honoured
festival we can appreciate how the
spirit of festivity and carnival has
been fostered through the ages.
Modern conditions and the progress
of civilisation have rendered it
even more prominent and more
general. Let us then picture the
Christmas before the era of wireless
and broadcasting, and show how
the latter has influenced Christmas
and the manner in which we spend
it. People in all stations of life
make preparations for some time
beforehand in the hope of spending
those few days in a manner appro-
priate to the occasion.

What the Old Time Christmas
lacked

Take, for instance, the town -
dwellers. Their Christmas provided
them with new pleasures, sources
of fresh activities, a rest, in the
sense of a change from their
normal existence, and also the
opportunities of forming new friend-
ships. To country folk some of
these enjoyments and privileges
were denied. Yet they, in their
simpler manner, perhaps, also made
arrangements and preparations to
celebrate the occasion in a fitting
manner. Others, less fortunate,
living in isolated and possibly
desolate regions, sought to break
the monotony of their existence
as best they could. Constituting
another section of the community
to whom Christmas means more
than is sometimes realised are the
invalids and occupants of our
hospitals, many of whom are
destined to suffer until the end
of their days. Only those respon-
sible for the care of such unfortu-

nates realise to what an extent
they look forward to an occasion
Such as Christmas,.' when they
enter, temporarily it is true,
'upon a new existence, when the
clouds of despair lift and reveal
the promise of a brighter future.
But what did all these people lack,
not only during their everyday
lives, but particularly at Christ-
mas ? Their unity of purpose was

i.

well defined, but something was
lacking to provide, so to speak,
a link between them. The science
of wireless has provided this link.
The wide appeal of wireless and
broadcasting cannot be denied.
Children and adults, poor and
rich alike, have succumbed to its
charms. In recent years science
has given. us many things, some of
which are luxuries, and others are
regarded as a necessary part of our

daily life. To +he latter category
belongs the science and art of
broadcasting, which has assuredly
come to stay.

Broadcasting in everyday life
Before we analyse how the

introduction of broadcasting has
-influenced our Christmas, it will
be interesting to see what effect it
has had on our daily. life, Apart
from the training in aural obae-r-r
yations , as an aid :to stimulating
the imagination, which it must
necessarily_ give, it has widened
our outlook on life in general.
The lectures have incited further
interest . to read more, to get to
know more of the world, its history,

-its peoples and their activities-
more, in -fact, than we should ever
learn while confined to the com-
paratively narrow channels of our
own Small 'spheres. The musical
programmes, dramas and plays
have given us additional pleasures
and food for meditation and
thought. The time signals, weather
forecasts and news bulletins have
proved of interest to many, and a
boon .to those who previously lived
a life of comparative isolation.
The educational value of broad-
casting, its power to give pleasure
to all classes under varied condi-
tions, and its extensive. appeal
are indicated very briefly in these
few remarks.

Creating the right atmosphere
Its appeal will doubtless be more

extensive at Christmas time. It
will forge that link between not
only our own people, but between
them and the inhabitants of other
countries, giving them a common.
interest. On this occasion it will
be both a national and an inter-
national aid for our enlightertmer,
and our pleasure. It will serve
to unite the people in their common
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rejoicing, help to create the essential
atmosphere, and spread it through-
out the land.

Christmas entertainment at home
We can well imagine the evening

scene in a typical family during
Christmas time. Gathered round
the fire, each comfortably settled
in his or her favourite chair, they
will be listening to the music,
speeches and concerts transmitted
from one of the broadcast stations.
The darkness outside will enhance
the comfort and security within.
The spirit of Christmas, with all
its attendant joys and pleasures,
will pervade the air. No doubt
the programmes will be arranged
to heighten the effect, and help, to
create and maintain that atmos-
phere which only Christmas brings.
For famil use. -the:loud-speaker
will probably be most used, but
othFors will derive equal .enjoyment
by listening with the. telephones.
They are all happy and comfort-
able in -their own home and have no
need 'to seek their pleasure farther
afield. The state of the weather
does not inconvenience them ; they
are at home but still in touch with
the outer world, invisibly but
realistically linked. Thousands of
others, in common with them;
share the same pleasure. The
people who will appreciate it most
are undoubtedly those who live
in the less densely populated parts
of our country.

The Broadcasting of Church
Services

Here may be mentioned an
innovation which, due to the
Characteristic enterprise of broad -
tasting companies, has been carried
Dut successfully. I refer to the broad-
casting of church services. Many, it
is true, object to the use of broad -
tasting for such purposes. This may
be due to prejudice, or inability to
keep pace with the times. However,
it is a matter for personal opinion,
and there are others, particularly
those whose disabilities confine
them to  their homes or to the
seclusion of hospitals. and similar
institutions where they are .almost
cut adrift from external affairs
and happenings, who appreciate
the enterprise and courage of the
broadcasting companies in this
direction. An occasion such as
Christmas is perhaps more fitting
than any other for the broadcasting
of some form of church Service.
Doubtless this will be arranged
as a special part of the programmes
from the various broadcasting
stations.

Simultaneous Broadcasting
-The- progress of wireless is. fully

illustrated -in  -the great - strides
recently made in the matter of
sirnultanecus,,broadcasting. During
the Christmas period this, again,
should prove a powerful factor
in, so to speak, uniting all sections
of -the community in various parts
of_the country, and perhaps in
forging. the links of greater inter-
-national friendship.-- Chrisstmas is
.such a. time when -people-are more -
susceptible to these influences. Our
large .cities and fawns. will be
linked to, Say, London through
the medium of simultaneous broad-
casting. All listeners, even those

-possessing  the humblest -set, Will
be - able- to participate iri the -
enjoyment of the same programme.
It is wonderful to picture the state
of affairs at Christmas- time, .for
instance, existing in a country where
simultaneous broadcasting has been
developed into the complex, yet
reliable, system we have _in th.,

country. Entertainment will be
provided for millions of listeners.
To those unfamiliar with the tech-
nical side of the question the
wonder of such an achievement
is still more remarkable.

There is, however, still another
side to the matter. How will the
more serious wireless man, the
experimenter, spend his Christmas ?
Frankly, one cannot say. Will he
take this opportunity to have
a rest from the work which con-
stantly claims his attention, keeps
him deeply interested night after
night, and which is of great im-
portance and -value to the advance--
ment of the science ? Or will he
be only too pleased to avail himself
of this extra spare time to do
further work. One is at a loss to
know, but so great is the hold
which' experimental wireless has
on many amateurs that one would:
not be surprised if' they adopted
the latter course: Their work alone
is to many -a pleasure, and so they
will be amply - compensated for
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what t'iev may miss of the enjoy-
ment of broadcasting, and of the
more usual Christmas pastimes.
In the course of their work they
may even get into touch with very
distant lands through the medium
of wireless, and one can imagine
tie exchange cf seasonal greetings
which would take place. Another
tie of friendship would thus be
made, and this on a particularly
appropriate occasion. '

Catering for the Dancer
A further influence of broad-

casting on our Christmas festivities
concerns those interested in danc-
ing. Here the medium of _broad-
casting proves of immense Value.

- Dance music will be - broadcast
from many of the stations during
the Christmas period, and -dancers
provided with the proper receiving
-equipment, and having -access. to
a suitable room or hall, will have the
pleasure of dancing to the acconr-
paniment of some of the best
orchestras and bands in the country.

Such enjoyment is "by no means
confined to the actual dancers,
for many who do not take an
active part in the dancing still enjoy
the music and the atmosphere of
pleasure.

A Better Christmas
Sufficient has been indicated- to

show- how the advent of wireless,
its expansion : and simplification, -
its application to broadcasting, so
that it has become both the hobby
and the pleasure for millions of
people, has changed our Christmas.
We now enjoy this festival more
collectively and in a wider sense,
and no cne. can doubt that it is
to our benefit. It has helped to
spread a broader spirit of comrade-
ship, a wider outlook, and last, but
not least, a better appreciation of
our common needs and troubles.

In conclusion, we owe to broad-
casting a linking together of the
peoples, a breaking down- of their
insularity, and consequent spread
of a better spirit of co-operation, and
at Christmas time the influence
of these factors is more strongly felt.

As a source of Christmas enter-
tainment nothing is more adaptable,
and so far-reaching, as the medium
of broadcasting. Always a difficult
problem, the provisidn of satis-
factory programmes may perhaps
be a little easier, at Christmas, for
all listeners will have only one
object, that of  being entertained
by light music, good humour, and,
say, an interesting play or opera.
A few may be disappointed, but
it is certain that good entertain-
ment will be provided for -the vast
majority to pass the happy hours,
and promote a bright atmosphere
for their Christmas activities.
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UBILIE
PRODUCTS

You have a friend

who is interested in Wireless. Probably like
yourself he is a keen constructor and investi-
gates the claims made for each new circuit
brought out in MODERN WIRELESS.

When the inevitable problem of Christmas gifts
presents itself, solve it as far as he is concerned
by giving him a useful wireless component.
Such things as variable condensers, change-
over switches, resistances, etc., are certain of a
ready welcome on any wireless bench.

From the wide range of Dubilier products you
will have no difficulty in selecting a present
which will be at once useful and out of the
ordinary.

Moreover, if your present bears the Dubilier
name you will have the satisfaction of knowing
that you have selected the very best article in
that particular line.

No friend could expect more. No friend should
give less.

DUBILIER'
CONDENSER ZO.LTD

`aftg.10==oe"

Telephone :
Riverside 1084.

Telegrams :
Hivoltcon, Phone,

London.

E.P.S. 16

In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed. 799
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Mullard H.F & L.F Dull
Filament Master Valves

THE intrcduction of the dull filament valve was met
with sincere appreciation from those who realised
the marked advantages made possible by this

design. With customary thoroughness, the Mullard dull
filament type valves showed steady im-
provements in this design, till to -day you
can obtain Mullard specialised dull filament
valves for both H.F. and L.F. operation..

Mullard Double Ring Valves (named
to distinguish them from the Bright Fila- .
ment H.F. and L.F. Single Ring Valves)
have an efficiency in operation that will
surprise you, the secret of their reliability
and power being the wonderful precisicn
in design and assembly that is maintained
during their manufacture, and the extreme
care that is taken to ensure their perfect
evacuation and -final testing. Their sensi-
tivity does not become weakened in
service, and their mechanical strength does
not permit any possible internal contact
between the filament and electrodes.

Obtainable from all electricians, wireless dealers, ironmongers, etc., etc.

BooIn replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed.
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Are you Missing
(I) Powerful amplification. (5) Purity of tone.
(2) Minimum current consumption. (6) Constant sensitivity.
(3) Reduced battery cost and trouble. (7) Mechanical robustness.

(4) Long filament life.

Then you need Mullard H.F.
L.F. Dull Filament Valves in your

Ask for Mullard H.F. Diuble
Ring Valves for

H.F. AMPLIFICATION,
Type D.3 for accumulators,
Type D.o6 for dry cells,

25/- each.
The " REAL " Lorg Distance Valve.
Ask for Mullard L.F. Double Green

Ring Valves for
L.F. AMPLIFICATION,

Type D.3 for accumula'ors,
Type D.c6 for dry cells,

25/- each.
The " REAL " Pure Tone Valve.

and
set.
Red

L

co -3/r,
SAS=S

L,

777--H-1

0-A c_f-3 7

Advt. The Mu/lard Radio Valve Co., Ltd,(M.W.), Nightingale Works, Balham, S. W.I2.

In replying to Advertisers, Please use Order Form enclosed. Soi
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The finished receiver presents a neat appearance.
IT is almost safe to say that

every crystal user finds his
main interest in the reception

of his local broadcasting station or
else in the tuning to 5XX. In
such circumstances it may be of
further interest to listeners to know
that there are many fascinating
experiments which may be carried
out in the reception of stations
using wavelengths below those de-
voted to B.B.C. transmissions, as,
for instance, the many amateur
transmitters. These stations using
low powers are for the most part
to he heard working on wavelengths
well below 30o metres, and apart
from the C.W. telegraphic com-
munications in which they indulge,
and which incidentally cannot be
received upon the straightforward
crystal set, there are a good many
telephony transmissions which offer
considerable scope in the practice
of short-wave reception.

December. 1924

4.4.4.4.04-64-:0400004,011:64,
c..

.:. .c.

A Low -loss I'.:.

_.:.0 .:.

ci..:. Crystal Set. i
. :.

.:.

.:.
4.. By STANLEY G. RATTEE,
'0' Member I.R.E., Staff Editor.

4.
.:.

:
ire. 4.

40.. ..,: 0
,O. A simple set which may 0
.:-. be used on short waves and ?11

0 yet covers the ordinary 4.'..

..". B.B.C. waveband and 5XX. ti
4.

.
with, a'loading coil. :.

smaller gauge wire wound upon
a separate former, also to be
described later. The tuning
arrangements in this case . are
carried out in preciselythe same
way as for the short waves, by
varying the positions of the Clix
plugs.

LOAO/NG
CO/L,

35ramrs.
NPO2o.e.c

65 Awns.
_ NP/46.acc.

D

Clix Arrangements
The crystal set about to be

described is particularly suitable
for work of this kind, in that the
tuning arrangements permit by

-=-_

Fig. 1.-The
arrangement.

E

theoretical

various movements of the Clix Those desirous of receiving the
plugs, one, two, three, four, five, longer wavelengths, including
up to sixty-five turns of the in- Chelmsford, are also catered for
ductance to be connected in the in that the receiver is fitted with a
aerial circuit. These sixty-five
turns are of large gauge wire and
are wound upon a special former

hich will be described later.
For the reception on the B.R.C.

wavelengths -these same turns are
used plus thirty-five turns of a

coil socket for suitably loading
the inductance within the set ;
tuning in these circumstances being
carried out as before by changing
the positions of the plugs until
the correct number of turns is in
circuit.

Neat Appearance
The photographs of the receiver

will give the reader some indication
of the appearance,of the instrument
and will also make clear how the
scheme of things > relative to
tuning is made practicable. Those
photographs Showing the back of
the paria will indicate that no very
great skill in wiring is called for, and
also give some indication of how
the, coils are made and mounted.
The coil with the vertical winding
is for the reception of short waves,
whilst the same coil connected in
series with the second- toil, the
turns of which are wound horizon-
tally and crossing each other, per -
Inds of the reception of the B.B.C.
stations. In some circumstances,
such as when the receiver is con-
nected to a large aerial, the B.B.C.
stations will, be best received upon
the sixtv.five turn coil alone.

Terminal Connections
Looking, for the moment, at the

photograph showing the face of the
panel, the two terminals on the
left are for the aerial and earth
connections, whilst between them
will be seen the coil mount for the
loading coil ; this socket will be
short circuited, of course, when
it is desired to receive either short
wavelengths or the B.B.C. stations
exclusive of 5XX. The two
terminals in the bottom right-
hand corner of the panel ate for the
telephone receivers. Referring now
to the long line of Clix sockets
which extends across the panel,

8oz
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Wireless Values
only Obtainable at

GAMA
Here is a further Selection of Gamage Acces-
sories - all calculated to improve your
Results and make things easier for you. Distant
customers may Order by Post with every confi-
dence-Satisfaction or money refunded in full!

V.

Voltmeters
Dead -beat
Type. Veryreliable.
Nicely made
and finished.
Readings, 0-3 ,

0-6 0-12,
0-15, 0-20
Price,

each
Post 6d.

The finest Crystal in the
World, and the one to give
utmost results is Gamages famous

PER MANITE
Regd. No. 438341

Get a piece I Gives clear, power-
ful results, is highly sensitive,
and remains in adjustment

longest. In two Sizes.
Large piece (easily Smaller Size to et

I
broken),Pen,), thee

poet freecup,,1111 poet free fln

Basket 4" --
Coil Holders

Volt - Ammeters
Beautifully made and nicely finished.

Watch Type Combined Dead -Beat Volt -Ammeter 
In Nickelled Brass Case.

Readings, o-12 volts ; 0-3o amps. 7 /6
n the usual high standard of quality.

r ost 6d. Price

This Basket type
Holder is

.7

beauti1;1147
andnainha'-e-entIT12"toSibo..tuna ity is of
Gamages usual
high standard.
Post 3d. Price

Insulated
HOOKS
Well male and
nicely finished.

Ideal for Indoor
Aerials. Size 2 Ins.
or 14 ins. over all.
These hooks come
under the usual
Gamage guarantee of
Quality. Send for a
sam

to-day.ple lot

Price per
dozen 1 I

Poet 3d.

Pay us
a visit

of
inspec-

tion

New Coil
Socket

Order
direct from

Iher en.
snow.
mod Olt

money-
back

bentooder

New Type Coil
Socket with sup-
port for Home-

made Coil;. Best ebonite
socket.

Post 2d.
Each /6

VALVE HOLDERS.
Latest type for Flush Mounting.
Deduced height makes for com-
pactness, reduced capacity and
reduced solid dieleArie for Oh-

. decoy. Flush for -
protection or Valve.
Easy to mount.
Brass finish. Price

per set of 4
Post free.

/-

A. W. GAMAGE, Ltd., Holborn, London, E.C. 1
And at BENETFINKS, CHEAPSIDE, E.C.2

In replying to Advertisers, please

p ROY AL
PALACES.

S

POWD?&TONE
To secure the Luxury
of Pure Tone, Brilliant,
Clear and Undistorted

"ROYAL"
Standardised by Manufacturers
of the Best Sets. Price

gl
FULLY GUARANTEED.

AN OFFE
RWe are so confident of the

supreme quality of the
"ROYAL" Low Frequency

Super -Transformers that we are willing for you to
test them against ANY other on the strict under-
standing that we will refund the purchase cost
on return to us within fourteen days, post paid.

R. A.
ROTHERMEL9

L'D
Manufacturers and Suppliers of all kinds
of Radio and Scientific lnst uments

24 & 26, MADDOX ST., LONDON, W. 1
'Phones : MAYFAIR 578 & 579.

use Order Form enclosed. 803
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A perfect unison
of power and quality

IT can be said that both efficient and distortionless
amplification is - attained for the .first tine-a perfect
unison of power and quality. The Marconiphone

Ideal " Transformer gives high and equal magnification
of all notes in the miisical scale --of every tone and overtone.

-The sound construction of the - Marconiphone "Ideal "
Transformer` Starts by unsparing use and exhaustive tests
of the highest grade Materials, and is completed by an
entirely new method of checking the. assembled instrument
for actual amplification at various frequencies. Its perfect
design is particularly demonstrated in the successful way
the " Idea' is used in multi -stage amplification, without
risk of low frequency oscillation.

The great claims of the Marconiphone `` Ideal ' Transformer
for highly efficient and distortionless amplification -are uphei
by the guarantee which each instrument carries.

Apart from its excellent performance, it is only necessary..
to examine the materials and workmanship of the Marconi -
phone " Ideal" Transformer to realise that in price it is
moderate.

TRANSFORMER
GUARANTEED DISTORTION LESS

PRODUCED
IN THREE RATIOS:
2.7 to 1, 4 to i, 6 to t.

PRICE - 1 15s. EACH.

4'1 TRANSFORMER..
If VALVE 80 8011.1 1148181
 801,3 ,ro - *0000 ,k10 k

4:1 TRANSFORMER
013 VALVE So yeas (pule
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I 506 101113 1100 ma 0100 ooe MOO 4000
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CYCLES PER SECOND.

6:1 TRANSFORMER
VALVE /60 VODS/P1A7.0

9.5 VOCS 7.00*,

2.7:i TRANSFORMER.
R VAL*" 80 MIS(' ATE)

vain I..] e  wow. 1.6

1

t0 3

1060 .k 1500 00 00 0000 1000 0000,
FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER. SECOND

THE GUARANTEE
which goes with each Marconiphone " Ideal " Transformer
guarantees that the amplification curve at all points comes
within five per cent. .of the example shown above, when
used with a valve with the same constants as quoted. The
guarantee also provides for free replacement where a break
in the winding occurs within six months.

A nn teeny:a of Th. Marconiplione Gump ?ay, Marconi House, Strand, W .C.2.
:,,,,mtinnmunumunumunummuninunnumumunnannunnomunnunnnunumunumunnumunnummununnumunnunn ...... 1.111111111111111 llllllll Iffillit11111111111i111111

804. In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed.
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A plan view of the panel showing the
these are connected to tappings
made upon the sixty-five turn
coil ; reading from the left the first
eleven sockets have one turn be-
tween them, the eleventh. -and
twelfth have five turns between
them, and the twelfth, thirteenth,
folirieenth, fifteenth, sixteenth and
seventeenth have each ten turns
between them.

The Smaller Coil
The two sockets which may be

seen below,, the seventeenth just
referred to represent as it were
the connecting links between the
coil and the remainder of the
circuit, the number of turns of the
coil in use being connected to
these two sockets by means of Clix
plugs and flexible wire. '

The three sockets situated above
the line of seventeen introduce or
cut out the thirty-five turns coil,
the socket in the centre of the panel
being common to both conditions.
With this socket connected ex-
ternally by means of Clix plugs
and flexible wire to the left hand
rocket of the three under discussion,
the thirty-five turns coil is not in
circuit, whilst with the connection
taken to the right-hand socket
the thirty-five turns are in series
with the sixty-five turns coil, the
whole being tuned by varying
the number of turns of the larger
Coil the number in th3.
whole Gircutt being thirty-six

1 ay -out.

turns plus r of the 65 turns), and
the maximum being one hundred
(35 plus 65).

Materials and Componenti
In accordance with the usual

practice of this journal, the com-
ponents and materials embodied
in this receiver are given below,
.together with the names of the
manufacturers concerned.

Fig. 2.-Shows how the coils
are tapped.

One ebonite panel, measuring
9 in. by ro in. by I in.

Four brass terminals.
One coil mount (McMichael).
One crystal detector (Belling -

Lee)..
Twenty-eight Clix with lock -nuts.
Two Clix insulators (blue).
Two Clix insulators (red).
Two Clix insulators (one white,

one yellow).
Five Clix bushes (one blue, one

red, one white, two yellow)
(Autoveyors, Ltd.).

One pound No. 16 d.c.c. copper
wire (Burne-Jones).

One pound No. 20 d.c.c. copper
wire (Burne-Jones).

Quantity No. x6 tinned copper
connecting wire.

Two strips of ebonite, 8 in. by
3 in. by + in.

Two wood blocks, 3 in. by 2 in.
by x in.

Two pieces of ebonite, 3 in. by
2 in. by in.

Twelve in. wood screws.
Three pieces of rubber -covered

flex, each 6 in. long.
Containing box to take panel

9 in. by io in. by I in., and not
less than' 6 in. deep.

Constructing the Former
The former upon which the

sixty-five turns coil- is wound is
rectangular in shape, being made
up from the two ebonite strips,
8 in. by 3 in. by in., separated
by the two wood blocks, 3 in. by
z in. by r in.

First drill a 3-r6 in. hole in
each corner of the- two ebonite
strips as shown in the illustration
giving constructional details of
the foriner. Now set up on its
r -in. by 3 -in. edge one of the wood
blocks (3 in. by 2 in. by r in.)
and along its top surface rest one
end of the ebonite strip with its
3 -in. edge flush with the 3 -in. edge
of the block. By means of a
small bradaWl make, through the
drill holes in the ebonite, two
small holes in the wood to act as
guides for the screws, and then
secure the ebonite to the block by
means of two /-in, wood screws.
With this operation completed, the
same procedure is adopted with the
other end of the same ebonite
strip and the other block, the final
shape being an inverted letter U
but with right-angle corners. At
this stage the former is laid with
the strip of ebonite just secured.
acting as its base, or in other words
the former is turned over to make
the letter U the right way up, the
top of the arms being formed by
the 3-M. by r -in, edges of the two
wood blocks. Along the tops of
these two edges is now laid the
remaining -ebonite-strip (8 in:

8o5
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10o0 SCREWS 1.80/vae. WOOD

Fig. 3.-Constructional details of the former.
by 3 in. by J in.), with the 3 -in.
edges of the ebonite flush with the
3 -in. edges of the wood blocks,
when the ebonite is secured to the
wood as before '; -the former should
have the appearance- of the illus-
tration B in Fig. 3.

The next operation in construct-
ing the former is to secure the two
ebonite pieces (2 in. by 3 in. by

in.) to the outside faces of the
wood blocks, as illustrated in
Fig. 3, D, wherein all dimensions
are given.

In making this former the ebonite
used may be any old scrap that may
be lying about, such as an old
panel, but it must be remembered
that the edges whereon the wire
will rest must be pci fectly straight,
meaning that there must not he
the remains of an old drill hole or
saw cut or other similar dis-
figurement.

Winding the Inductance
The winding of the sixty-five

turns coil is first carried out and
is made upon the former, consisting
6f the two wood blocks and the
two ebonite strips. First drill in.
one strip of ebonite, in. from the
edge and in. from the block, a
1-16 in. hole through :which pass
from the inside about 6 in. of the
No. 16 d.c.c. wire ; bend back the
coil wire so that the winding
may begin at the same point

as the hole just drilled. This
method of threading the wire
through a small hole and bending
the remaining coil back gives a
secure hold for commencinc, the
winding, which may now be' pro-
ceeded with.

Method of Winding
The best method to adopt in

winding a coil with so stiff a

wire as No. i6 d.c.c. is to seek
assistance in rotating the coil while
the constructor himself rotates
the former, taking up the slack
as paid out by the assistant. In
this manner sixty-five turns are
wound tightly and closely together
to prevent slipping, and finally
secured by making another drill
hole at the other end of the former,
threading the wire through as
before and giving the end a
sharp bend close up to the
ebonite.

The winding of the thirty-five
turns coil is now commenced by
drilling a i-16 in. hole, f in. from
the edge of one of the side ebonite
pieces (2 in. by. 3 in. by f in.), and

in. above the edge of the wood
block.

Securing the Winding
Thread the end of the No. zo

d.c.c. wire through this hole, giving
it about three turns round the
ebonite between the hole and the
near edge, and commence the wind-
ing by stretching the wire from this
point of security to the opposite
side of the other ebonite piece
(diagonally) round the 2 -in. edge
of this .support back" to the first
support, but on the opposite side
so as to form an X. A glance at
the photographs indicates exactly
what is meant. In this manner
thirty-five complete turns are
wound and the end secured in pre-
cisely the same way -as; was done
with the beginning of the coil,leaving
about six spare inches of wire for
connecting purposes. No shellac
or other material should be used
upon these coils. -

he tappings are taken to Clix sockets.

8o6
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ullEmitters5erel
Good News ! D.E.s repaired for 10/6. With 2 volt

:25 amp. filaments. As good as new. Prompt service.
Can't repair " WECO " type or kind having electrodes brought out at
opposite ends of tube (i.e., low capacity type). We return your valve with

same characteristics as new.

RADIONS Ltd., BOLLINGTON, rTzpMACC---- IELD.

New Radion Cool Valves, W
Cl.Fil. 2 volts 25 amp.

Fo- general purposes.
C2. Fil. 2 volts 35 amp. For L.F.
C. Fii. 3 volts '06 amp., 21/- each.
Anode 20-40. nod anichfie,t1o. ab ur 9 in e eh esq^.

6

"Nothing to touch it"

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR IT
Should you have any difficulty in
obtaining same, write direct to

Messrs. EDWARD E. ROSEN & CO.,

1581160, City Road, London, E.C.

with the name of your Dealer.

In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed.

THE GRID LEAK
REGENERATIVE CIRCUITS.
The peculiar effect of a grid leak having the wrong value is an experience
which has to be tried to be fully understood. " Floppiness " and " Fluffi-
ness " in circuits where Regeneration is employed are calmed purely by a
leak of the wrong value.
Ability to adjust grid leak resistance to just the correct proportion for the
full employment of regeneration is only possible with a VARIABLE GRID
LEAK. By working the detector valve on the correct portion of the curve
for perfect rectification-AND HERE A VARIABLE GRID LEAK IS
INDISPENSABLE-the detector valve may be sufficiently controlled to
give maximum -signals without any possibility of the rectifier tippling the
set into self -oscillation. CHOOSE ALWAYS A WATMEL. IT GIVES
DELICATE CONTROL. BUT BE SURE YOU FIT A

All Ecods of cur manufacture bear
this mark. It is 3 cur cnly guarante,

are now fitted with
a spring contact on
the control ensuring
good and permanent
electrical connection.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
to intending purchasers

Patent
206098

5 to .5 Megohnri .. 2/6
50,000 to too,000 Ohms. 3:4

Other Resistances to suit
any circuit.

;end P.C. for Descriptive Folder
SEE THE TRADE MARK.

ON EVERY GRID LEAK,
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

The Watmel Wireless Co. wish to notify
the trade and public that their Variable
Grid Leak Patent Application No. 206098
was contested in the Comptroller's Court
and on Appeal ; in both instances the
Patent Grant was upheld and costs awarded.

It is the aim of this Company to protect
traders', custonzers', and also its own
iderests ty securing Patent protection
fcr the novelties in its specialities, as it
is these novelties, invented ty experts
and exhaustively tested, which are the Hall
Mark of all Watmel Products.

THE WATMEL WIRELESS CO.
332a, Goswell Road, London, E.C.1.

Tel CLERKENWELL 7990.

Barclays 369

ecu
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WIRELESS ACCESSORIES
Quality guaranteed by over 50 years' electrical manufacturing experience

FILAMENT RHEOSTATS.
With finished and. lacquered brass bush for
panel mounting. Resistance wire wound
on insulating rod, thereby giving perfectly
smooth adjustment. Each supplied with
diagram riving drilling dimensions,

3/6 each.

CRYSTAL HOLDERS.
Mounted on ebonite base, 3 in. by 2 in., with
glass to protect crystals from dust.

4i -each.

EBONITE CONDENSER DIALS AND KNOBS.
In one piece, graduated in white o-x8o deg.,
highly finished, complete with fixing screw,
dial approximately Sin. diameter.
Complete 1/3 each. Dials only 10d. each.

Price 21 /- each.

Guaranteed for 12 months.
This transformer has been adopted by
leading manufacturers of Wireless
Receiving Sets and discriminating
amateurs in all parts of the world.
High amplification without distortion
and complete freedom from internal
noises.
Correct design, high-class finish.
Excellent results have been obtained
on tests carried out by the National
Physical Laboratory. Copy of the
curve can be had on application.

VARIABLE CONDENSERS.
(For pan I mounting.)

Strongly constructed. Moving vanes are
shaped to give low minimum capacity.
Fitted with a stop to allow of a movement
of ifto deg. only.

From 5/3 each.

TELEPHONE HEADPIECES.
The " Stalloy " diaphragms are matched
so as to secure a balance of tone and quality.
Resistance from 12o to 12,000 ohms. Price
4,000 ohms) 251- each.

POTENTIOMETERS.
(For panel mounting.)

On rectangular ebonite former, complete
with knob and pointer. Former mounted
on cast brass frame. Resistance approxi-
maidy 400 ohms. 7/8 each.

Makers : THE SILVERTOWN COMPANY,
106, CANNON ST., LONDON, E.C.4.
BELFAST : 75 , Ann Street,
BIRMINGHAM : 15, Martineau Street.
BRISTOL : 4, Victoria Street.
.0ARDIFF : Pier Head Chambers, Bute

Docks.
DUBLIN : 15, St. Andrew Street.
;I., A SQOW : 15, Royal Exchange Square.
2.FEDS : r, New York Road.

.0111EMZIN'ICEEFFM

8cS

Works: Silvertown, London, E.16.
LIVERPOOL : 54, Castle Street.
LONDON : zoo and 102, Cannon Street.
MANCHESTER : r6, John Dalton Street.
NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE : 59, Westgate

Road.
PORTSMOUTH : 49. High Street.
SHEFFIELD : 88 -go, Queen Street.

In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enc.'osed.
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Fig. 4.-Front of panel drilling diagram.
The Panel

The details concerning the panel,
drilling dimensions, and so on,
are given in Fig. 4, and after all
instructions have been Carried out,
the pafietainleSs guaranteed ebonite
be used, should _be treated with a
thorough 'rubbing on both sides
with fine truery paper in order to
remove the surface skin. With
guaranteed ebolfite, which is now
as easy to Obtain as any other, the
necessity of tUbbing is of course
eliminated. The inductance is
mounted upon the panel by means
Of two brass wood screws, the
holes through which these screws
pass being shown in the lay -out.
The inductance itself is mounted
upon its 2 -in:. by 8-iri. edges,
with the thirty-five coil, as shown
in the photographs. All other
particulars are clearly marked in
the illustration.

Wiring Up
The actual wiring up of the

receiver may be seen froth the
photographs showing the under-
side of the panel, whilst a practical
wiring diagram is also given. All

connections are best soldered with
this receiver, and for easy working
it is best first to connect .up the
sixty-five turn coil. In this work
of connecting ;the coil none other
than ordinary skill is called for,
and is best proceeded with as

follows : Place the panel upsid3
down so that the aerial earth ter-
minals are on the right and th?
seventeen Clix are between you,
and the coil. Remove a little o
the cotton covering from the ends
of the wire at each end of the coil

A photograph showing the diagonal winding of the 35 -turn coil

Soo
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Fig. 5.-Back of panel wiring diagram.

and now, working from the left
to the right, scrape the insulation
away for about f in. from the
tenth, twentieth, thirtieth, fortieth;
fiftieth, fifty-fifth, fifty-sixth, fifty-
seventh, fifty-eighth, fifty-ninth, six-
tieth, sixty-first, sixty-second, sixty-
third, and sixty-fourth turns, and tin
with a soldering iron. Again work-
ing from the left, first connect the
end of the coil to the first Clix, the
tenth turn to the second Clix,
the twentieth turn to the third
Clix, and so on until the fiftieth
turn is connected to the sixth
Clix. The fifty-fifth turn is now
connected to the seventh Clix,
and each succeeding turn is now
connected to each succeeding Clix
until the end of the coil is con-
nected to the seventeenth Clix.
Wiring. the coil in this manner
gives easy accessibility to all its
connections, and once done makes
easier the accessibility to other
components.

Operating the Receiver

The operation of this receiver
is perfectly straightfonvard and
calls for no especial skill. Tuning
is effected by varying the number
of turns in the aerial circuit, either
in " tens " or " ones " until the
desired signals are heartd, when
further tuning may be effected
by varying the inductance by one
turn either one way or the other.
The tuning for the reception of the
B.B.C. stations will be found quite
an easy accomplishment by plug-
ging the 35 turns coil in circuit and
varying the plugs in the line of
seventeen sockets. With large
aerials the tuning of these stations
may he effected by using the 65
turns alone. On a given station
the number of turns required to.
give the best signals will show
whether or not that station
can be received on the 65 coil
alone.

December, 1924

Crystal Set (S. G. Rattee) Test
Report

The set was tested in the
evening about eight miles S.W.
of 2L-0 on an average aerial
3o ft. high and 6o ft. long, un-
screened, and using really  effi-
cient earth, signals from 2L0
were of very good strength in the
'phones. A Baby Sterling loud-
speaker was connected in their
place, and the music was audible
at 8 ft. from the L.S. Using
only the thicker wire coil, tap-
pings for the best results were
taken at the first and the ninth
sockets starting from the right.
Qn the same aerial and using a
loading coil, Chelmsford came in
well, and there was little to choose
between the strength of signals
from this station and from .2LO.
Morse was clearly heard on several
settings, and one amateur (no call
sign given) was also picked up after
2L0 had closed down_

810
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To the wonderful record
of long-distance reception
with Neutron Crystal must now
be added that of Mr. L. V.
Clark, of Experimental
Station 5 B T Chiswick,
London, who reports
receiving clear
telephony from
BRUSSELS on
a Neutron Crys-
tal, without the
aid of Amplifiers.

Stocked by the- Pest
Radio Dealers. Packed
in airtight tin, with silver
catswhisker.- Insist on
Neutron, in the

I
Black and
Yellow Tin-

Long Distance
Circuit Diagram

FREE
Ask your Dealer for Free
Diagram (given to each
purchaser of a Neutr..n,
on request), of the circuit
used by " 5.B.T." in
receiving Brussels from
Chiswick on a Neutron.
We send one direct with
saniple. Neutron it you
enclose stamped enve-
lope and 1 /6 - with
Dealces-name,

-with.
Yeutionythe thistal that
is doubling the range
of the Crystal Receiver
Sooner or later, you
will use Neutron, and
then stop searching for
better results. You may
secure a good crystal
by just asking for " a
crystal "; but you
may also try twenty
or thirty first. On the
other hand, if you ask
for Neutron, in  the
black -and -yellow tin,

you will inevitably
secure optimum results
at, once-and save the
expense of further tests.
This was- the experi-
ence of " W. T. T."
Harrietsham, Kent,
who writes :-" I have
tried crystal after crys-
tal, but I have never
had such a good result
before as I have to -day

with a.Neutron." The
reason why you can
depend upon Neutron
is that each Neutron
is carefully tested and
selected, and before
ever it reaches your
crystal-cupit has been
proved at maximum
efficiency, for loudness,
clearness, and com-
plete. sensitiveness.

EuTRo
TRADE MARK

The Concert -Tested and Guaranteed Radio Crystal
Sole Distributors :-V. Zeitlin & Sons, 144
Theobalds Road, London, W.C.r. 'Phones
Museum 3795 and 6840.

District
scatland : R. F. Miller & Co., 22, York Place,
Edinthugh.
Plymouth : Mumford & Sons, 63, Mulley
Plain, Plymouth.
Birmingham; Cooke & Whitfield Wireless Ltd., -
St, Paul's Buildings 21, St. Paul's SqUare,,
Birmingham.

Produced by :-Neutron Ltd., Sicilian House,
Southampton Row, London, IV.C.r. 'Phone:
Museum 2677.

Agents :
North-East Yorks : Smith & Jordan, The
Arcade, Redcar, Yorks.
Manchester : Garnett's, Islington Grove
Works, Salford, Manchester.
Ireland : Pettigrew ev. Merriman Ltd., 8,
Corporation Street, Belfast.

In rejlying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed. 811
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eflOre
Pe

because they are supreme in all
respects-in sensitiveness, tone,
permanence and comfort. The con-
stru 2tional features noted below
exp'ain why B.T.H. Headphones
are best.

A The body is of special insulating
materi carrying perfectly wound
permanent magnets of cobalt steel.

B The stirrup moves freely within the
slider, and takes up and retains its
po;itio w;thout any locking device.

C The special slider obviates the use of
screwed parts for adjustment purposes.

D Spring steel headbands give the "just
right" pressure to the ears in order to
exclude extraneous noises. The two por-
tions of t,e headband are held rigidly
apart and cannot catch in the hair.

E A leather covering, threaded over the
wi e headband gives perfect comfort.

F The earpieces are designed to fit
close'y to the ears and to exclude un-
wanted noises.

G Six feet of real 7 flexib'e cord are
suppl ed for connecting to receiver.

H The nickel plated connector enabies
two or more pairsof 'phones to be
connected in se ics.

Obtainable from all Electricians & Wireless Dealers

The British Thomson -Houston Co. Ltd.
Works: Coventry. Offizes : Crown House, Aldwycli, London, W.0 2

ranches at : Befast, Wrmingham, Bristol, Cardiff, Dublin, Glasgow, Lee's,
Liverpool; Middlesborough, Manchester, Newcastle, Swansea, Sh_ff,eld

2171

A Proof of Superiority'
I

Ask your dealer to tune his demonstration set
down until you can barely hear. Then substitute
B T. H. Headphones and you will be amazed at the I

i clearness with which you can hear every word
and note of music.

812 In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed.
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1: Regular Programmes from Continental
Broadcasting Stations

Telephony except when otherwise stated. Corrected up to November 20th; 1924.

Edited by CAPTAIN L, F. PLUGGE, F.R.Ae.S., F.R.Met.S, Strictly Copyright.

:*

WEEK DAYS.

Ref.
No.

G.
M.
T.

Name
of

Station.

Call Sign
and

Wave -length.
Situation. Nature of Transmission.

.

Closing
Time

or Approx.
Duration.

Appro.
Power u

a.m. . .

1 6. 25 Hamburg . . Germany .. Time Signal in C.E.T. .. .. 5 mins. 700 Wa395 m. ..
FL 2600 m.2 6.40 Eiffel Tower Paris .. 'Weather Forecast .. .. 5 mins. 5 Kw.

3 6.55 Munster .. Westphalia Time Signal in C.E.T. .. .. 5 mins. 1.5 Kw. 413 m.
. HB2 85o m.4 7.05 Lausanne .. Switzerland Weather Report .. .. 5 mins. 300 Wa

5 7.55 Persbureau PCFF 2125 in. Amsterdam Stocks, Shares and News .. re mins. 2 Kw.
Vas Dias

8 9.23 Eiffel Tower FL 260o m. .. Paris .. Time Signal in G.M.T. (Spark) 3 mins. -
9 9.55 Persbureau PCFF 2125 m. Amsterdam Stocks, Shares and News .. io mins. 2 Kw.

Vaz Dias
:o io.00 Eiffel Tower FL 2600 m. .. Paris .. Time Signal in Greenwich 5 mins. -

Sidereal Time (Spark)
156 boo Radio Wien .. Austria .. Concert . .. .. .. .. .Noon 1 Kw.-- 53o m. ..

YN 47o m. ..I I i i 0 . 3o ' Lyons .. Lyons .. Gramophone Concert .. .. .30 mins. 500 Wa
1 2 I 0.3o Kbel .. Prague .. Exchange quotations .. .. io mins. I Kw.xi5o m.

FL 2600 m.53 10.44 Eiffel Tower Paris .. Time Signal in G.M.T. (Spark) 3 mins. -
14 10.55 Eiffel Tower FL 2600 m. .. Paris .. Fish Market Quotations -Cotton ro mins. 5 Kw.

Exchange.
.15 10.55 Frankfurt .. Frankfurt Time Signals (spoken) followed

by. News (in C.E.T.)
5 mins. I Kw.- 467 m.

16 It .coo Stuttgart .. Wurtemberg trews and Opening Prices .. 13 mins. 1 Kw.443 m.
. PCFF 2125 m.17 11 . ro Persbureau Amsterdam Stocks and -Shares .. .. 20 minx. 2 Kw.

I

Vaz .Dias. .

18 11.14 Eiffel Tower FL 260o m. .. Paris .. Time Signal in Greenwich Time . 5 mins. 5 Kw.
(Spoken), followed by Weather
Forecast.

20 '11.15 Voxhaus . Berlin .. First News Bulletin and Weather 5 mins. 700 Wa- 43o m.
Reports.

19 11 . 55 Konigsberg . . East Prussia
.

Time Signal in C.E.T. .. .. 5 mins. I Kw.460 in.
21 I I . 55 Voxhaus .. Berlin .. Time Signal in C.E.T. .. .. 5 mins. 700 Wa43o m.
22 11.55 Leipzig. .. Germany .. Time Signal Relayed from Baven 5 mins. 703 Wa454 m.

POZ 3i.no m.23 11.57 Nauen .. Berlin .. Time Signal in G.M.T. (Spark) 8 nuns. --
157 12 . oo Zurich .. 65o Switzerland Weather Forecast, Shares and 45 mins. 503 Wam.

noon News.
24 12.00 Persbureau PCFF 2125 m. Amsterdam Stocks and Shares .. 8 mins. 2 Kw.

Vaz Dias.
p.m. .

26 12.15 Geneva .. HI3i iroo m. Switzerland Lecture .. .. .. .. 12.45 p.m. 300 Wa
25 12.30 Kbel .. .. 1150 . Prague .. Exchange Quotations .. .. io mins. 1 Kw.. m.

HB2 85o m.27 12.30 Lausanne .. Switzerland Weather Reports, Time Signal i 15 mins. 303 Wa
C.E.T. and News.

3o 52.45 Stockholm .. Sweden .. Weather Forecast .. .. 5 mins. 500 Wa440 m...
PCFF 2125 M.31 12.45 Persbureau Amsterdam Stocks and Shares .. .. io -mins. 2 Kw.

Vaz Dias.
32. 1.00 Radio -Paris .. SFR r78o m. Clichy . C.oacert followed by News .. 2 p.m. 8 Kw.

,33 1 . oo Haenn .. BAV Imo m. Brussels .. We ether Forecast in French and 8 mias. 15o Wa
' English. -

34 r.00 Munich .. Ba-Taria .. Ne.vs and Weather Report .. 10 mins. I Kw.485 m.
36 1.00 Stockholm .. Sweden .. Time Signal .. .. .. 3 mins. 500 Wa440 m:

 -- A 31 m.37 1.15 Voxhaus . . 1;e:lin - .. St 3cIr Exchange News .. . . 5 mins. ;03 Wa
35 1.15 Komarow .. -- 1833 M. Czecho- Stock Exchange and Late News ro mins. i Kw.

Slovakia.
4o 2.30 Munster .. Westphalia Stocks, Shares and News .. io mins. 1.5 Kidl410 m.

PCFF.2125 ni38 2.40 Persbureau Amsterdam Stocks, Shares and News .. 10 mins. 2 Kw. 
Vaz Dias.

39 2.45 Eiffel Tower , FL 26o3 m. .. Paris .. Exchange Opening Prices. (Sat.
excepted).

8 mins. 5 Kw.

158 3.00 Zurich . .--.6.5o m.,..'Switzerland Hotel Concert, Relayed 5 p.m. 503 Kv
159 3.19 Radio -Wien . 90 m. [ Vienna .. C'Elcert .. .. .,. .. 5 p,.m. I Kw.

sed

tts.

tra..

tts.

tts.

tts.
tts.

tts.

tts.

tts.

tts.

tts.

tts.
tts.
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Closing
G. Name Call Sign Time Approx.

Ref. M. of and Situation. Nature of Transmission. or Approx. Power used.
No. T. Station. Wave -length. Duration.

WEEK DAYS (Contd.;
p 771.

42 3.3o Frankfurt .. Germany .. Light Orchestra .. 5 P.m, / Kw.467 m-
43 3.30 Konigsberg .. East Prussia Light Orchestra .. hour. Kw.460 m.
44
45

3430
3.30

Voxhaus
Munich

Berlin ..
Bavaria ..

Concert, followed by News
Concert ' .

5.30, p.m.
4.30 P.m.

700 Wat s.
I Kw.

430 M.
m-485

46 3.30 Leipzig Germany .. Concert .. 5. p.m. 700 Watts.454 m.
FL 26o0 m.47 3.35 Eiffel Tower Paris .. Exchange. Quotations (Sat. ex-

cepted).
5 mins. 5 Kw.

48 3.'55 Persbureau PCFF 2125 m. Amsterdam Stock Exchange and News ro mins. 2 Kw.
Vaz Dias.

49 4.00 Kbel Prague Shares and News 10 mins. I Kw.1150 In.
160 4.00 Breslau .. Silesia Light Orchestra .. 5 p.m. 1.5 Kw.418 M. ..

SFR 1780 m.51 4.30 Radio -Paris .. Clichy Concert preceded and followed
by News.

5.45 P.m - 8 Kw.

52 4.30 Eiffel Tower FL 2600 M. .. Paris Exchange Closing Prices (ex-
cept Saturday).

8 mins. 5 Kw.

53 4.45 Stuttgart .. Wurtemberg Concert followed by Weather Re-
port (Saturdays excepted).

6 p.m. x Kw.- 443 m
54 5.00 Radio-Belg. SBR 265 m. Brussels ".. Concert followed by News .. 6 p.m. 2.5 Kw.

177
161

5.00
5.30

Barcelona ..
Munich ..

EA. J . 325 IR. Spain
Bavaria ..

Tests
Light Orchestra ..

7.03 p.m.
6.30 p.m.

65o Watts.
Kw.485 M.

HB2 850 m.
FL 2600 m.

55
162

5'.55
6.00

Lausanne ..
Eiffel Tower

Switzerland
Paris

Weather Report ..
Concert followed by News Bulletin

5 thins.
6.55 p.m.

300 Watts.
5 Kw.

163 6.00 Leipzig .. Germany Lecture (Saturdays excepted) . 6.3o p.m. 700 Watts.454 m.
-- 1150 m...
EA. j5 350 M...

57
178

6.3o
6.30

Kbel
Seville

Prague
Spain .

Concert and News
Concert .. .. .

7.3o p.m.
7.45 P.m.

Kw.
I Kw.

58 7.00 Eiffel Tower FL 260o M. .. Paris General Weather Forecast 8 mins. 5 Kw.
6o 7.00 Radio -Wien Vienna .. Concert .. 9 p.m. Kw.530 m.
61 7.00 Konigsberg .. East Prussia Concert and News 8.3o p.m. Kw.460 M.

m.62 7.00 Hamburg .. Germany .. Concert and Late News .9.5o p.m. 700 Watts.395
-- 443 m-63 7.00 Stuttgart .. Wurtemberg Concert' and News 9.3o p.m. Kw.

66 7.00 Lausanne .. HB2 85o m. Switzerland Concert (Monday excepted) 9.3o p.m. 300 Watts.
179 7.00 Radio-lberica RI 392 m. Madrid,

Spain
Concert and News 8.03 p.m. 3 Kw.

64 7.15 Zurich Switzerland Concert followed by Late News 9.15 p.m. 500 Watts.
65' 7.15 Leipzig Leipzig .. Concert and News 8.35 p.m. 700 Watts.454 m

m.67 7.30 Frankfurt . Frankfurt Concert and News ro p.m. I Kw.467
69 7.30 Breslau Silesia .. Concert .. 9 p.m. 1.5 Kw.458 m.
59
72

7.30
7.30

Munster
Voxhaus

Westphalia
Berlin

Concert followed by News ..
Concert followed by News and

9 p.m.
9.15 .In.

1.5 Kw.
0.7 and

410 M.
&430 505

Weather Report. Kw.

73
164

7.30
8.00

Munich ..
Radiofonica

Bavaria
Rome

Concert and News
Concert followed by News . .

8.40 p.m.
9.30 .In.

I Kw.
4 Kw.

485 m.
422 m.

Italiana.
74 8.15 Radio-Belg. SBR 4265 m. Brussels Concert preceded and followed

by News.
10.10 p.m. 2.5 Kw.

75 8.3o Ecole. Sup.
des P.& Tg.

FPTT 450 m. Paris Concert, sometimes preceded by
Lecture, usually outside
broadcast.

.9 P.m. 500 Watts.

76 8.3o Radio -Paris .. SFR 1780 M. Clichy Detailed News Bulletin .. 9 p.m. 8 Kw.
77
78

9.00
9.30

Radio -Paris ..
Radio-Iberica

SFR 178o m. Clichy
Madrid

Time Signal followed by Concert
Concert, Advertisements

9.5o p.m.
Midnight

8 Kw.
3 Kw.392 M.

FL 2600 m.79 10.00 Eiffel Tower Paris Time Signal in Greenwich 5 mins.
Sidereal Time (Spark).

8o
81
82

10.10
10.44
11.57

Eiffel Tower
Eiffel Tower
Nauen

FL 2600 m. ..
FL 2600 m.
POZ 3100 in.

Paris
Paris
Berlin

General Weather Forecast ..
Time Signal in G.M.T. (Spark)
Time Signal in G.M.T. (Spark)

.5 mins.
.3 mins.
3 mins.

5 Kw.- 
SUNDAYS

a.m.
83 7.00 Frankfurt .. . Germany Morning Prayer hour x Kw.- 467 m.
84
85

7.55
8.00

Hamburg ..
Leipzig

Germany ..
Germany ..

Time Signal
Morning Prayer

5 min.
hour

700 Watts.
700 Watts.

- 395 m.
454 m.

165 8.00 Konigsberg .. E. Prussia.. Morning Prayer 8..45 a.m. I Kw.460 m:
180086 9.00 Komarow Czecho- Sacred Concert hour Kw.m.

Slovakia.
87 9.23 Eiffel Tower FL 26043 m. Paris .. Time Signal in Greenwich Mean 3 /TARS.

Time (Spark).
166 .9.30 Munich Bavaria Sacred Concert .. 10.30 a.m. I Kw.485 m.

LP680 m.88 940 Konigswuster
hausen.

Concert : . i -hour 3 Kw.

89 io.00 Eiffel Tower FL 2600 IR. .. Paris Time Signal in Greenwich 5 mins.
Sidereal Time (Spark).

go to.00 Kbel Prague .. Classical Music  . I hour Kw.1150 M.

814
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THE PERFECT AERIAL
EVERY BOX GUARANTEED

Complete AERIAL.
LEADItl

and E A P.T11
MON CORROSIVE
VULCANIZED INSULATION

-  
 J R 010. 4.t. U4 .N   0

Otiask 11 briaf
leg LiTHE EIRPEC-1" AERIAL

WITHOUT ELECTRON WIRE
YOU CANNOT KNOW REAL AERIAL EFFICIENCY

Wireless enthusiasts must be on their guard. There
are dealers all over the country who are trying to foist
upon the public colourable imitations of the famous
ELECTRON WIRE.'
IF ELECTRON WIRE ' IS THE WIRE YOU WANT

BE CAREFUL THAT YOU GET IT.
It brings envied results. Multitudes of experts as well as en-

thusiasts allover the world are using 'ELECTRON WIRE.'
Every day we get shoals of letters telling us of the

remarkable reception amateurs are getting with
' ELECTRON WIRE.'

If ever you find a better aerial get it. A good reception
is worth any price you pay.

TAKE NOTICE OF

BUT AVOID DECEPTION. LOOK AT THE NAME
AND THE SPECIAL BOX. If it is not our distinctive
box, refuse it and save disappointment.

Some dealers may even tell you that we cannot get
supplies of boxes for Electron Wire,' and may try to
sell you another wire coiled to look like ' ELECTRON
WIRE.' Refuse it.

Ask for and insist upon ELECTRON WIRE' in our
distinctive white box ONLY printed in blue. Refuse any
wire which may look like ' ELECTRON WIRE,' and may
even be boxed under a similar name to ' ELECTRO.4
\VTR E.'

WARNING !
Buy "Electron Wire" in our distinctive box only, plainly printed in blue on every.
side with lcri..EcTFLON-Wilki and the price 1/3. Refuse all others. -THE PERFECT -AERIAL

Try n--thenyou will know why it is so popular. Ask your dealer for ELECTRON WIRE.
agree to return it if it does not "prove up" to every claim made for it. ,If your dealer does no:

WIRE yet, he can get it for you, or we will send it direct to you upon receipt of P.O. or cheque:

The Off AE1 /8
and the Best in theWorld. POSTAGE 6d.

1 st 1821Tel Ea. "Stannum, London.'
'BUSES Nos. 15, 23, 40. Id. from Aldgate. (Near East Stepney Station, L.N.E.R.)

But you must
sell ELECTRON

T'.Also bald double \ Two 1E0 feet To 250 feet Tar Slit feet
for extending i lengths twisted. lengths twisted. ler.2-thr te istezi

300 ft. 500 ft. 1.000 ft.
'Phones, Loud

Speak( r, etc. 51- 8/- 15/m
Carriage Fairi.

NEW LONDON ELECTRON WORKS, Ltd.
(Members of the B.B.C.)

ephones : East
604.3. 99, REGENT'S DOCK, LONDON, E.14. Tel.:

In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed.
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The Exibe Battery

How to choose
a suitable Exide
Wireless Battery

1.-Number of cells required.

For up to 2 volts use 1 cell.
 between 2 fir 4 volts use 2 cells

4 & 6 3

2.-Size of cell required.
Ascertain the current required

per valve from the table on pages
18 and 19.

Add all these values together.
Find the total current thus

obtained on the centre column of
the chart on this page.

Read off on either the right
item or left item hand co/umns
the nunhber of hours for which this
current can be maintained continu-
ously using the sire of cell given
in the outer column.

3.-Description of Battery.
The battery is described by

using the number of cells as a
prefix followed by the size of cell,
e.g., 1 CZ3, 3 HZ2.

Example. -3 valves, 5 volts,
.65 airlperes.

(I) Number of cells required = 3
(2) Sim of cell required --

Total current = 3 x .65 =
1.95 amperes.

From chart-I.05 amen% will 65

tigscornnit '7Z)1
(3) Description of battery-

or 3 CX6.
For further details of these

cells see pages 6 and 7

HZ3

WW40 W.NN MIAMI MM.
0 COMM.. M CO ummom
wwwasreom iet.i p.m. .20m

SIZE '''g
OF 5 d

CELL S

SIZE
OF

CELL

=so.- cg
.cg

4-0.: 2,

40 _30_ CE
CX8 ri

-L212:

CX6 MS 20- 25
="-Ze

HZ4
25-

-50 _14)__Cg;
-60-, 10-

HZ2

OFG

DTG

- ro-- -,-so-
= -100= dO ,2))

41.) ZS--50-10-30-

=n- o=

The Chloride Electrical Storage

More than
a mere

Catalogue

CMS

CX7

CX6

CX3

CZ3

CZ4

CZ3

CZ2

CO3

CO2

C

The latest Exide Catalogue " W " of batteri:s
fur wirelEss work is something new in battery
catalogues

Whilst every type of battery is described a -:c1
fullest d:tails of actual capacities, sizes and
plices quoted, this Catalogue gives also ex-
tensive d:tails of the characteristics cf every
type of valve, list of the -wave-lengths of British
and Continental stations, notes on the care of

ri:battes, and much other interestiCg information
rueful to the enthusiast.

Exide Batteries can be obtained from your Look
usual deafer, or the nearest Exide Service

Station.

450
Agents.

for this

The
LONG -LIFE
BATTERY

The Extbe Ba rery

21

rs

d14

AMPERE C

How to Dote
u important

If nth
o- men

uwful p

°.attive0 Fill in your name and address on fasimile
envelope on this page. Cut out, post to nearest
address below and you will get it by return.

Manufactured by-

Service

Sign.

A Copy Awaits You

Otijitrib 6 ELECTRICAL STORAGE
A AA COMPANY LIMITED.

at CLIFTON JUNCTION, Nr. MANCHESTER.
Showrooms and Depots

LONDON : BRISTOL :
219-229, Shaftesbury 22, Victoria Stye( t.

Avenue, W .C.2.

BIRMINGHAM : MANCHESTER:
58, Dale End. 1, Bride Street

816 In relying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed.
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G. Name Call Sign
Closing
Time Approx.

Ref. M. of and Situation. Nature of Transmission. or Approx.. Power used.
No. T. Station. Wave -length. Duration.

91
92
93
94
95
96

97

98

a.m.
10.00
TO.00
10.30
10.30
¶0.44
10.50

10.55

I . oo
IOI II.57

p.m.
102 I.00
103 2.40

104 3.00
105 3.00
107 3.00
167 3.00
106 3.10
168 3.30
169 3.30
170 3.30
108 3.30
171
172
ITO
III

183
112
178
114
115
118
119

124

4.00
4.45
4.45
5.00
5.09
6.00
.6.30
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

125 7.00
173 7.00

121
122
123
'16

274
126

175

7.15
7.15
7.15
7.00
7 30
7.40

8.oe

176 8.00
8.30
8.30

129 8.30

.130 900

127
I28

131 9.30

132
133

9.30
10.00

134 10  44
11.57135

137
140

141

p.m.
4.00
5.15

5.15

Breslau ..
Radio -Wien ..
Lyons
Stuttgart ..
Eiffel Tower
Konigswuster-

hausen.
Eiffel Tower

Stockholm ..
Nauen

Radio -Paris ..
Ned. Radio

Industrie.
Breslau
Stuttgart
Frankfurt ..
Zurich
Radio -Wien ..
Konigsberg ..
Voxhaus
Leipzig ..
Munich ..
Frankfurt ..
Stuttgart ..
Radio -Paris
Radio-13e1g.
Barcelona ..
Eiffel Tower
Seville
Radio -Wien
Stockholm ..
Konigsberg ..
Hamburg ..
Eiffel Tower
Breslau ..

-S1.-nttgart
Frankfurt: .

Lausanne
Zurich
Leipzig
Munster
Munich ..
Ned. Seintoesl.

Fabriek.
Radiofonica

Italiana.
Copenhagen...
Radio-Belg.
Radio -Paris ..
Ecole Sup.

des '.et Tgs.
Radio -Paris ..

Petit Parisien

Radio-Iberica
Eiffel Tower

Eiffel Tower
Nauen

Lausanne
Zurich

Zurich

 SUNDAYS (contd.)

418 m.
53o m.

YN 47o rh.
443 m.

FL.2600 m.
LP 245o m. ..

FL 2600 M. ..

440 m.
POZ 3100 M.

SFR 1780 in.
PCGG 1070 M.

- 418 M.
443 m

- 410 In.
65o M.
530 M.
460 M.

43°81 505 M. 
454 m.
485 m.
410 M.
443 m.

SFR 1780 m.
SBR 265 in.
EAJE 325 M.
FL 2600 in. ..
EAJ5 35o in.

53o m.
440 m.
46o M.
395 111.

FL 2600 M.
418 in.
443 m.
410 m.

HB2 1m.
659
454 M.
410 M.
485 m.

NSF 1050 M.

----- 422 Ill.

--750 m.
SBR 265 m.
SFR 1780 in.
FPTT 45o m.

SFR 178o In.

-- 340 Mt,

-- 392 n1.
FL 2600 m.

FL 2600 m.
POZ 3100 111.

HB2 85o m.
650 M.

- 65o M.

Silesia
Vienna ..
Lyons ..
Wurtemberg
Paris ..
Berlin ..

Paris

Sweden
Berlin

Clichy
The Hague

Silesia ..
Wurtemberg
Germany ..
Switzerland
Vienna ..
E. Prussia..
Berlin ..
Germany ..
Bavaria ..
Germany ..
Wurtemberg
Clichy
Brussels ..
Spain ..
Paris ..
Spain ..
Vienna ..
Sweden ..
E. Prussia..
Germany ..
Paris ..
Silesia ..
Wurtemberg
Germany ..

Switzerland
Switzerland

Westplra
Bavaria ..
Hilversum

Rome ..

Denmark ...
Brussels ..
Clichy
Paris ..

Clichy

Paris

Spain ..
Paris ..

Paris
Berlin ..

Concert ..
Concert ..
Gramophone Re.iords
Classical Concert

 
Time Signal in G.M.T: (Spark)
Concert ..
Fish Market Quotations, fol-

lowed by Weather Report.
Divine Service ..
Time Signal in G.M.T. (Spark)

Concert, followed by News ..
Concert, followed by Announce-

ments in English.
Children's Stories
Light Orchestra ..

Local Hotel Concert

Light Orchestra ..
Light Orchestra ..
Light Orchestra ..
Concert ..
Children's Corner
Concert ..
Concert, followed by News
Concert ..
Tests ..
Concert, followed by News
Concert ..
Concert ..
Concert ..
Concert ..
Concert ..
General Weathcr Forecast
Light Orchestra
Concert ..
Entertainment provided by

Frankfurter Zeitung.
Concert ..
Concert ..
Symphony Concert
Classical Coecert

Concert .

Concert, followed by Late X.

Concert, followed by News ..
Concert, followed by News ..
Detailed News Bulletin ..
Concert or Lecture. May begin

15 mins, earlier or later.
Concert, followed by Dance

Music.
Concert (Items announced in

English as well as French.)
Concert ..
Time Signal in Greenwich

Sidereal. Time (Spark).
Time Signal in G.M.T. (Spark)
Time Signal in G.L.T. (Spark)

hour
2 hours
II a.m.

hour
3 rains;
11.45 a.m

12 mins.

12.15
3 mins.

2.00
5.40 .In.

3.45 P -m
5.00 p.111.

5.00 p.m.
5.00 p.m.
4.30 p.m.
5.15
5.00 p.m.
5 . oo p.m.
5.00 p.m.
6.00 p.m.

hour
hour

7.00 p.m.
hour

7.45 P -m.
8.3o p.m.
I0.00
9.00 P.M.
9.00 p.m.
8 mins.
9.00
9.15 P.1.T1,
I 0 . oo p.m.

8.30 p.m.
9.15 p.m.
8.40 P.m.
9.00 p.m..
8.3o p.Ip.
10.10 p.m.

p.m.

9.3o p.m.
to. to p.m.
9.00 p.m.
I0.30 to 12

p.m_
io . oo

II .3o p.m.

midnight
3 mins.

3 mins.
8 mins.

I .5 Kw;
I Kw.
500 Watts.
 Kw.

6 Kw.

5 Kw.

S oo Watts.

8 Kw.
I.3 Kw.

I.5 Kw.
I Kw.
I Kw.
500 Watts.
I Kw.

Kw.
I Kw.
700 Watts.
1- Kw. -
 KW.
I Kw.
8 Kw.
2.5 Kw.
6Lo Watts.
5 Kw.

Kw.
I Kw.
500 Watts.
 Kw.
700 Watts.
5 Kw.
I . 5 Kw.
I Kw.
I Kw.

300 Watts.
500 Watts.
you Watts:
1.5 Kw.
x Kw.
t Kw.

4 Kw.

2.5
8 Kw.
500 Watts.

8 Kw.

400 Watts.

3 Kw.

SPECIAL DAYS,
Switzerland Mon. Children's Stories .. t_hour .30o --Watts.
Switzerland Mon.,

Wed.,
Fri.

Children's Corner .. 5.50 p.m. 500 Watts.

Switzerland Thurs.,
Sat:

Lecture 3o mins. 500 Watts.
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G. Name Call Sign
ClosingTe
Time Approx.

Ref. M. of . and Situation. Nature of Transmission. or Approx. Power used.
No. T. Station. Wa:Ve:length. Duration.

p.m.'
SPECIAL DAYS (contd.)

142 5.40 Ned. Seintoesl. NSF 1o50.m. .Hilversum Mon. Children's Hour 6.40 p.m. I Kw.
Fabriek. .

146 7.00 Svenska Stockholm Wed. Concert to p.m. 300 Watts.470 m.
. _

147 -7.00 Stockholm Sweden Fri., Concert to p.m. 500 Watts.- 440 m-
Sat.

148. . 40 Smith and PA5 1050 111. Amsterdam Wed. Concert 9.40 p.m. 500 Wa tts.
Hooghoudt:

T49 8 . to Middelraad PCMM 1050 m Ymuiden Sat. Concert 9.40 p.m. 300 Watts.
.150 8.4o Ned: Radio In PCGG 1070 m. The Hague Mon. Concert . to p.m. .3 Kw.

151 8.40 Amsterdam .. PX9 1050 m. Holland .. Tues. Concert
'  40 p.m. 600 Watts.

152 8.40 Ned. Seintoesl. NSF 1050 m. Hilversum Fri. Concert ').40 p.m. I KW.
Fabriek.

2nd &
153 9. co Le Matin SFR 1780 m. Paris 4th Sat. Special Gala Concert

of mth.
10.5o p.m. to Kw.

'54 9.30 Petit Parisien /11. Paris Thur. Concert (Items an-
nounced in English
as well as French).

11 .30 p.m. 400 Wat ts.340

155. 10.00 Radio -Paris .. SFR 1780 m. Clichy Dance Music 10.45 P.m. 8 Kw.

ONE of the new wireless converts
in this district recently spoke
to me in the following

manner :-
" Look here, old chap, I want

to buy a loud -speaker and it's
the dickens of a job to decide
which one to have. You old hands

are so very confusing
to a beginner. You still stick
to your A-. Your next door
neighbour has a B--. A couple
of doors away there is a C .
Further down the road there is a
U-. The father of us all, our
worthy wireless president, has an
S ---L and a W . Next abor
to my place there is an M
which functions extraordinarily well
on a Sunday afternoon, just when I
am trying to make up for a little
of the sleep I've lost the
before sitting up awl
to America. e funny thing about
it 011 that I like every blessed

"loud -speaker I've heard. What
is the best thing to do ? "

" Buy one of each sort and have

Buying a
Loud -

Speaker
By " OLD CHAP"

a loud -speaker in every room.
 Call the upstairs rooms with loud-
speakers Aberdeen; Glasgow and
Edinburgh. Put a loud -speaker in

'the bathroom and call it Man-
chester. Have London, Bilming-
ham, Bournemouth and Sheffield
on the grourtd loor, hollow ground
in tile case of Sheffield. Put
Cardiff and Newcastle in the coal -
cellar and Plymouth on the rockery
in the garden. Rig up a simul-
taneous broadcasting switchboard
on the wall near your set, and
there you are. Fine loud -speaker
scheme, don't you think ? "

818

" I'm talking seriously, and I
want serious advice."

" Well,. the best advice I can
give you is to get your dealer to
bring half a dozen loud -speakers
to your house and for you to hear
them demonstrated on your own
set and in your own receiving
room. Choose the one which
behaves the best under your own
actual working conditions and you
will,not go far wrong."

The wireless convert -acted ac-
cording to the t ice given him.
At his ow ouse he heard all the
19u.d-s eskers he had mentioned
to me, and he heard others also. His
final choice lay on a loud -speaker
of a type he had never heard
before. Now he is going about
telling everybody that such and
such a loud -speaker is the best of
the lot, which is a little unfair of
him. What he should be telling
everybody is that such and such a
loud -speaker suits him the best
when used with his own set in his
own house.
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GUARANTEED

TO ABOLISH
HAND CAPACITY
The Naylor " Fulstop " Condenser is the only
Condenser which entirely eliminates hand capacity
effect. That irritating distortion you hear every
time your hand approaches the operating knob
cannot exist if you Fave a " Fulstop " Condenser.

Get the best out of your set by getting a
" FULSTOP " SQUARE LAW CONDENSER.

The abolition of hand capacity effects is
guaranteed unconditionally by the makers and
money will be refunded if any instrument does
not give absolute satisfaction.

PRICES:
.001 13/6 .0003 10/3
.0005 11/3 .0002 9/6

Stocked by most Wireless Dealers. If
you have any difficulty send direct to

J. H. NAYLOR, LTD., WIGAN.

VARIABLE CONDENSER
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Good night
Everybody!

" Good night, everybody," says
my Volutone Loud Speaker,
and I find myself saying
" Good night, thank you, good
night." And, after all, why
shouldn't I ? I know that my
Volutone has been a very real
friend to me. All through the
summer he was with me, indcors and
out of doors, and now that shorter days
and long, dark evenings are here, I value
his friendship more than ever. Ready to
talk if I want to listen, to play to me or
to sing to me. And if I join in his song
(as indeed I do) is he annoyed ? What a
friend of friends ! !

On a boisterous evening when we are all
laughing and fooling, the Volutone plays
with the loud pedal down and fills the
room with music. On such a nigl,t as
this, when I sit quietly by the fire, he
sings softly and sweetly for me alone.

Yes, I will say good night to my Volutone.
" Good night, old friend, until to -morrow.
Goodnight, Everybody."

FELLows
aaRELEss

Fellows
Volutone.

£4 : 10 : 0

Fellows
Junior.
: 10 : 0

Both fitted with ad-
justable diaphragms.

Ada. o; the Fellows Magneto Co., Ltd., Part Royal; Londxs,

E.P.S.

In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed. 819
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A copy of the new " Atlas " Brochure is yours for the
asking. It should be in the hands of every wireless
man who knows the value of components designed and

'guaranteed by practical radio experts.
There isn't an " ordinary " component in the whole
of the range. Many of the devices are patented, and
in more than one instance the compcnents are compli-
mented by " the sincerest form of flattery."

As for prices-well, scud a P.C. or fill in the coupon,
and wait for a pleasant surprise.

CLARK E's 5

SPECIALITIES
SOLELY MANUFACTURED BY-

H. CLARKE & CO.

(MANCHESTER), Ltd.,
Radio Engineers,

Atlas Works, Old Trafford,

MANCHESTER
Grams:

" Pirtoid, Manchester."
'Phones :

683 & 793 Trafford Park.

AVNT-0.44

a

820 In rej'lvin' to Advertisers, Please use Order Form enclosed.
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Fig. 1.-The S.T. 75, a sensitive reflex circuit.

speaker LS, which is included be-
tween the anode of the first valve
and the circuit L2C2, a condenser
across it of .002 µF (the best value
may be found by experiment) being
preferably provided. A condenser
C5, of not more than .00r µF cap-
acity, is connected across T2 to allow
the high -frequency currents to
pass through. The condenser C,
of, say, .0003 /.4F capacity is op-
tional, and experiment will prove
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The S.T. 75

THE Fig. i circuit has achieved
popularity on account of its
sensitiveness and effective

operation. It involves a stage of
 high -frequency amplification, a

stage of low -frequency and a valve
detector between the two stages.

The first valve V, acts as a high -
frequency amplifier, the amplified
currents appearing in the circuit
L2 C2, which is the anode circuit of
the first valve. For broadcast
wavelengths L1 may be a No. 35,
5o, or 75 coil, L2 a No. 5o or 75, the
condenser C, being of .0005 µF and
C2 of .0005 or .9003 µF_ capacity.
A lead is taken, as shwa, from the
bottom of L2 to the .0603 µF grid

 condenser C4, and then to the grid
of the second valve Vi which acts
as the detector.' Across the grid
and positive filament of V2 is con-
nected a 2-megohm gridleak R3.
In the anode circuit of this second
valve we have the reaction coil
L3, for which a No. -75 coil will be
suitable, and also the primary T1
of a step-up intervalve transformer
T ,T 2, which conveys the low -
frequency currents to the grid
circuit of the first valve which
thereupon amplifies them.

The amplified low - frequency
currents pass through the loud -

R

Fig. 2.-The theoretical circuit of tlie S.T.- 100.

. .

if it is necessary with the particular
apparatus used. Care should be
taken to keep the loud -speaker
away from the accumulator and the
high-tension battery, and it should
be well. insulated. When telephones
are used instead of the loud-
sPeaker, there is frequently some' -
difficulty in tuning.

.

The popular S.T. 100
Fig, 2 shows the well-known

S.T. too circuit, in which the secon-
dary T2 of the step-up2intervalve
transformer T 1T 2 is totmected
directly in the aerial -earth 'circuit.

The first valveir, acts as a high -
frequency amplifier, and its anode
circuit contains the tuned circuit
L2C2, whicif TsTuned to the in-
coming wavelength., For the
broadcast band of wavelengths the
aerial coil L1 may be a No., 50
or 75, and L2 a No. 5o or 75. The
condensers, C1 and C2 may both
have a capacity of .0005 µF. The
crystal detector rectifies the ampli-
fied currents set up in L2C2, the
resultant low -frequency currents
being then amplified by the valve
V1, the transformer T1T2 applying
the low -frequency currents to the
grid of this valve.

The amplified low -frequency cur-
rents in the anode circuit of the
first valve pass through the primary

821
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T3 of the step -Up transformer.
T,T ,, the secondary of which is in
the grid circuit of the second valve.
In the anode circuit of the second
valve we have the loud -'speaker
LS, preferably shunted by a con-
denser C,, of about .602 ILF or
oo4 capacity, which is for the
purpose 9f improving the, tone of
the, signals. The anode/ voltage
should _preferably be noOess than
ioo volts.

The condenser C3, shunted across
the secondary of phe transformer
T1T2, may conveniently be a fixed
cOndenser of /tool tiF capacity.
Reaction is obtained by coupling
L2 to I.1, but the circuit works
quite well_,without reaction. The
resistance R3 is ioo,000 ohms, and
may, if desired, be variable. If
there is any tendency on the part
of the circuit to buzz, try changing
the leads to the primary or secon-
dary terminals of the transformer
T,T2.

A negative potential on the
second grid, and sometimes on
both, gives improved results, par-
ticularly if the high-tension voltage
is over ioo volts.

The S.T. 111 circuit
Fig. 3 shows another two -valve

receiver in which there is a stage of
high-frequer cy amplification ac-
companied by reaction, rectification
by means of a crystal detector and
two stages of lo y -frequency ampli-
fication. The circuit differs from
the S.T. ioo in that the rectified
currents are passel through the
primary of a transformer T,T2, the
secondary of which is connected in

L2

c,

VI

T3

cI
ir-3

000000

T2

Bl

Fig. 3.-With the S.T. 111 circuit the first valve gives
the last stage of note magnification.

the grid circuit of the second valve
instead of the first.

It will be noticed that the anode
circuit of the second valve contains
the primary T2 of a second inter -
Valve transformer T3T The
secondary T4 of this latter trans-
former is included in the grid cir-
cuit of the first valve, and the result
is that the low -frequency currents,
after two stages of amplification,
pass through the loud -speaker LS,
which is included in the anode
circuit of the first valve. - The loud-
speaker is usually shunted by a
condenser C, of about .002
capacity, although the use of this
condenser, like other fixed con-
densers in these circuits, is a matter
for experiment. A fixed condenser
might be tried across the primary
T1 of the step-up transformer T1T2.

3

C,

T2
.c=>

L.S.

CA

R

1<k2 B2

BI

Fig. 4.-The theoretical circuit of the S.T. 150.

Suitable values for both the coils L,
and L2 are Nos. 50 or 75, although
a No. 75 for L2 will probably be
found most effective. These values
refer to the broadcast band of
wavelengths. A ioo,000 ohms
resistance R3 is connected across
the grid and that filament of the
first valve which is connected to the
positive side of the filament ac-
cumulator B1. The condenser C,
might be ooi µF capacity, though
the best value should be determined
by experiment. The variable con-
densers C1 and C, may conveniently
be .0005 µF capacity.

The S.T. 150

Fig. 4 shows a useful two -valve
circuit, in which the first valve acts
as a high -frequency amplifier, re-
action being introduced into the
circuit Lie, by coupling the re-
action coil L2 to Li. The reaction
coil L, is tuned by means of the
variable condenser C3, and a con-
nection is taken from the. anode
side of the circuit L,C, to the grid
of the second valve which acts as a
detector. Suitable values for L1
are Nos. 35 or 5o coils, and for L,,
Nos. 50 or 75. In the anode circuit
of the second valve we have the
primary T1 of the step-up inter -
valve transformer T,T, the secon-
dary T2 of which is connected both
in the aerial circuit and in the grid
circuit of the first valve. The
result is that the low -frequency
potentials are applied to the grid
of the first valve, the amplified low -
frequency currents passing through
the loud -speaker LS and operating
it. Instead of a loud -speaker,
telephone receivers might be in-
cluded, and it, is a matter for ex-
periment to see whether the fixed
condenser C, of k002 µF or more is
necessary or not. If telephones are
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BACKED BY GENEROUS
GUARANTEE-BONTONE
We agree to replace any 'phone not giving complete satisfaction if returned to
us within seven days of purchase undamaged. We further agree to repair,
adjust, re -test any Bontone 'Phone, irrespective of the date of. purchase, for
the sum cf 3,-, plus 6d. postage, if returned to us intact, with remittance,

Poii Free.

BONTONE are made throughout
in our own works. Made of the best
materials procurable'and covered
by a guarantee. Compare these
BONTONE advantages with the
conditions when purchasing Con-
tinental Telephones. BON PONE
are sensitive-we make our own
magnets, wind the bobbins, make
them from beginning tb end.
-BONTONE are British Made,

Manufactured up to
High- Efficiency_ down
to a Popular Price.

BONTONE are durable and com-
fortable. The pleasures of
"sistening-in " are trebled if your
headphones are comfortable.
Easily adjustable, BONTONE are
for every member of the family.

BONTONE LIGHTWEIGHT

15/6
Post Free.

Apply to your Dealer, or write di,. et giving your dealer's mite and address to:

B. D. & Co. (EDWARD A. BOYNTON)
Works: GOSWELL ROAD and CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.

Offices: ; 167-173, GOSWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.
Admiralty, War Office and India Office Contractors.

Barclays 349.

Lathes
The Lathe has been Called
King of the Tools, and the
description is apt. The
amateur, the professional,
the experimenter and the
manufacturer all find the
lathe the most essential
aid if they construct their
own plant. Not only for
Wireless, however, is a
handy lathe so valuable.
In all branches of model
and experimental work,
and in Car and motor-
cycle overhauling, etc., it
is always a prime essential.

For the home worker
,-e" the test is the

DRUMMOND 4 in. Universal Lathe.
This tool will cover an almost infinite variety of work, including
all plain turning in metal, wood, ebonite, etc., screw -cutting,
drilling, boring, facing, milling, coil -winding, slotting, etc. The
saddle and top slide are provided with bolt slots to enable work to
be readily mounted. These work tables have a height adjustment
relative to the lathe centres -a very valuable feature; this is effected
by sliding saddle about the circular bed. We illustrate the lathe
arranged on stand for treadle drive ; note the heavy flywheel.
Other forms of drive are supplied, and an extra long bed model is
available at small extra cost. ' A Service Department is at your
disposal-consult us.

Machines to suit all requirements, supplied on
deferred payment plan if required. Write for lists.

DRUMMOND Bros. Ltd
Reid Hill, Guildford.

In replying .to Advertisers, please

FACTS ABOUT THE
MOST EFFICIENT COILS

that Wit eles3 Eesearch
has yet produced

If your receiver suffers from flat tuning, substitute Diamond
SuriflolVer CoilS and note how sharp the tuning becomes.
Diamond -Sunflower Coils gives razor-sharp tuning-their
self -capacity is low and H.F. Resistance is low -,electrical
facts which make Diamond .SutifloWer Inductances prefer-
able in any receiver.
A VERY IMIORTANT CONSIDERATION
The choice of ass inductance for any
given wave length is one of consider-
able importance. Many factors do
intervene which make a coil between
the usual sizes desirable for maxi-
mum signal strength.
Technical authorities-Ms. Jchn
Seott-Taggart ps iacipally-point out
its advantages. it enables thehighest
inductance to be used with the
loWest convenient variablecondenser
capacity. This does gi.e better re-
ception.
Diamond Sunflower are made in inter-
mediate sizes one of tt.e many reasons
why you should fit Cianond Sunflower
Coils to your set. Besides, they will save
you shillings on a complete set cf coils.
Obtainable from your dealer or direct
from the manufacturers.

Note
swivel
mount-

ing.

PLUG-IN COILS
DIAMOND WIRELESS, LTD., 184a, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.I.
Telephone: MUSEUM 1380. FHTTHIICe GT. TITCHFIELD ST.

Barclays 350

A SQUARE LAW
with a Conscience.

" Dead Ken Tell No Tales." If only some of the mutilated remains
of the old type condensers, which are disguised as Square Law,
could but give up their secrets ? It would be a tale of hopeless

inefficiency caused by under
Ns... capacity and a " very curved "

straight wave -length tuning.
Set builders who have neither the means
ncr the time to test their tuners for the wave-
length range or the straightness of the curve
can, however, assure themselves that J.B.
Condensers are highly efficient. The curve
is straignt the caposity guaranteed-- not idly
but actually.

..medrinliaffitssloset%

'147-

.0w - 9/6

.00075 - 9/-
moo5 - 8/-
.0003 - 6/8

.00025 - 6/9

.0002 - 5/6
,000r - 5/3
Vernier - 4/6

It is needless for us to
warn set builders that
there is only one safe-
guard-it is to look for
our mark on every
condenser. It signifies
the highest efficiency-
at a popular price-in
shillings not pounds.
Go to your dealer first. If he cannot supply
send direct-it's well worth it. Post:
One, 8d. Two, 9d. Three, 11.

Tte J.B. Square Law by virtue of its accuracy is de-
sirable for use in Waveineters and calibrated circuit3.

11111111211A

8. POLAND ST -OXFORD 5T
LONDON - W. I

(First Flo)r)

use Order Form enclosed.

OSi
Uerepione

GERRARD 7414

NIZaiimmiiMMONINOMmin
Barclays 37
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Find the true worth of your set!
Find out how many stations you can really get ! Don't be
satisfied with simply picking up a distant station, but bring it
in with all the beauty and strength of tone that you so easily
get from your local Broadcast Station. Ask your Dealer for
ORMOND SQUARE LAW CONDENSERS (ALL ORMOND
PRODUCTS ARE BEST), and give your set a real opportunity

to prove its merits.

PRICES.
Without Vernier.

.001 ... 10/6

.0005 ... 9/6

.0003 ... 9 /-

.00025 ... 8/6

'II _

UP44-044NoN46,

PRICES.

With Vernier.
.001 ... 12 /-
.0005 ... 11/-
.0003 ... 10/6
.00025 10/-

60
 '

80 i00

-1-adliaill11111LOMI\-\\\-\\\\

--

d

;)11:1zwamgmist___111011111filiiii2111.,,-

- -

tiMT
ir..11=ro

Illaiiihmusrms0111°.i
011"IIIMININI111111111111031111111111111111;11mtillHIMINNIMMINimiliiiiminiilimpFliiiii1111110 0"g

Go to your local dealer
for all

ORMOND PRODUCTS.

1.00

soo

4

E400

3 300

n.,23 250

200

E - uni
;agar c

E - Tom
oar. Law.

ao 6o ea ico 120 140 ava WO.
--

.SCALE READING - DEGREES

The "Square Law"
Type Variable
CONDENSER

The use of a " Square Law" Condenser renders the
tuning of a Receiver a very simple matter indeed. A
calibration chart may be made up by the following simple
means :-

Tune in a Station of known wavelength on the lower part
of the condenser scale and plot it on the chart. Repeat
this process with another station of known wavelength
which is received on the upper part of the condenser
scale. Draw a straight line through the two -)oints and
the chart is complete.

Owing to details of its design, this type of Variable
Condenser possesses a negligible minimum capacity, and
the specially shaped vanes give an ease of control which
is entirely unknown to users of the ordinary type.

We specialise in turning Brass and Steel
Screws and Machined Parts and Accessories
of all descriptions.

All Cheques and Postal Orders should be crossed and made payablo
The Ormond Engineering Company.".

Ormond Engineering Co.,
199-205, Pentonville Road, King's Cross, London, N.1.

'Grams-" ORMONDENGI, KINCROSS." '.Phone-Clerkenwell 66$2 and 7833.

25 YEARS' BRITISH MANUFACTURING EXPERIENCE.
824 In replying to Advertisers, Please use Order Form Enclosed.
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used it is -desirable that their insu-
lation should be perfect. A loud-
speaker is, in general, greatly to be
preferred to telephone receivers
with this circuit. Suitable values
for other components are 0005µF
capacity fqr the vaiiable condensers
C., and .0003 µF for the grid
condenser C5' and z megohms for
the gridleak R.

A Modified S.T. 75
Fig. 5 shows a modification of the

Fig. i circuit whereby reaction is
introduced into the aerial circuit
and H.F. transformer coupling be-
tween the two valves is used. The
incoming oscillations in the aerial
circuit L1C1 cause varying poten-
tials to be set up across the grid -
filament circuit of the valve V,.
Corresponding amplified currents
pass through the primary L2 of an
H.F. transformer L2L, of suitable
design for the wavelength range to
be covered. The secondary L, is
tuned by the condenser C2 of
.0005 auF or .0003 µF capacity.
This secondary is connected across
the grid and filament of the valve
V2, the usual grid condenser C, and
gridleak R, being provided. Thus
the amplified high -frequency os-
cillations in L2 are passed on to the
second valve, which rectifies them,
the resultant low -frequency cur-
rents being fed into the grid circuit
of the first valve via the step-up
intervalve transformer T ,T2.

A reaction coil L, of, say, 35 or
50 turns, coupled to L1, is included
in series with T1 in the anode
circuit of the valve V2. Provision
is also made for adding grid bias to
the first valve by connecting a
suitable grid battery GB, as shown,
in the earth -filament lead. It will

Cs
T2-- C. B.FR,

Vl

L.S.

C4
H

E
Fig. 5.-A modification of Fig. 1 circuit, using H.F.

transformer coupling.

he observed that no condenser is
shunted across T1. With some
apparatus, however, a small fixed
condenser is necessary here, but
usually the self -capacity of the
primary windings is sufficient.
The S.T. 75 with aerial reaction

In Fig. 6 is shown a circuit
similar to that of Fig. 5, except
that tuned anode coupling is used
instead of high -frequency trans-
former coupling between the two
valves. The first valve acts in a
dual capacity as a. high -frequency
and a low -frequency amplifier,
while the second, valve acts as the
detector.

The incoming oscillations in the
aerial circuit L1C1 cause' varying
potentials to be applied to the grid

C.B.

B2

11111111111111111}-

-=-31
R2 T

E

Fig. 6.--A modified S.T. 75 with aerial reaction.

of the valve V,. As a result am-
plified high -frequency oscillations
are set up in the anode circuit
L2C2, which is tuned to the in=
coming wavelength. A lead is
taken from .the anode end of L2 to
one side of the grid condenser C,,
the other side of which is connected

the grid of V2, the usual leak R,
being provided. The' amplified,
high -frequency oscillations are thus
applied to the grid of the valve V
which rectifies them. The resultant
low -frequency currents are fed into
the grid circuit of the first valve
through the step-up intervalve
transformer TiT2, and are further
amplified by the valve V,: The
l9ud-speaker IS is in the anode
circuit -Jif the ,:valye V1, and is
shunted by a by-pass condenser
C, of .002 *µF. As before; provision
may be made for grid bias on the
first valve.

In series with Ti,in the anode
circuit of -V2, is a reaction coil L,
coupled to I.1. For broadcast re-
ception -L, may be a No. 25, 35 or.
5o coil, and for LZ and L, Nos. 5o
or, 75 will be found suitable. The
values of the other ccmponents are
the same as those mentioned in
-reference to the Fig. 5 circuit.

Intervalve coupling using a choke

Fig. 7 shows a modification
of the Fig. 6 circuit. The tuned
anode is replaced by a choke
coil L 2, the grid circuit L.,C. of the

- second 'valve being tuned 'by the
variable condenser C2. The loud-
speaker LS is in the anode circuit
of the first valve, as shown. By
means of this arrangement any
L.F. potentials established across
the loud -speaker LS will not be
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applied to the grid of the valve V;
because of the short-circuit pro-
vided for L.F. currents by the coil
I..,. A chain of low -frequency am-
plification, with consequent buzz-
ing, is thus prevented.

It will be observed that no con-
denser is shown shunted across the
primary T1 of the transformer T,
T,. A small fixed condenser may
be necessary with some apparatus,
but usually the self -capacity of the
primary winding suffices. Reaction
on to the aerial is provided by
coupling a coil L4, in the anode
circuit of the second valve, to the
coil L1, and grid bias may be put
on the first valve by including a
grid battery GB, as shown. To
cover the broadcast band of wave-
lengths, L1 may be a No. 35 or 5o
coil, L, being Nos. 5o or 75, while
a No. 5o for L4 will probably be
found suitable. For L, a con-
venient coil is a No. zoo.

Vic
L.S

C2
'c'1111,1v

R3

R, B2

BT '

E

Fig. 7.-With this arrangement the loud -speaker is not at
high -frequency potential.

A further modification

The Fig. 8 circuit shows a modi-
fication of that of Fig. 7. In this
Case reaction on to .the aerial is
omitted, and in its place is sub-
stituted reaction on to the grid
circuit of the second valve, ob-
tained by coupling a coil L4, in the
anode circuit of the valve V,, to the
coil L,. This will, to a large
extent, minimise re -radiation from
the aerial. The same arrangement
as is used in the Fig. 7 circuit in.
order that the loud -speaker should
not be at high -frequency potential
to earth is ineorporated in this
circuit. A fixed condenser across
the primary T1 of the transformer
T,T, is not shown, but experiments
may be tried with condensers of
different values, or with a variable
condenser of, say, croot p.F capacity,
to determine whether a condenser
in this position is an advantage or
not.

{E1-21c6

c2r1

ILI

Tiai
T2

C5

V,

B2

_L

i Bi

OF-

Fig. 8.-A modified Fig. 7 circuit employing inter -valve
reaction.

Do not miss the Next -Number of

"THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR,
out DECEMBER 15th.

In this issue Mr. Harris describeS a Special Six -Valve Receiver using
three stages of high -frequency.

There is also a complete article by John Scott-Taggari; F-.Inst.P.,
A.M.I.E.E., on the "Twin -Valve" Reflex Set, a new receiver which
gives reliable loud -speaker results up to 5o miles. This set does not
use a crystal; and an L.F. Transformer is employed.
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Look to your Valve

GENERAL PURPOSE VALVES:
Type R. ... 1216 each

Filament Voltage 4 volts
Filament Current 0.7 amp.
Maximum plate voltage -100 volts
Plate resistance 27,000 ohms.

Type B 3 21]. each
Filament vol tn 18 volts
Filament current 0 35 amp.
Maximum plate voltage -80 volts
Plate resistance 27,000 ohms.

*Type B5. 251- each
Filam:nt voltage. -2 8-3 volts
F !amen: current -0.06 amp.(at 3 v.)
M .ximum plate voltage.. -80 volts
P.ate resistance 17,000 ohms.

POWER AMPLIFYING VALVES :
Type B4. 35/ each

Filament voltag 5-6 volts
Filament current -0 23 amp (at 6v.)
Maximum plate voltage -120 volts
Plate resistance 6,000 ohms.

*Type B6 ... 35/ each
Filament voltage 3 volts
Filament current 0.12 amp.
Maximum plate voltage120 volts
Plate resistance 9,000 ohms.

*Type B 7 3716 each
F lament voltage 6 volts
Filament current 0.06 amp.
Maximum plate voltage -120 volts
Plate resistance 9,000 ohms.

They are chiefly, responsible fct
the quality of reproduction. Badly
exhausted valves, otherwise " soft -
valves, are short-lived and give
poor results. " Soft " valves cost
less to make than " hard " valves,
but they are expensive and unsatis-
factory in use. B.T.H. Radio Valves
are exhausted by a special patented
B.T.H. process which produces an
exceedingly high vacuum.
FIT B.T.H. VALVES & MAKE
YOUR SET A GOOD SET

From all Eked...dans and Radio Beller,

BUT H.
RA.D I 0

*For use with Dry Cells

VALVES

ArP,eqisement of The Brirsh Thcarson-tiols'on Co. Led.
.,,,,~=4..0Y

..4=.1M=WW. ...IMM/MMM4p=. -4MMOMOIW.CM v.e4IDV V3,ft

.IMMIMIMMLIG3BW

2174

art replying to Advertisers, pleAse use Order Form enclosed,
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Each Set complete with all
accessories, ready for instant
me (Valves, 'Phones, H. T. and
L. T. Ba`tery, Aerial Wire,
Insulators, Lead-in Tube).

The following details apply to the
2, 3 and 4 -Valve Sets :-

Polished Walnut Cabinet of handsome appearance,
sloping front and hinged top, which conceals
all ccnnecting wires and terminals. Best quality
ebonite Panel, matt finish ;' plated fittings.
Filament Resistance to each Valve. Valve
Switch for Low -Frequency Valves. Best quality
Valves of well-known make. too -Volt H.T.
Battery. Go ampere -hour, 6 -Volt L.T. Battery
in polished wood crate for 2 and 3 -Valve Sets.
Go ampere -hour 6 -Volt L.T. Battery in polished
wood crate for 4 -Valve Set. Ebonite Lead-in
Tube, 9 ins. long, terminal each end, 7.22 best
quality copper. Aerial Wire. Special Shell Type
Insulators. Brandes "Matched Tone"Headphones.

PRICES.

(Including all Royalties and ready for
immediate installation).

Two -Valve Set .. £17 10 0

Panel only £12 0 0

Three -Valve Set £22 5 0

Panel only .. £15 17 6

Four -Valve Set .. £27 5 0

tt Panel only .. £20 5

THE HALL MARK OF

-
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_ ..

RADIO PERFECTION

NEW MODELS
THERE are definite and convincing reasons

why the new A. J. S. Models will claim the
attention of every Radioist. In the first place the
name alone is evidence of entire reliability in every
detail of construction, design, material and finish.
Beyond that are many unique features which
speak for themselves. For instance, the special
method of stabilising the first H.T. Valve ensures
that the Inductances are undamped, which means
stronger signals, greater selectivity and the power
to pick up and amplify very weak signals. With
the 4 -Valve Set the 3rd or 4th Valve can be used
as a Power Amplifier when switched on to the Loud
Speaker, so that when three Valves are used the 3rd
Valve acts as a Power Amplifier and when four Valves
are in use the 4th Valve acts as a Power Amplifier.

Ask your nearest A, J. S. dealer to
show you these and other A. J. S.
improvements, or write direct to :-

A. J. STEVENS
(1g14) LTD

WIRELESS BRANCH
WO LVE RHAM PTO N

one: 155o. Wireless Call Sign: 5RI. 'Grams: Reception, Wolverhampton.

828 In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed.
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The Japanese Operators' Difficulties
An Explanation of the Complex Japanese Telegraph Code.
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MANY an exasperated opera-
tor in the Pacific, cooped
up in his stifling wireless

cabin on a hot and sultry tropical
night, has torn the 'phones from
his aching and perspiring head
almost with feelings of murder in
his heart at being hopelessly
jammed by a near -by Japanese ship
sending what appears to be an
inextricably muddled series of
signals quite incomprehensible to
any of the Western nations. Little
does he realise the difficult lot of
the Japanese operator who is
making his life unbearable.

The Japanese Alphabet
It is the object of this article to

present in an interesting manner
the tremendous obstacles which
have had to be solved before tele-
graphic transmission of the language
of Japan was possible, and to give
some idea of the severe training
undergone before the Japanese
operator is posted to a ship and of
his difficulties afterwards.

In order to do this, it is first
necessary to tell something of the
complex language of the country
and of its writing systems.
Although not strictly so, Japanese
writing is almost letterless, and,
unlike Chinese, from which modern
Japanese has largely been derived, it
has been developed into a phonetic
system of syllables denoted by
forty-seven symbols and twenty-
six diacritical marks. Fortunately,
of the latter only one is absolutely
essential for telegraphing. Using
these symbols and marks, all
Japanese sounds, and hence words,
can be reproduced.

Complex Writing
This system is only one of the,

many methodS of writing used in
the country, and, although despised
by academicians, is used in many
publications, since bY its means it
is possible to express foreign_ term;;
and scientific' Meanings which can::
not be made clear by any of the,
other writing systems. Hence it
fOTIoN\ s lb t. this is the only fOrin of
'Writing, which can possibly be
telegraphed.

MIT77717111777MITT17111
r
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The. Japanese operator has also
to understand and be able to trans-
late into the phonetic system
another form, largely derived from
the Chinese, which has from three
to six thousand roots and can only
be written, being unintelligible
when spoken.

From the complex methods of
writing previously mentioned it
will at once be seen what a difficult
problem had to be. mastered before
the introduction of telegraphy was
an accomplished fact. Combinations
of dots and dashes had to be found

and dashes, as there are not enough
short ones to go round; no less
than eighteen groups each contain
five dots and dashes.

Morse Equivalents
The illustration shown is that of

the forty-eight phonetic symbols,
with their morse equivalents and,
as far as is possible, their approxi-
mate pronunciation. Of these
symbols two sound exactly alike
when spoken, but are written and
used differently. As an example,
the translation of a simple tele-

Home Friday. Love and h/Zr.iez° . /Vary *#

Hanle
taw - Roo

-?-

   In  Al 0 . IN SM. 

Love ow a if/SS ess
Yo -ea - shee -400

-  -
This Message in Japanese reads

adequately to express the forty-
seven symbols and the one vitally
essential diacritical mark of the
phonetic system. A code was
worked out by European and
Japanese experts before the 'year
i9oo, but this was modified some-'
what after the war between Russia
and Japan.

The resultant code is consequently
a difficult one, since forty-eight
Fetters or symbols have to be
expressed, as compared with the
twenty-six of our own alphabet.
This, of course, necessitates the use
of a number of long groups of dots

el00 el 0 er.00

Afas-_v
1/0/74ah 4-a

 t 41.11M /MCI 1=0 mg.

"Friendly Compliments."

gram into Japanese is given. The
`` love and kisses " has been seri-
ously altered, making the transia-
tion very tame, as even mention of
kissing is thought highly innproper,
in Japan. .

Japanele Operators' Hard Lot
From these remarks you will

gather that the lot of the Japanese'.
" Sparks " is not an easy one when'
compared -Co that of his British
counterpart. Again, the Japanese
language is absorbing new words
and ideas from the Western nations,
making for an increase in the

829
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number of symbols and marks
needed clearly to express these.
Eventually this may compel an
extension being made to the exist-
ing telegraphic code. The operator
must, of course; be capable of
translating and telegraphing, the
common, polite and Chinese -derived
writing systems, of which the latter

=0

-dam

ce

row

ha

nee

hoe

hay

toe

tc,4ee

ree

new

POO

wariA

3

I
r7

A

-

sound knowledge of wireless law
and theory.

Comparing conditions between
Japanese and American operators
as far as pay is concerned, there is
not a great deal of difference, but
in status the Jap is regarded much
more favourably. He is one of the
genuine officers in the ship, and

=NO  QOM was

kah

yo

tah

oaaj

Sc

eSdI

,e,qh

/rah

each

nyco

cvh

di7

/7

7
J
I
77
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for the great strength of their
signals.

In Japan all wireless apparatus is
built, installed and used under the
strictest Government supervision,
anal transmitting by amateurs is
not allowed except in the case of
one or two powerful newspapers.
Receiving is also illegal, but in the

- wee

---- Ko

Ole

yah

glah

---- key

too

hwo

ach

ray

Fpt

ee

T

t
7-

 MIN  MN

AMP 40 I

Morse Symbols for Japanese Alphabet and their Approximate Pronunciation.

is in some cases capable of several
interpretations determined merely
by position.

Good Education Necessary
An exceedingly good general as

well as technical education is a
necessity for an operator. There
are many cases where the students,
not being attached to military or
naval schools, are forced to work
long hours to pay for their tuition ;
and this, together with the strain
of overstudy, is largely responsible
for the high percentage of tragedies
among the technical students in
Japan. Faced with hunger and
overwork, a number end their
troubles in suicide.

The students who succeed in
passing the strict examinations
imposed are granted, in most cases,
a second-class commercial licence
by the Government. A first-class
certificate is usually competed for
after two years or so at sea, and to
gain this the operator must be able
to send and receive a hundred
symbols a minute and. at twenty
words a minute in English in the
Continental code, as well as have a

dines with the captain and chief
engineer in the first-class passengers'
saloon, mixing with the latter
freely. The American operator, on
the other hand, even though he is a
chief, is rated below the third mate.
The position of the Japanese
operator when on board is one of
unusual authority. Under certain
conditions his position is unassail-
able by even the captain or the
owner of the vessel. He is a naval
reservist, and responsible only to
his Government with. whom he
keeps all his records and accounts.

Equipment
A few words regarding the usual

equipment to be found on Japanese
ships may be of interest here. In
the majority of vessels this is of an
obsolete type similar to the Tele-
funken sets of fifteen years ago.
The transmitters are seven -kilowatt
type, direct -coupled and using the
quenched -spark system. Although
so old, they are usually in magnifi-
cent condition, as the operators
regard it as a labour of love to look
after them ; whilst anyone who has
listened in the Pacific can vouch

soh

nee

You

zoy

she.?

oyz

shee

mobs

zet

SOO

near future it is expected that
receivers for broadcasting will be
allowed to be used, subject to a
number of restrictions.

We are indebted to the American
journal " Radio " for much of the
above information about the
Japanese morse code.

British students learning the
code should fed lucky that they
were not born in the land of the
Rising Sun

The "Ultra" Loud
Speaker.

In the advertisement of
Messrs. Ed. Rosen & Co.,
in the November issue of
" Modern Wireless" a
slight error occurred.
Width of base so inches
should read; lVidth of
flare so inches.
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Let the Cobbler
stick to his last

THE Railway EAgineer requires his instruments to be
of the greatest precision.
When he chooses a theodolite, he goes not to an

upholsterer, nor to a maker of gramophones, but to a firm
whose speciality is the manufacture of surveying instru-
ments.
He knows that instruments if defective may cost him
thousands of pounds, so he is careful to buy them only
from a firm whose long specialised knowledge is a guarantee
of good results.
The small fixed condensers in your wireless set are perhaps
not so delicate as surveying instruments, nor is a faulty
choice likely to cost you thousands of pounds. But the
manufacture of good condensers most emphatically is
the work of specialists, and a poor condenser will certainly
ruin your reception of broadcasting and cost you many
disappointing evenings.
Many thousands of constructors have found that in spite
of appearance condensers are specialised instruments, and
that best results can only be expected if they buy condensers
backed by long specialised experience.
That explains why 60,000 Dubilier Condensers are sold
each day throughout the world.

YOU should specify Dubilier.

In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed.

E.P.S.8S
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,0*

esterday
WUNCELL DULL EMITTERS
W.I. (For Detector
and L.F. use). Operat-
ing at 1.8 volts I-
W.z. (With red top)
for H.F. use. Operat-
ing at 1.8 volts .. 21/-
Types W.R.I and
W.R.z as above but
with resistance in-
corporated in base to
operate off 2, 4 or 6 -
volt accumulator .. 2318

The Wuncell is fully described
in a comprehensive Folder
which trill be sent post free to
any experimenter on receipt
of a postcard. Don't invest
in a Dull Emitter Valve until
you have read about the
I V ?I nce!l.

the explorer braved hardships
to chart the seas.
While the explorer of long ago had
to set sail and face almost incredible
hardships in his praiseworthy efforts
to chart the globe, his successor sits
by the fireside and logs Foreign
Broadcasting Stations with almost
absurd ease. From America to the
borders of Russia and from Scandi-
navia to the shores of the Mediter-
ranean the ether is available for his
exploration.

But the man who is enthusiastic over
long distance reception will see that
he is not handicapped either by his
Set or his Valves. His Set should
employ at least one stage (and two
for preference) of high -frequency

amplification, and for his Valves he
should use those which have been
specially developed for the work.

Undoubtedly the most popular high -
frequency amplifier to -day is the
Cossor P2-the valve with the red
top. Hundreds of thousands of
these valves are in use at this moment
among all grades of wireless en-
thusiasts-from the expert to the
novice-and everywhere it is giving
the most complete satisfaction.

Its striking success is undoubtedly
due to its design. As every wireless
enthusiast knows, the working of a
valve depends upon the correct use
being made of its electron emission.

get Cossor Valves-they cost no more
emempeill

Adtcrtisement of A. C. Cossor, Ltd. Highbury Grove, London, N.6..

832 In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed.
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COSSOR BRIGHT
EMITTERS.

P. r. For Detector
and Low -Frequency

12/6

P.2. (With red top).
For H.F. use only .. 12/6

TO THE TRADE:
Have you received copies of
the new Cossor Electrical
Testing Showcard ? If not,
send in your application at
once.

- he charts the ether from the
comfort of his fireside.

You must have noticed that when
your accumulator begins to fail and
the filaments of your valves grow dim
that your Set falls off in sensitiveness
and volume. A clear case that the
emission from the filaments has
decreased.

Obviously, therefore, the quantity
of the electron emission is an im-
portant factor in valve efficiency.

Now compare the Cossor P2 with
an ordinary Valve. Instead of a
hood -shaped Anode and Grid totally
enclosing an arched filament and
almost completely entrapping its
electron stream, we see that at each

end of the tubular Anode the fila-
ment is exposed and that a large
proportion of the electron stream is
obviously leaking away. Remember
that for high -frequency use you
cannot afford to risk inefficiency-
feeble oscillations from Stations
thousands of miles away will strike
your aerial and you'll be none the
wiser if your Valves are not sensitive
to them.

The remedy is in your hands-for
high -frequency use select the Valve
specially developed for the purpose
and chosen by the vast majority of
Valve users in this country --the
wonderful Cossor P2.

but, what a difference in res,ps.,17
In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed. 833
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(Continued from page .745.)

obtained in the presence of Mr.
Clarabut, a prominent member of
the Bedford Radio Society.

A. separate table is shown giving
the different values of condensers,
etc., to obtain certain stations. I
discarded the use of the constant
aerial tuning condenser on this
receiver, chiefly because I do not
believe in a multi -stage H.F.
circuit reducing the stabilising
effect of 'an aerial. When first
tuning in, the constant aerial tuning
terminal, however, may be em-
ployed, although on a shorter wave
length, including that on which
2L0 works. I found that the re-
action coil should be reversed, a
No. 35 coil being employed. When
the aerial was connected straight
on to the aerial inductance, ordinary
reaction, in all cases,,, improved
signal strength. It must he remem-

bered, of course, that the nearest
station was about 5o miles away.

Comparative Tests
Two aerials were tried. One was

a single wire aerial of standard
Post Office dimensions suspended
at an average height of about 35 ft.,
and the other was a considerably
smaller aerial about 65 ft. long and
about 15 ft. high. The tests given
in the table were made on the
ioo ft. aerial, but very similar
results were also obtained on the
smaller aerial, although rather more
careful tuning was necessary and
signal strength was a little weaker.
A5, however, a number of the
stations were obtained very
well on the loud -speaker
there was ample reserve of signal
strength..

AllAll the high-tension terminals
were connected together, and 78

December, 1924

volts used. The valves used were
of the general purpose type, one
Cossor and three Ediswans being
employed, although these were
merely used because they were
available and not for any technical
reason. The last valve was occa-
sionally replaced by a B, B.T.H.
valve, or its dull emitter equivalent,
the Be. Both these valves are
beautiful low -frequency amplifiers,
and give improved strength,
possible output and purity of
reproduction. The Mtirconi Osram
Company produce an equivalent
valve, namely the D.E.5,

I can strongly recommend the dull
emitter valve, the B,, which gives
as good results as the B., but con-
sumes much less filament current
and costs about the same. I. would
not advise this valve for H.F. or
detector purposes because the extra
price does not justify any difference

This photograph shows the connections to the choke coil L S.

o.
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As yet the affect of good filament control upon perfect
reception is not fully appreciated. Try the difference
between bad and good control by fitting the SHIPTON,

THE MOST PERFECT RHEOSTAT YET INTRODUCED
A special tension spring fitted on the spindle ensures
a good, smooth contact. It is silent in use. Three
models are available, so tint whatever va:ve3 you may
use there is a SHIPTON Rheostat to give you perfect

filament control. Ask for it by name.

Thc2 SHIPTON New Type
Strip Rheostat & Potentiometer

PROTECTS YOUR VALVES.
However careful you may be, en
occasion will arise when the H.T.
will short across the Militant. Avoid
accidents by fitting the SHI1'TON
7 ohm model which is fitted with a

fuse. A spare fuse is packed in
every box.
SHIPTON New Type STRIP

RHEOSTAT 7 ohm (with fuse)
SHIPTON New Type STRIP

RHEOSTAT 30 ohm
SHIPTON New Type STRIP

RHEOSTAT 60 ohm - - 3/-
SHIPTON POTENTIOMETER

603 ohm
Backed in neat linenette boxes.

Apply to your local dealer or direct
gting your dealer's name and address

E. SHIPTON & CO LTD,
3 7 , Tothill Street, Westminster, S.W.1.

Telephone : Victoria 7. Telegrams : " ltentfones,
Also at 14, King Street, Covent Garden W.C.

British
Ma de.

z

THE NEW RECEIVER

UNITS
illustrated and decribed in our
new catalogue enable the public

- to purchase any type of receiver
they fancy from a two- to a four -
valve set,' with the knowledge
that they are obtaining the very
latest praCtice at the minimum
cost. Each Unit is complete
in itself and is ready to instal
by merely connecting it to its
neighbour, and each has been
especially designed for its par-
ticular work. The following is

- the list of the units which are
being manufactured
Unit No. 1.-Sinzls Circuit

Tuner.
Unit No. 2.- Doable Circuit

Tuner.
Unit No. 3.-H.F. Unit.
Unit No. 4.-Detector and I L.F.

Unit.
Unit No. 5. -Detector and 2 L.F.

Units.
The selectivity and efficiency of
these UnitS are- a revelation to
those who have not heard
Clambrell Apparatus, while their
finish is of our visual high-clas,1
standard.
Full paetioulatz are contained
in our catalogue, which will be
sent an l'QC.11.WSt.

AU...OMER

GAMBRELL BROS., LTD.
76, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1.

Works : MERTON ROAD, SOUTHFIELD3, S.W.1S.
Phones : VICTORIA 9936 ; PUTNEY 3611-2.
West End Agent: J. V. Mulholland. 4. Blenheim St., Nes Boni St., W.1.

Ma ;fair 26513.
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THE FAMOUS °I

FORMO
RADIO COMPONENTS

THE

FORMO-
DENSOR

WITH

INTEGRAL
VERNIER
Coarse and Fine

Tuning with
ONE MOVEMENT

Supersedes so-called "Square Law"
BY GIVING

An Equally Efficient Wave Curve
BETTER RESULTS at LESS COST
.00ip.1? ... 10 6 .00031.47 8/6
.00073µF... ... 10 - .0002liF ... 7/6
,0005µF ... 9 6 3 -plate Vernier 5/6
Dual, with Vernier ._.. 12 6 Dual, plain ... ... 10/6
The Dual Forma-Densor has two banks, each of .00025pF capacity.

FORMO
TRANSFORMERS

are WORLD RENOWNED for their
CONSISTENT HIGH QUALITY

and FINE PERFORMANCE.
You take NO risks with FORMO COMPONENTS
They are UNCONDITIONALLY
GUARANTEED
Shrouded Tra.rsformers.
Ratio .. 1 -5

Telephele.
0,7n Tiansfonners.

Ratio 1-5

18/-

12/6
THE FORMO

COMPANY
(Arthur Preen & Co., l td.),

Contractors to the Admiralty,
War Oiler, Air Miuistry India
Office, and Post Office.
Chief Olkces and Works: CrieLle-
wood Lane, N,W.s.
Scottish Branch : so, Vert- Flare,
Edinburgh. And at Birmingham,
Newcastle, Manchester, Bourne. -
mouth,
Agents for Bristol and Cardiff :
The Sloan Electrical Co., Bristol.

40_

In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed.
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EVERY
'S'eutrodyrle

Cir-

cuit needs a condenser

whose minimum
cat a-

-

city is practically
zero and

whose maximum
is less than

-the minimum
of all ordinary

condenser.
The instrument

illustrated
fills' these

c.ondi-

tions.
It has been carefully

tested and yields admirable

results
in anY iSentrodyne

Circuit.
The base

rod and

oerating
spindle

are of

ebonite ;
the plates and

standa.rds
are of heavy Rau

brass.
Fi..x.ing

is by a single

screw;
with an adonal

in. hole in the panel for

the operating
spindle.

EVety

detail of this production
is

up to the, high standard

demanded
of Bowyer

-
stand

Components..
The price is

low.
exceptionally

"PRICY.
Si. Excn.

Each instrument
is inntvaidnerdiiu-

ally
packed in a co

ing our name awl trade-

mark.
Insist on seeing this

bear

before buying.
Drilling

template

" A SURFACE LIKE
FINE PORCELAIN"

In these words a customer describes
the first Bowyer -Lowe Panel he bought.
Every Bowyer -Lowe Panel is finely
finished, but what is more important,
every one is guaranteed to be entirely
free from metal and may be used
without rubbing down.
BOWYER-LOWE TESTED -RADIO PANELS

Sold in sealed packages. Semi,Matt, Id. per
sq. inch. Polished one side and all edges ad.
per sq. inch. Drilled and engraiied for Radio

ess Set (except OM NI top panel)" rid. pi e sq.
inch. Thi, kn FS inch in all cases. Order

direct if 3 our dealer dces not slenk._

THE Set you make is
just as good as the
parts you put into it.

Those who use Bowyer -
Lowe parts obtain reception
of unusually fine quality,
because these components
axe all of the highest
mechanical and electrical
efficiency. Bowyer -Lowe
parts make successful sets.
Insist on having them. If
your dealer cannot supply,
order direct.

December 1924

Prov. Pat, 7213/24.

mONEY cannot buycondensers of higherefficiency than theBowyer - Lowe type. Theyhave the highest capacity
ratios in wireless, and as aresult yield signals of apurity and volume not other-wise to be obtained. Instalthem in your sets and noticethe difference they make.Tuning will be simplified,your wavelength range willbe increased, and you willobtain reception free fromdistortion.

FOUR TYPES MADE.
Standard, .00003 to .0015m.f.
Vernier, .0002 to .00T m.f.Double, .0001 to .0005Triple, .0002 to .0003
Quadruple, made to order.

AT PRICES FROM
1 1 /6

Order direct or from your
Dealer.

Bowyer -Lowe Tested Components
Bowyer -Lowe Co.Ltd. Sold by all Reliable Dealers Letchworth

A BETTER VALVE WINDOW
Of heavily nickel -plated Prass,
Bezel rounded on outer and
inner cireLmferenecs. Nuts,
bolts, backing plate and gauge
supplied. Outer diameter It in.,
inner diameter r in. Each
window individually peeled in
carton bearing our trade -mark.

Price ed. each

H.F. TRANSF3RMERS.
You may buy at random any

two Bowyer -Lowe Hug -in H.E.
Transformers of the same range
and they will match perfectly.
There is no necessity to ask for
special matchirg for BAT. Stages
if you buy the --e standard trans-
formers of guaranteed quality.
All terminals clearly marked.
All ranges at a uniform price.
Particulars on re guest.

Pike 7/- each.

nkNlaNV,ttyfaM4-,e':

STUD SWITC11 PARTS.

Complete sets of parts for
Stud Switches, 2 to io-way,
with in. radius arms. Set
comprises Switch Arm with
Ebonite Knob, Bush, Contact
Hate, so Studs with 2 Nuts
each, and 2 Stops. Lacquered
finish. Drilling template sup-
plied. Sold in boxes bearing
our name.

Paco 2/3 complete.

ANTI -CAPACITY VALVE
HOLDER.

Made at the suggestion of
Mr. P. W. Harris in a form to
give high efficiency, especially
on short wavelengths. Can be
fitted to Panel without nuts,
as the ebonite base plate is
tapped. Lacquered finish.

price 1/2 comFlete.
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in results, and -the .high capacity
of the valve for H.F. work makes
it unable to compete with the
ordinary general purpose valve.
For low4requency amplification,
hoWever, it is very hard to beat.

Frcm the table it will be seen
that London (50 miles); Manchester
.(120 miles), Botirnemouth (Ito
miles), Newcastle (zoo miles), Glas-
gow (30o miles), Birmingham (65
miles), Aberdeen (35o miles), were
all received perfectly well cn- a
lotd-speaker. I would like to say
that telephone receivers were not
employed during the whole test,

-which Occupied :about an hour.
Tuning on Loud Speaker

All the stations mentioned in the
table were properly identified- by
their wavelength and the pro-

, gramme, and they, were all tunc,1
in by the aid of a loud -speaker -only.

Manchester and Cardiff were sub-
ject to interference from 2L0, end
the signals,- while tunable on a
loud -speaker, could not be said to
be of loud -speaker strength. They
have therefore been classified as

' good phone strength. It is -a

curious thing that these two
stations are never heard very well
in the south-east of this country,
but readers in these two diStricts
must not make the beginner's mis-
take of imagining that because the
report on the signal strength was
not glowing the set was in any
way to blame. .In a different part
of the country the results would
probably be entirely different:

- It will be seen that Lisscn and
Tangent coils were employed, but
there is no particular reason for
using these coils ; both types of
coils,' di course,-- are of excellent
make, but -it must not be assumed
because - -they were used cn
this occasion that there was any
technical reason for so employing
them.

Chelmsford

Chelmsford, of course, came in
very well on almost any kind of an
aerial, but there was no very large
difference --in signal strength be-
tween choke coupling (a 30o turn
choke was found best) and the
roO,000 Ohm resistance, which 'may
also be connected in circuit as
an alternative when working cn

 wavelengths above about Loco
metres.

In addition to the s.stations
, two -German stations work-

ing on about 440 metres and 3-8o
metres were heard on the loud-
speaker. These were, not identifi-
able in view Of the short time
available. Two relay stations of
the B.B.C. were also heard, but
they were not identified. .

in all cases reaction helped
greatly, and except when receiving
Chelmsford a No. 35 turn coil was
used throughout.

In this table the condenser read-
ings are only approximate. Most
of the stations were so loud that
the same signal strength was ob-
tained over several degrees of the
condensers, although with the
exception of Cardiff and Man-

TABULATED TEST RESULTS.

chcster each staticn was received
without interference from any of
the others.

Where there may be an apparent
discrepancy in the condenser read=
ings, as, fOr -example, where, two
readings appear too cloSe togethei
when considering the wavelength
difference between the stations, it
must Le remembered that the
different readings were obtained at
different times, and that the re
action was adjusted in each case to
obtain_the best results, the reaction
adjustment, of course, altering the
tuning of the circuit.

No grid bias at all was used,
although, no doubt, it would have.
been preferable to have given
about: . r z volts negative to the
grids of the amplifying valves.

Parallel.Tuning
In.all cases a parallel condenser,

was employed, the C.A.T. ccndenser
not being used. The table shcws,
the number' of the stud employe:d-
en the specially wound choke coil,
'and also the number of the plug-
in coil connected in . series when
such a coil was used. In some
cases no -additional coil was used,
and consequently the coil holder
was shorted by a dummy shorting
plug. The number cf the :stool
used was not critical, and cense:
quently no 'special deduction should
be made regarding the relationship
between the stud used and- the
wavelength of the station received
on that stud.

2nd
Call Sign and
Wavelength:

Name. Distance.
.. Mih.s. Aerial Coil. ei-,.1

'Condenser 1st Anode Coil. and AnodeAi(i....,o3dne Reaction Results.
dense:.

5 WA 351 in. Cardiff 120 35 Lissen 3o° Stud 6, Plug shorted 5o Lissen 93° 35 Lissen Good phone strength.

2 LO 3(5 m. L-ndoa 5o 35 Tangent 35° Stud 7, Plug shorted 50 ,, , 4° 35 ,, Very good loud. -
speaker.

2 ZIZ 37510. Manchester 12o 35 45° Stud 7, Flug shorted 75 27° ;5 Good Phone strength.

6 BM 385 m. Bournembuth o ' 35 55°
_ .

Stud M, Plug shorted 75 3o° 35 , Good loud-spcaker.

. .

5. NO 4coin

5 SC 42o in.

Newcastle zoo

Glasgow 300

5o

50 ,,

nearly o°

3°

Stud 7, Lissen 75

Stud 8, 75 Lissen

75 ,,

75 .,o`'

35. ,,

35

3/tedium loud -speaker.

Mediurn loud-sPeaLer.

5 IT 475 m. Birmingham 65 5oj V Stud 7, 5o Lissen 75 ,, 55° 35 ,, Very  good loud-
speaker.

2 BD 495 M. Aberdeen 35o 5o Sttid 10, 5c or 75 Lissen 75 63° 35 Good loud -speaker.

- 440 m. German Station 5o Lissen so° Stud TO, 75 Lissen 75 47° 35 :Medium lend -speaker.

38o m.

5 XX 1,60o in

II

Chelmsford 45

35

150 ,,

5e

3-...°

Stud 7, 75 Lissen

Resistance or 300Lisen
(any stud).

75

zoo

2S° 35 ,

150

- Idediumioud -F peal,er

Very- good lend -
speaker.
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The No: 3 Envelope
To the Editor of MODERN WIRELESS
SIR,-I recently purchased your

Envelope No. 3 (How to Construct
the " Simplicity " Three -valve Set).
I followed the instructions con-
tained, and have completed a set
which- is giving satisfaction beyond
expectations. I get all B.B.C.
stations, also several stations in
France and Germany, with very
good results. The earphones, when
placed on the table, give the effect
of a loud -speaker, which can be
heard all through the house. I
cannot speak too highly of the
results obtained.

Hoping your R,P. envelopes will
have a wide circulation.-Yours
truly, W. BAKER.

Hoyden, Co. Durham.

The 3 -Valve Dual
To the Editor of MODERN WIRELESS

SIR, --Re, your three -valve dual
as described in MODERN WIRELESS,
April, 1924, you will be glad to
hear some of the results obtained.
Having built several of your sets
for myself and friends (my first
being a three -valve set out of
MODERN WIRELESS, March, 1923),
I was so struck with the three -
valve dual that I decided to con-
vert my own and also to assist
a friend to convert his. Result-
all the B.B.C. stations on loud-
speaker, practically all the Con-
tinental stations on the loud
speaker-Manchester, Birmingham
5XX, Radio -Paris and Berlin-
with great volume ; in fact, they
could be heard quite clearly 300
yards from the speaker. On Mon-
day evening at ILI() p.m. I was
fishing around for anything, when
I tuned -in a station on a wavelength
between 400 and 50o metres. It
was probably a Spanish station, as
it did not sound like French. It
was transmitting till 12.3o a.m.
Tuesday morning, and appeared to
come from some opera house or
concert hall.

The station then closed down,
and I could not get the call sign, as
it was so distorted, and I could not
get it clear, as the least touch on

Some Readers'

Results.

condensers or filament and the
carrier wave was gone ; it was
practically as loud as Birmingham.
I got on with another station, but
could not tune -in, as it was very
critical and set was going into
violent oscillation over or under the
wave. At 1.25 a.m. I was fishing
around and, to my surprise, I heard
the announcer say " WGY, General
Electric Co., Schenectady ; stand
by one moment," then " WGY
Orchestra will now play a piece of
the opera called --." It sounded
like " Mal Gall " to me ; anyway,

December, 1924

speech, which concluded at 2.35
a.m when the announcer said that
WGY was closing down: - Tlie above
was very clear, and I could have
got it through the loud -speaker, as it
came through in great volume in the
headphones. A cup of tea after the
excitement, and then another fish
round. At 9 minutes to 3 a.m. a
fox-trot suddenly came in, and then
the announcer said " \VHAZ,"
pianoforte solo, announcer ; 3.1o,
man singing " Old Kentucky
Home," announcer, another song
called " Just a Song at Twilight " 

An exterior view of the Nauen Station which now
transmits on short -waves,

the music was very clear ; at 1.30,
song, piano and soprano ; 1.35 a.m.,
piano and soprano again; 1.42,
'cello or violin ; 1.45, 'cello or violin ;
1.5o, WGY Orchestra ; 1.55 piano
and soprano again ; 2 a.m., an-
nouncer said : " This concludes our
programme for studio. We are
now going to relay Mr. Charles
Davies' Democrat candidate speech
from the Albany, New York " ;
2.9 a.m., chairman announcing
speaker, band or orchestra struck
up with " The Star Spangled
Banner " ; 2.12 a.m., Mr. Davies'

3.18, comic song with what I should
call step time at the end of the
song, announcer ; 3.3o, fox-trot,
announcer, fox-trot called " Some-
body Stole My Girl," and then I
switched off as I had had enough
excitement for one night.

I think it is the best three -valve
set that has been before the public
for all-round work ; in fact, nothing
to beat it with three valves.

Wishing yourself and MODERN
WIRELESS the success that you de-
serve.-Yours truly, F. JoNEs.

Penketh.
838
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"VALVES

MODERNMODERN WIRELESS

The Secret
Magicians and Sorcerers had their
" Secrets of Healing " and

Secrets of Success," which they
would dispense for a considera-
tion,- but in -these less romantic
times success is more apt to be
won on sheer merit. -

Take the case of the Louden
- Valve.. .Four months ago: it was
unheard Ofto-day there are
thousands of enthusiastic " slaves
of the lamp " who will never go
back to the old type of valve.
Why ? Well, because however
you consider the Louden Valve
it is a sound investment.
It costs only ten shillings. It

.takes so little: current that your
accumulators will last twice as
long as they do with ordinary
The Plain Louden for
Detecting and Low Fre-
quency Amplifying.
The Blue Louden for
H.F. Amplification.
Filament Volts .. bACIRE4.8-5
Filament Amps. . . 0.4
Anode Volts .. 4o -8o

OW
LEss,,

bright filament valves, and in
spite of the fact that the anode
is " full of holes " volume is, if
anything, above the normal,
showing that a full use is made
of the electron stream.
It is the unwanted charges that
escape through the turns of the
anode, and strangely enough this
is precisely what we intend to
happen.
It gives a silver clear reproduc-
tion which. is the delight of all
who have: heard it, arid the life
of the filament is exceptionally
long.
So naturally the Louden is out-
stripping all other valves in
popularity.
There is no secret-only merit.

Manufactured throughout
in Great Britain.

All Loudens are silver
clear and free from mush.

The current consumption
isv rylow and the lif e long.

Vouben tiattio -Silber (Clear
ADV T. OF THE FELLOWS MAGNETO CO., LTD., PARK ROYAL, LONDON, N.W.in.

E.p.s.6.

In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed. 839
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COSMOS
D.E 11 VALVE

The New Valve

The "Cosmos" Type D.E.11 Dull -Emitter
Valve is the result of prolonged experiment and
research. Thorot ghly tested and tried cut and
manuf ctured commercially at their Cosmos
Lamp Works at Brimsdown, the Metropolitan -
Vickers Electrical Company Limited now
confidently offer it to the pcb.'ic as bring

characteristically reliable and efficient.

Here are Six Reasons
why you should use this
new " Dry Battery" valve:

1-The Filament " lights" off a single Dry Cell
2-It has a robust filament which is practically

unbreakable ... ... - ...

3 - It has a remarkably long life, due to its
platinum filament; heavily coated with active
material ...

CHARACTERISTICS : 4-It is a highly sensitive valve for all receptionLow Capacity Cap
Standard 4 -pin contacts purposes... ...
Filament Voltage 13 V.
Filament Current 0 25A
Anode Volts (Detector)

20-45 V.
Anode Volts (Amplifier)

40-103 V.
Amplification 6 .5

PRICE

25/-
from all Wireless dealers.

Ask your dealer for a copy
of the leaflet

D.S. 4117/3.

5-It is an exceptionally good Amplifier, being
capable of handling considerable output with-
out distortion ... ... ... ... ...

6- It is the best "Dry Battery" Valve for Loud
Speaker work ...

DULL EMITTER
TYPE D.E 11

VALVE

Ths' Valve that is " Crystal Clear.'

Advertisement of Metro - V k Supplies Ltd., London. R
Vol

e.

840 In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed,
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Some New Radio Press Activities
This article makes clear to new readers some of the

facilities which Radio Press affords to its adherents.
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Two New Envelopes
READERS who have already

bought one or more of the
Radio Press envelopes will

welcome the two new envelopes
that have just appeared ; while for
those who have not yet tried them
they present an excellent oppor-
tunity of discovering their great
utility. These two envelopes are
Nos. 8 and 9.

Envelope No. 8
Envelope No. 8 contains com-

plete instructions for the construc-
tion of a single -valve reflex set, by
Herbert K. Simpson. This circuit
is one that has proved itself extra-
ordinarily popular with our readers,
probably for two reasons. First,
it gives not far short of " three -
valve " results with the consump-
tion and ease of control of one valve
only ; and, secondly, as it employs
a crystal detector, the quality of
reproduction is very good. The
single -valve reflex stands in a clasS
by itse* for it is a set that is very
stable in action and yet extremely
sensitive. Here in London it has
been possible not only once but
several times to receive Birming-
ham on a reflex set with a frame
aerial only two feet square, and
other stations have also been
received at times, while 21.0 is
just clearly audible in the loud-
speaker. The set described employs
two condensers for tuning ; one,
the aerial tuning condenser, tunes
the aerial circuit, and a plug-in
coil of any size suitable to the par-
ticular station you wish to receive
can be employed ; the high -fre-
quency amplification is obtained by
means of a plug-in high -frequency
transformer the secondary of which
is tuned by the other variable con-
denser. The filament current is
controlled by a rheostat that can be
used either for bright or dull
emitters. This is a set that will
prove of great interest to any
experimenter who has not yet
made up a receiver on these lines,
while the beginner who wishes to
try out this circuit will find the
detailed instructions giyen will

enable him to complete a set from
which he can obtain valuable experi-
ence with the certainty of making a
success of it.

Envelope No. 9
Envelope No. 9, by the same

author, gives all the necessary
directions for making an efficient
single -valve receiver. Although
many hundreds of circuits have
appeared from time to time, the

A Single Valve Reflex Set

single -valve set, or " one-valver "
still retains a large measure of popu-
larity because of the reliable and
efficient results that can be obtained
with it. It is one of the easiest
sets to handle after the humble
crystal set, and owing to the
employmen t of reaction is extremely

An Efficient Single Valve Set

sensitive. In this set reaction is
magnetic, and the usual two -coil
holder serves to couple the reaction
coil to the aerial coil. Terminals
are provided for constant aerial
tuning, the advantages of which are
too well known now to require
further comment or explanation.
A further refinement is provided in
the form of a variable. grid -leak ;
this will be found of help in making
final adjustments when receiving
distant or weak transmissions. The
filament resistance is designed to
control either dull or bright
emitters. With this set, favourable
conditions obtaining, all the B.B.C.
stations can be received on an
average P.M.G. aerial, and many
Continental stations as well. While
if the constructor goes to the trouble
of making himself special short-
wave coils, he can always find
many transmissions of interest
down on the short waves, and it is
even possible to receive KDKA on
a single valve under favourable
conditions.

Both the above receivers have
already been built by our readers,
and many extremely favourable
reports have been received. They
are simple to construct, and the
exact and detailed directions given
enable even the veriest novice to
build either of these sets and be
sure of success.

Radio Press Transfers
How many an experimenter has

looked at a finished set with pride
and thought : " If only I could get
this engraved cheaply and without
trouble." This is now possible.
Results equal in every way to
engraving can be obtained by a
means which he can employ him-
self. The Radio Press Transfers,
costing but a humble sixpence, pro-
vide him with an adequate solution
to this problem. Each set of
transfers is placed in a sealed
envelope for protection, and con-
tains 8o different transfers. Full
instructions are given how to apply
them, and they can be put on to a
set in a few minutes, and so give
the completed instrument an

841
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appearance of professional finish.
Make sure when ordering transfers
to get " Radio. Press " ; they have
been specially produced for the
amateur -by men who, know ,the

.

expenmenters' and constructors'
every need; - - - - --

The Wireless Constructor
No. 2 has now appeared,-and,will

be found full of special-atticles, not
only of interest to the beginner, but
also containing helpful and useful
tips for the more advanced amateur.
By the way, get your copy at once,
or you- may -be - disaprolnted and
find they are all sold out. Under
the editorship of Percy -W. Harris,
this publication has been specially
designed to meet the needs of the
newcomer, to the ranks of wireless
enthusiasts, and any experimenter
who knows of -any-One just starting
to learn about thiS fascinating
subject shOuld. plaCe a copy of -the
Wireless COnstritdor in his hands.
The beginner will ..find articles
givingfull and detailed particulars -
with regard to the construction of a
large variety of receiving sets. Not
only are full dinienSions, wiring
diagrams. and drilling diagrams
provided, but tricky points in the
constructional work are carefully
explained and all possible diffi-
culties dealt with. For the con-.
structor with limited practical work-
shop knowledge there are articles
which will tell -him how to use the .
various tools_ that he is -not familiar .
with and so enable hiin to put his
best work- into a set, not only
improving its appearance but also
its perfermance.. If you have
any constructional difficulties you
should read the Wireless Con-
structor, and to make sure of -obtain-
ing your copy every month and not
miss a single valuable issue, it
would be advisable if you were to
place a standing order with your
stationer or direct with us. Why
not fill in the order form enclosed
with this issue of MODERN WIRE-

- LESS and post it to -day ?
Our Blue Print Service

If you are contemplating build- .
ing any valve set from a "single -
valve " to a "five " it is now
possible for you . to obtain blue
prints which have been made from
the actual sets and original draw-
ings of the author. The veriest
beginner in wirelesS work is enabled
to profit by the experience of
technical wireless experts. The
actual lay -out of the set is shown
on one blue print which is full
and can therefore, be used as a
drilling template, while the other
gives a- complete wiring diagram,
which is copied direct from the
original set itself, and is a full-size
reproducton of the back of the

panel with all the connections
appearing. These blue prints are
is. 6d. 'each, post free, and will be
found well worth this. We have
started this service specially for
the- benefit of those, readers who
like to be able to obtain ex -act
information of sets as made up by
members of our technical staff. _If
you will write to the- Sales Manager
he will be -pleased to send you a
complete list of all these blue prints
which cover every set from a five -
valve receiver to a single -valve set,
including many dualand reflex sets.
From this list of- over 70 sets you
can choose_just the set that is going,

Mr. Kellaway, who has succ
managing director of Marco

is here seen
to meet your particular require-
ments. Write to -day and the list
will come to you without delay.

The Special Test Department
-

So confident are we in the design
of. our sets and so sure that the
public will find them satisfactory,
that we have opened a special test
department. This department is
completely equipped with up-
to-date precision instruments of
various kinds.

Would it not be worth time and
money to you to be able to benefit
by the use of such apparatus in
testing out a set that, for some
reason or another, has proved
faulty ?

If, then, you make up a set from
our design which you feel is not up
to what you expected, you may
send it to us and for the nominal
sum of 2S. 6d. per valve we will
test the set out thoroughly and

-

s;:

send you a complete report. This
small charge we make is actually
only a fraction of the cost to us for
this highly -skilled work, and this
offer is an earnest of the confidence
we place in sets built and designed
by our technical staff:

What Coil Shall I Use?
.A good deal, of doubt frequently

arises as to the right size coils to
use so as to receive a certain
transmission. The Radio PresS
have published the MODERN WIRE-
LESS Coil Table, by means of which
this difficulty can be solved at a
glance.

The various wavelengths em-

eeded Mr. Godfrey Isaacs as
ni's Wireless Telegraph Co.,
at his desk.
ployed in broadcasting have been
classified, and different makes of
coils are given, together with their
designating numbers or letters,
covering different wavelengths. It
is therefore only the work of a
second to determine which coil is
wanted for the reception of a
desired transmission. In order
that this table may be kept as a
permanent record, it has been
printed on stout card, and may be
obtained at 6d. each. Other data
and useful information can be ob-
tained as to our series _of books,
and a card to the Sales Manager
will bring you, a list of these.

Readers will find a note elsewhere
in this, issue drawing their
tion to the importance of using our
special order form when purchasing
articles advertised in our columns.
Unless this is done, we cannot help
the purchaser if any question should
arise at any later date.
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CONSTRUCT THE 4 -VALVE FAMILY kr
£9. (Envelope No. 2.)

CONSTRUCT THE ALL CONCERT de LUXE
tor ,E) 9s. Od. Including Sterling Condensers.

(Envelope No. 4.)

ENVELOPES.
Post free.

1/8
2/9
2/9
2/9
1/8
1/8

RADIO PRESS

No. 1. S.T. too
No. 2. 4 -Valve Family ..
No. 3. Simplicity 3 ..
No. 4. All Concert de Luxe
No. 8.
No. 9.
R.P.

lib. Hank No. 16 D.C.C. Wire
for P.W. Harris Crystal Set,

3/- post free.
Ano!e Coil, tapped and com-
plete, as used in the implirity
3 and T.A.T.

S;- post free.
Magnum H.F. Transformers,
entirely new design ..

7 - each.
Guaranteed Matched ..

14/- per pair.

CONSTRUCT
YOUR OWN SET

to Proved Desit-Lis.
34ALVE REINARTZ.

As described in this issue by Mr. Percy W. Harris.

I Polished Mahogany Cabinet, as de-
scribed .. . 0 13 6

 Ebonite Panel, 12 by ro by }, Sq.
Matt and Drilled 10 0

 Igranie New Type Intervalve Trans-
former .. . 1 0

 Ferranti Da. Do. Do. 17 6

I Magnum 3 -Coil Holder .. .. 12 6

3 Igranic D.E. Filament Rheostats .. 1 0
3 H.T.C. Valve Holders, type C .. 4 6

2 Jackson Sq. Law Condensers0005 16
Bretwood Variable Grid Leak .. 3 0

 Lissen Push -Pull Switch .. .. 2 9

/3 Terminals, Lacquered and complete 2 2
I Choke, as described 5 0

Dubilier Fixed Condenser, .0003 .. 2 6
5 yards No. 16 Sq. Sec. T.C. Wire .. 0 7

I Set Radio Press Transfers .. 0 6

6 12 6

3 -VALVE RECEIVER.
As described in this issue by Mr. Redpath.

s d.
I Polished Mahogany Cabinet, as de-

scribed 1 5 0
z Radion Potahogamte Panel, i4 by 7 by

3-16,Drilled .. 0 13 6
 Baseboard with Supliorts 0 2 6
2 US. Super Intervalve Trans-

' formers . 1 17 0
 Magnum 3 -Coil Holder .. - 11 12 6

Burndept Dual Rheostats . .1 2 6
12 Valve Legs, complete 0 1 0
x B. Lowe Sq. Law Condenser and

Vernier, .0005 .. 1 0 0
I Ebonite Shelf withsupporting Brackets

0 2 3
 Nickel D. P.D.T. Utility Switch .. 0 5 6
3 Nickel Valve Windows .. 0 2 0
at Nickel Terminals, complete .. 0 2
I Nickel Connecticut Switch
 Mansbridge Condenser, a mfd. .. 0
2 Dubilier Fixed Condensers, .002 ..

3
3
0
0

I Do. Do. Do. .00r .. 0 3 0
I Do. Do. Do. .0003

and Grid I e.k, 2 meg. .. 0
6 yards No. /6 Sq. Sec. T.C. Wire .. 0
r Set Radio Press Transfers 0

2

5 0
O 9
O 6

9,3 7 6

Carriage and Packing Free Ls REF/1M ORDERS
value 22 will ever.

BURNE-JONES & Co., Ltd.
Magnum House, 268, Borough High Street,
Telephone: HOP 6257. LONDON, S.E.1.

I

CONSTRUCT THE TRANSATLANTIC V.,
£11 13s. lid.

CONSTRUCT THE SIMPLICITY 3 -VALVE
for £413s. 2d. (Envelope No. 3.)

.....
Send stamps for Illustrated List and set of I

' leaflets dealing with S.T. roo, 4 -Valve Family,
Simplicity 3, All Concert de Luxe, Omni, -Trans-
atlantic 4, Transatlantic 5, Puriflex, All -Britain,
3 -Valve Neutrodyne, Tri-Cell, P. W. Harris Crystal I

Set, Magnum Coils and Coil Holders.

MAGNUM COIL HOLDERS.
As used in Simplicity 3, All Concert de
Luxe, Transatlantic 5, Purities, etc., etc.

2 -way tit, 3 -way 12/6.
Post. 6d. When ordering
Please state name of set.

MAGNUM TAPPED COIL.
No. I 12/8. No. 2 15/-.
No. r equivalent to Nos.
23, 35, 5o, 75 Ping -in coils.
No. a equivalent to Nos. Ion,
150, 200, 250 Hug -in coils.

Barclays 35.4.

XMAS & NEW YEAR GREETINGS
TO ALL OUR CUSTOMERS AND

THE BEST OF RECEPTION
TO YOU IF YOU BUILD YOUR SET TO

RADIO PRESS DESIGNS,
USING

S.A.C. CABINETS, PANELS & COMPONENTS.
Send 2d. stamp for our new too -page list and folder descriptive

of Radio Press Sets.
Example. Cabinet. Ebonite Panel. Radion Panel.

Transatlantic Friar 26/- 14/- 1718
(Packing and carriage extra)

All cabinets are best seasoned walnut, hand -made and rolisl ed. Panels
arc guaranteed electrically, edges sheered, accurately frilled and engraved.

RADIOS PANELS A SPECIALITY.

 S. A. CUTTERS,"
15, Red Lion Square, London, W.C.1.

'Phone: Chancery So p.

H.T.- EFFICIENCY AS
IT " WASN'T ON WEDNESDAY"
Asked the meaning of the word revolution, a small boy said that it was " some-

thing on Saturday as it wasn't on Wednesday." " Hovimo " Connectors
are a revolution in H.T. Efficiency. Their use avoids soldering and
cheapenscost of complete battery by from 25 per cent. to 5o per cent. The
" Hovimo " also ensures perfect "silent " working, is everlasting, allows

easy replacement of units, will take ordinary wander -plug,
and makes it possible to keep your H.T. at an equal voltage.
British Made. 51.MOLBACK, 27t HIGH

HOLBORN, LON-
DON, W.C.I.

'Phone: Chancery
839,-

A A your
dealer

for them.

1 / 6
Per Doz.

From
dealers

or direct.

Ili reblying to Advertisers. please use Order Form enclosed. 843
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rhisDry CO has been developed

,specially fdeRdico
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much longer service
than other

dry evils

Thi,DryCell.ilbathAdorityan.d
economically operate

all Both:

Receiving Valves
and Tube, d

far use rilrh dry c<IN

NATIONALslicrA.Zary.:1".ca

Columbia Radio"A"
DRY CELLS

For all types of DULL EMITTER VALVES
DESIGNED especially for Wireless, this world -famed

dry cell has been adopted as standard by leading
valve manufacturers and is recommended by them for
operating the filament of the various types of DULL
EMITTER VALVES. Exhaustive laboratory tests have
proved conclusively that the cambia is not only
the BEST but by far the most reliable, efficient and
economical dry cell manufactured for filament heating.

Fixed List Price, 2/6 Sample, post free, 3:3
Ask your local dealer; or, if unable to supply, direct to Distributors,

Write for Descriptive Leaflet

giving FIVE reasons why

you should use these dry

cells.

E. SHIPTON & CO., Ltd.,
37, Tothill Street, Westminster, S.W.1.

'Phone-Victoria 7. 'Grams-" Reutfones," Parl.
Also at 14, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.1.

Write for list of other SHIPTON Products. Trade Enquiries Invited.

T. 0. BUSS
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT MAKER

77, Clerkenwell Rd., London, E.C.1
Eslb .1850. Erbibitionliwatt : London, 5862 ; Sydney, 5879 ; Melbourne, 5880.

INTERVALVE TRANSFORMERS
Made like an Instrument by a Scientific Instrument Maker.

Correct primir g im-
pedance. Wound
with correct gauge
and quantity of wire.
Heavy iron core to
give good magnetic
field-and will carry
heavy currents.

PRICE

18/6
Ratio 5 to 1.

.411** MADE LIKE AN INSTRUMENT.

This instrument is thoroughly tested and is
GUARANTEED FOR TWO YEARS.
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TURRET
Columbian Pine Masts

2,000 IN USE:
Designed by Nava ;Experts.

27 ft. Turret Two complete 44/6
28 ft. Turret Super Mast 59/9
36 ft. in 3 sections .. 79/6
42 ft. Telescopic Mast .. 84/-
45 ft. Super Telescopic .. 90/6
55 ft. Doubly Telescopic 16115/6
58 ft. Super Mast 83119/6

Light, neat and efficient. The
telescopic sections enable the
42ft. to be erected as a Soft. and
the 58ft. as a 35ft. Mast
Send for List,or 'phone Gerrard

2650

SIMPSON & BLYTHE, 8-9, Sherwood St. Piccadillv.W.

.1.°1 6959)
Ask your LOCAL
RETAILER for the

"SIMPLEX"
Lead-in Strip. No holes to

bore, no tools required.
1/6. Postage 2d.

.1/ THE "MORRIS"/ (all -steel) Valve Templat:.
Saves TIME, TEMPER and

EBONITE.
19:Md. post free.

J. 0. NICHOL & CO.,
46, Lancaster Avenue, Fennel St., Manchester. Tel.: City 1768.

In re/lying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed.

Barclays 353
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Sparta" Crystal Receiver.
A neat little crystal receiver,

enclosed in an imitation leather
case only 6i -in. by 4.1 -in. in size,
has been submitted by Messrs.
Fuller's United Electric Works,
Ltd. The tuning is by a flat
basket -coil type of variometer with
limited angular movement ; two
alternative earth connections are
provided which correspond to
different tapping -points in the
tuning inductances, and. thus
provide two ranges of tuning
for aerials of different charac-
teristics. Provision. is made
for a loading coil for the
i,6o4a metre station, a short-
circuitingloop being normally
inserted in its place. Two
phone terminals only are
Supplied. We would like
especially to commend the
crystal detector incorporated
in this "set ; the crystal-
quite a small fragment suffices
-is held by a spring plunger
which allows of immediate adjust-
ment or - replacement, a hinged
cover protecting the crystal when
not in use ; a cat's whisker
mounting is adopted which is at
the same time firm and extremely
-versatile in its setting. The aerial
and earth connections are of the
plug-in type, and adapted for
shorting the aerial when not in use
by simply inserting the one plug
in the end of the other, after
removing them from the set. We
_think, though, that the majority
of broadcast listeners would prefer
.to be able to cloSe down the box -lid
without altering any "connections.

The wave -length range, on test,
,proved ..to be from. about 3to to 485
.metres on the " Short " ter-
.minal range, and from 425 to loo
metres on the " Long " with

standard P.M.G. aerial of .0003
1,F capacity ; or from below 3eo to

MODERN WIRELESS

420 metres on an aerial -capacity
of -000r /..F, corresponding to a
small aerial, e.g., a short and well -
isolated indoor one. With the
loading -coil, and on a P.M.G.
aerial, the tuning-rauge was (on
the " Long " arrangement) from
about 1,47o to just above i,600
metres.

In practical tests in actual
reception, on a moderate indoor

The "Sparta" crystal receiv
aerial -6 miles from 2L0, the
signals were quite comfortably
strong on more than one pair of
phones : 5.XX was just audible
here.: At 35 miles out in the
Country, on a low 7o ft.  test
aerial, London came in at quite
good strength in the evening, the
signal -strength measuring up to a
good proportion of the standard
as determined on the same aerial,
i.e., about it microamperes in this
case, for the whole rectified wave.

At the same point, 5XX (which
is at practically the same distance)
gave excellent phone strength, and
a value of about 6 microamperes.
The tuning in the latter case was
not sharp, the variometer adjust-
ment making but little difference
when the small enclosed loading -
coil provided with the instrument
had been inserted. The general
appearance and the finish of the
instrument are _excellent.

" Uralium " Crystal.
Specimens of " Uralium " crystal,

marketed together with a special
cat's whisker in small boxes with a
transparent cover, which is at the
same time a seal, have been sub-
mitted to us for test by Mesrs.
G. Street and ,Co., Ltd. This
crystal is a bright, rather coarse -
granular type of synthetic galena.
On test, it gave really excellent

results, the sensitive spots
- being very plentiful, and the
crystal gave on cutting a
fresh surface equally good
results. It was not unduly
brittle. We would like especi-
ally to commend the cat's
whisker, described as " silver,"
supplied with each crystal.
This is of -just the right degree
of springiness and fineness of
point. Actual Measurement

er. shows but little difference
between cat's whiskers of

varying materials ; :tont the
physical conditions are of great
importance, and this \i'hisker
appears to have beeni adjusted
accurately :in this respect: Some
little care  is necessary in
mounting it in some types of
holders, as the wire was found
to he rather _brittle. We can
strongly recommend thiS" combin
ation of crystal and cat's
whisker for distant crystal
reception.
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NO AERIAL
EARTH ACCUMULATORS, OR
OUTSIDE CONNECTIONS RE-

QUIRED FOR THE

" Rolls" Portable
It is no longer necessary to dis-
figure your house with an un-
sightly aerial or to drape your
rooms with a multitude of wires.

THE SIMPLEST, NEM EST, CUTEST
CLEVEREST, MOST EFFICIENT ANL MOST
PORTAbLE 2 -VALVE SET IN THE WORLD.
EXQUISITELY FINISHED AND FITTED IN
A REAL HIDE CASE. size 15 by 11 by 5 ins.

PRICE 214 14 0
COMPLETE. ALL READY FOR USDAND

MARCONI ROYALTIES PAID.
No Complicated Controls and no Knowledge

of Wireless Required.
ABSOLUTELY UNAFFECTED BY

LIGHTNING.
Write, 'phone or call for further particulars.

Demonstrations anywhere at any time.
3 -Valve Model guaranteed to work a loud-
speaker really well anywhere within io miles
of a Broadcast Station. Price 1118 18s. Cd.
No Extras.

Purchase out of Income can be arranged.
All rarts for " 1M.W." and " W.C." Circuits

stocked. Quotations by return of post. _-

Bargains in Second-hand
SPEAKERS, PHONES,

TRANSFORMERS, Etc.
(Everythli,; F01 I guaranteed perfect.)
WE WILL BUY OR TAKE IN
PART EXCHANGE ANY- FIRST:

CLASS BRIT ,SH GOODS
(except -Valves). Ask for Special List.
WE ARE SPECIAL AGENTS FOR

CROIIC TRANSFORMERS,
136 RADIO VALVES,
AIRMAX COILS,
LION DETECTORS,
INSULITE PANELS (Black

and White), ETC.
S:e our Advertisoment November
issue " Modern Wireless," page 719.
See our Advertisement in November

issue Wir eles Constructor, "
page 719.

DEALtRS! Write for Lists, Trade Terms
and particulars of Agency for your district.
Good Terms. -

ONE THOUSAND AGENTS WANTED.

H. LLOYD MARSHALL & CO.
5, WESTMORELAND Etuu.cimes, E.C.1.

" Britezite " Crystal.
Some specimens of their " Brite-

zite " synthetic galena type -of
crystal have been sent us for
test by Messrs. British Central
Electrical Co., Ltd. These were
of medium coarseness of tex-
ture, and rather duller than
usual in appearance. On trial, the
behaviour was somewhat erratic,
some pieces having an excellent
proportion of good spots which
(in actual reception with measure-
ment of resulting signal -strength)
were up to the standard of good
galena ; whilst other pieces were
not of the same order. The crystal
was rather brittle to cut.

Variable Grid -Leak

The general experience of vari-
able grid -leaks is that their most
conspicuous property is variability,
certainly, but usually not a con-
veniently and permanently con-
trollable variation over a desirable
range of resistance. A type of
variable grid -leak which- seems to
bid fair to overcome some of the
weaknesses of many of the existing
varieties is the " Panleak," samples
of which have been subthitted for
test by Messrs. A. H. Hunt, Ltd.
This is of the step-by-step variety,
giving by a .7 -point switch a con-
venient choice of leak values, the
ranges quoted by the makers being
frcm to 5 megohms, frcm o to 3,
and from o to 8 megohms, with
a special model rated at ro,000 to
roo,000 ohms.

Those submitted were in the
form of a small square of insulating
composition a little over 2 in.
square, adapted for fastening be-
hind the panel by four small
bolts and with a centre spindle
which is taken through the panel
and carries the controlling knob.
The latter is knotched deeply to
engage with a special anti -capacity
extension handle 5 in. long, sup-
plied with the instrument. The
7 -point switch is in the rear.
t'rnall terminal nuts are provided,
which might with advantage be
made rather larger .for experi-
mental- work. The contact- finger
is kept up to its work by a strong
spiral spring, ' and . is apparently
intended to be secured "on a
Dshaped spindle -end, to prevent
working -loose -in use. In ode of
the samples submitted; -on. re-
moving the small screw at this
end (as is, necessary in order to
Pass the spindle through the, panel
in mounting it thereon) it was found
that this had not been properly
fitted, and the 'small screw stripped
its thread when efforts were made
to secure the finger again. This
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was easily remedied, and the screw
replaced by a scmewhat longer
one. The instrument then
operated correctly and gave a
range from about to 7 megohms
on test ; another sample tested
frcm .8 minimum to about no
megohms Maximum, in each case
by six convenient steps. The re-
sistance -values appeared to be re-
prcduceable with reasonable ac-
curacy, and a. continuous current
of ro microamperes through the
whole resistance made a difference
of the Order of TO per cent. only in

A photograph of the variable
grid - leak with its extension

handle.

sonic hours. As far as it is possible
to tell by a strenuous laboratory
test of necessarily somewhat short
duration, and by trial in critical
circuits (such as " grid -leak -howl "
types of " super " circuits), it would
appear as if these variable grid -
leaks porsess the elements of
SUCCESS.

Substitute Filament Resistance
In cases where low consumption

valves (e.g., of the .o6 D.E. type)
have replaced the more greedy
bright emitters it is generally
necessary to replace the old fila-
ment resistances with new ones of
considerably higher value, or else
to introduce a high external re-
sistance, thereby abandoning any
appreciable power of control over
filament temperature by means of
the original filament resistances.
Messrs. Ward and Ccoldstone, Ltd.,
have just brought out a substitute
resistance fitting, intended to re-
place the old low -resistance spiral
of the usual type in circular fila-
 rrunt rheostats, and with a suitable
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value for controlling dun -emitter
valves, which promises to get over
this difficulty in a very simple
way.

Samples submitted to us con-
sisted of a spiral of fine resistance
wire, with a maximum value of
around zo ohms. wound on a pliable
cylindrical asbestos core of about

in. diameter. This is bent round
the usual circular grooved former
in place of the old spiral; the core
is soft enough to permit of good
contact with the resistance brush,
whilst at the same time providing
a heat -proof mechanical support
for the fine wire.

With reasonably .careful fitting
this substitute resistance should
give a satisfactory: solution of the
problem provided by a change over
to dull emitter valves.

4' Amplifytone " Aerials.

Another pattern of copper -ribbon
aerial material, to replace the
customary 7.22's cable, is included
in the " Amplifytone " aerial out-
fit submitted by Messrs. United
Manufacturers and Agency, Ltd.
The outfit consists of a cardboard
box containing a ioo-foot roll of
thin in. copper tape, a io in. lead-
in insulated with rubber tubing,
insulators, and copper sleeves for
securing loose ends in a simple
manner. The aerial was tested in
a similar manner to that in which
other ribbon aerials have been
investigated, by direct comparison
of signal strength on crystal and a
two -valve reaction set, measuring
resulting signal strength directly
and comparing reaction require-
ments and aerial capacity with this
aerial and an exactly similar one
of a standard material hoisted
rapidly in its place. In this case,
stranded thinly -insulated aerial
wire was used for comparison. With
the phones in series with the micro -
ammeter the crystal signal strength
(from 2L0, 35 miles away, with an
aerial about 7o feet long and 25 feet
high, in a good geographical posi-
tion but locally screened), with the
standard low -resistance crystal -
tuner and an excellent galena
crystal, was 2'5 microamperes with
the stranded wire, and 3 micro-
amperes with the ribbon. With
low -resistance microammeter alone,
the figures were y5 and 4 micro-
amperes respectively. The differ-
ence in audio signal strength, as
judged by casual aural observa-
tion, was naturally inappreciable:
With the two -valve reaction set
there was no measurable difference
in audio signal strength (as measured
in mean (R.M.S.) volts across the
phones, on a fairly uniform trans-
mission) tetween the' two aerials,

though a slightly higher capacity
and lower reaction demand was
noticed with the copper ribbon.

That there was nothing to be
gained by a further increase in the
cross-section or area of a single
element (without spacing by cage
or cross -bar) was shown by the
fact that the two aerials when
hoisted together practically in con-
tact, after adjusting for the in-
creased capacity, gave exactly the
same crystal strength as the 1 in.
ribbon alone. The effective resist-
ance of the aerial is already so low
with the standard type of wire that
there is little margin for improve-
ment in reception ; resistance -damp-
ing and other losses elsewhere are
predominant.

With this reservation, it is
evident that the " aerial outfit "
provides a convenient equipment
for the erection of an aerial of low
resistance. The greater wind -resist-
ance of the ribbon should be taken
into account in putting up the aerial
outdoors.

Lydden " Crystal Detector

A practical point in crystal -
reception which is very often over-
looked by the makers of component
parts is that of rapidity and ease
in changing the all-important
crystal. The result is that crystals
are very seldom changed as often
as they- should be, and a low
general standard of reception is
perforce tolerated. '

In, the " Lydden " crystal
detector, a. sample of which has
been sent us by John T. Nichols,
a special point is made of ease in
changing the crystal. The instru-
ment is of the vertical type, glass -
enclosed ; but the whole top,
carrying whisker -holder and cover,
is held down on the panel, over,
but not mechanically connected
to, the crystal -cup, by a single
terminal milled -head nut. The cup
base is a fixture in the panel, a
single screw in its base ensuring.
this ; and the stud on which the
terminal -head screws is also a
fixture, and provides the second'
electrical connection necessary. The
crystal is held simply in a cage
which screws easily over the fixed
cup -base. As a result of this
ingenious mechanism, the crystal
can be got at and removed in five
seconds by actual trial, although
it is thoroughly protected and
securely held. The broad ebonite
base of the top portion imparts
adequate steadiness to the whisker -
holder with the fixing nut only
lightly screwed up.

The whisker holder has -the usual
ball and socket universal joint, but
with adjustable spring pressure on

Lion with the

MODERN WrRELES
Tuning Methods.

The first consideration when design-
ing a new -set, whether it be a single
circuit crystal or a multi:valve " super -
net " is to select the right means of
tuning, because if the tuner is in-
efficient no care in the rest of the
set can compensate for it.

Tuning coils may be divided into
Slider and Tapped coils, variometers
and the - movable coils - which plug
into a coil holder of which there a -e
a multitude of types manufactured.
The first two types are very efficient
if wound for use on a definite wave
length, but their size on anything
but the shorter waves make them
impossible to incorporate in a set,
and if used over a .wide range th.,
" dead-end " effect causes serious
losses. Sliders almost always' cause
trouble from imperfect contact and
stud switches frequently . develop
similar faults. Added to this is the
serious difficulty :when building this
type of coil into a set of arranging
for an efficient and adjustable coupling
for the secondary and reaction coils.

Experience proves.that the plug-in
inductance -with' a two= or three-way
coil holder is the most convenient
to use and the most efficient if a
suitable form of coil and a properly
designed coil holder are used. The
ease with which one can change from
one wave length to another by simply
changing coils and the -exactness with
which one can arrange the secondary
and reaction circuits by plugging in
suitable coils give the maximum
results with a minimium of trouble.

No coil holders are better made
or mote efficient than those manu-
factured by the GOSWELL ENGIN-
EERING CO., LTD., who stock
over twenty different kinds to suit -

all tastes and pockets, their CAM -
OPERATED VERNIER COIL
HOLDER has a separate handle for
adjusting a particularly sensitive fine
tuning attachment.

.This coil holder used in conjunc-

Thisto Duplex
RADIO

Basket Coils, mounted on standard
plugs, will give you perfection in
tuning. All these coils and coil -
holders can be supplied fitted with a
patented Reaction Reverse Switch
which is a great, convenience and
say.s much complicated wring.
Advertisement of GOSWELL
ENGINEERING CO., LTD., 122,
Penbnville Road, Lon-
don, N.i.

fAtialati
Manufacturers of .2 RADIO e5

Coil Holders and Components. New
illustrated price list, free and post
free. If your dealer cannot supply
one, we send post free if you mention
his name and address.
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the joint, and has a small chuck
for the actual whisker. On trial,
it was found to Operate smoothlyand; :The base of the
inst'ru'ment- provides a drilling -
template _ for :the second hole
needed for fixing it on the panel.
The glass tube has an opaque back,
for better vision in the operation
of -§eiting the whisker. On test,
the ebonite passed a severe insula-
tion test.

We can strongly recommend this
ingenious and extremely practical
detector, which "should do a good
deal towards raising the standard
of crystal reception in many cases.

Crystal Detector
A type of vertical enclosed

crystal -detector which is provided
with a micrometer adjustment for
the cat's whisker is the No. 922
pattern supplied by Messrs. A. H.
Hunt, samples of which have been
submitted for test. This instrument
is mounted on a composition base
14 in. square, which carries two
miniature terminals and the crystal -
cup, the latter of small size and
provided with the usual three
small fixing -screws for the crystal.
The glass tube which encloses the
crystal is fixed down by means of

a metal frame screwed to the base :
this has to be unscrewed when a
crystal- is inserted- or Changed, an
operation which proved somewhat
troublesome on trial, and which
would present difficulty to many
users with the present design of
the detector. The usual ball and
socket joint on the top is adjustable
by a screwed, cap, and the cat's -
whisker holder has a longitudinal
adjustment by means of a fine -
thread screw working against a
spring. A second crystal cup
can replace the cat's -whisker for
certain crystal combinations. We
found the whisker supplied unduly
stiff and thick, without the fine
point which is generally called for.
The screw -adjustment feature, and
the operation of the cat's whisker:
in general, in searching for and
holding sensitive settings, proved
on trial to be quite satisfactory.

NOTE ON A " DOUBLE -CIRCUIT
NEUTRODYNE."

With reference to the grid -leak
connection at the point X in
the wiring diagram of the
above set, it is essential that the
clip should be severed when in
position as stated in the article.
On no account should the clip be'
removed to do so, as this will break
the internal connections and render
the condenser '-seless.

41.

[A Single Valve .7,":".

Set.

To the Editor of MODERN WIRELESS

SIR,-I constructedthe one -valve
set described- by Mr. Herbert K.
Simpson in :the June number of
MODERN: _WIRELESS and I am
writing to; tell you of the success I
have aohieVed with it. It was my
first valve set, but I experienced no
difficulty in making it. -.The first
time I tried it out it worked very
well and received J.B. (i.e., the
JohannesbUrg Broadcasting Sta-
tion) which works on a 45o metre
wavelength, with a number 5o coil
in aerial socket and a.75 in reaction
socket and using. parallel tuning.
This form of tuning gave the loudest
and clearest signals.

J.B. is -4o *nines away and only
uses Soo watts. power for trans-
mission. I use an Ediswan A.R.
.o6 valve, which works very well,

Congratulations on producing
two such fine papers as Wireless
Weekly and MODERN WIRELESS:.
Yours truly, R. L. SIMPSON.

Pretoria, S. Africa. .

SIZES.

;Coil
No.
25
35
50
75

100
150
200
250
300
400
500

Piice
4/3
4/3
4/3
4/6
Si
6 /-
7/-
7/6
8/-
9/-

10/ -

CHOOSE AND USE

Tangent" Tuning Coils
and ENSURE LOW SELF CAPACITY.

Ask

In order to
obtain satisfaction
you must have a
Tuning Coil that is 4'10

STRONG & YET HIGHLY EFFICIENT
In the " TANGENT " self -capacity has been reduced to
a minimum owing to the fact that the impregnated cord
not only passes between the layers and thus provides
air -spacing, but also firmly braces up the whole
coil so that no swathing or shellac is requited.

your Dealer-Take no substitute for "Tangent."

484

GENT ttcd!' Faraday Works, LEICESTER.
Estd.
1872.

Manufacturing Electrical Engineers.
LoNDON 25, Victoria St., &WA; NEwcasTLE/TYNE: Tangent House, I3lackett St.

" No sceend - rate
effects will satisfy
the intelligent pur-
chaser? for wham
TANGENT' fitments

are designed."

Complete set of 4 Concert
Coils (Nos. 25 to 75)-

16/- the set.
Complete Set of 11 Concert

Coils (Nos. 250 to 500)-
£3 7 0 the set.

848 -In' replying tu- Advertisers- Alease Order For*
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A.C. Model.
Output 5/10 amps. 9 volts. Complete with
Pole Indicating Ammeter and all connecting
loads and adapter - - - £6 6 0

D.C. Model.
Output 5 amps. 9 volts. Machine only
£5 12s. 6d. With Switchboard and
Pole Indicating Ammeter and Regulat-
ing Resistance as illustrated - £6 15 0

There is an "ELLA " Battery Charger for every supply voltage.
BATTERIES charged at home have much longer life and give better service than when charged outside.

" ELLA " Battery chargers save their cost many times over.

Send for descriptive leaflet. Trade Supplied.

LIONEL ROBINSON & CO.
'Phone : Holborn 6323 ( Two Lines).

3a, Staple Inn,
London, W.C.2.

a

A Set of Wireless Parts as a Present for Xmas
IS MOST ACCEPTABLE TO YOUNG & OLD.

Think of the- pleasure in making, followed by happy months of pride of accomplishment as
one's relative; and friends listen in with keen enjDyment! And that sense of boredom on
Winter evenings will be banished together with the "want to go somewhere" 'feeling.

RADIO " STOCKS " (B. HAINE, Proprietor) of LONDON

GUARANTEE EFFICIENCY and CERTAIN SATISFACTION
IF YOU BUY RADSTOCK COMPONENTS AND FOLLOW THE SIMPLE INSTRUCTIONS WITH EACH SET.

All Goods on 24 Hours' Approval to Post Customers. Money Refunded if not Satisfied.

CRYSTAL SETS .

ONE VALVE SETS ..
TWO
THREE

PP

IP

If

PP

FOUR PP

S.T. 100 (Tw3 Valve and Crystal Ref/ex)
Any Circuit quoted for.

N.B.-No. I Sets are with Best well.klowo Parts Ns. 2 Sets are with "Rethink " Goarante2s1 Parts.
partsII Nos. x or a are sold with cabinet and ebonite as "a comp ete set of parts," Marconi

Royalty of la/6 per V ilve must be added to above prices.

EVERYTHING FOR WIRELESS AT ROCK -BOTTOM PRICES.

No. 1. No. 2.

9 9
£1 10 9
£2 5 9
£3 8 9
£5 3 9
£1.16 9

7 6
£1 3 6
£1 17 6
£215 6
£3 15 6
£3 14 6

Cabinet aad
dolled Ebonite
Panels will be

supplied for
6 6
11 9
15 0
15 6

£1 2 6
£1 6 0

COMPLETE WITH WIRING DIA-
GRAM, FULL INSTRUCTIONS
AND ALL NECESSARY PARTS;
CABINETS OF BEST POLISHED
HEAVY OAK. BEAUTIFUL
JAPANESE CABINETS QUOTED
FOR; SEND SIZES REQUIRED.
(Phones, Batteries, Valves
and Coils extra-See Lists.)

SEND FOR FREE LISTS.
RADIO "STOCKS" (B. HAINE, Sole Proprietor),

RADIO HOUSE, NEWMAN STREET, LONDON, W.1
'PHONE : MUSEUM 3205.

In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed. 849
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-or your friends who are interested in
wireless nothing will give greater pleasure
and satisfaction than receiving just the set
or components desired. A seasonable and
reliable gift is assured provided M.H. pro-
ducts are chosen.

PLUG-IN TRANSFORMERS
A series of H.F. Plug-in Transformers in six ranges

of wavelength. They are made of our highly polished
non -loss ebonite. The windis gs ere carried in stag-
gered slots, well protected, ensuring low self capacity
and high efficiency.

Each and every transformer is te0cd to a standard
oscillation and any not coming within v cry narrow
limits are rejected. Teric ct matchir g is thus ensured.

PRICES (in cartons) each each
No. oo, 8o to t5d metres 10/- No. 2, 55o to moo metres 101-

0, 150 500 3, 1100  3000 10/--
300 600 10/-

co4,2500
,, 7000 o 10/-

Complete set Nos. O to 4, 55/-.
Any number of each transformer can be supplied
matched, at no extra cod, if specified when orelesing.

RE.VERS1NE COIL HOLDER
A beautifully made, perfect action coil holc'er.

It is made of polished ebonite with lacquered
brass mountings. The contacts with the
moving coil are by rubbing spring blushes.
terminals at one eud provide for the circuit

connections of both the fixed and movable coils. Standard -pligs and
sockets take the ordinary type duolateral coils.

This M.H. coil holder enables the ruining coil to he completely reversed
in both its physical and electrical relationship with the fixed coil. It is a
perf.- ct arionieter as well as a loose coupler end means of applying re -action.
If you need to reverse re -action these is no need to reveise the movement
of the moving coil.
PRICE (in carton) : a coil, 21/-; 3 coil, 39,'-.

RICH GRADE SETS AND GC,MPONENTS ARE WORLD
FAMOUS.

Our Standard rec.( lying apparatus is used in every quarter
of the globe, and our components are'in demand everywhere

We have sets and components for every requirement.
1

LM MIC
N CONJUNCTION W TH B .HESKETH LTD

Wireless Engineers, 179, Strand, London, W.C.2.
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"UTILITY "
VARIABLE

W.N. 124

PRICES
SQUARE LAW

OR
CRDINARY.

each
WM. 123 .COI 12/6
W31. '44 .00075 11/9
WM. 124 .0005 10/6
WM. 125 .0003 8/9
WM. 145 .0002 7/9
WM. 146 .000/ 7/6

Vcrnicr 2/6 extra.

Manufactured by

WILKINS & WRIGHT, LTD.,
Utility Works, Kenyon Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

CONDENSERS

HULLO !! C.Q., WILL DAY CALLING
VANDCO BASKET COILS (100 to 4,500 metres).
No. 31. Duplex wound, 25 gauge C.C.C. wire, sewn supports unwaxed, very

firm and strong, recognised as the Crest tyre coils yet made.
Enamelled.

Size 1. 2 in., approximately 150 to 300 metres se. each. Ne. 1. 4d.
2. 2i in., ,, 250 to 400 Ed. 2. 5d.
3. 2{ in.,
4. 3 in., 453 to 650 .': 8;d.

:53 to 550 70. 3. 6d.

5. 31 in., 600 to 750
700 to 1,000 1/2.6. 4 in.,

7. 41 in., 950 to 1,353  I4}
8. 5 in., 1,700 to 1,750
9. 5.1, in., 1,730 to 2,E60 ..

21.. fl-

4. 7d.
5. 8d.
6. 9d-
7. 10d.
8. 1/-
9. 1/2

10. 1/4
11. 1 /6
12. 1/8

each
If

Pt

The ne N " Dayzite " Varian:I Condensers fitted with Alu-
minium End Prates, and both sets of Vanes adjustable.
'001, 7/9 ea.; '0005, 5,8 ea.: .0003, 5 /1 ea. ; '0002, 4/7 ea. ;

Vernier, 3/11 ea. Postage 6d. each extra.
Do not fail to secure one of the new Climax Earth Tubes, 5; -

Write for new
Catalogue sent
Post Free on
mentioning this

Paper.
Postage and
Carriage on all
Goods extra.

MAKE NO MISTAKE IN YOUR SELECTION.
Do not keep wasting money on crystals of unknown
repute. GET A CRYSTAL THAT HAS STOOD THE

TEST OF TIME.

DAYZITE REGD.
As one delighted customer writes :-" Send another
Dayzite Crystal for my friend. It is as good as a
valve, and if the price was 5s. each it would be cheap."
Secure a Registered DAYZITE Crystal, sold only
boxed with silver Cat's -whisker, 2/6 each, postage
3d. extra. Makes excellent contact with Zincite for

a Perikon Detector.

WILL DAY, LTD.,
19, Lisle St., Leicester Square, London, W.C.2.

'Phone : Regent 4577. Telegrams : " Titles, Westrand. London."

Barclays 365

850 In relying to Advertisers, Tease use Order Form enclosed.
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ONE of the most peculiar forms
of interference which can
be experienced in the use

of a wireless receiver is that arising
from trains travelling along a rail-
way line. Fortunately, the major-
ity of wireless experimenters live
too far away from our railways to
be within range of this kind of
interference. When, however, an
aerial is erected near to a railway
line, it is possible for interference
from trains to be a decided nuis-
ance, especially if the aerial wires
run parallel to the railway lines.

A case of interference from rail-
way trains has recently come under
the writer's notice, and a number
of careful observations made at
different times are worthy of
consideration and comparison with
similar observations. The re-
ceiver used was one of a well-known
type of two -valve set. The aerial
was of the twin -wire variety, the
wires being suspended at the open
end from a mast and at the down -
lead end from a Chimney on a house.
The aerial wires were placed parallel
to the railway lines, the possibility
of interference from trains having
been overlooked. An earth con-
nection to a mass of buried metal
was made. Fig. 1 is a sketch
showing the position of the aerial
with respect to the railway lines.

Noises due to interference from
trains may be of at least two kinds.
There may be a series of distinct
"knocks " occurring at regular
or irregular intervals or there may

FENCE

AERIAL

OP LAT

Darr' lbw

WALL

Fig. 1.-- Severe interference
was experienced with this
aerial arrangement.

MODERN WIRELESS

nterference from Trains
By E. H. CHAPMAN, M.A., D.Sc.

Stag Editor.

An Miele of interest to those living near, Railway Lines

be a 'Very pronounced and con-
thrmous scratching noise. From
'the observations made in the case
under consideration, it would
appear that atmospheric conditions
must have something to do with
the intensity of the noises heard,
since on some evenings the noises

AERIAL

Fig. 2.-In this position inter-
ference was reduced.

were most.pronouneed, whereas on
other evenings the noises were
hardly audible.

The following table is a specimen

of the observe.tions recorded on an
evening when the interference Was
at its worst.

On the two follbWing evenings
the noises were nothing like so
noticeable.. On  the third evening
following that for 'which the table
is given, a paSsenger train travel-
ling on the up line caused slight

 knocking noises as the train ap-
proached, and as it passed the aerial
there was a loud click in the
telephones, and this loud click was
followed by a most peculiar scratch-
ing noise, which persisted f9r some
seconds as the train receded in the
distance.

It is, of .course, highly probable
that a train made up of carriages
fitted with dynamos which revolve
when the train is travelling may
cause interference in a wireless
receiver, but it is a little difficult
to explain how a goods train can
cause such interference.

The interference from trains in
the ease under consideration was
'noticeably reduced by moving the
aerial so that the wires were at right
angles to the railway lines. (See
Fig. 2.)

Time
p.m. Train.

Passenger.4.30

4.45
4.50
4.57
7.7
8.2o

9.4

Pt

PI

Goods.

INTERFERENCE FROM TRAINS.
Line. Observations.
Up. Knocking noises at regular intervals as

train approached. Slight scratching
noises as -train receded.

Down. Loud knocking noises.
Knocking noises.

Up.

Passenger,
going slowly Down. No effect.

Passenger,
going quickly. " Slight knocking.

9.11 Passenger. ,, Knocking noises.
9.16 21 Up. Slight knocking noises.
9.42 Passenger,

going quickly. JP Distinct hard knocking.
9.48 Passenger. Down. Slow and distinct knocking noises.
io.o ,, Rapid ft t, ,,
10.5

"
Slow 2122 "

1[0.8 2/ Up. Irregular knocking noises.
10.50 Goods. Noises only just audible.

Indistinct noises.

851
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0The Advantages and Disadvantages of Plug -In Coils 0
0

0
4.

...,.,An article of particular interest to the amateur which may prove helm= 4.
0 ful to those undecided as to what coil to use.

0,c0000 -:.000.7,..4.0000000-:-000000000-:.0.:000400000000000000000 0
pLUG-IN coils have come into

extensive use,' - -probably
because, a`s far" as a certain

class of wireless amateur is con-
cerned, their advantages greatly..
outnumber their disadvantages.
The latter are;- Cif 'course, less

 obvious, but will beinclicated briefly
here, together with the former.

. The. _main advantages of. such
coils lie in their compactness, their
general all-round efficiency, the
fad that they are (with one or
two exceptions) a standardised
commercial product of fairly reasOn-
able price, thus allowing easy inter-
change, and also that a wide
range of wavelengths may. readily
be covered with the same receiver,
provided a sufficient number of
coils is available. A very
important consideration is that
harmful dead-end effects are
completely obviated. -

Against these undoubted advan-

tages must be weighed the following
disadvantages :--

It is not easy in every case to
provide, by: any combinatiOn or
arrangement of plug-in coils, for
such tuning arrangements as those
due to Reinartz, with their many
modifications ; also for short wave
work, bringing out two leads so
close together is a disadvantage.

On such short waves a much
thicker gauge of wire is in many
cases advisable, the turns being
well spaced to minimise dielectric
losses and reduce self -capacity,
and a smaller area of support for
the wire. is desirable for the same
reasons. The usual type of plug-in
coil does not always comply with
this specification, for the dielectric
losses and self -capacity may be
relatively high. For short wave
work, therefore, it is sometimes
advisable to construct coils em-
bodying the above points.

It has been observed that
receiving sets incorporating coils
of special design, which must neces-
sarily be made by the constructor
himself, do not find great favour
among our readers. Here it must
be pointed out that the object of
incorporating a coil of special
design is simply to obtain greaTter
efficiency. It is not known whether
the apathetic attitude is due to
lack of confidence on the part of
the constructor in his ability to
obtain good results with such coils
constructed by himself, or not;
but it is hoped that this attitude
will not continue, for it is detri-
mental to the progress of the
science of wireless. The wrfter
has constructed many such sets of
special design, and has, in fact,
practically abandoned the use 6!
the ordinary type of plug-in coil
in favour of the former for nearly
all purposes.

The capacious engine hall at the Nauen Station, showing the generatorsc

S52
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The real
Slow Motion'Ike

ilet that elusive
Will pick up
Condensers.
device for

MICRO distant sta-
tion. If you

ADJUSTER can't get It
with a
Fynetune '

-g 1,3 it uP.
Over 1,500 sold in

. 2 days atVilite City
/FAWN post free 2/6

" Radiohra " Bus Bar, Flush Panel Valve
and Coil Sockets, Ribbon Aerial, Parts
supplied for all W.W. and M.W. sets.
Send for particulars.

sparks Radio Supplies 43, Gt. Portland St.,
London,W.I.

REPAIRS
TO HEADPHONES
TO LOUD SPEAKERS

4t....IP"'L TO COILS

Rewound to any Resistance and
made equal to new. Price
quoted on receipt of instruments.

Prem:at Dzilivz.ry.

THE VAIILEY MAGNET CO.
(Dept. M), WOOLWICH, S.E.18

Established 26 years.
'Phone : Woolwich 888,

sVO
toli1

FOR SECURING
YOUR AERIALS
and a thousand pur-
poses where great
strength and strain
is needed. FLEXIBLE

STEEL WIRE ROPE, Aeroplane Cable made to
Government specification to specified breaking
strains. PRICES BELOW COST. Orders of
10/- and over carriage paid, otherwise, please
and 1/- tor postage.
No. Dia. Strain. Ion ft.

I /16 .. 5 cwt. .. .. 4/6
gr .. 5;32 .. 25 Mt. . . . . 10 /-
52 .. 3 '16 35 cwt. .. 11 /-
53 .. /32 .. 45 cwt. 12/-

5 . 1 / 4 .. 7o cwt. 14/-
7 .. 11 /32 .. I00 20/ -

Strainers for use with above, right and left-
hand threads gel. each or 8/6 per dozen.
SMITH & ELLIS, Ltd. (Dept. 85), 11, Little
Britain, E.C.1. Tel.: City ii991.

PANELITE. Will Withstand g,Ooo Volts.
Black Finish. WILL .NOT_FRACTURg.
6in.by 6 in.by 3/16in., 1 /-; 7 in. by 5 in., 1 /1 ;
8in. by g in:, 1 /2 ; 9 in. by 5 in., 1 t4;  9 in. by
6in., 1/6; loin. by in:, 2/2r rain. by to in.,
2j9 ; rq.in. by I2 in., 4/6 post paid: Other
sizes and thickneSs, pro rata. - " -

CROIX L.F. SHROUDED TRANSFORMERS. -  -
Ratios 4 to -1 - and 5 to 1, 50,000 already in use. -

New improVed, 9/8 ; Super Model, llor post
paid. Send for-- price list of H.T. Batteries,
Headphones, Valves ,- etc.-RADIO PANEL -CO.,
Dept. " M," 143, Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

AETV AL SATISFACTION !

Use clear reception `.`Radi0 wire " for your
aerial, and lead direct to set. Easily fixed,
requires no insulators. Only 1 78 for 100 ft.
with instructions! I Useful for earthing
and 'phone extensions and is waterproof
insulated. From your dealer, or post
free from-
DAVID GREEN & SON, 657, Department

LYTHAM.

WHY PUT A GOOD SET in a SOAP. BOX ?
Your New Receiv r will be worthy of a

well -made and nicely -finished Cabinet
We can make it for you-cheaply and

promptly. TRY US. Quotations per return
for any cabinet described in this. ournal, or
to your own special design. Write now.
BAKER & RUSSELL, 91, Gibraltar Walk,

Bethnal Green, E.

T
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UMMUXEC
: MINOR

" An infinite capacity for taking pains " is still our motto
and never was it better illustrated than in the TrueMusiC
Minor.

This wonderful little instrument gives ample volume and
perfect articulation for all purposes. Its- sensitiveness can
be judged from the fact that excellent results have been
obtained 6 miles from 2L0 on a crystal set.
No illustration can do justice to its appearance. The whole
of the outside-horn and base-is finished in nigger brown,
and the inside of the horn (which is of copper) is sand-
blasted. The wonderfully rich and warm effect of the
brown and copper must be seen to be appreciated.
The TrueMusiC Minor is the Loud Speaker for every
home.

-You can get yours from the nearest dealer. If you have
any difficulty write to us direct.

LOUD SPEAKERS.
TrueMusiC Minor '
TrueMusiC Junior
TrueMusiC Standard ..
TrueMusiC Concert- Grand ..
T.M.C. Clear as Crystal HeadphonesT

The Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

.. 21 /-

.. £2 10 0

.. 0 0

.. £6 10 0

. . 2 6

Hollingsworth Works, West Dulwich, S E.21.
E.P.S. 205.

In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed. 853
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-ANTI-CAPACITY SWITCH-
We have pleasure in presenting another
first-class speciality, which is the outcome
of the famous BRETWOOD ANTI -CAPA-
CITY VALVE HOLDER, which has gained
such popularity among the wireless public
on account of its scientific design and
smart appearance. The Bretwood Switch
is constructed on similar lines, and we
claim that it is, like the Valve Holder,
absolutely free from capacity effects,
and we feel confident that this component
will meet with the most exacting require-
ments of the present-day experimenter.
One of the principal features of the
Bretwood Sw itch is its beautifully smooth

action, made possible by the spring loaded balls, and the wiping or
rolling motion of the Phosphor -Bronze balls always ensures clean and
perfect electrical contact.
Features.-I. Absolute freedom from capacity. 2. Perfect
contact. 3. Sweet and smooth action. 4. Practically
no wear -and -tear. 5. First-class finish and neat in appear-
ance. 6. Easy to fix (one -bole fixing). 7. Very easy to
make wire connections. 8. Like our other components, it
is fully guaranteed. 9. For value offered the price
is moderate.

Price
5/.
postage

3d.

.1,

Patent Pendin
Price

31 -
Postage 3d.

It's the LEAK that
Counts

The Bretwood Grid Leak
(Guaranteed) tunes a
carrier wave from the
silent point up. The

Bretwocd is recognised by highest experts and experi-
menters as the only variable and reliable Grid Leak.

THE BRETWOOD PATENT VALVE HOLDER
Eliminate poor reception by adopting this scientifically designed
Valve Holder, and obtain too per cent. efficiency. Easy to fix. No
capacity. No leakage. Always perfect contact. No soldering. Can
be mounted on front or back of panel. Price 1 /9. Postage 3d.

RADIO IMPROVEMENTS, LTD
12-18, London Mews.

.9 Maple St., London, W,
ALL BRETWOOD SPECIALITIES ARE OBTAIN-

ABLE FROM MOST WIRELESS DEALERS. --
ammommereoh

FAT THE NEW
PACION

VAILIVIE

B.irclays 347.

AND SIMPLIFY RECEPTION.
Here's an economical bright -emitter general-purpose valve with
amplification factor of 9. Filament 3.5 to a volt .48 amp. Anode
3o to 9o. Use it in any part of your set. Let us send you free and

post free the curve for this valve. Just a p.c. will do.

ADIONS LTD., BOLLINGTON, NR. MACOLESFIEL D

From Dealers 10/® or Direct

December, 1924

" BIG -BEN " LONG RANGE

ONE -VALVE SET

- -

COMPLETE AS SUPPLIED.
This Set will work a Loud -Speaker 10 miles from the Broadeastiag Station and has
at least a 53 miles range with 'phones.
Supplied complete with B.T.H. Valve (25 /--), r pair 'Phones, High and Low Tension
Batteries, with Marconi Tax paid. Retail Price ST 12s. Si
Arrange a demonstration at your local Dealer's. If ke cannot supply, instruct him to
write to us or write direct to:-

STOCKALL, MARPLES &CO. (1912) Ltd.
6/10, CLERICENWELL ROAD, E.C.1.

Telephone: Clerkenwell 6645 iek Telegrams: Stochalls, Smiths, Loudon.

WHOLESALE ONLY.
WIRELESS DE 1LERS-Our new
120 page illustrated list of Radio
Parts now ready, showing Trade
and Retail Prices. It is yours for

the asking.

atched7One
Large Stocks of Brandes Phones.

Radio Headphones Large Stocks of Igranic Coils,

AUTHORISED FACTORS OF
ALL NA.R.M. SPECIALITIES

Complete Sets, Accessories and Component Parts.
We were one of the very-first Wholesale Factors of "Wireless,"
and car, y the largest stocks of Radio goods in the British Empire

THE LARGEST TRADE RADIO LIST EVER ISSUED.

STAGGERING PRICES. HUGE STOCKS.
Get To Know Us-It Will. Pay You.

Ask for our "CAPITOL" SPEAKER
(Retail Price £1 : 11 : 6)

Buy from an Established House.
IMPORTANT-Trade only Supplied.

HOBDAY BROS., LTD.
(Dept. D),

21, 23, 25 & 27, Gt. Eastern Street,
LONDON, E.C.2.

'Phone: Clerkenwell 2800 (6 lines). " Capi!ol" Speaker

6'54 In replying to Advertisers, Please use Order Form enclosed.
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0 Electrostatic
0Reaction *

2. An Explanation '?....

`,3 By D. J. S. I-IARTT.,*
B.Sc. 4" E

.....,. 46

(;ELECTROSTATIC reaction is
less frequently used by wire-
less amateurs than the more

usual type of reaction achieved by
the use of ordinary inductive
coupling, 'the reason probably beine,
that- the former is - very little
understood. It is hoped, there-

' fore, that this short article will
assist in clearing Up any doubts
that may exist:

Magnetic reaction
Let us take the simple case of a

single valve receiver with reaction
cn to the aerial, and show the two
methods.

Fig. 1.-Reaction is obtained by coupling L2 to L,

when L2 is correctly connected it
increases the potential variations
across the grid -filament circuit.
This results in a corresponding
increase in anode current, which,
passing through the telephones T,
gives greater signal strength.

Electrostatic reaction
Coniparing- this with the second

case of electrostatic reaction, we
find a similar state of affairs. The
radio -frequency oscillations in the
aerial circuit L1C, cause varying
potential differences to be applied
across  the grid -filament circuit of
the valve V. Due to valve -action,

Fig. 2.-The reaction condenser C, gives smooth control.
Fig. r shows the usual arrange-

ment, whereby magnetic reaction
is introduced by coupling a coil
in the anode circuit to the aerial
or grid coil. Fig. 2 shows how
electrostatic reaction may be pro-
vided, the coupling between anode
and aerial or grid circuits being
obtained by connecting a small
variable condenser directly between
the aerial and the plate of the valve.

A Comparison

In the former case the incoming
radio -frequency oscillations set up
varying potential differences across
the grid -filament circuit of the
valve which, by the action of the
valve, cause corresponding audio -
frequency currents in the anode
Circuit These pass through the
anode coil L2, and since a magnetic
coupling exists between L2 and the
aerial coil L1, a transfer of energy
from the plate circuit into the
aerial circuit takes place. Thus

corresponding - audio - frequency
currents appear in the anode circuit,
the energy transference from
anode to aerial- or grid circuits
taking place via the condenser
C, An important point, how-
ever, arises here. It will be
observed that in Fig. r. the tele-
phones are shown shunted by a
fixed condenser, C,, while in Fig. 2,

this condenser is omitted, the
reason being that in the . seconi
case (electrostatic reaction) a radio -
frequency choke must be provided
in the anode circuit, otherwise the
H.F. oscillations in the aerial will
have a direct path through the
telephones T and the H.T. battery
circuit to earth. Normally, on
broadcast and higher wavelengths,
high resistance telephones will
function as an efficient radio -
frequency choke, but on the shorter
waves it is necessary to include a
-choke consisting, say, of a 200-300
turn, low self -capacity coil, L,
between the telepliones and the
anode of the valve V, as showif
Fig. 3.

Double reaction
This will provide an effective

block to H.F. oscillations while
not preventing the passage of
audio -frequency' currents through
the telephones.

On practical trial it will be found
that the electrostatic method pro-
vides a smooth and easy control
of reaction with an even build-up
of signal strength by simply varying
the capacity of C,. It is usual in
receivers employing more than one
valve to arrange the anode -aerial
capacitative coupling between the
anode of the detector valve and
the aerial ; some experimenters,
however, have introduced double
reaction by effecting a similar
coupling between the aerial circuit
and the anode of a low -frequency
amplifying valve.

Fig. 3.-How to conruai a choke when using capacity
rear' on on short waves.
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:"The Fascination of Short Wave Reception
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IT is forecasted by. many pro-

minent radio experts that
very short waves may in

time supersede long waves
for both short and long range
work. Only a little while ago
long wavelengths were considered
essential to transmit over great
distances, but recent .developments
have shown that ultra -short waves
have remarkable penetrative
powers. But, as many readers
well know, reception is much
more difficult on these low wave-
lengths, and much attention is
now being given to the efficient
reception of waves below ioo
metres, necessitating a certain
amount of modification of
existing apparatus.

In the issue of Wireless Weekly
dated October 22 there commenced
an extremely interesting series of
articles on " Supersonic Hetero-
dyne Reception " by John Scott -
Taggart, F. Inst.P. , A.M. LE, E. No
one who is anxious to learn the
principles of this fascinating method

of short wave reception, whicti
is now so popular. across the
Atlantic, can afford to miss these
lucid articles, which are the first
in this country which tackle the
subject in detail.

Apart from this series, several
articles of outstanding interest
have appeared in recent- numbers
of Wireless Weekly. In the
issue for October 29 Mr: A.- D.
Cowper contributes an article on

Neutral Grid Coupling," an
interesting method of obtaining
stability in high -frequency _ampli-
fiers, of which original method
he is :the author. A wavemeter
for amateur transmitters was
described by Mr. Percy W. -Harris,
-and under the title of " Some
-Record-breaking Achievements "
the wonderful two-way wireless
communication accomplished be-
tween this country and New
Zealand is detailed.

The issue for November 5 was
the second of our special numbers,
containing twelve pages of superb

photogravure reproduction, the first
having been published on Octo-
ber 22. Mr. A. D. Cowper writes
on " Long -Distance Reception with
the Neutral Grid ' Method of H.F.
Coupling " ; while Mr. R. W.
Hallows contributes an article of
universal interest entitled " Your
Accumulator --How It Works." A
two -valve and crystal receiver em-
ploying the S.T. 152 circuit is
described, a special feature of this set
being its immunity from A.0 .hum.

In the November 12 issue is an
article on the " Super-Autodyne,"
which describes a new method of
obtaining extreme selectivity with
minimum equipment. The popular
combination of valves employed as
H.F. amplifier, detector, and L.F.
amplifier has been adopted by
Stanley G. Rattee in his description
of " A Transformer Coupled Three -
Valve Receiver." Fla+ -dwellers
and experimenters are, well catered
for by Mr. R. W. Hallows in an
article describing a " Novel Frame
Aerial."

Equal In Meritorious
Performance

Patents Anii_led for.

TYPE A (above panel).
This model appeals to those who
prefer above -panel mounting.
Be sure you get the H.T.C. by
looking for the template: it is
your guarantee.

TYPE C (ric!.9w-ganel).
The special advantage Gr ii,S type
is the method of mounters-
below panel.
This model is the particular
object of imitation. Constructors
are advised to be certain that they
buy the H.T.C.-look for the
template.

H. T. C. Products are designed and manufactured
with 25 years' experience OA Electrical Instrument
Design and Manufacture. The Electrical performance
-of our productions is unrivalled.

LOW CAPACITY VALVE HOLDERS
High technical opinion
on the H.T.C. principle

Mr. John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst. :-" The widely -spaced
contacts on certain types of special valve holders are particularly
suitable for high -frequency work. The ordinary arrangement where
the socket pins are very close together, the nuts and washers being
frequently only a matter of x i6th inch apart, is entirely unsuitable
for high -frequency, OR, IN FACT, FOR ANY OMER WORK."

Type A (above panel) Template Supplied 1,9.
Type C (below panel) Template Supplied 1 6

inskit upon the original and genuine Lew Capacity Valve -Holder.

r

LENGTH  EU'
Heierrr . 2;,4

L

An excellent rausformer at a very
moderate price. A gift of a ten shilling
note is really made with this instrument
as you need not pay more than the cost
of an H.T.C. if you wantirerfect reception.

Price 15 -

11; A Fixed Detector-NEW and RELIABLE
This Detector was primarily designed to simplify our experiments when
using our L.F. Transformers on the famous S.T.roo. These detectors
are in use on our own test sets with good results, and, our confidence
and experience is now passed on to users of crystal detectors. In our
experience the H.T.C. is the must stable crystal detector yet made. One
model has been repeatedly dropped on a floor from a height of gt. and
has not suffered deterioration in any way. H.T.C. Detector, 3/6
Complete with Ebonite Base clips and terminals, 4/6. Postage ad.

Do not be misled into huyinz products
tich are not H.T.C. If your dealer

canzl-li !imply send direct.

IF YOUR LOCAL DEALER CANNOT SUPPLY, WRITE DIRECT TO:

H.T.C. ELECTRICAL CO., LTD.
2 and 2a, BOUNDARIES ROAD, BALHAM, S.W.12.
Trade Enquiries Invited. TELEPHONE : Battersea 374

Barclays 3354

856 In replying to Advertisers, Pease use Order Form enclosed.
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TO THE TRADE:
Are you stocking Radion
Panels and Dials? Full
details of our propo-
sition sent by return
on request.

Radion
F,VERY Wireless Magazine of note is

emphasising the necessity of using
only the very finest grades of ebonite

guaranteed free from surface leakage. Writing
in Wireless Weekly (dated November 12th),

...

Mr. Percy Harris stresses the
point that the average man can-
not tell the difference between
good ebonite and inferior ebonite
by merely looking at it. The
acid test is to use it -but no one
wants to spend time and money
on building a Set only to find
that it won't work.

The safe way, therefore, is to he
:.ure to choose an ebonite that is
fully guaranteed in every respect
and backed by a manufacturer
whose name is well known.

PRICES OF RADION PANELS.
Mahog.

Size Black. auite.
Gin. by 7in. .. 3/6 .. 4;3
6/n. by 101in. .. 5/3 .. 6/6
Gin. by 14in. ..
bin. by 21in. .. 1 0 /6 .. 125
71n. by Din. ..
7in. by 10/n. 5/9 7/3
7in. by 12in. .. 7/- 8/6
7in. by 141n. .. 8/- 10/3
7in. by 18 n. 10/6 12/9
7in. by 21/n. .. 12/3 16 / -
7in. by 14/n. .. 14 /- 17/3
7in. by 26in. .. 15/- 18/6
7in. by 30in. .. 17/9 21/6
7in. by 481n. .. 28/- 34/6
8in. by 26in. 17/6 21/3
91n. by 14in. 10/6 12/9
10in. by 12,n. .. 10 /- 12 /-
121n. by 141n. .. 13 /3 16 /-
12/n. by 21in. ... 19 /9 24 /3
14in. by 18in. .. 19/9 24/3
23in. by 211n. .. 39 /6 48/ -

Every panel 3-16 in. thick -abso-
lutely sufficient owing to the ill,

rnense strength of Ruction. -

Radion, for example, is made in the largest
factory in the world devoted to the manu-
facture of ebonite. Radion is more than

Radion is manuta,..
lured by American
Hard Rubber Co.,
(Britain), Ltd., 13a,
Fore Street, E.C.z.

Panels
ebonite, for its manufacturers found that ordi-
nary ebonite was not sufficiently free from

leakage for wireless use. Its beautiful polished
surface - either in black or mahoganite-.-
need not be removed before use. Not only

will it convey a most distinctive
appearance to any Receiver, but
it is absolutely dust and moisture
proof.

Radion is sold by all Dealers in
21 different sizes - each panel
being given perfectly square edges
and packed in a stout manila

1 envelope. Dials and knobs to
match can also be obtained.
Its cost is so little -if any -above
ordinary ebonite that it would be
sheer folly to build up an expen-
sive Receiver only to find after -

annoying delays that the fault lieS in the
c.nel. Get Radion, therefore, and know
that yours is the best panel money can buy.

Use Radion-your Set will look better and work better
Gilbert Ad. 1770.

In replyinR. to Advertisers, Please use Order Form enclosed. 857
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HULLO EVERYBODY!!-
Post Orders accepted for

ALL VALVES ON
POST SENT AT
PURCHASER'S RISK.

VALVES
THORPE K4 17/6

5 PIN
PHILLIPS 4 ELEC-
TRODE - 12'6
(Both for UNIDYNE)

Bright Emitter
12/6 each.

B.T.H. .. R. Type
Ediswan .. A.R.
Marconi-Osram

R or R 5 V 
Mullard-Ora
Cossor .. P.1
Cossor .. P.2
Myers -Universal
Mallard B.F. (Red Ring)
?dullard L.F.(GreenFline,)

Dull Emitter
21:- each Type

B.T.H. B.3
Ediswan A.R.D.E.
Marconi-Osram D.E.R.

25,- each Tvlic
B.T.H. .. B.5
Ediswan ..A.R.0.6
Marconi-Osram D.E.3
Mallard ..D.F.Ora
DULL EMITTER POWER VALVES
For use with A.R.D.E.

and D.E.R. Valves.
Marconi-Osram, Type

D.E.6, 2-2'5 volt, '25
amps. 25/ -
DULL EMITT, R POWER VALVES
For use with 06 Valves.
B.T.H. Type B.6 35/-
Marconi-

Osram  D.E.4 30,1 -
Mallard  D.F.A.2 30' -
DULL EMITTER POWER VALVES
For use with Bright

Emitters.
B.T.H. .. B.4 35f-
Marconi-

Osram.. D.E.5 35/ -
Mallard ..D.F.A.1 35'-
'06 French Metal 17 6
'06 Dutch . 12.6
Phillips '04 Type 17 6

HEADPHONES
We can recommend
these as being excellent
Headphones, with a
great reputation for
telephone designs be-
hind them. British
Thomson -Houston,Sterling, Brown's
Featherweight, Geco-
phone, 4000 ohms re-
sistance, each £1 5 0
British Ericsson, 4000

ohms resistance, each
21 6 6

G.R.C., 4000 ohms re-
sistance, each £1 0 0

B.T.H., 4000 ohms re-
sistance, each £1 5 0

Brandes Matched Tone,
4000 ohms resist-
ance, each 21 5 0

Brown Type A, 4000
ohms resistance, each
23 2 0

Sterling, 4000 ohms re-
sistance, each £1 5 0

Gecophone, 4000 ohms
resistance, each
£1 5 0

despatch in strict rotation. Not possible to execute otherwise. Extra Post must be sent with Foreign Orders. All previous lists cancelled.

ALL GOODS
L.F. TRANSFORMERS
Eureka Concert Grand

This is a really high
grade transformer for
Inter -valve use. We can
thoroughly recommend
its use where first class
results are required. It
increases power and the
purity of signals. Made
in two sizes but only one
quality.
" Concert Grand "

Model .. £1 10/ -
No. 2 (Second

Stage) .. £1 2'8
R.I. 5-1 Ratio .. 251 -
Ironic, 5-1 Ratio 21! -
The Ferranti, 4-1

Ratio .. 17/6
The Sit vertown,

5-1 Ratio .. 21/ -
The G.R.C. 5-1

Ratio .. 15,' -
The G.R.C. 10-1

Ratio .. 20/ -
Marconi Ideal

Power .. 351-
Burndept L.F. 5-1

Ratio .. 25/-
Lissen T. 1 L.F. 30/-

T. 2 L.F. 25/-
., T. 3 L.F. .. la, 6

Success, 5-1 Ratio 11),' -
Ditto, Super .. 21' -
Ormond .. 14,11

LOUD SPEAKERS
BABY MODELS

Sterling, 4000
ohms .. £2 15/ -

Sterling Dinkie 1 10/ -
Brown's 2000 ohms

2 8!-
Amplion Junior 1 7 6
Dragon Fly.. 25/ -

PARTS FOR
2VALVE  UNWIRE "

RECEIVING SETS.
The 4 -Electrode Valve

Thorpe K4 each 17'6
6 Terminals fur 10d.
2 Microstat Filament

Resistances each 2/9
1 Variable Grid Leak 216
1 Single -Pole Double -
Throw Switch 1/9 or 2/-

1 '0005 Variable Con-
denser,with Vernier 7/3

1 Cam Vernier 2 -way
Coil Holder . 9/ -

Panel, 5i in. by 1) in.
by in., drilled to
hold 2 5 -Pin Valve
Holders for 2/-

2 5 -Pin Valve Holders
each 1/6

1 Fixed Condenser,
'001 .. 1/2, 2/2, 3/-

1 Fixed Condenser,
'0002 .. 1!2. 2 2, 3/-

1 Shrouded L. F.
Transformer G.R.C.
10-1 20;-

8 yds. No. 18 Gauge
Tinned Copper Wire 112

Necessary Screws, Nuts,
and Washers, Free if
above lot purchased.

Post Extra.

BRUNET (genuine)
4110 ohm Double 16/6
4000 ohm Single 8/11
2000 ohm Single 7,6

Post Free.

ON THIS PAGE ARE SENT BY POST
ENERGO

H.F. Plug-in Trans- COIL HOLDERS
formers.

No. 1. 150-450 .. 3 6
No. 2. 250-700 .. 3 11
No. 3. 450-1200 4 3
No. 4. 900-2000 4 6
No. 5. 1600-3000 4 9
No. 6. 2200-5000 4 11

FILAMENT RHEOSTATS

Wire Wound Type.
Rotary Action.

IGRANIC
The " different " fila-
ment resistance with
stationary contact arm,
extremely silent in op-
eration, the plain type
is recommended for
amplifying valves. For
the rectifier use the
Vernier adjustment.

IGRANIC ohms each
Plain Type ..9 & 7 4/6
With Vernier Ad-

justment.. 4 7/ -
Plain Type .. 30 7/ -
The Raymond 6 1/8
The Ormond .. 2/ -
The T.C.B. Type,

B . .. 13 4/-
The T.C.B. Type,

D .. 30 4/ -
The Burndept,

Dual, 222 5 & 30 7/6
Microstat .. 2/9
Lissenstat, Minor 3/6
Lissenstat . 7/8
Lissenstat, *Uni-

versal 10/6
Lissen Auxiliary

Resistance . . 1/3

SHIPTON'S
30 ohms .. 3 -
60 ohms .. .. 3 -
600 ohms Poten-

tiometer .. 4 6
Highly recommended.

T.C.B.
6.13, 30 ohms .. 4]-
300 ohms Potentio-

meter .. 5/ -
Highly recommended

IGRANIC COILS
ems: 25, 5/-; 35, 5!-- ;

50, 5/2 ; 75, 5/6 ; 109,
7/- 150, 7/10 ; 200,
8/8 250, 9/-

'
303.

9/5 400, 10/3; 500.
10/6

DUBILIER.Post2d.
.001, .002, .003, .004,
.005, .006, Fixed -3/-
.0001, .0012, .0003,

.0004, 0005....
Type 577, .01 .. 7/6
Grid Leaks each.. 2/8
Anode Resistance

50,000, 70,000, .
80,000, 100,(100,on
stand complete 5.'6

EBONITE

Polar 2 -way, with
Vernier .. 11/ -

Polar 3 -way, with
Vernier .. 17/ -

Polar -Junior, 2 -
way Cam Vernier 6/ -

Polar Junior, 3 -
way Cam Vernier 9/6

Polar Universal
2 -way 10/6

Goswell 2 -way coil
holder .. 5/6

Gs/swell 2 -way Ver-
nier Coil Holder 9/-

Goewell 3 -way Coil
Holder 7/6

Goswell 2 -way Panel
Mounting ..

Goswell 3-wayl'anel
Mounting .. 5/ -

Franco Cam Ver-
nier 2 -way .. 12/6

Goswell 3 -way Cam
Vernier .. 12/6

BASKET COIL HOLDERS

No. 1 ..2 for 2/ -
No. 2 .. .. 2 for 2/6

(both with plug)
Coil Stand 2 -way

for Basket Coils 5,6
Universal 2 -way

for Basket Coils 5'11

'BABY' COIL STANDS
2 -way on base .. 3/-
3 -way on base .. 4;9

(brass fittings)
2 -way ex handles 4/6
3 -way do. 5/6

(nickel fittings)
2 -way Cam Vernier

high class .. 5,'9
Several high-grade

patterns.
2 -way at 5/- 5/6
3 -way .. at 6/11 7,6

POLAR CONDENSERS

(Variable.) For Panel
Mounting only.

A new form of Variable
Condenser, constructed
with a di -electric of air
and high-grade mica,
reducing losses to a
minimum. Tested for
insulation on 1000 volts
potential. Adaptable
to any type of Panel.

Each
001 raft 10/6

0005 10/6
.0003 10/8
00025 10/6

'Sterling' Square Law

Variable Condensers
A new type of superior
quality, distinctive de-
sign of moving plates,
with Vernier Adjust-
ment. The auxiliary
knob controls the Ver-
nier.

Each
.00 .. £1 10/8
0005 £1 5,1
00025 .. 3/ -

(See
notice).

ACCUMULATORS
MADE BY WELL-

KNOWN FIRM FOR
ME.

POST PRICES.
2 v. 40 amps. .. 10 8
4 v. 40 sines. .. 1716
4 v. 60 amps. .. 20/6
4 v. 80 amps. .. 24!6
6 v. 60 amps. .. 29/-
6 v. 80 amps. .. 34'6
6 v. 105 amps... 40,6

EDISON BELL.
0001 to 0005

Fixed 1/3

001
.902 to -006 ..

1/
2/-

3
-0003 with Grid

Leak .. 2/6
Variometer .. 10, -
Twin Detector .. 5.6

BEET WOOD
(New Model)

Var. Grid Leak.. 3/ -
Anode Resistance 3' -

Genuine
DR. NESPER

HEADPHONES
Adjustable diaphragm,
detachable receivers,
double leather -covered
head -springs, long
flexible cords, nickel
plated parts. Very
comfortable fitting to
the head. LC OK FOR
THE TRADE MARK.
4,000 ohms .. 12 11

Post 6d. pair.
I1Ic1111CHAEL'S H.F.
TRANSFORMERS

150- 300 inf.
300- 600 WI

1,100-2,000 EACH
(Manufacturer's ad-

vance.)
100,000 ohms

Fixed .. 2/6
2 meg. Leak .. 2/6

Both with clips.

WATMEL
Var. Grid Leak.. 2/6
Anode Resistance 3,6

NOTE !
OUR WONDERFUL
MICROMETER A D-
JUSTMENT GLAS S -
ENCLOSED DETE C -
TOR. WHY PAY
POST 6d.M each s

ORE ? 1/9
WATES MICROSTAT
For D.E. or R.

Valves .. /9
Post Free. a./

FRENCH THOMSON
HOUSTON

JUST TRY THEM.
4,000 ohms 1 5 /1 1Per nail

HAWK COILS
HONEYCOMB

25..2/4 150.. 4'6
35..2/8 200 .. 5 4
50..3/- 250 .. 5,6
75..8/4 300 .. 6/-

100.. 3/10 400 .. 8/6
" MURRAY "
(Prov. Pat.)

Valve Holders .. 3
High Finish. Absolutely
Safe. Low Capacity,

Formo,
open 12/6

47
Bucks

"Powquip "
12, 6

ta
Manchester
"Powquip," Ormond,

15/6 14/S

Shrouded
Powquip,'

18 -

Standard
Powquip,'

14:6

19 21
Voltmeter, C and S, cne-

4 6 hole fixing, 116

412MBILTA
15

Grid Leak, 1/, 1.3, 2/6

16 44
Rheostat, Bretwood

extra value, 1 9
Valve -holder,

23 24
D.P.D.T., S.P.D.T.,

1 5 1 21

17/6 Nis!3K 17/6
LATEST MODEL.

RIGHT OPPOSITE

:4...DALY/Si-
g': GALLERY DOOR

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 is

K. RAYMOND
27, LISLE STREET,
LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2
No responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques and postal orders
are crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent mast be registered

HOURS
OF BUSINESS

- 9 to 7.45 E.
SUNDAY - 10 to 1

E;71111111111111111111111ilininlin1111111110

'Phone: GERRARD 46:.:17

858 In replying to Advertisers, please u -se. Order Form enclosed.
_\)` t",?' 4,) 5?yN.
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CALLERS' PAGE OVERLEAF
ALL GOODS ON THIS PAGE SENT BY POST

Please Note. Large stocks kept, but orders accepted on distinct understanding
that same will be despatched in strict rotation at the earliest possible date. Not
answerable for delays in manufacturers' supplies. Right reserved to return cash,

RAYMOND'S
VARIABLE CONDENSERS

ALL OUR CONDENSERS HAVE BEEN TESTED AND RE-
COMMENDED BY LEADING JOURNALS-UNSOLICITED.

-Exclusive Design.
-Stout Vanes.
-Extra Insulation, Very

Compact.
-Narrowest Spaces

(Pressed Aluminium).
-Centre Rod cannot bend.
-Terminal Connections,

Capacity Guaranteed.
-Perfect Efficiency.
-fIandsome Design.
-Takes up very little space

in panel.
-Nickelled Fittings.
-Beautifully Made.
-New one -hole fixing

method.
-Wonderful for Portables.
Costs a trifle more, a few pence only, and
is just what you want. Nice dial and
knob included.

UNSURPASSED FOR

FINE TUNING.

'DE LUXE' MODEL
AS SHOWN, WITH DIAL,

KNOB AND BUSH.

001
0005
'0003
*0002

- 713
- 5111

514
- 4'11

POST 6d. SET,

John Blair, Esq.,
Reim!' Pharmacy.

says:- Millom.
Your Condensers are a

REVELATION to me as a
Dealer. Sept., 1924.

C. Walton, Esq., Andover.
Tested your Conden;ers on
Megger and got "INFINITY "

NEW MODEL
SQUARE LAW

g0005 .. 7'9
0003 .. 6/6
With Vernier.
1005 .. 1016
1003 .. 9,6

Post 6d.
Knob & Dial included.

WITHOUT VERNIER
.001 - - 616
0005 - - 5/3
0003 - - 4, 1 1
0002 - - 4/6
ifernier,10006 3/9
W ith knob and dial

Post 6d. Set.

TWIN CONDENSER
Composed of
two equal units POST
of '00025 or 9 FREE.
1003 mfd.,
operated by one Knob and Dial,
thereby enabling you to tune two
circuits by one turn of the dial.
Can be used in series or parallel.
Complete as shown, with Knob
and Dial.

SQUARE LAW TWIN
VARIABLE CONDENSERS

EBONITE ENDS. KNOB AND DIAL

' 00025 12/6
^0003 12/6
' 0005 18/11

JACKSON EROS.
" J.B." VARIABLE CONDENSERS

ORDINARY MODELS
Standard Super. Microdenser

.001 .. 8/6 .. 9/6 .. 11/6
.00075 81- 11/-.
.0005 .. 7/- 8/- 10/-
.0003 .. 5/9 .. 6/9 .. 8/9
.00025.. 5/9 .. 6/9 .. 8/9
.0002 .. 5/- .. 516 .. 8/-
.0001 4/9 .. 5/3 .. 7/9
Vernier 4/- .. 4/6 Post 3d. set.

SQUARE 7.4/11/ir
.00i 9/6 .00025 - 6/9
.00075 - .0002 - 5/6
.0005 - .onus 5/3
.0003 - 6 9 Vernier 4i6

lir for 429
1,16 2 for

2/-
53

3
EDISON Bell

Wedge,
2 for 2/-

49
Formo

Shrouded,
18/-

25
.. 1 9

D.P.D.T. . 2,6
China Base.

EBONITE
Post Prices.

3/16 in. tin.

7 x 5 .. 1//6 2/-
3/-

9 x 6 .. 2/2 3/3
10 x 8 .. 3/- 4/2
12 x 6 .. 3/3 4/2
12 x 9 .. 4/3 6/8
12 x 12 .. 5/6 7/6
14 x 10 .. 5/6 7/6
Cut to Size. 3/16 in. at id

zonate inch.

" N & K "
No. 3

1 7/6 LATEST MODEL 17/6
New 3 -pole Laminated Magnets,

which ensure an even magnetic pull
and still greater volume. Windings
Well insulated. Large size earpieeesand
leather headbands of standard "N&K"
comfortable design. Technically,
" N R. K " Headphones represent
the last word in Wireless ReCeption,
IMPOSSIBLE TO EQUAL FOR

CRYSTAL SETS.

Callers' prices elsewhere

5
With Clips,
2 for 1/5

,

R.I.' NEW folaDEL
41 IN SEALED BOX

36 37 Draxon Fly Don't Bi.y Otherwise. 51 Enclosed De-
tector M:crometer

EBONITE Dubilier Fixed 23i- Post 251- Free kijustrnent 23

as
Tumbler

Switch,
1, 6

30
Connect-

ticut. 1'6

46 Cut
from Solid
Rod 1/3

6 Legless 1/3

ALLEN Variable
Grid Leak, 1 6

54
EBONITE

Vario-
meter,

with dial.
`,11, 5:11

IMINSISmr

(4 ,;

33
ENERGO
(see list)

Raymond
29 to 3,6

55

48
5-1
11/9
12/6
13/11

433 4 BASKETales 2 -way,
Mc"'stet 4/11

219

M' Mich'l
H.F.Bar-
rel 10 -

One -
Hole

16

ERRANTI
INTER -
VALVE

TRANS-
FORMER

17 6

.1

BASKET
HOLDER

Without Termi-
nals,37-, 1/ 3 each
With Terminals,

2 for 2/9

42
CAM VERNIER
2 -way (see lists).

Oki

WITH VERNIER
.001 - - 9 3

0005 - - 7,3
.0003 - - 6'9
With EBONITE DIAL

and Two Knobs.
Post 6d. Set.

VALVE DETECTOR &
REACTION irom Anode
Circuit to A.T.C. 1 L.F.

Valve.

PARTS FOR P.W.
Standard 2 -valve Set

(Nov. S(h, 1924)
For Telephone reception
UP TO 40 MILES.

The following is a list
of materials and cost of
the chief parts for the
2.valve Set.
EBONITE, 12 x 9 x
-001 Var. Condenser.
L.F. Transformer.
2 Rheostats.
Grid Leak & Condenser.
Two valves (Bright).
Two coils (Igranic).
2 -way coil holder.
Valve Sockets.
Terminals and Wire.

All above are `Mi.
BEST QUALITY. a `a/

Panel Drilled. the lot
SPECIAL ! !

CRYSTAL SET AND
1 -VALVE AMPLIFIER.
Fittings tor Chelmsford.

Enclosed box.
Splendid quality.

Post 1'6 39/11
" HART "

Accumulators stocked.

MYERS VALVES.
UNIVERSAL D.E.

12 6 21i -

BROWNIE
"IMPROVED " la
WIRELESS SET, a ,

Post 1 -.

" POLAR "
MICROMETER 5/6
CONDENSER

DIAMOND WEAVE
BASKET COILS (5)
EXTRA AIR SPACE
(DUPLEX WAXLESS)

Equal to Honeycomb.
25, 35, 50, 75, 100
(wave -lengths marked).

Post Free 3 9

SlnunilulullnluullulllululllnlullL

RIGHT OPPOSITE g

DALY'S
GALLERY DOOR -a

'Phone: GERRARD 4637.

K. RAYMOND
27, LISLE STREET
LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2
No responsibili'y accepted on post orders un'ess cheques and postal orders
are crossed and made payable to the Moneys sent must be registered

L 11111111111111111111111111111111111111ININ*

HOURS
OF BUSINESS :=

 DAILY . 9 to 7.45
SUNDAY . 10 to 1 IL':

11l111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111;

In replying to Advertisers, please use 07der Form enclosed
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POST PAGES OVERLEAF,.

THIS PAGE IS FOR CALLERS ONLY
ALL POST ORDERS FROM THE OTHER TWO PACES
Prices subject to alteration without notice. Every endeavour made to keep
large stocks ; but am not responsible for manufacturers' non - deliveries.

SUNDRIES.
Legless Valve 'folder

Solid Ebonite .. led.
'Phone Cords (6 feet).. 1/5
Nugraving 7)d.
Similar Sets (Titles or

Scales) 3d.

Good Knobs .. 2d.
Studs, Nuts and Washers

doz. 4A.
Switch Arms .. 3d. to 1 /-

Copper Foil .. ft. 23d.

18g. Sq. Tin Copper
rift. 5d.

16g. Sq. Tin Copper
1,1t. 5d.

Round Tin Copper,
various Sizes.

Insulated Staples 5 a ie.
Insulated Hooks 4 for 3d.

Rubber Lead-in 3o ft. 1/-
7 22 Copper Aerial,

roe ft. 1 /101

Extra Heavy Aerial,
coo ft. 21- and 2/3

Good Valve Holders .. 8d.
H.F. Transformers,

300.600 .. 2/9
Empire Tape, / in., 2 yds. ld.
6 in. Ebonite Anticap

Handles .. 8d.
Connecticut Switches .. 114
Sorbo Rubber Ear Caps

pr. 1 /4
Adhesive Tape Roll .. 21d.
Allen var. Gd. Lk. .. 1 /3
Allen Anode Res. .. 1 /3
Scales, 0-180, 2d., 3d., 4d.
Dial and Knob (Ed. Bell) 1 /3
Dial (Ebonite) .. .. 10d.
Brunet Headphones .. 14/6
Twin Flex .. 4 yds. 6d.
D.C.C. Bell Wire, so yds. 5d.

(Indiarubber covered).
Sleeving . yd. 4d..

Wander Plugs .. pr. 3d.
Coloured Plugs each lid.

(All screw pattern).
Electron Aerial .. 1 /31
Polished Boxes, S by 6 3/6
Strong Valve Template 4d.
Egg Insulators.. .. ld.
Reel ditto .. Id.
Thick Rubber Lead-in

per yd. 2d., 3d.
Ribbon Aerial, too f t. 1 10
Panels Drilled.
Radio Press Envelopes.
Raymond Fixed Condensers,

.001, .00011, .0005.. 10d.
.002, .003, .004 .. 1%-
006,1 3; .01, 1 9 ; .02,1/9

Polar Micrometer
Condenser .. .. 5 /6

2 Meg. Grid Leak .. 10d.
Rubber Lead-in, so yds. 1 /-
Valve Windows, 6d., 7d., 9d.
R.I. Choke Coil .. 10 /-
Lissen Ditto .. .. 10 /-
Bret...feed Valve Holder 1:9

NO

SWITCHES ON.
Porcelain D.P.D.T. 1 73

Porcelain S.P.D.T. 1 1

Ebonite D.P.D.T. .. 1:8
Ebonite S.P.D.T. .. 1'3
Min. Panel D.P.D.T. 1, --
Min. Panel S.F.D.T. .. 101d.
Tungstalite 1 /-
fdicrostat 2/6
Tumbler Switches

(Ebonite) 1/4
Fibre Strip (for Coils)

3ft. 21d.
C.C.C. Wire, per I lb. -

18g. .. 9d. 20g. 9d.
22g. _led. 24g. 1/-
26g. ..1 I 28g... 1 /3
30g. ..1 6 Etc., etc.

Solder .. per stick 2d.
2 Colour Flex .. yard 3d.
Shellac 5d.
Battery Box .. 4,6

(with clips for 36 v.)
Nickel Pillar Terminals 2d.
Nickel Contact Studs

2 for 11d.
Nickel Switch Arm .. 1/ -

(one -hole fixing).
Loading Coil and plug 8d.
Condenser Brushes .. fid.

BRASS PARTS.
W.O. Terminals ld.
Small Pillar ld.
'Phone 4 B.A. .. Id.
'Phone 2 B.A., z for 2'.d.
Valve Sockets .. 4 for 3d.
( Above with Nut Washer)
Valve Pins and Nuts,z a ld.
Stop Pins and Nuts, 2 a ld.
Plug and Socket pr. ld.
Spring Washers 4 a ld.
Spade Screws ... , . Id.
Pin Screws 2 for 11d.
Spade Tags .. 5 a Id.
Spring Pillar Terminals 21d.
Nuts, 2, 4, 5, 6 B.A. doz. 2d.
Washers (Brass) 12 a ld.

DETECTORS, &c.
Enclosed Brass, large..
Ditto, Nicol or Brass,

Small Brass
Ebonite, enclosed ..
Burndept
Easi-Fix Cups ld. and
Gold Spearpoint
Neutron Crystal
Hertzite ',Shaw's)
Midite

1/3

1 /6
9d.
1/-
5/-

1;d.
3d.
1/6
1/-
6d.

VALVES.
Dutch Detector 4/9
Dutch " R " 5/ -
Phillips " R " .. 7/6
French " Metal " 6/11

TOOLS.
Set of Spanners .. 1/4
Taps, 0, 2, 4, 6 B.A., set 2/
Small Soldering Irons.. 614.
7 -Twist Drills .. 1;4

NO POST

FOST ORDERS FROM THIS
SHAW'S H ERTZITE
BEATS ALL
OTHER "ITES." 1/..
Impossible to Advertise All

the Goods Stocked.

MYERS VALVES.
UNIVERSAL D.E.

12;6 21/-

r. 2 Vo
D.T. 9 Tye.EXIDlts. (

pClass).

(For .06) 5/ -

EBONITE PARTS.
Good Coil Plugs from 41c1.
Edison Bell Shaped 1 /-
Raymond Ditto 101d.
Basket Adapters .. Sid.

at 1 /- and 1 /3
2 -way Coil Stands ... 2/6
With Extens. Handle

.

. 2,11
Also at 3 /6,4/- 4/6

3 -way .. 4/8, 416, 5 /-
Gosv,ell Cam Vernier .. 9( -
Franco Cam Vernier ... 12/6
Polar Cam Vernier 11/ -

Etc., etc.
Coil Plug on Stand .. 1/ -
Ditto, Swivel Movement 1 /3
Coil Plug and Clips .. 61d.

H.T. BATTERIES.
Best Made 30 v. _ 4/6
Best Made 60 v. .. 7,6
Best Made 66 v. .. 8/6
B.B.C. 9 volts .. 3/-
B.B.C. 60 volts .. 9/6
B.B.C. 36 volts .. 5/6
B.B.C. 16 volts 2/6

6 6 1/4
EBONITE 78

6
5 1 /4

1/10
STOCK 9 6 2/ -

SIZES 14
8 3/-
6 3/-

3/16 in. 14
129 5

4/3
/6

14 10 5,6
Cut to size d. sq. inch.
WE STOCK I in. EBONITE.

CRYSTAL
DETECTOR.
Glass enclosed. 4

Micrometer adjustment. I / 9

MURRAY VALVE
HOLDER (Patent) 1/3

Blue and Red
TUNGSTALITE

MIDITE. GECOSITE.
NEUTRON Stocked.

SIMPLEX LEAD-IN 1/3

ORDERS FROM

PAGE.

" POPULAR
WIRELESS "
FREE TO CALLERS.
(Limited number, of course.)

BRASS FORMER,
(DOUBLE) 23 spokes n

each side .. 11
Make your own coils.

BEST SWITCH ARM
12 Studs. THE LOT
12 Nuts.
12 Washers. 1/-

FA MO USN & K
New Model Headphones.

Genuine 4,000 ohms.
BEWARE OF RUBBISH.

Price 17/6

" METAL " (FRENCH)

'06 VALVES, 15/11.

DR. NESPER.
(SEE TRADE MARK)

4,000 OHM 'PHONES

12/11
NOT DR. " ANYTHING "!)

VARIOMETERS.
Impregnated Board,

Wound D.C.C. and
Clips, 200,600 metres 2/6

Very Good Value, Wound
D.C.C. and Knob 1/6

Ebonite D.S. Wound,
with Ball Rotor and
Knob, 200 700 metres 5/11

Ebonite, 200 600 .. 3111
Raymond Inside Winding 8/11

RHEOSTATS.
Small 5 ohms "C" 1/3
One Hole Fixing 1 /3
Ormond 1 , 9
Ebonite Former . 1,6
Ditto and Dial . 1 10
!panic, T.C.B. and all known

makes.

16g. D.C.C.
USUALLY IN STOCK

FIBRE STRIP cues)
3 ft. long, 1 in. wide.

21d. per length.

BREAST DRILLS.
o to chuck 41Cut Bevel and Gear

BOXES
7 5 9 6 12 9
8 6 10 3 12 12

THIS PAGE.
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OPEN

WEEKDAYS

9 to 7.45
SUNDAYS

10 to 1

BASK ET COI LS
LUPLEX WAXLESS (5) .. 118

1,200 2,000 metres
WAXLESS SET OF 5 .. 1/11

25, 35, 50, 75, 100
ritto with extra air space.. 319

D.C.C. CHELMSFORD 1/-, 1/3
ENAMELLED Do. 1 1/2
WAXED (6) 200,3,600 .. 1 /8

Ditto (7) 150/3,600 .. 1/10
(For Broadcasting only)

C.C.C. COIL FOR CHELMSFORD
complete with adapter .. 2/3

(to use with 650 variometer)

Best BATTERIES 4'5, 5d.

MANSBRIDGE TYPE
FIXED CONDENSERS

With 2 Fixing Lugs.
.25 Special Price 3/6

2 Microfarad 3/11

"ORMOND " L.F. 13/11
A WONDERFUL TRANSFORMER.

ACCUMULATORS
MACE BY WELL-KNOWN FIRM

FOR ME.
2 v. 49 amps. .. .. 9/6
4 v. 40 amps. .. .. 16/6
4 v. 60 amps. .. .. 17/11
4 v. 53 amps. .. .. 23 /6
6 v. 60 amps.  .. :7 6
6 V. 39 amps. .. 21
6 v. 105 amps. .. . 23'6

Hart Accumulators Steeled.

PHILLIPS
4 ELECTRODE VALVE 12/6

DUTCH '06 VALVES
12/6

GAMAGES PERMANITE
1/-

COSSOR "WUNCELL"
21/- Few only.

Experimenter's Sets of
4 Cat's -Whiskers 2d.

OUR WONDERFUL
H.T. BATTERIES
30 v. 4/6 60 v. 7/6

66 v. 8 /6

BROWNIE IMPROVED"
WIRELESS SET 7 '6

RAYMOND CRYSTAL SETS
7 11 9 '11 12,'11

E RIGHT OPPOSITE

DALY'S
GALLERY DOOR 5:

F;11111111M-i1P111111111111111111111i0.

'PHONE : GERRARD 4637.

K. RAYMOND
27 LISLE STREET
LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2

No responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques and postal orders are
crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent must be registered.

2111111111111i111(11111111111111H111111101

E HOURS E
OF BUSINESS :

= DAILY - 9 to 7.45
SUNDAY 10 to 1

111111111111111111111111111111111111111117

86o In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed.
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Readers' Results with T.A.T. Circuits.
IIIIIIIIIMlli1

T,A,T, SUCCESSES.
In N; Wales.

To the Editor of MODERN WIRELESS.
SIR,-As requested in your article

on the T.A.T. system of H.F., I
herewith send results obtained from
the three -valve with the stage of
L.F. :-
All B.B.C. Main Stations.-Mode-

rate L.S. strength.
Munich-Moderate L.S. strength.
Voxhaus-Fair L.S. strength.
Petit Parisien-Moderate L.S.

strength.
Radiola-Moderate L.S. strength

(300 choke, 200 anode, 15o
aerial).

Madrid-Moderate L.S. strength.
Choke coil rio (home-made),

lattice coil zoo I find weakens
signals considerably. H.T. voltage
55 actual, 6 -volt. L.T., Manchester
and Chelmsford can be heard at
good 'phone strength without any
aerial coil.

Manchester 7o miles and Chelms-
ford at good L.S. strength, with no
reaction.

Yours truly,
BERTRAM BELL.

Rind, N. Wales.
[This circuit is similar to that of

set described in this issue.]

In Ireland.
To the Editor of MOD ERN WIRELESS.

SIR,-I .am writing to you to
tell you how much I appreciate
your articles on high -frequency
amplification which appear in
MODERN WIRELESS.
. None of your articles, however,

interested me so much as those
appearing in the last issue, which
were on the Tuned-Aperi odic -
Tuned system. The article was
most interesting all through.

I am seventeen years old and have
been at wireless just over a year.
I bought the components for a
four -valve (i H.F. Det. and 2 L.F.)
Set, but as I had never seen a set
wired a wireless operator friend of
mine wired -it up for me.

The set worked well for about
two months, when trouble de-
yeloped, which, after I had taken
the set to pieces for all the parts
to be tested, was located in a
faulty ,0003 variable condenser
and a o0003 fixed condenser.

To facilitate trying several cir-
cuits I soldered no connections
when rewiring the set again. Since
that I have tried nearly a dozen
four -valve circuits, but none with
2 H.F. valves.

No. 12 Circuit.
When I read your article in

MODERN WIRELESS I decided to
try circuit No. 12 (2 H.F. and Del.
with reaction on aerial), to which I
added my fourth valve as L.F.
and provided a switch to cut it out
at will, but the L.F. is unnecessary.
I may add that all connections
are now by- locknuts and terminals,
but as I have now found an ex-
cellent circuit I think after a few
additions have been made I will
solder all joints.

As I was confined to bed last
week until Saturday I did not
get it tested on my good aerial
but tested it on a very poor aerial
and earth arrangement erected by
my little nephew, aged seven.

A Bad Aerial.
The aerial is 25 ft. of electric

light wire (3!20's) running from a
plum tree 5 ft. high in the garden
to my bedroom window.- The
earth is one strand of No. 24 S.W.G.,
D.C.C. wire, joined to a tin plate
3 in. by 2 in., buried 6 in. in sandy
soil. The aerial, I may add, runs
between two walls, 4 ft. apart,
so it is badly screened.

With this very inefficient arrange-
ment I can, when using the No. 12
circuit with i L.F. valve, tune in
every B,B.C. station, relays in-
cluded, and ten Continental
stations. .I also received six
amateurs, One of these was 8 AQ,
and the language used was, I
think, French.

Yesterday (Sunday) I tested it
on my full size aerial with good
earthing system. The results were
truly amazing and were as follows :

All B .C, Stations,
Every B.B.C. station at ex-

cellent L.S. strength and eight
Continental stations at same
strength. Fourteen other Con-
tinental stations. on three valves,
and about thirty amateurs were
received. I got 2 LK with such
strength that I added a second
L.F. valve and could hear him all
over the house on the full size
Claritone loud -speaker.

I have not yet sat up for any
American stations, but hope to do
so after I have recovered suffici-
ently from my illness. I will write
later and let you know the results
of my future experiments with the
circuit.

The set is much more stable than
any set I have tried, using reaction.
The layout of my existing panel
makes it possible to use extremely
short wiring although all parts are
well spaced, as there is plenty of
room on the panel, which is 24 in. by
In in.

Great Stability.
As the set is_ so stable I would

like to be able to cut out one or
both H.F. valves at will when
listening to the local station
(Belfast). Here again is a point
worthy of note. Belfast is only
about eight or ten miles away
and I can, without wave -traps or
any other fine tuning arrangements,
cut him out and get any other
station but Glasgow, without the
slightest interference. Glasgow can
be tuned in well enough to be free
from serious interruption from the
local station.

As I shall be at home some time,
probably all winter, if there is any
way I can help you in your experi-
ments or otherwise I shall be
pleased to do so, as it would help
me to pass the time at home.
I am studying wireless from some
books and I have read almost every
Ttadio Press book yet published. -

Yours sincerely,
B. GRAY.

D unadrv,
- Co. Antrim.

At Sheffield.
To the Editor of MODERN WIRELESS.

Sir,-I had given H.F. amplifica:-
tion up in disgust andcome to the
conclusion that a D. and L.F.
system with, a good tuner was all
that one could desire from the
standpoint of " D.X." reception.
Last night I read your article on
T.A.T., and decided to change my
two -tuned anode set, which was
the last word in instability, to
your system. Using a 15o Basket
coil as choke and No. 5o as reaction
-stations to profusion. Yes I
real amplification on such stations
as Leeds, Manchester and Birming-
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change to
forthe next

hil3almHO:FD".EIDR.a:miNgLo'iln:gtotwo Weeks and will let you know
results on America and other
" D.X." stations. I am sure it is
the last 'Word in H.F., and will
prove a system which has come to
stay.-Yours - truly,

ALAN G. STEWARD.
Sheffield.

. - .

[I advise you to try four stages
of T.A.T. amplification instead of
three.-En.]

In Spain.
To the Editor of MODERN WIRELESS.

SIR,-Jtist a  short line of
appreciation. A friend of mine
here has been using a high -
frequency receiver consisting of
three H.F. valves and detector
with excellent results on the long
waveS,:using tined anode coupling,
the first two valves being tuned
by a Bowye-rowe square -law
double condenser and the third
tuned by a- separate condenSer,
reacticin being 'applied to this
valve frOm the detector ; however,
he hag alwaYs experienced great
difficulty 'in 'receiving the shorter
wave 'stations' until I -told him
about your T.A.T. system, and
last -night he connected up for the
short waves using your figure 8
System; MODERN WIRELESS, Vol.
III., No. 6, and was able to receive

E.E.C.ail stations, including Man-
chester, which is one of the most
diffiCult stations to get here.- in
Gibraltar. The set is- 'very stable
with thiS' System, and for long-.
distaike' reception I do not think

can-beit beaten.
T, myself, am using a single-;

valve reflex neutrodyne, on which
I have been receivina 5XX regu-
larly here very clearly. -

Wishing your periodicals every
success in7the future.-YourS truly,

C. W. BIDDULPH.
GibY7/tar.

America on "The

4 -Valve T.A.T.

Receiver."
On the night of the 19th in-
stoa under unfavoura5le
conditions; KDKA 'cod.
IVGY trete received by the
..11.11hor .at Bush House, at
moderate loud - speaker

strength.

December, 1924.

Under Sir Wm. Mitchell -Thomson, the new Postmaster
General, amateurs hope to gain an improved status.

Special Note on the Transatlantic Four.

In the " Transatlantic Four "
receiver, described by Mr. Percy
Harris in the November issue, a
Lissen Five Point Switch is used.
In order to make the connections
quite clear a special switch diagram
was also inserted. This is perfectly'
correct for the switch used, but for
some reason best known to them-
selves -Messrs. Lissens have since
altered - the order of contacts,
completely upsetting the accuracy
of our diagram. The switch now
supplied has the contacts arranged
as if our diagram (Fig. 2) were
viewed from the front of the panel.
Those readers who find difficulty
in .Making the correction- are
advised to return their five -point
switch direct to Messrs. Lissens,
who will supply in return a switch
of the Original pattern.

We take -this opportunity of
emphasising, the importance ' of
manufaCtUrers adherino to their.
original designs in such matters,
Or, if they intend to change. them;
of advising Radio Press, Ltd., of.
their intentions.

Obviously, . in, the present case,.
we could do no more than indicate
the exact arrangement of the
switch points, and the manu-
facturers' alteration was quite un-
known to us.

Readers who are wiring- up the
set from Fig. 4, and --not from the
blueprint (which is quite clear),
should note that. in some  copies
there appears to be a connection
dotted between I.S. of the first.
H.F. transformer and the long
dotted line (positive -L.T. lead).
This is superfluous and should be.
deleted. In V1,- V2, the second
transformer, V, .and V4, the con-
nection is necessary.
- A great deal of doubt frequently

arises as to the question of what,
coil is the correct one to use for:
reception -9n a certain wavelength.
The MODERN WIRELESS Coil Table, -
which has just been published,
enables you to solve this difficulty
at a glance.

The various wavelengths used
for broadcasting have been classi-
fied, and different makes of coils
are given with their appropriate
numbers or letters to cover these
wavelengths. I i is therefore only
the work of a second to determine
what coil to use in order to receive
a certain transmission. So that
this table may form a permanent
record, it has been printed- on.
stout card, and can -be. obtained
for 6d. -a copy, post free.
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" GOLTONE " LOW FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER.

" GOLTONE " MICROMETER
' ' HOLLER.

Regd.
Unsurpassed for
Silence, Efficiency
a- n d -Reliability.
Provides remarkal le

'amplification with
freedom from noise
and distortion.
E-,ually suitable
with every 'type
of valve. No make
of Transformer gives
better results.

Price 17/6
REGULATING COIL

P. Patent.

A high-grade instrument. Enables the finest possible
tuning and considerably  improves the Selectivity,
Efficiency and Reliability of the Receiving Set.

TWO COIL TYPE .. 9/- each.
THREE COIL TYPE .. .. 12/6 each.

See Catalogue for other types.
W & G FIXED CONDENSER.

Stocked in all
standard capacities.
Mica dielectric.
Each instrument
laboratory tested.
No. 67or. 1/3 each.

THE BEST
of all

CIRCUITS
is of little value if your compolents
are inefficient. The use of our " Goltone "
(Regd.) Transformer,. combined with our
" Goltono " Coil Holder, ensures the
maximum possible results with simplicity
of control.

" GOLTONE " NO -CAPACITY SWITCH.

Fitted with screv:ed front
plate for Panel mounting.
Very compact,
easily fitted and
possesses a
strong, quickand
sure action.
No.
R17/coo
2 -way
Doul.le

Pole
3/6 each.
No.
_R-7 :

4 -way
Doul.le

Pole
5/6 each.

These lines are stocked by all high-class Radio
and Electrical Stores.

o s mei
PINDLEION h1ANCI1fSIMle

Address aU communications to Head Office and Works :

PENDLETON - MANCHESTER
Stocks also held at Glasgow Depot, 95. Pitt Street.

Write direct if un-d-dainable.

MODERN WIRELESS

" GOLTONE " Regd.
WAVE TRAP.

An effective instrument.
when used in conjunction
with a variable condenser
.0005 mid., for eliminating
signal interference up to
Coo metres. Easily fitted.
No. R5 /75o 12/6 each.
Complete with Variable
Condenser, ready wired up,
and enclosed in polished
hardwood case with Ebonite
Panel.

No. R5 /175o. 32/6 each.

"SAMPSON" ACDUMULATOR
Patent No. 214037t23.
Light, strong and exceed-
ingly useful.
The inconvenience of
handling weighty, cum-
bersome accumulators is
entirely obviated. Suit-
able for any size
accumulators.
Folds Rat to fit the
pocket. 3/- each.

WARNING !
Rigorous action
will be taken
against infringe-
ments of this
patent.

Fully illustrated
Catalogue Rir to
free on request.
Enclose business
card for Trade
Terms.

CARRIER.

B.B.. WIRELESS
DRY

BATTERIES
B.B.C.

Sets

No. 1 W.
Standard Pocket
Lamp Size -41 volt
with patent spiral
wire terminals and
plug sockets to tak e
Wander Plugs.

Note :-x doz. = 34
volts.

Used units replaced
easily.

Connect as illustrated.

To connect In Serifs_
insert straight Ter-
minal in Spiral of
next battery. Bend
spiral and thusensure
permanent electrical
connection without

soldering.

BRITISH MADE.

Patent applied for.

PRICE CARRIAGE PAID, 7/- PER DOZEN, WITH PLUG.
Standard Sizes:

No. 2 W. Slab. T6. volts, 3 -volt tappings. Size approx.
9 x r x .3 ins. ... ... Price 3,/- each

No. 4 W. Slab. 36 volts, 3 -volt tappings. Size approx.
ro xi/ x3 ins. ... 6/6

No. 5 W. Block. 6n volts, 3 -volt tappings. Size approx.
91 x 31 x 31 ins. ... .2. 12/ -

Prices include Wander Plug. Carriage Paid.

Manufactured by- Telephone: Watford6r7.

The BRITISHBATTERY CID
CLARENDON RD., WATFORD, HERTS

REG.

SQUARE LAW
CONDENSER

A handsome unit of the Finston series of com-
ponents, thoroughly efficient and possessed of
those qualities which serve to make all
Finston products imtnune from trouble in
the most exacting and protracted use. They
stand the test of time.

Aluminium top and
bottom plates,
I rh-grade ebonite

composition
Limb and dial,
cleanly en-
graved o -i80.
Vanes 98 per
rent. pure affi
minittm.

PRICES.
.00r /-
.coo75 .. 8 /6
.0005 8j-
.0003 .. 7/C
.000r 6/6
.00005 6/ -

If your local dealer cannot supply FinSi611 com-
pounds, send your order to us together with his

name and address.

Another trustworthy
component. Extremely
moderate price.
Ebonite stator, high-
grade ebonite moulding
rotor, engraved dial
and knob. Price 5/6
FIXED CONDENSERS

Guaranteed within 5 %
of stated capacity, this
accuracy has never
before been obtainable
by the public. Buy one.
Test one. It will prove
our statements and
thoroughly satisfy you.
FEATURES 4 Reliability
of Capacity. Finest
grade r, 'by Mica
Di - electric. Highest
quality Copper Foil.
Adapted for Terminal
or soldered connections.

CAPACITIES :
.001 to .00(5. Frice

1/3 Each.
.002 to .006, Price 2; -

each.

LIGHTING SUPPLIES COMPANY
2, FINSBURY AVENUE, LONDON, E.C. 1.

ilsomomioomissoussmm)
Barclays sr,

In replying to Advertisers, Please use Order Form enclosed. 863
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GET FINE TUNING
it means signal
strength
To secure maximum
signal strength requires
something more than 
good components and
a well -designed set. The
best is only obtained
from your sets when,
besides skilful tuning,
you have the means
proAded whereby skill
may be rewarded with
exceptional results.

PRICE

2/6
While the potential signal strength of any receiver may
be good, large tuning condensers fail to balance circuits into
resonance, so that the receiver cannot function at its best.
With the use of large tuning condensers-since they do not allow delicate
movement-tuning is never accurate. The advantages of circuits with razor-
sharp tuning are therefore never used to their utmost capacity.
But really accurate and delicate tuning is at once within the reach of every
experimenter if fine tuning devices are incorporated. Do not use a vernier
do asso:iation with the large condenser. Fit an independent veinier-it gives
finer tuning. The COLVERN (max. cap. .900014 mfd.) will make your tuning
razor-sharp, enable you to build selective receivers and will den onstrate That
your set is more sensitive to perfect balance than you have yet experienced.
Remember-the COLVERN.

If your local dealer does not stock the COLVERN TUNING CON-
DENSER, kindly scud his name and address \then ordering.

COLLINSON'S PRECISION SCREW CO., LTD.
Macdonald Rd., Walltamstow, London, E.17. Tel.: NV AL 532

Barlays 318.
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"UTILITY"
NO CAPACITY

WM. 147 2.

LEVER PATTERN.
No. WM 47/1 (1 Pole C.O.)
No. WM 147/2 (2  C.O.)
No. WM 47/3 (3  C.O.)
No. WM 147/4 (4  C.O.)
No. WM 147/5 (5 ,, C.O.)

No. WM 147/6 (6  C.O.)

each
4/6
5/-

7/6
131-
10/ -

KNOB PATTERN. each
No. WM 130/I (r Pole C.O.) 3/9
No. WM 130/2 (2  C.O.) 4/ -
No. WM 130/3 (3 C.O.) 5/ -
No. WM 13o/4 (4  C.O.) 6/ -
No. WM 130/5 (5 C.O., 7/ -
No. WM 130/6 (6  C.O.) 8/ -

Black Bronzed.
Lever type nickel plated 6.1. each
extra.

WILKINS & WRIGHT, LTD.,
Utility Works, Kenyon Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

SWITCHES
ADVICE TO THE HOME

WHY
BUY

EBONITE ?
It is expensive and its surface
deteriorates under the aeon of

light.
$////ydlliiiiiilli 110 \\\\\\\\

Moulded TROLITE knob ana '31e.\*

illsommerwaseem,

CONSTRUCTOR
DON'T
BUY

INEFFICIENT
SUBSTITUTES
FOR EBONITE
They bring untold troubles and are

generally of poor appearance.

Ask your dealer for TROLITE
Trolite is backed by a National Physical Laboratory Certificate showing highest insulation resistance and dielectric strength

combined with a low -power factor.

TROLITE FOR PANELS AND MOULDED PARTS has the following advantages over EBONITE :-

(1) It is cheaper.
(a) It does not discolour or lose its surface insulation under the influence of light.
(3) It can b3 supplied with a brilliant polish free from surface leakage.
(4) It is soluble in acetone, and this substance can be used as an adhsive. A joint made with acetone is as

strong as the material itself. Trolite components can thus be fixed to a Trorte Panel without screws.
(5) It can be supplied in various colours and fancy designs.

F. A. HUGHES & CO., LTD - .7 0

204-206, Great Portland Street, London, W.1.
ESTABLISHED 1863.

Telephone : Museum 863o-2 (3 lines.) Telegrams " Distancing, Wcsdo. London,"

0
<s
/

864 In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed.
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Readers'
Experiences.

" THE ALL BRITAIN,"
To the Editor, MODERN WIRELESS.

SIR,-In your September
MODERN WIRELESS you ask for
results from constructors who have
made sets from the instructions
given in your paper.

I have made up the " All -
Britain " (three -coil) set according
to your plans with the following
exceptions.

I was unable to obtain " Clix
locally, and so used ordinary
terminals.

Having by me a " Raymond "
.0003 (with integral vernier) con-
denser, I did not use a separate
vernier on the:second valve circuit.
I also used an old (and good)
transformer. Otherwise Pifollowed
your instructions exactly.

After one hitch, the nature of
which I will explain later, I was
able to receive on the first night
of trying all the British stations
(except Manchester) and the relays,
Radiola, Brussels, P. and T., and
three German stations.

London, Chelmsford, Brussels and
Radiola good on a loud -speaker.
Newcastle fairly good, and Bourne-
mouth, Glasgow and Aberdeen
audible on the L.S.

When first trying the machine
out I was able to hear nothing
except Chelmsford very faintly.

The only new parts in use were
a three -coil holder and a Utility
switch.

The coil holder was bought by
me from one of the large shops in
London, and for which I gave a
fair price. It was a beautiful
looking affair and had the finest
polish I have ever seen on ebonite.
When I had taken it to pieces and
thoroughly removed every bit
of polish, the set functioned
perfectly.-Yours truly,

R. C. B.
East Mailing, Kelt.

To the Editor of MODERN WIRELESS.
" A CRYSTAL SET."

SIR,-I have made the crystal
pct described by Mr. Harris in Sep-

tember MODERN 'WIRELESS, and
tested same, and it is everything he
states. It is the loudest and clearest
set I have heard. I got Newcastle
testing on Friday night, the 52-9-24,
between 7-3o and 7-45 as clear as a
bell. I can get Leeds on all studs.
I have a good aerial ioo ft. long and
22 ft. high, 5/ miles from Leeds.
But the loudest place on the studs is
with the aerial switch arm on stud
3 and the earth arm on stud 2.

I shall recommend anyone making
a crystal set to make your model,
as it is worth the cost.-Yours truly,

SAM LONGBOTTOM:
Morley, nr. Leeds.

To the Editor of MODERN WIRELESS.
SIR,-May I congratulate Mr.

P. W. Harris for having designed
still another first-class circuit. I
refer to the crystal set described by
him in MODERN WIRELESS, Vol. III.
No. 4.

I have just completed this little
set, and am truly delighted with it,
as it is certainly infinitely better
than any other crystal set I have
ever listened to. I followed his
instructions for erecting this set,
but, used components I could obtain
locally. A list of these are : Wood -
hall variable condenser, Burndept
micrometer adjustment detector (I
find this a wonderful little com-
ponent) and Bowyer Lowe switch -
arms and studs, also that firm's coil -
holder and short circuiting plug.

All these tests were made on an
outside aerial about 9a ft. long,
mounted on masts 8 ft. high on the
top of a tenement building on the
north side of this city.

Even with this height from the
ground (approx. 15o ft.) we are
still heavily screened from 2 EH,
which is about two miles distant.
This afternoon our local station was
broadcasting an orchestral selection
for one hour, which came through
(very loud) on two pairs of phones
(Brandes being used), the switch
settings' being as in Fig. 4 with
5o degrees on condenser

After our station closed down at

4 p.m., I hunted round and got
Glasgow, which is about 40 miles as
" wireless " flies.

The best reception up till the
time of writing is the Savoy Bands,
which are coming in just now even
louder than this afternoon's pro-
gramme, with switch settings as in
Fig. 4, but with only 35 degrees on
condenser.

Taking into consideration that
our station is not a strong one, and
the distance and locality we are
in, I think this speaks volumes
for this little crystal set.

I can only conclude by wishing
MODERN WIRELESS and Wireless
Weekly every success which they
most assuredly deserve.-Yours
truly, J. M.

Edinburgh.

"A THREE -VALVE RECEIVER."
.To the Editor of MODERN WIRELESS.

SIR,-I recently constructed " A
Three -Valve Set with Resistance
Note Magnifier," by Mr. H. K.
Simpson, in October MODERN WIRE-
LESS.

*I thought it may be of interest
to know I received WBZ, Boston,
Mass., on November II-I2, about

a.m. our time. The band came
through at splendid 'phone
strength, while speech occasionally
faded. The programme I heard
included a band selection,
Armistice oration, address on
" Eternal Youth." Band : " Keep
the Home Fires Burning," " A
Long Way to Tipperary."

The above songs were then sung
(by a Mrs. Williams), accompanied
on the piano. Coils used were
5o anode, 5o aerial, 75 reaction.
Aerial, 50 ft. long (single), 3o ft.
high. Aerial lead on terminal C.
With constant aerial tuning the
set works my Baby Sterling from
Liverpool at about 5 miles, and
Manchester about 40 miles (using
520 volts H.T.). My thanks to
Mr. Simpson and success to M.W.
-Yours truly, F. HAYNES.

Wallasey, Cheshire.
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Trouble Corner
By " ADSU M."

An interesting chat on short:
wave reception.

SHORT wave reception
is becoming increasingly
popular nowadays amongst

amateurs, and it has a peculiar
fascination of its own. In the first
place, it is rather difficult even to
get down to roo metres and under,
unless special care has been given
to the design and construction of
the set. Then the tuning is so
sharp that signals may be missed
altogether unless one is accustomed
to doing very fine work. The
problem of hand and body capacity
also plays a very important part,
and, in addition, we f nd that there
are quite a number of troubles to
he met with on the lower wave-
lengths which are practically un-
known on the broadcast band and

METAL 7OP PLATE

4111101 ,

III_  ' EBONITE BUSH.

METAL BOTTOM PLATE.
Fig. 1.-A condenser which
may be unsuitable for

short-wave work.
above it. Fortunately short wave
signals Coma in at considerable
strength, so that it is usually un-
necessary to employ high -frequency
amplification. This makes matters
very much easier, for there is
probably no " straightforward "
method of high -frequency amplifica-
tion which is:at all stable when
dealing with oscillations with
frequencies ranging from three
million to five million per second.
These figures will help us to appre-
ciate some of the difficulties
volved. The highest frequency
used in broadcasting in this country
is slightly less than one million per
second. The short-4ave set must
ire capable of dealing effectively

with frequencies up to five or even
six times this amount. Some idea
of the sharpness of the tuning
required is obtained by remember-
ing that if we increase the wave-
length from 6o to 75 metres, we
vary the frequency from five million
to four million per second-this is
only for 15 metres. Lower down
in the scale there is a frequency
difference of a million in the To
metres between 5o and 6o metres.
On the broadcast band, if we turn
from the Sheffield relay station
(301 metres) to Newcastle (400
metres), an increase in wavelength
of roo metres, the frequency change
is approximately from one million
per second to 750,000 per second.
That is to say a frequency difference
of only a quarter of a million repre-
sents a wavelength change of roo
metres.

Wiring and Design
When we get down to the very

short wavelengths the effects of
stray capacities become very much
more marked than they are higher
up the scale. This is only to be
expected when we remember that
the higher the frequency the smaller
is the capacity needed to offer a
perfectly free path to oscillating
currents. This means that a set
which will work quite well on the
brbadcast wavelengths may be
" all over the place " on roo metres
or- below. In d -signing a short
wave set it is best to be on the
generous side in the amount of
space allowed for components.
Besides preventing capacity coup-
lings between them, it is also a very
great help to tuning. If, for
example, rheostats and condensers
are crowded together, one cannot
bring one's hand to the knob of a
filament control without upsetting
tuning owing to the effects of hand
capacity on the condensers. Allow
plenty of space and you Will then
have room to use the extension
handles, which are practically
essential" to success. Now as re-
gards wiring, there is no question
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here that careless wiring of any kind
is quite unsuitable. All wiring
must be short, and every joint must
be securely soldered. The wire
used should be of heavy gauge-not
less than 18 or i6-so that it may
offer the smallest high -frequency
resistance. In this connection it
should be noted that plain copper
wire has a smaller high -frequency
resistance than that coated with
tin. Personally I prefer wire to
square rod for wiring. Whether wire
or rod is used, the constructor must
be careful to avoid any kind of
parallelism at short range between
leads at different potentiLls, and it
is a good rule to keep leads at least
one inch apart where they must
cross each other. So far as is

EBONITE BOTTOM PLATE.

Fig. 2.-A good type of con-
denser for short-wave work.

possible all crossings should be at
right angles. Before you make up
a short wave set make quite sure
that the ebonite which you intend
to use for the panel is above
suspicion as regards its insulating
properties. The simple test de-
scribed recently with a high-tension
battery and the headphones is the
best to employ for making certain
that the ebonite is all that it should
be.

Variable Condensers

For short wave work variable
condensers must be of really good
make and of a design that is beyond
reproach. It goes almost without
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saying that for ease in tuning they
can be of the square law type.
Fig. r shows a kind of condenser that
may not be suitable for short wave
work if really good results are to be
expected. The top plate is of
metal, either brass or aluminium,
in direct electrical contact with the
fixed vanes. The spindle to which
the moving vanes are connected is
insulated from the top plate by an
ebonite bush through which it
passes. The arrangements at the
bottom plate are of the same kind.

Capacity', due to Metal.End Plates
It will be seen at once that

there must be capacity between the
spindle and both top and bottorri
plates through the ebonite bushes.
Ebonite has a dielectric constant
which is rather more than that of
air. In other words, if two plates
have an ebonite dielectric between
them the condenser thus formed
will have a capacity more than
double that of one with plates of
the same size and spaced at the
same distance, but with an air
dielectric. The thinner the ebonite
bush, the greater will be the
field concentration between the end
plates and the spindle, and therefore
the greater will be the losses in the
condenser at high frequencies.

Another point to be noted is that
the insulating bushes are not always

ebonite but may be substitutes, of
which there are, unfortunately;
many, with Very inferior insulating
properties, and in which losses may
be very high.

For these reasons condensers with
metal end -plates and thin ebonite
washers in which the fixed plates
are in direct contact with the end
plates, should riot be fitted in sets
intended for short-wave reception.
A good type of variable condenser

E

Fig. 3.-The secondary circuit
should be earthed.

is that shown in Fig. 2. This is
provided with end pieces made of
good quality ebonite. The spindle
passes at both ends through small
metal bushes. An examination of
either plate will show that the bush
is so well separated 'from the points

MODERN WIRELESS
in contact with the fixed vanes that
capacity is reduced to the smallest
possible amount. With the metal
end -plate variable condenser the
minimum capacity will usually be
on the high side, whilst where
ebonite end pieces are fitted it can
b?. reduced -0 something very small
indeed. It is of tha utmost import-
ance that the high potential end of
any tuned circuit should be wired
to the fixed plates of a variable
condenser in order to reduce hand
capacity effects as far as possible.
'This means that if you use a tuned
primary the aerial must be con-
nected to the fixed plates and the
earth to the moving. In the
secondary circuit the grid will go to
the fixed plates, and the L.T. to the
moving. The reason for this is
quite obvious when it is remembered
that the knob with which the hand
comes into contact is fixed to the
spindle to which are attached the
moving plates. By connecting in
this way we keep the moving plates
at earth potential, which is practi-
cally that of the body.

Fixed Condensers
For work on very high fre-

quencies fixed condensers must be
of the very best quality obtainable.
The grid condenser is the one which
chiefly needs attention, for it is
directly through it that oscil-

API( I. MUM t

All " SParta" components carry
a comprehensive guarantee for ix
months, If during that period
they denelnp a fault distinctly
traceable to bad workmanship
they will be instantly replaced,
You can rely upon them,

" SPARTA " IRONCLAD
TRANSFORMERS.

Intervalve Type A. Ratio r-5
201-

li_tervalve Type B. Ratio 1-4
24/ -

Intervallic Type C. Ratio
£41 -

Telephone Type T A. Ratio i-_o
13/-

,lephone Type T B. Ratio 1--ro
,e3j-

Telephone 13 I e T.C. Ratio a -co
/-

The deciding factor
" Smith and I set up exactly the same

circuit and yet his results are twice as good
as mine." How often this plaintive cry of
the disappointed experimenter is heard.
Yet how obvious the reason and the
.remedy. However brilliant the circuit,
however careful the assembling, the com-
ponents employed are the deciding factor.
That's why we draw your attention to the
famous " Sparta " series-built to get the
best from any circuit. Of advanced design

and admirably produced, they provide t! -:e
best means of obtaining permanently
reliable reception. So certain are we of
their satisfactory performance under all
conditions that we say-" Ask the man
who uses them."

Space only permits us to show three
components here. Just send a card for
List 316B-it fully describes the complete
" Sparta " range.

Fullers United Electric Works Limited
Woodland Works, Chadwell Heath, Essex
Telephone: Ilford 1200 (6 lines). Telegrams: "Fuller. Chadwell Heath."
London Depot: 58, HIGH STREET, W.C. 2. Telephone: Gerrard 5o7o:

" SPARTA"
VALV E

HOLLERS.

Contacts marked
on both sides.
Earthing clip to
valve cap. LoW

self -capacity.
Made in two
types For fi-ont
of panel 2/- each.
For underside of
panel 1 /9 each.

" SPARTA " FILAMENT
RESISTANCES.

Supplied for 5, 2, or 3 valves.
Compact, and fitted with an
"oil"position, obviating the
need for a special switch.

Valve Resistance
4/3

2 Valve Resistance
4!6

3 Valve Resistance
419

" SPARTA " Potentiometers
(illustrated). Of similar desigl
to the filament resistances, have
a resistance value of 400 ohms,

6/ -

In replying to Advertisers, Please use Order Form enclosed. 867
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lations reach the rectifying  valve;
If one of really good make is
purchased no fears need be enter-
tained as regards its efficiency, but
it fa 'the height of folly to fit to a
short-wave set a cheap condenser
of questionable origin. It may
be found that better results are
-obtained by using a grid condenser
of smaller value than 0.0003 or
o.00025tiF or rather less used in
Conjunction with a gridleak whose
Value may be from .5 megohm to
i megohm. The gridleak again
must be of good quality if noisiness
and instability are to be avoided.

Inductabces
, If we are to obtain a good voltage
built up across the inductances of
a short-wave set all fosses by
capacity must be avoided. For this
reason it is undesirable to use coils
made of too thinly insulated wire
wound so that the turns lie side by
side in contact. with one another, or
touching each other at. various
points in criss-cross winding. If
turns touch there is between
them the dielectric of the in
sulating' material which may
have a higher specific induc-
tive capacity than air and be very
inefficient. Heavy losses are there -
*fore likely to occur both by capacity
and by conduction through the

poor enamel covering. There are
several excellent types of short-wave
coil on the market in which the
turns are provided with .ample
air space and no touching takes
place between them. The experi-
menter will find that good results
are to be obtained with these.
Inductances should be wound with
wire of fairly heavy gauge in order
to reduce_high frequency resistance,

IC

3 PLATE

E

Fig. 4.-The use of a Vernier
Condenser.

for any undue resistance will
probably lessen the efficiency of
the receiving set.

Valves
Experiments have shown that

though it is best to use valves of
the low capacity type such as the

December, 1924

V24, Q, QX, DEV, DEQ or Myers,
quite good results can be obtained
with those of the standard 4 -pin
type. It is, however, necessary to
exercise a_ little care in mounting
them. It is best to use separate
valve legs of a short thin kind
with 6.B.A. shanks rand to screw
them into tapped holes in the panel,
using no securing nuts below.
The tip which I gave a month or
two ago for reducing capacity in
valve holders is also most useful.
At the centre of each grou_p of legs
drill a 5 /16 inch hole right through
the ebonite and from it make file
cuts between each pair. In this
way capacity. is reduced
insulation is improved. The con-
structor need not be afraid that he
will weaken his panels by doing this.
I have treated all my valve-holders
in this way for many months now
without having a single casualty.

Some Special Troubles
Where any kind of double circuit

tuner is used, whether the aerial is
" aperiodic " or not, it will be
found that the set is liable to
become very unstable unless the
secondary is earthed as shown by
the dotted line in Fig. 3. By
doing this we are able to keep
large components such as the tele-
phones and the low frequency
transformer if one is used at

The mechanically
sound Variometer
Ainate4rs with an appre-
ciation of soundness in
design will value the
VVoo dhall No. r Vario-.
meter as being right
mechanically.
_The.. spindles of the Rotor are not
screwed in ; they are firmly
Moulded in, in perfectly' true
alignment; They cannot come loose
or out of. alignment, causing the
Rotor .to foul Stator. - _

Becausi of the degree of accuracy in
alignment, we do not need a " safety -
margin." of clearance, .and therefore
the coupling petzve_qz,z _10tcry and internally
wound Stator is closer than in any other
Variorniter.
The spindle also has 'a mfta/ bearing, inals are provided. One -hole fixing for
giving a smooth "feel.!'.'of rotation that panel mounting; brackets_ adjustable
niAkeS ezbremely fine tuning posSible. l'or upright or horizontal mounting.
All connections are internal, by spring Wave length 270 to 750 metres on roo ft.
contact§ froth Rote& to StatOr. Two teem- -am

Sold by 511 Wireless Dealers, "who can
obtain supplies through their usual Factors.

Sole Distributon, :
PRESSLAND ELECTRIC SUPPLIES, LTD., Hampton -cm -Thames.

12/6
The WoodhallWirele$s Manfg. Co. Ltd.
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ECONOMIC lEILECTRICI
Ismaimasimaxma

PRICE

21/ -
with guaranteed

safe delivery.

" DEXTRAUDION "
DULL EMITTER VALVE --I

MAX. CONSUMPTION. 1 AMP. AT 1 VOLT.

OF ONE WATT !
The quality of the reception entirely
surpasses anything hitherto obtained.
with any other valve,

It is a wonderful detector, H.F. a d L.F. Ampli-
fier, and gives marvellOns rendering on a loud-
speaker. YOU. HAVE NEVER HEARD
ANYTHING LIKE IT!

ABSOLUTELY NON-SIICROPHONIC !

THE " DEXTRAUMER "
L.F.

TRANSFORMER
Specially designed for
Economic Electric Ltd.

by Messrs. Radio
Instruments, Ltd.,
for use with the

" DEXTRAUDIO.Y "

VALVE.

PRICE 25:-.
MAKES A PERFECT COMBINATION.

ECONOMIC I lead Office :10, FITZROY Showrooms:
ELECTRIC LTD' SQUARE, LONDON, W.1. 1 303, EUSTON RD. N.W.1
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AVAILABLE MOUNTED ON POLAR BLOK PANELS

POLAR ACCESSORIES.

1

JUNIOR TYPE
3 -way Coilholder

Price

When buying
POLAR CAM
HOLDER, because
advantages :-
(I) A rough

moving coil
position.

(2) A cam driven
provides a
point of
muting extremely

(3) Small dimensions.
(4) Remarkably

robust construction
instrument

(5) The usual

L.T.

'POLAR

R ,
C ir

I
MODE IN i* IIPIIP

A 1

,,,,
..3 04 '

--?.41
V.:44- '

' '--, ' -

CAM VERNIER
..o COILHOLDERS

9/6

VARIABLE CONDENSERS

..."/

Smarr,,P5 at f,

- .4e10-4.--,
-:5--,

_.,

:is.

, ,

1,... o41;1,

When operating any tuned oscillatory circuit, it is
best, from an efficiency point of view, to utilise as
much inductance and as little capacity as possible.
This means in practice that a tuning condenser in a
wireless circuit should always be used over the lower
section of its scale.
If signals appear at maximum over the higher part
of the condenser scale, then more inductance should
be added to the circuit, when better strength will
be observed.
In the case of a vane condenser most of its capacity
is cramped over the lower section of its scale, thus
necessitating a very small knob adjustment for a
relatively large capacity change over that section of
the scale which should always be used. The upper
end of the scale, which should not be used for final
tuning, gives a small adjustment of capacity for a
relatively large knob movement.
The Polar Condenser was originally designed for
our own ship installations to reverse this effect and
so give operators a wide open scale over that section
of the condenser which should be used.
If you use a Vane condenser properly, you must
have an additional Vernier attachment to get fine
tuning. This is unnecessary when using a Polar
Condenser.
The above main advantage, combined with wide
capacity limits, high insulation, complete metallic
screening, robust construction and small overall
dimensions, has influenced countless experimenters
to incorporatePolar Variable Condensers in their
circuits.
There are five standard capacities available :-
.001, .0005, .0003, .00025, and .0002 microfarads.
All capacities are of one size, 3 in. by 3 in. by I in.
and one price -10/6.
W are showing below a panel on which are mounted
s'cle by side a common air condenser and the Pclar
Condenser. The economy in space is evident :rom
the picture.

--ii ;
w'preferably4-..,--- ,

.,-- -2---

.-
a coilholder see that it is a 11111f---,---4,...

VERNIER COIL-
it has the following

adjustment places the
quickly into any desired

by the control spindle
.

11

vernier adjustment at any
the coil sweep, thus per -

fine tuning. 01
140 I

low cost, combined with ',L._ '...-

and high-class
finish. JUNIOR
Polar Guarantee 2 -way

Price

RESISTANCE CAPACITY
COUPLING

It is impossible to obtain
wireless reception if you
transformers in your
circuits.
The only way to obtain
is to use Resistance L.F.
To do this easily and

.-. should substitute for your
3. the Polar Resistance CapacityG -/hp Units.

t. , fil As soon as the substitution
i i/ behave it

Cr;

Alb 0

TYPE
Coilhild::

... ..... ...... 6/ -

UNITS

undistorted
use iron -core

low -frequency

clear reception
amplification.

efficiently you
transformers

Coupling

is made your
do, givingThe changee

as the R.C.C.
terminals

er-

leaflet to -day.

Wireless
education,

the Wireless
London

who will
necessary to

-
RESISTANCE

CAPACITY
Coupling' Unit

Price ..................I5/-

WIRELESS
There are now
Operators trained

between
Profession should
Radio College,
be pleased to furnish
qualify for our

set will as should
Pe

Iiii

rfectly pure reproduction.
isover easily effected,

Unit has four clearly marked
corresponding to the transformer
minals.
Write for an explanatory

OPERATORS WANTED
vacancies on our Seagoing Staff for Junior

on our apparatus. Youths of good
17 and 25 years of age, wishing to enter

communicate with the Managing Director,
82/83, High Street, Brentford, Middlesex,

particulars of the training course
service.

...e--->= 7s: 6.--',".L

-I.:,...-4.

RADIO COMMUNICATION CO., LTD., 34-35, NORFOLK STREET, STRAND, W.C.2.
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Cain .4- Abel
THE oldest story in the world illus-

trated a principle.
If you wanted your brother's gcods
you killed him and the rest was easy.

There are homicides to -day whose motives arc
cupidity, but they don't live long enough to
enjoy their heritage.
Hence a new type has evolved-the persistent
borrower.

Our advice is-be careful what you lend, for
good things suffer in the lending. A battered
coin still -keeps its value, but a broken tool
has none at all.

Don't let everyone know that your lathe is a
Wade or you may never get the chance to
use it yourself.

Below is illustrated the Wade No. 2 Lathe. it is back:
geared, self-acting, and screw -cutting. It has 13 chango
wheels, which cut all threads, right or left hand, from 6 t o
60 T.P.I. including metric pitches. It takes work up to
4 in. in diameter and 12 in. in length. With it, you can
turn up terminals, leading -in tubes and ebonite handles, or
wind coils and drill ebonite for your wireless sot.
If you would like. one of our full,, c'e c-iotio? dialogues;
post free, drop us a card today. Write to 'Dept. E.

WADE

C.A.V SmAll Tools, Ltd., 181, Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.4.
E.P.g. 12

THERE WERE FOUR IN
THE ROBINSON FAMILY

Also there were four sets of headphones.
Set No. i were pretty good on the whole, not too
strong in reception but fairly light in weight-so
Mrs. Robinson had those.
Set No. 2 were not bad-at least one earpiece
was quite O.K., the other didn't match, but the
earcaps suited the delicate auditory organs of
Miss Robinson-so she had set No. 2.
Set No. 3 were of doubtful foreign origin, but
Robinson had bought them cheap, and anyhow
they were not very much worse than the others
although they did crackle a bit and fitted
nobody but Master Robinson.
Set No. 4 were Robinson's own. Of course as
a father it was his duty to keep the- worst pair
for himself. They might have been designed
by the engineers of the Spanish Inquisition-
heavy bands of steel that tortured his. head,
refractory screws and nuts galore to adjust, and
withal a distorted reception that might have
been America-but wasn't.
Then he got acquainted with General Radio-
phones, and the Robinson family are now
enjoying real radio for the first time.

Matched
Tone.

Fully
5 Guaran-

teed.

20/
per pair.

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY, LTD.,
Radio House, 235, Regent Street, London, W.I.

Telephone: Mayfair 7152. Telegrams " A l,genrad, London."

8;o In replying to Advertisers, please use Order FOYM- enclosed.
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approximately high - frequency
earth potential ; but if the second-
ary is not earthed there may be
a large capacity from each of these
big parts to earth. .For ease in
tuning, the condenser in the grid
circuit should have a very small
maximum capacity. Frome,00025
to o.0003/.4F is the largest size that
should be used, and it will be
found a distinct advantage to have
a two or three plate vernier"
condenser in parallel with. it.
Without the vernier it is some-
timi!s not at all easy to resolve
carrier waves, and nothing is more
tantalising than to pick them up
one after another without being
able to tune in. the transmissions
which they convey.

Use Vernier
Further, if it is annoying to the

operator it is much more so to all
dwellers in his neighbourhood who
are trying at the same time for these
transmissions. With the aid of a
vernier condenser tunina° is made
both easier and quicker. The knobs
of both main and vernier condenser
should be fitted with extension
handles 8 or ro inches in length so
that the hand need not come near
them. These handles should be
arranged in such a way that when
moving them the hand does not
travel ovar the inductances. " An

extension handle will also be
required for adjusting the coupling
of the reaction coil.

The Use of Reaction
Until one gets the hang of it,

the adjustment of the reaction
coil may be found rather a difficult
business.. As oscillation occurs
very easily on these very short
wavelengths, the reaction coil
should not be large. One of the
same size as the secondary answers
very well. This coil should be
coupled to the secondary and the
degree of coupling required Will
depend very much on the design
and make up of the set. As a
general rule it will be found to be
fairly loose. If the aerial is
" aperiodic," as it should be for the
best results, the turns of wire
forming the A.T.I. should not be
close coupled to the secondary.
Provision should be made for
allowing the A.T.I. to be moved
in relation to the secondary. As
a general rule the coupling between
the A.T.I. and the secondary will
be on the loose side and here again
adjustment is rather critical. It
will be found too that the filament
of the rectifying valve is critical
in its current requirements. It is
therefore desirable to use a rheostat
which enables fine settings to be

Wonderful Wireless Invention
makes
`LESS"
WIRELESS

Catwhiskerless,
Batteryless,
W orryless ,
Fuss-and-botherless
Wireless.

The new invention, " Hovimo" Crystal Valve, is a revolution
in wireless. the " Hovinm " Crystal Valve means no more
batteries ; no more fiddling and. fumbling witsh catwhiskers and
other delicate adjustments ; n3 more fuss and bother ; no more
worry and disappointment; and no more "looking rather
fool sh" when a friend calls to hear the wireless and stays
to stand by xx hi!e you spend an evening tinkering about.
SIMPLE TURN O MILLED -and you get results that
SCREW FIXES 'THE will make friends marvel at

your uninterruptedly pure,
"H,;VIMO" CRYSTAL VALVE clear and bell -like tone.

THE "HOVIMO" CAN BE ATTACHED TO ANY SET.
It is equally excellent for crystal sets and for circuits employing
crystal rectification. Specially recommended for the S.T.100. Ask
your dealer for this wonuer-working invention to -day; also obtain-

able, in case of difficulty, post free from -address below.

vim
new

HOVIMO

3/6
BRITISH MADE

Every One Guaranteed
M. MOLBACK

Phone : Chancery 83ny.

CRYSTAL
VALVE

I he ovimo " is
an entirely new in-
vention and s mild
nut be confused
with the ordinary
'i ermanent de-
tector orempared
with the
borniteund similar
combinations.

27, High Holborn,
London, W.C.1

MODERN WIRELES-')
made. A carrier wave which has
previously defied all efforts at
resolving may often be dealt with
effectively by means of the filament
rheostat.

Worth Trying
It cannot be denied that there are

difficulties in getting down to the
very short wavelengths, but it is
very well worth while to do so,
for quite apart from the thrill
brought by the achievement, short
wave work teaches one a very
great deal not only about the
design .of sets but also about the
best methods of operating them.
Anyone with the smallest know-
ledge of wireless, or even with no
real acquaintance at all of the
working of a set, can tune in a
nearby station on the broadcat
waveband with success. But to
deal satisfactorily with very high
frequencies you must know exactly
what you are doing and why. A
single valve set, efficiently designed,
is in most cases quite sufficient to
bring in KDKA's 65 metre trans-
mission at good telephone strength.
With one or two stages of note
amplification his signals can be
brought up on a favourable night
to such magnitude that they will
operate a loud -speaker, so that it .
can be heard at a. considerable
distance.

The Newest Radiax Productiot
No. 61. 2 -Valve Regenerative-----

Prke: Including pair of Broad-
cast Coils,

£4 15s. Od.
Price: Complete, with Phones,

and Batteries, TWO
Valves, aerial and insulators,

i3s. Id.
Above prices- plus e5s. Marconi -
Royalty,

Designed to meet the demand
tor a powerful, simply con-
trolled, low priced set.
This set enables you to
get splendid y powerful recep-
tion under average conditions
it gives Loud -Speaker Recep
tion at 20125 miles and very
much greater distances on
Headphones.

Extremely selective, en-
ablingBritish and Continental
Stations to be heard in
Most parts of the British
Isles.

Ordinary terminals are not
used, instant connection
or disconnection being made
by pings and sockets.

Strong cabinet' with high
quality caeaera finish, ebonite
panel with- nickel ; Sittings
throughout. Tunes to all

wave-lengthS.

RA DIAX LIMITED
40, Radio House, Percy Street,
Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1.
3 minutes from Tottenham Court Road and Gocdge Streit

Tube Stations.

-.A
RADIAX

4111=11111
WE SATISFY YOU

Barclays 333

87In replying to Advertisers, lease use Order Form enclosed.
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METAL
FOR ME

I've learnt the sound wisdom of
metal.

It's sound, unbreakable and un-
burnable - that's why I use Climax
Rheostats and Potentiometers.

They're meta' -cooled, too ! Just
listen.

The resistance element is a wire
spiral wound on a solid metal rod
and insulated by vitreous enamel
applied at a temperature of 1,3oo
Fahrenheit and capable of standing
an electric pressure of 2,000. volts.
The cooling far exceeds that obtained
by any other method, making a
single standard pattern equally
suitable for one..two or three valves.,
Neither the insulating material not
the reistance element can be burnt,
broken or displaced. The wire resist-
ance element gives a perfectly smooth
adjustment. It is solid, and therefore
cannot be mechanically damaged.
It is in intimate contact with a cooling
mass of metal, and therefore cannot
be burnt out.

No noise can be set up in tte
receiving set. These are mark 9.d
pints of supericrity over tl tykes
at rheostat, including those e.41)y,,ig
granular or fibrous material.

TEN GOOD FEATURES
(I) Solid, rigid coil.
(2) Perfect cooling.
(3) Insulation stands high tempera-

tures and voltages.
(4) Unbreakable Bakelite terminal tar.
(5) Large and well -spaced terminzls.
(6) Steel grub screw fixing for contact

brush.
(7) No lock nuts to work loose.
(8) Riveted brush, with perfect brush

contact.
(9) Takes any panel up to  in. Mick.
(m) Bakelite knob wills blind brush.

Will not work loose.

Price :-Climax Rheostats, 6 ohm
pattern, 3/8 each. Postage 3d.

Climax Rheostats, 3o ohm pattern,
4/8 each. Postage 3d.

Climax Potentiometer, 300 ohm 
pattern, 8/- each. Postage 3d.

CLIMAX PATENTS, Ltd.,
182, Church Streel, London, W.8.

Telephone  Park 2°23.

SS

O 000.:..0000.,:000,o.:oo
o  5XX on the 4 -valve 4.

4.
4. Family Set in S.W. 4.
4.
4. Africa. 4.
4. 4.
4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.

To the Editor of MODERN WIRELESS.
SIR,-I suppose you will be

surprised at hearing from someone
in the outskirts of the Empire,
but I am only writing you a few
words of appreciation of the
FamilyFour-Valve Set as outlined in
Radio Press Envelope No. z. This
compact little set is by far the best
operating set I have yet. handled.
Having had nearly 15 years' wireless

December, 1924

and detector. With note magnifier "
added signals "are too loud for
'phones. The power -of Cape Town
is the same as 2L0, so these results
are far better than could be hoped
for. JB (Johannesburg), with

kw. in the aerial, comes in quite
loud on two valves, his distance
being 74o miles. Shipping comes
in with a roar. 5XX comes in
with fair 'phone strength on three
valves. 2L0 faint, and also 5IT
with four. valves. Three a.m. one
morning I managed to pick up
KDKA on three valveS at good
'phone strength. All high -power
morse stations come in well, and
I can get them any time of day or
night on two valves.

Hoping you- will find - this
intersting, and congratulating you

John Henry is here seen broadcasting his impressions of
the Lord Mayor's Show.

experimenting, I have naturally
handled many sets. The general
principles of the set are excellent
and leave nothing to be desired,
but in the set I have made up I
have made some slight alteration
to the original design in so far as
the components are concerned,
and, also the top.

The wiring is carried out with bare
18 gauge wire with no systoflex
covering, but special attention has
been paid to this part of the con-
struction-no Wire runs parallel
with another and if crossing is
necessary it is at 90 degrees. The
coils are Igranic.

As to results obtained, these
exceeded anything like expecta-
tions. Cape Town (75o miles)
comes in at good strength on H.F.

most heartily on your design of a
thoroughly reliable and efficient
set.-Yours truly,

PERCY F. SYMONS.
Windhoek,

S.W . Africa.

USE THE ORDER FORM.
In this copy of MODERN WIRELE %Nal

be found a special order form for r. e when
ordering goods or making enci hie s from
wireless firms. Radio Prci,r, I tidied.
guarantee to see that all rci:e. cis obtain
complete satisfaction from ad, erasers
when the order is written on this form.
This is a great boon to all NOD order by
post, and if you wish to saf epiard your-
self and prevent any possfl ...ay of . dis-
appointment, do not forget to use the
order form. By using tl:e form yw will
have the support of the largest wireless
publishers in the world in the event of
any query arising.

Unless the form is used, or if no mention
of MODERN WIRELESS is made In your
letter,the publishers accept no responsi-
bility whatever.
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Five new publications of the

WIRELESS PRESS
MANY years ago-long before broadcasting was thought of-the WIRELESS PRESS were rendering

dependable service to Experimenters. Nowadays this wealth of experience, combined with a
finer knowledge of the Amateur's requirements, is manifest in all their publications. Receiving

-Transmitting-Practical-Theoretical-there's a W.P. Book for every need. Here are new ones
which will interest you.

THE W.P. EZI-WIRING SERIES.
Represents definite and welcome innova-
tion for the Home Constructor. All wiring
diagrams are printed in four colours, thereby
preventing any possibility of incorrect wiring.
There are no loose sheets to go astray.

2/- each. By Post, 2/2.

A Three-Va..ve Portab'e Receiver.
By,HUGH S. POCOCK.

This receiver can be used on any situation -
with a temporary aerial of with the frame
aerial incorporated in the receiver 'itself.

No.1

No.2 A Three -Valve Receiver,
By F. H. HAYNES.

The tuning arrangements of this receiver are
self-contained and cover a band of wave-
lengths between 200 and 2,000 metres. Ali
the B.B.C. Stations are therefore within the
range of this receiver when used in conjunc-
tion with an average outdoor aerial. A
straight -forward three -valve set, consisting
of a high -frequency amplifier, detector and
note magnifier, with re -action on the aerial
ind uctance.
No. 3. A Two -Valve and Crystal Reflex

Receiver.
By. W. JAMES.

Reflex receivers are capable of giving a very
high degree of amplification per valve, This
two -valve and crystal receiver, unlike many
reflex receivers, will be found - perfectly
stable in cperation and will be capable of; -
giving loud -speaker strength within a radius
of thirty miles of a main B.B.C. Station.

No. 4 A Four-Vit've Combination Set.
By W. JAMES.

A four -valve receiver of this type is ideal for
general reception both with telephones and
a loud -speaker. Switches are provided so
that two, three or four valves may be used
at will. An entirely new principle is used
to cut out the H.F. valve, no switches being
employed. Loud -speaker results from most
of the British and Continental Broadcasting
Stations can be obtained with this receiver.

THE AMATEUR'S BOOK OF WIRELESS
CIRCUITS.

By F. H. HAYNES.
This popular book gives the fullest possible
details for wiring up no less than 517 circuits.
Nothing is left to chance, every value is
inserted-every detail carefully checked.
Containing many additional features, it is the
most complete and easily understood circuit
book available to -day. 3/6. By Post 3/9.

WIRELESS VALVE TRANSMITTERS.
The Design and Operation of Small-Pov.er

Apparatus.
By W. JAMES.

A useful addition to wireless literature by a
British author. The first and only prac-
tical hook on transmitting.
Mr. James commences with the general
principles of electricity, the meaning of high
and low -frequency currents, inductance,
capacity and reactance are fully explained
and examples are given in such a way that
the novice may thoroughly understand.
The following chapters deal with direct and
alternating currents and many interesting
and ingenious methods of obtaining high-
pressure supplies are detailed. Rectification
,of both high and low-pressure A.C. are fully
explained. Full particulars of microphones,
speech amplifiers and every type of valve
telegraph and telephone transmitter.
By Post, 9/9.

The W.P. Wireless Diary.
Published in conjunctirn with

Charles Letts & Co.
The diary for 5925-full of Wireless data.
Da you know the best way of erecting your
aerial-how to construct and manipulate an
efficient valve or crystal set ? Would you
like to know the call signs of Amateur and
Experimenters in England and the Conti-
nent ? You will find this information and
countless other details in The Wireless Press
Diary. 1/- cloth bound. 2/6 in leather
case, containing 3 pockets, season ticket
window and pencil.

The Wireless Press Limited
The Pioneer House for Authorita. ice Wireless Literature.

I 2-13, Henrietta Street, Strand, London

INIFEL1-55 MISS

In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed. e73
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t takes all these processes-
and many more besides-

to make the lerown Loud
Speaker the perfect instrument
that it is. When selecting your
Loud Speaker remember the
old Latin saying " Experientia
do:et" and appreciate that the
very first Loud Speaker built
for W,reless use was a product
of S. G. Brown Ltd., Every
goDd Dealer stocks the SO r w n
in its several sizes and will be
glad to give you an actual
Demonstration of its super-

lative tone.

LOUD SPEAKER S
4dvt. of S G. Brown, Ltd., Victoria Road, Korth Acton, TV.3.

December, 1924

Gilbert Ad. 1748.

814  In replying -to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed.
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1.°Et%.GENUI NE
LOW TENSION

FOR THE FILAMENT LIGHTING

"The Best in the World"

The Batteries detailed below
will be found to cover all the -
requirements of the difterenc,
valves.

S:12111.M1.

PRICE LIST
Codeword- 'Volts- Capacity' Prii:e flatte::cs
GLORY .. 23 3 /- Write forGLOBE .. 3  .. 12- .. 4/6
GLARE .. if 56 L /let i3 in
GLINT . 3 .. 28 .. 7/ -
GLASS 3 .. 56 .14/-
GLATE . .. .. -10/6

GENUINE HELLESENS
L_DRY BATTERIES

k

LAr INdE N'T 1 LIGHT

H. HUNT, Ltd. Turista Rd., Croydo Surrey.
(Dept. 5 H.A.H. WuRKS,

"Keyage, roydon.'

MODERN WIRELESS

HELLESEN
DRY BATTERIES

OF WIRELESS VALVES

"The Best in the World."

It is far cheaper to use one of
the high capacity batteries than
a number of the smaller types.

L.T. PRICE LIST,
Batteries Codeword Volts Capacity
Write for

GLOATGLOWE

1i .. .6o ..
.. 6o ..

L /let 14213
..

GLUPE
3

6o
GLEAM . r. .. 13o ..
GLISS 41  530
GLOAM .. 3 .. 13o ..

Price
8 -

16/6
28/-
16/-
32/6
49

Bargains from our 1924-5 Catalogue
-don't be without your copy --write to -day.

THE SUPRA L.F. TRANSFORMER.
The windings being in
insulated layers, each
having 6 sections, this
transformer gives the
greatest possibleampli-
fication, but with no
trace of diatortion. It
represents the finest
value for your money
cbtainable.

12, 6
liatiu 3 :

83-5-Y PULL -PUSH
SWATCH.

Insert this use-
ful switch in
your filament
cireuil-it saves
constant adjust-
ment and con-
siderable cur-
rent. _ One -hole
fixing. Neat,

od and cheap.

2/6

THE MICRO STAT.
There is only one
reason why .the Micro-
stat is so popular and
is selling in such huge
quantities-tt is the
finest possible form
of filament control
available.
It gives micrometer ad-
justment from zero to
Ico " ohms-ideal for
any type of valve. One -
hole fixing.

We are equipped to supply all Terminals and Brass Parts at rock -bottom prices.
No.' 1. Vale Sockets .- 8d. dui.
No. 2. Valve Pin with

Collar ... 8d. 
No. 2. Valve Pin without

Collar 4d. 
No. 3. Terminal's, Heavy

Pattern 2 B.A. 2 2 
No. 4. Terminals VS :O.,

4 B:A.
No.  5... Telephone Ter-

riSfnals, B.A. -... 1 --

No. 6. Telephone Ter-
minals, Sinai! Barrel
(special 4 B.A.) ..

No. 7. Fancy Terminals,
4 B.A.

No. 8. 3 -part Terminals,
4 B.A.

No. 9. Rod Ball Joint
and Whisker Holder...

No. 10. -4 -Screw Crystal

1 /- doz.

10d. 
10d.
2id.each

2c1.

2/9

No. 11. Holder for Ball
Joint ' ... :.. ld.eacli

No. 12. Screw Nnt for' ' -

above ... ... id.- ,, '
No. 13.

complete red and '

black - -.41d.
No. 14. Spade Terminals -1 '- doz:
No. 15. Plug and Socket ld.each
No. 16. Contdct Studs,

4d. doz.

WATES BROS., . 9LTD 12-13-14, Gt. Queen St., Kingsway, W.C.2
'Phone : GERRARD 676/6. 'Graras: ZYWATESENG. WESTOENT. Works : LONDON, BIRMINGHAM, and WESTCLIFF.

One hole fixing.
Handsorne nickel dial.
Phosphor Bronze

contact arm.

Prov.
Pat.

12152.

Winding cannot be damaged by
ordinary use.
Size. l ins, diameter, in. high.
From all Wireless Stores or direct from:

The Bedford Electrical & Radio Co., Ltd.,
Electrical Engineers & Manufacturers,
22, Campbell Road,Bedford.

2/6)-
6 ohms
15 ohms
30 ohms

0 -

PERMANENT
DETECTOR SET

In beautiful dome -topped, solid polished
mahogany cabinet, with safety catch.
Fitted with efficient permanent detector.
No fiddling with catswhiskers. Always
set. Space for 'phones. Condenser tuned.
Sockets forChelinsford .E1 A 0
coil. Earthing Switch
This Crystal Set has operated loud-
speaker (with no amplification) 5 miles
from 22Y. Satisfaction guaranteed.

ORE -VALVE AMPLIFIER,
to fit in the 'phone compart-
ment of this handsome set ow
Works L.S. efficiently so miles from
B.B.C. station. Let us se. d you tut
rarticulars.

CARPAX COMPANY LTD.
312, Deansgate, Manchester.

In replying to Advertisers, Please use Order Form enclosed.
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The "New"
AM PLIO N
Junior -de-Luxe
-an aristocrat of
Loud Speakers-
with metal- ribbed

Wood Horn.

13 : 5 : 0

99

is assured by the scientific
design and sound construction
of all styles of the Amplion
Loud Speaker.

Remarkable sensitivity with increased
volume, exceptional clarity and purity
of tone, the essential qualities of the
1924-25 models, are associated with
artistic design and fine finish, so that
the Amplion is a distinctive and
decorative article in the household, as
well as an instrument of high technical
efficiency.
Obtainable front all Wireless Dealers and Sens

Write for illustrated list " WD.11" affording
full particulars of all models, priced from 25/-.

AMPLIO
Patentees and Manufacturers:

ALFRED GRAHAM & CO!
(E. A. GRAHAM),

St. Andrew's Works, Crofton Park,
London, S.E.4.

Wares: Phones:
"Navalhada, Catgreen, London." Sydenham 2.82o/x/2.

December, 1924

STEEL LAKER MASTS
STRONG, LICHT, DURABLE.

BUILT FOR SERVICE.
Bost Steel Tubing, 2 dia., in l0' sections. 25'.35/; 30', 45/-; 35', 52/6; 40', 53/-: 415'.T5/.: 60' 851.. Complete with an accessories

Send Postcard for Catalogue
J & J. Laker Co., 457, Romlord Rd., Lyndon, E.S.

CABINETS YOU WANT
PICK ETT'S Cabinets-they are
good value, from 1/6 each,

highly polished.

Cabinet Works, Albion Rd.,
Bexley Heath, S.E.1.

Write for nits M.W.

Garnorium Crystal and Catswhisker
Wonderful results. 50 per cent, better
reception. Sensitive all over. Refund if
dissatisfied. 1 /6 post paid.
Portable Aerial. Indoor or Outdoor.
Crystal range 1ft miles. Valves Continental
stations. Can be carried in jarket pocket.
Price 3 / - delivered.

E. T. GARNER (Dept. M.),
8, Westmoreland Buildings,

Aldersgate Street, E.G.1

TWO MORE!
Radio Press Envelopes

which are recognised as the greatest aid to con
stnictors yet evolved.

How to make :

A ONE -VALVE
REFLEX RECEIVER

By Herbert K. Simpson.

Loud Speaking with One Valve
In this set the valve functions in a dual capacity,
amplifying first at high.freoueecy, and then again
at low -frequency. At short distancesfrom a B.B.C.
station it will therefore work a loud -speaker with
sufficient volume for a small room if an outside
aerial is used. Strong headphone signals can be
obtained upi: to much longer distances.

Universal Wavelength Range
PRICE 1 /6 (Postage 3d.)

AN EFFICIENT
SINGLE -VALVE SET

Has to build it.
By Herbert IL Sisson.

This set is so easy to build and so simple to work
that it forms a perfect st arting point for the novice.
With. as outside aerial a little practice will enable
quite a number of the B.B.C. and Continental
stations to be received with ease. A dull emit/el
valve can he used without any alterations.

The Ideal Beginner's Set
Will receive 5XX practicoliy anywhere in Great

Britain.

PRICE 1 ; 6 (Postage 3d.)

" MODERN WIRELESS"
COIL TABLE
te's aside all doubts as to the correct coils to use for
Aerial, Anode and Reaction.

PRICE 6d. (Postage X)

Obtainable from principal wireless dealers and
through all booksellers oe vewsagenor direct
frau

RADIO PRESS LTD.
Bush House, Strand, London, W.C.2.

876 In replying to Advertisers, Please use Order Form enclosed.
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A most efficient device
to which ordinary head-
phones are clipped by
simple pressure on the

spring clips.

The
" Gram aphix "
Loud -Speaker

The Gramaphix re- HORNS TO MOUNT
quires (according to ON GRAMAPHI X :
distance from the Straight Horn (Bell
Broadcasting Sta- xci in.) 6/-. Swan -
lion) at least one necked Horn (Bell
stage of low - ire- 1x1 in), 15/-. Small.
queney amplifica- Curved Horn (Bell
am; to give satis- 81 in.), 716: Post
factory volume. Pd. extra.

RICHARD MELHUISH, Ltd., Electrical Engineers and
Wireless Experts,

50151 & 84 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4 Est. x828.

THE KAYNITE PATENT RADIO

WINDING MACHINE
AN OLD FRIEND
UNDER A NEW

NAME.

Every Experimenter

Recommend3 it ! !

40 IT IS
RUDE TO POINT

PATENT No. 189376
of 1923.

but please excuse this time, as we feel, it is our duty to
point out that sou can save pounds by wind'ng your own
sine wave lattice radio coils on the celebrated Kaynite Radio
Coil Winding Machines. Model illustrated is Type A
Machine', costing but 2It/.; and we can also supply the B
Type Machine, fitted with automatic indicator, at 25s,

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET. A POSTCARD
WILL Do.

If you cannot obtain locally send orders direct to the
Sole Concessionaires,

167, RYE LANE, PECKHAM, LONDON, S.E. 15.
Telephone - - - - New Cross 2427.

A. W. KNIGHT LTD.

Wireless List "F"

Post Free.

Price

10/6
Postage 6d.

EXPORT ENQUIRIES SPECIALLY SOLICITED.

Tiitl[hilt(ItI[lli[lilllhlllltil[t[I[I[[[[lf[[[l[[[[[IIf(II)II[l[I[[Illt[lL([I[[Ill[[ll[[[I[I[[EtIUIff

As good as a
stage of H.F.
If you are out for telephony further afield than
your local broadcasting station and better all-
round reception let " Abbey " Steel Masts
provide the essential aerial efficiency. By elimi-
nating the screening effects of trees and houses,
they improve your results almost to the extent
of a stage of B.F. Don't take our word-ask
any radio engineer.
Abbey Steel Masts are made in 10 ft. sections, .

light, strong and coldly erected, and may bzob-
tained in the following sizes 10 ft., 26/- ;
20- ft., 37/-; 30 ft., 60/-; 90 ft., 66/-; 10 ft.,
90/-; 60 ft., 103/-; 70 ft., HIV-. Complete
with all accessories. MI prices carriage paid.

For confined spaces, specify the " Abbey "
Outdoor Directional Frame Aerial. 67/6

Send a card for illnstrated

ABBEY ENGINEERING Co.,
WATTON, NORFOLK.

ATHOL
PORCELAIN

COIL MOUNT
With the perfect p'ug.

Will fit any coil.

ATHOL COIL
RECEPTACLES
For anode coils,

battery'phonellug-,
plugs, etc.

1 /- each. Ebonte I 3

ATHOL
REVERSIBLE

VALVE
HOLDER

Tlie only single hole
fixing holder that fits

any set.
1 /3 each.

'ATHOL ENGINEERING CO'LISTS
ImmeigismrFR

EL
COBH ET St., Hr. B BOUGHTON, MANCH EST E R.ffasTcot-

HESTAVOX
QUALITY INSTRUMENTS

AT FAIR PRICES.

!festoon
Loud Speakers
are constructed
on sound prin-
ciples and of
highest grade
materials, excel-
lent reproduc-
tion qualities,pleasing in
both appear-
ance and tone.

MIN OR ; CELESTE
- 7 -. 6 ; £ 2 - 1 7 - 6

Height 18 in. Diam.- of ,Flare lloight 26 in. Diatn. of Flare
so in. Adjustable Diaphragm. 1 14 in. Adjustable Diaphragm.

WRITE FOR OUR COMPLETE LIST OF MANUFACTURES

HESTAVOX LTD.,
32, Palmerston Rd., Acton, London, W.3.

Barclays 370.

Perfectly simple and simply per'ect

THE MIC-MET SUPER CRYSTAL DETECTOR
[REGD.] (PATENT NO. 221443.)

This instrument is micrometrical in
principle and ensures a perfectly
,adjusted and rigid contact between
crystal and contactor. By a com-
bination of movements between the
three knobs, any portion of the
exposed part of the crystal may be
contacted. For S.T. 100 and other
circuits employing crystal rectifi-
cation, the most efficttnt detector
to use is the MIS MET. Can be
obtained from your local wireless British Make.dealer' or direct from the manu-
facturers on receipt of Es, P.O. Beware of !rnitat:ons

Trade enquiries solicited. and infringements.
C. & J. ARRIGONI & CO., LTD., COMPTON PASSAGE, CLERKENWELL, LONDON, E.C.

In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed. 877
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" MAGNIPLEX " is a REVOLUTION IN AERIALS.
The Range, Strength and Clearness with both Valve and Crystal Set is increased insome cases up to 5o per cent.

In
Patent Applied for.

Our claim is backed by a guarantee that we refund your cash if results are not better than your present Aerial, and more than
justify -the extra cost of the MAGNIPLEX, Any user of MAGNIPLEX will give you a testimonial.

. , If your dealer does not stock them, send direct to us.
,

A few, among a great number of enthusiastic Users, write :-
Norwich, rolling up the wire and unrolling the MAGNipLax

r6th Oct., 1924. at the same time.
"Many thanks for your very prompt delivery of " On a test of a Crystal set 24 miles from 2L0

MAGNIPLEX Aerial. It is all that you claim for it an increase of just under 5o per cant. in signal
Using two valves only; I had excellent telephony strength was measured, as compared with 7/22
and music from three American stations, NV GY, copper cable." - -- - - - -

1VBZ, and one other call sign, of which I lost through . . _ Shrewsbury,
,_ ..spark jamming. lilts IS THE TYPE OF AERIAL WE f4.111 July, 1924.

\VHAVE BEEN ATTING FOR:", ---" just a line tn'say how pleased I am with the
. , _ MAGNIPLEX you sent me some Weeks ago. It does

London, S.E. all you claim for it and easily adds a value to a
3vd February, 1924. set."

" Tuning in Newcastle on a two -valve set a Cleader House,
measured increase of signals of 35 par cent. was Cornwall,
obtained, as compared with 12 '22 copper aerial. 17th Sept., 1924

"I am sure you will agree with me that this is a " Thatiks to your wonderful Aerial, last night I
remarkable result, and it is by no, means a freak, got Broadcast reception with my Home-made
as the two tests were made consecutively by Crystal get over a distance of about 16o miles."

PRICES :--1 in. wide 3d. per ft. ; 1 in. wide 2d. per ft. Supplied in lengths--HELIXO LTD./ GR STREETS,of 5o, 75 and roo feet, including fittings, viz.:-End Terminal for Down
HEENSRSYE BUILD!NGS,

Lead and Insulators ready for erecting. For lengths under so ft. fittings RATHBONE PLACE, LONDON, W.1.

charged rs. 3d. extra. Postage and packing paid. 'Phone : Museum 6039.

BUILD THIS
FINE " SIMPSON "
SINGLE VALVE

SET! /47

REPRODUCTIONS OFPHOTOS

BLUE PR/51

WORKING DRAWING

ENVELOPE N99 CONTAINS ALL THE NECESSARY INSTRUCTIONS WITH
WORKING DRAWINGS, BLUE PRINTS 81c, FOR MAKING THE ABOVE

SINGLE VALVE SET
THIS set is designed by HERBERT K. SIMPSON, and

dozens of letters have testified to its range and power.
Order "Radio Press " Envelope No. 9 to -day - - - 1/6

"RADIO PRESS"
ENVELOPE No. 9

TELLS YOU
HOW!

REPRODUCTIONS OF PHOTOS

BLUE PRINT

RADIO PRESS Ltd., Bush House, Strand, London,WC.2
REPRODUCTIONS OFPHOTOS

87S*

..__

In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed.
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Failure
impossible

- - Even a man who has never built a
Receiving Set before can achieve success
at the first attempt by taking advantage

- .of the Pilot Panel Service=the only method
evolved for the Home Constructcr tlat is
bscked - by an efficient: and .experienced
Service Department.

Illustration shows
the T ransailantic V
(designcdoriginally by
Mr. Percy Harrisand
descritedin' Modern
Wireless This -

Receiver is available-
together with. the
Punflex,shownbelow,
and sc,eral others-in
a semi -manufactured
state at the cost only of
the actual components.

Peto-Scott's Wireless book contains much useful tech-
nical information and more than 80 Circuit Diagrams,l, 3.

The only trouble -proof method
for the Home Constructor

USE the Pilot System and enjoy ti
following exclusive advantages: -

1 Absolutely no previous Wireless skill
required-the only tools necessary
are a screwdriver, soldering iron
(optional) and a pair cf pliers.

4.
Every Set when completed is quite
the equal in Efficiency of the original.

Provides a high-grade Instrument at- the cost only of the components.
A Success guaranteed-failure quite im-

possible itpossible it instructions are felloued.

5 Every Instrument designed by a
recognised expert.

a The only System for the Home
4-P Constructor backed ty a Servica

Department.

Get particulars free to -day
BEFORE building your new Set

be sure to write fora free copy
cf our ner,v illustrated Folder des-
cribing the whole schem-. You will
be glad to read that-if our instruc-
tions are followed carefey - any
Set from the 2 -Valve ST 1013 to the
5 -Valve Transatlantic is well within
3 cur ability withcat elaborate teals
or equipment.

PETO-SCOTT CO., LTD.
Registered Cffices

77, CITY ROAD, E.C.
(For all Mail Crdcrs).

Every Set, in fr.ct, can be readily
assembled in a couple. of evenirri.s
upon the kitchen table. Our Service
DepartMent is available for all who
need its expert help and advice. Write
to -day for the free Folder. Our new
48 page Catalogue-with prices th:at
ere the cheapest in England for high-
grade guaranteed components-is
yours for 3c1. pest free.

Branches :

LONDON : S2, High Holborn, W.C.1.
and 230, Wood Street,
CARDIFF : 94, Queer. friOcl.
LIVERPOOL.: 4, Manchester Strut
FLatercil : Near Derry's Clock.

MODERN WIRELESS

Hiliffill11111111111111111mi

The Transatlantic V
Complete kit of components (can also be pur-

chased individually), including ever31Liug
except Valves, plug-in Transformen End

s. d.

5 4 6
Pilot Patter, drilled zed engraved 13 6
Oak Cabinet with Lave heard 17 0
If all parts are purchased together a Marconi Ro) city
of 62j5 must be remitted.

The Puriftex
£ s. d.

Complete kit of components (can also Le pur-
chased individuaI41, including everything
except coils and valves .. 4 5 0

" Pilot " Panel, drilled and engraved.. .. 12 6
Oak Cabinet with base board 17 0
ii oil parts are purchased together a Marconi Royalty
of 37/6 must be remitted.

Other first-clas3 Receivers
Other guaranteed Filot Receivers, including the STToo,
the All Concert de -luxe, the Resisteflex, the All Britain,
and others. Write for full particilcrs to -day.

The Pu iflex Receiver
"'.177111

In replying to Advertisers, Please use Orc:er Form enclosci.
Ciltert Ad. 1,32
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Even when the Oldham Portable
s held upside down the .acid
annot spill. The ideal battery
cc all Dull Emitter Valves.

"III

the same portable and
non - spillable Accumulator
that the miner uses !

EVERYONE knows that the Miner's Electric
Lamp must be able to withstand hard knocks
and deliver a regular supply of light month in

and month out. The Oldham Lamp has achieved a
great reputation by reason of its special Activation
Prccess-a unique method of accumulator plate -
making which ensures a longer life and greater
reliability.
The same long life Battery
which is used in Oldham Miner's
Lamps is now available for use
with Dull Emitter Valves.

Hold it upside down-shake it
even-and the acid cannot spill.
Think how convenient a pocket-
size accumulator will be. Hide
from strong seamless celluloid
with generous terminals it is
workmanlike and attractive in
appearance. Just the accumu-
lator for Wuncells, r -volt Oras,

Wecos-and two of them in
series will run a Dull Emitter
of the .06 type for weeks at one
charge.

See it at your Dealer's to -day
and you will appreciate the
wisdom of paying a shilling or
two more to obtain an accumu-
lator winch will easily outlast
two ordinary accumulators.
Two volts to
ampere hours 44.
Continuous ...

OLDHAM & SON, LTD., Denton, Manchester.
LONDON - Gt. Chapel Street, Oxford Street, W. 1.
NEWCASTLE - - - 1, St. Mary's Place.

:-,pecial Activation Process

a
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THE BOOKS
for Beginners and

Experts
The Radio Press Series.

Price
 Wireless for All od.

By John Scold -Taggart, F.Inst.P.,
A.M.I.E.E.

2- Simplified Wireless r/ -
By John Scott -Taggart, E
A.M.I.E E.

3 How to. Make Your Own Broadcast

By John "Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P.,
A .M.I .E.E.

4 How to Erect Your Wireless Aerial ... .1/ -
By B. Mittell, A.M.I E.E.

5 The Constructiont of Wireless Receivins
Apparatus 1/6
By P. D. Tyers.

6 The Construction of Czystal Receivers... 1/6
By Alan L. M. Douglas.

7 How to Make a " Unit " Wireless Receiver 2,'5
By E. Redpath.

8 Pictorial Wireless Circuits ... 1/6
By Oswald J. Ranhin.

g Wireless Valves Simply Explained ...
By John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P.,
A .M.I.E.E.

so Practical Wireless Valve Circuits 2/6
By John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P.
A.M.I.E.E.

22 Radio Valves and How to Use Them ... 2/6
By John Scott -Taggart
A.M.I.E.E.

53 500 Wireless Questions Answered ... 2/6
By G. P. Kendall and E. Redpath.

24 52 Tested Wireless Sets ... 2/6
By Percy W. Harris.

r5 More Practical Valve Circuits ... 3/6
By John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P.,
A.M.I.E.E

16 Home -Built Wireless Components ... 2/6
17 Wireless Sets for Home Constructors ... 2,'6

By E. Redpath.
18 Tuning Coils and How to Wind Them... 1,'6

By G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.
RADIO PRESS PANEL CARDS.
 How to Make the W.I. Receiver

By Herbert K. Simpson.
SIMPLEX WIRING CHARTS.
 For 2 -Valve Set ... 1/-
2 For 3 -Valve Set ... r/-
3 For 4 -Valve Set ... 1/ -

RADIO PRESS WIRELESS PANEL TRANS-
FaRS Si.

." MODERN . WIRELESS" COIL TABLE
tor Aerial, Anode and Re -Action Coils ... 611.

RADIO PRESS ENVELOPES.
x How to Build an S.T too Receiver ... 2:6

By John Scotf-Taggart, F.Inst.P.,
A.M I.E.E.

2 How to Build a 4 -Valve Receiver ... 2.'6
By Percy IV Harris.

3 How to Build the "Simplicity " 3 -Valve

By G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.
4 How to Build the All -Concert -de -Luxe

Receiver 2.'6
By Percy W. Harris. .

.8 How to Make a z-Va.ve Reflex Receiver r.-6
By Herbert K. Simpson.

*9 HoWto Build an Efficient Single -Valve

By Herbert K. Simpson.
The Radio. Press Envelopes are the most com

plete guide to wireless construction ever devised.
They contain exalt size panel and wiring blue
prints, complete -working drawings, sheets of
instructions regarding constracticn and working
lists of components and many photographs on
beautiful art paper showing the set and wiring from
every possible angle. Every -possible detail is
explained and you cannot go wrong.

 Just Published

Any of the above publications can be cbtaiml
from principal wireless dealers and through an -1
b3okseller --or direct (plus 2d. postage, or, or
Radio Press Envelopes 3d. from

1/6

RADIO PRESS LTD.
BUSH HOUSE, STRAND,

LONDON, W.0 2.

8Fo

Ad. 1767.

In replying to Advertisers, Please use Order Form enclosed.
Pqraars
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Manufactured only by
Portable Utilities Co., Ltd.,
Fi her Street, London, W.C.I.

Sold by all Dealers.

MODERN WIRELESS

Made in two types :
Concert Grand 30 /-

Eureka No. 2 (for second
L.F. Stage) 22/6.

The only Transformer Auaranteect
indefinitely against breakdown.

0UT of all the scores of Transformers on the
market to -day, how many carry-either in

letter or in spirit-the guarantee that is at the back
of every Eureka ? Not only must it satisfy your
most critical demands-and you shall be the judge
-within a reasonable period of trying it out, or
your purchase price will be refunded in full, but
we NA ill actually guarantee it against breakdown
throughout its normal life.

We make this offer for two reasons : first, because
we have the most complete confidence in our
Transformers, and secondly, because the unique
construction of every Eureka prevents the possibility
of any atmospheric influence acting upon it.

As is well known, the air is often heavily charged
with dampness, which can be readily absorbed by
any ordinary Transformer exposed to it for any
length of time. This dampness-sooner or later-

will probably cause a breakdown in the insulation
of any exposed winding, or at least create a serious
falling off in signal strength.

But look at the Eureka, see its massive coppered-
steel case, and know that the whole of its contents
is hermetically sealed-actual tests have even
demonstrated that fourteen days under water does
not harm the Eureka in the slightest degree.

Thus the insulation-tested at 2,000 volts by
Faraday House-is absolutely permanent.

But insulation is only one of the Eureka exclusive
features-anyone who has had the opportunity of
using one will enthuse over its wonderful volume
and purity of tone.

If you are building a new Set-or bringing your
existing one up to date-be sure to fit a Eureka
Transformer and have no regrets.

In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form incio-sel 88r
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Variable Bridge
Condenser

Two-thirds Full Size.)

NEW MODEL A (Mica Dielectric ... ... 14/6

The Variable Bridge Condenser will be the Ultimate
Radio Controller, for its fundamental principle
presents finality in precision.

It provides a key to radio receptive circuits of far
higher efficiency than those in common use to -day.

Model B (3-E.V.C.) Panel Mounting (Air Dielectric) 37 /6

11 // Cabinet Mounted (Air Dielectric) 45/.-

IS Bridge Tuning and Rejector Unit 60/ -
Bridge Tuning and Rejector Coils 7/6

CLIX COMBINATION PLUG-SOCKET-the Electro-Link
with 159 uses-inaugurates a standardised system of instan-
taneous wiring.

CLIX with Locknut 3d. each.
CLIX Insulators (6 colours) 1d. each.
CLIX Bushes (6 colours) 1d. per pair,

Obtained from all Wireless Dealers or

direct from the Patentees &Manufacturers :

AUTOVEYORS LTD
Radio Engineers and Contractors

84 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1

December, 1924

RESULTS
Not only do maximum results accrue from
advertisements in the WIRELESS WEEKLY
but far more important still is
that its readers embrace the section
that buys on the spot. You therefore
get the twofold advantage of immediate
and direct results to your advertisement.
Write for particulars of this and other
Radio Press Publications to the Advertise-
ment Managers.

BARCLAYS ADVERTISING, Ltd.,

Advertising Censulants & Contractors.

BUSH HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.?..

Telephone: City 9911 (Extn. 9).

(44artiadi.--
.RGLTS > LIGHTNING

PROTECTOR
AND USE YOUR SE/ Hi SAFETY EVEN DURING A THUNDERSTORM

MICE :,- COMPLETE wtn I
POST 34 INSTRUCTIONS

Obtainable Jcom illneless Dealers or direct from, :-
ANDERSON \y/TE-Lg5s SALES Aov4y9.15 Oxford Street 1.

ms.AMY15,4/6 ti/f510ENT

100% EFFICIENCY H.T. BATTERY.

THE ONSTRUC-
TOR'S IDEAL

Amazing value, positively unequalled. See "Apparatus
I ested," April issue. Giant Unit Dry Cells, r volts, xi in. diam.
300?/, more capacity. Compare tiny standard cells on photo.
Terminailed and insulated. Cells, 4/- doz., carriage extra.
So volt type in polished Oak Case, as reported, 19/6 carriage
1 /9. All Cells replaceable. Lists free. Sample Cell 6d
From actual maker only, saving 50% middlemen's profits'
Money back guarantee. Orders in rotation,
Sole Maker: FINCH En (C.A.), OLO AR7IOURY,OSWESrRY.

lIItIHIIltlllllltllIiiiIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIItIIIIlIII1l11t1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111-7:

COUPON
Questions and Answers

In future this coupon must be accompanied with
2s. 6d. P.O.

"MODERN WIRELESS" December, 1924

EittimilmtnintimintrowittinimmuntritimitimilimitimitiltituituttinT7

<S,S2,
Iaa reblyinz to Advertisers. ?Tease use Order Form enclosed,
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The Mullard Service Safeguards All Valve Users
YOU can avoid accidents to your Valves by using Mullard Safety

Discs, Your dealer will supply them free on request. These
patented discs are perfect insulatoi s under all conditions of service
and are purposely designed to prevent fit invent burn out by H.T. 
battery sh-_,,rt circuit. Complete instructions with each disc, Make
sure you get these Mullard Safety Discs, Send us the name and -
address of your dealer if you cannot get what you want, and we will
suprly his requirements.

Mullard.
THE MASTER.*VALVE

Obtainable from all Radio Stores, Electricians, etc.

Advt. The Mallard Radio Valve Co., Ltd., Balham, S.W.12.

In. replying Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed. 883
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1 AN OPINION THAT COUNTS
THE Radio Press test reports are respected in all wireless circles for

their accuracy and fearless impartiality. The following are verbatim
extracts from the test report made by A. D. Cowper, M.Sc., in last

month's " ModernWireless - (page 6921, on the U.S. Super Transformer :-

1. " A handsome well -finished instrument with a large vertical coil and ample iron
core."

2. " The favourable impression given by a first inspection of this instrument was borne
out in actual test."

3. "The present instrument, if the high quality of the specimen submitted
is an indication, can be heartily recommended, and indicates the
vast strides that have been made recently in the design of really
effective transformers for L.F. amplification."

-1-L-= IF YOU BUY A "U.S. SUPER" YOU KNOW YOU ARE SAFE.

" U.S.'' Trans-
formers are British
throughout. The
letters have no

connection what-
ever with the words
"United States."

111111111111jiiiii111111111i111111111111111

Maximum Magnification
without Distortion

the Secrets here imoi
All -British wade throughout, the U.S. Transformer's
success lieS in the excellence of its design. The core,
with no bolts through it, is packed with finest Stalloy
iron, allowing fullest amplification without hint of dis-
tortion; winding is done by experts; terminals are
large and comfortable, with ebonite strips at top
and soldering tags. Patio guaranteed 5 Re-
member -it's British.

Two other U.S. Trans-
formers are also made :
Ko. 1, suitable for first
stage work. Price 14/6
No. 2, designed for fed -
lowing stages and power
work. Price 1116
All U.S. L.F. Trans-
formers are tested and
guaranteed.

THE U.S. suet
TRANSFORMER
U.S. Radio Co., Ltd.,
1,55, Hi St., Lewis-
ham, S. E.13. 'Phone:

Lee Green 24o.,..

PRICE 18r6 EACH.

lows.
.e.'744r

Two U.S. Super
Transformers are

used by E.Redpath
in his " Home
3 -Valve" Set de-
scribed in this issue
of " Mcdern Wire-

less."

11111111111111-11i11J11111111111RIIII!IIIIIIIIIIIN

884 In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed.
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/HUNT'S NEW
CRYSTAL

Fig. No. 922.Fig. 1102.

MICROMETER
ADJUSTMENT

(without turning catswhisker or
cup),

LOCKING SCREW.
HEAVILY NICKEL -

PLATED FINISH.

VARIABLE GRIDLEAKS.-An absolute necessity for deli-
c,ate Long-distance Tuning. Each stop a i'efinite and
reo2atable resistance. Standard resistance a-5 megobms.
Otherresistanies to order. No extra. Fig, xrco.-Top Panel
Mounting, 4;'6 ea. Fig. II02.-Under Panel Mounting,
5/- ea. Fig. ri ro.-Anticapacity Handle, 9d. ea.

Manufactured by

A. H. HUNT, LTD.

MODERN WIRELESS
ACCESSORIES
DETECTOR
Codeword " VERNIER."

CATSWHISK ER OR DOUBLE
CRYSTAL

(spare cup viith 3screws supplied
free).

DUSTP ROOF GLASS
CYLINDER.

PRICE 4./. EACH.
Complete as illustrated, but less

Crystals.

SAFETY

I
Fig. 828.

COdelYOrd, "SAVE IT.'
Valve Protector and
Safety Wander Plug for
protecting the filament
of Wireless Valves,

Price 2/- each.
Complete as illustrated.

cigo4",

(DEPT H.A.H WORKS:
TUNSTALL RD.,CROYDONth"402, "KEYAA.,E CROYDON.'

11111111i11111111111111111111111111111111111111H11111111111110111N
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F. -61j Fix Fallon Condensers
-

Fallon Fixed
Capacities up to

WHY PAY

Condensers
.oca, 1/3 each. E-

'oo4, 2/ -

MORE ?- ===
 milliummumimirit11111IlilfinfinhfriM111(Ilihri

-they improve results in all Sets.
Made of the highest quality mica and copper foil;
each one tested and guaranteed, FALLON Fixed
Condensers are right up to FALLON standard.
Fitted with soldering tags and nuts for making

clean connections.
British Reputation.-Your Condensers are not
FALLON'S unless the name FALLON appears

on same. Write direct for Trade Terms.
All Correspondence and Post Orders to:

FALLON CONDENSER CO LTD., F. -Fixed Condenser and Grid -1
White Ribbon Works, Broad Lane, Tottenham, N..5 ff Leak COMBINED.
Branches: 43, Farringdon Road, E.C. r ; 3, King's = 2 or 3 megohms, 2/6 each.
West, Deansgate, Manchester ; rzo, Wellington

. 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M1111 

-They're as good as the BestSt., Glasgow; 7, Howard St., Belfast.
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THE THIRD SOUND MEDIUM
for your advertising campaign

MODERN WIRELESS,
WIRELESS WEEKLY
AND THE

WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR
are the predominant media in Radio publications.

You cannot afford to ignore the responsive public that
eagerly and consistently studies the advertisements in these
journals which constitute an excellent established market

for your goods.

Write at once for Advertisement rates:-

BARCLAYS ADVERTISING LTD.
Bush House, Strand, London, W.C.2.

Advertisement Managers for Radio Press Publications.
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CONTENTS.
A 2 6 Crystal Set.

2 A Crystal Set on a New Principle.
3 A Single Valve Magnifier.
4 A 2 -Valve Magniler.

E5 A Simple 2 -Valve Receiver.
6 A 2 -Valve Cabinet Set.
7 An " Old Folks " Receiver.

E.= 8 A 3 -Valve " All Concert " Receiver.
F: 9 A " Transatlantic " Receiver.

so A 3 -Valve Reinartz Set.
is An S.T. 100 Set fur the Beginner.
12 Wave Traps in Various Forms.

tadiaVrcm36tcia 111014-ga

111-77r..;71:Z fiSTE
WWE LESS SETS

AN 0 ow TO MAKE THEM
PERCY W. HAP PIS

=."

December, 1924

(74,0 .1-75°0

So ,will you if you buy a copy of

TWELVE TESTED
WIRELESS SETS

2/6 net -

Post Free

2/8
By PERCY W. HARRIS

Arid make one of the fine multi -valve sets such as the " Transatlantic.'
This is the season for receiving broadcasting from American and Continenta
stations, and there is no more fascinating or instructive pastime than
searching for those elusive stations.

They will, however, not be elusive if you build a set prodKed by such an
experienced designer as Mr. Harris.
Look at the varied contents and you will realise what a bargain such a
cheap but reliable book is. Every set is not merely tested by the author
but by hundreds, and sometimes thousands, of readers who have bought
this book.
Buy it to -day from your wireless dealer or bookseller (2s. 6d. net) or send
2s. 8d. to the publishers :

RADIO PRESS, LTD., Bush House, Strand,
London, W.C.2. Batzloys Ad, 13.13

886 In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Farm enclosed.
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Er--- THE RADIO PRESS.a,..

timmittlittnitutt
== Ii,-.3..., ENVELOPE SYSTEM
== :- - -- 2

THE Radio Press Envelope System is generally acknowledged to be the greatest aid to the constructor
yet evolved. Each envelope contains working diagrams, exact size blue prints of wiring and of the
panel (suitable for drilling), a set of photographs printed on real art paper and in a manner

impossible in a book or periodical and showing the set and wiring from every possible angle, a list of
components and the full instructions for making each set and using it.
These envelopes are obtainable from all principal wireless dealers and booksellers or direct from the
publishers :

RADIO PRESS, LTD., Bush House, Strand, London, W.C.2.

tit )v. t 11t1; C(1';-;1
"INt;..1, 'VI XVII,:

R.P. Envelope No. r. Price is. 6d. (is. 8d. post free),
How to Make an Efficient 2 -Valve Receiver using the
ST. roo Circuit. By John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P.,
A.M.I.E.E.

A huge number of this ST. roo envelope has been sold,
and practically all the tens of thousands of successful
ST. roc. sets in the country. have been made from this
design, which works a loud -speaker with ease up to 3o
to 35 miles.

c7iieSimpliciti3 Valve Sef
ROW TO 6r9,1) AND WOlet 11'

R.P. Envelope No. 3. Price 2S. 6d. (2s. 8d. post free).
The " Simplicity " 3 -Valve Set. By G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.

Notwithstanding extreme ease of operation this set
gives excellent results and will receive all the B.B.C.
stations and many Continental ones upon the 'phones
and will work a loud -speaker from the nearest ones.

WO. ;()
1,011-t-\ 11,1i I R

R.P. Envelope No. 2. Price 2S. 6d. (2s. 81 post free).
How to Make a Family 4 -Valve ReceiVer. By Percy
W. Harris.

This is the ideal easily -handled set for long range loud
speaker work. For those some distance from a station
this set is ideal.

R.P. Envelope No. 4. Price 2s. 6d. (2s. 8d. post free).
The " All -Concert de Luxe " Receiver. By Percy W.
Harris.

A supremely efficient 3 -Valve set with enclosed valves
and all the latest technical improvements incor-
porated.

I 11111+

In replying to Advertisers, please use Order Form enclosed.
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HOW TO MAKE A ONE VALVE
REFLEX RECEIVER
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RADIO PRESS ENVELOPE No. 8.

HOW TO MAKE A ONE VALVE
REFLEX RECEIVER

By Herbert K. Simpson
1/6 NET. (Post free 1/9)

This envelope contains full and elaborate sheets of
instructions, two full-size blue prints, three sheets
of photographs on art paper and a sheet of working
drawings.
An ideal one valve set for working a loud -speaker up
to 10 miles from a broadcasting station. Strong
'phone signals are obtainable from many stations.

RADIO PRESS, 1):' Bush House, Strand, W.C.2'.
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By using "RADIO PRESS WIRELESS PANEL
TRANSFERS " (6d. per large packet of 8o
label.:), you can give to your set that finished
appearance which makes all the difference.
Not only are these transfers the cheapest and
best but they are officially issued by the
Radio Press for their sets. Buy a packet or
two from your wireless dealer. They are also
obtainable through every
bookseller, but get the
title rigle, if you
want Radio
Press quality.

MODERN WIRELESS

Give your Set that
Professional Look!

About the year 17.49 an engraver named John
Sadler, of Liverpool, whilst taking proofs off a plate
he had engraved, was suddenly startled by shouts
of jubilation from his children in the room. On
turning round to see the cause he found that one of
them had picked up a still wet spoilt copy that he
had thrown on the floor and applied it to a piece of
crockery, and was triumphantly holding up the
decorated piece of china. This accidental revelation
was pursued by Sadler, and it is on record that to-
gether with a master printer named Green they, a
short time afterwards, printed " ',zoo earthenware
tiles in about six hours, better and neater than one
hundred skilful pot -painters could have painted
in the common and usual way of painting with a
pencil."

This is probably the earliest known transfer printing ; after
Liverpool many other factories, such as Battersea, Worcester.
Bilston, Staffordshire, Swansea, Coalport and others, made
transfer -printed ware.

Transferring is a common process in Lithography where it
is used for " making up work," viz., transferring a lot of
impressions either all of the same matter or different to a
large stone so that they can all be printed at once.

Ladies use transfers for getting their designs on material
for silk and other fancy work, in fact, its uses are innumer-
able.

The " Radio Press," were quick to realise the immense
advantage the process offered to amateurs in lettering their
panels as against the comparatively costly method of
engraving, and thus have placed in the reach of everyone
the Radio Press Panel Transfers.

PLENTIFUL SUPPLY NOW READY.
6d. per packet, or 8d. Post Free from

-Tama° 1DreR525, TLtd.
BUSH HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON,W.C.2.

Barclays Ad. 1185
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Does our Volume
anish in Smo

December, 1924

The volume that
ought to be, there.

AGOOD aerial picking up strong signals, a highly efficient circuit, and
yet the results . . . most disappointing.

Nine times out of ten what does it mean?
Transformers giving of their best only under particular circumstances, or
else cheap and inferior transformers.
The low self -capacity is the point that counts if you want to get
that distortionless volume you deserve from your set. The R.I.
transformer, with its unique sectional primary and
secondary windings, has the Lowest Self Capacity of Any
Transformer on the Market.
But more than that, it is the General Purpose Transformer
and gives ".equally fine tone and efficient , amplification in
every wireless circuit.

A book of distortionless circuit diagrams supplied free
with each instrument. Write for the new R.I. catalogue.
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